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Abstract
The relationship of the Hodayot collection (1QH) to the Teacher of Righteousness
has been of considerable interest ever since the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Using form-critical and linguistic analyses, a few German scholars, among whom
Jeremias and Stegemann may be mentioned, have attributed a subset of the Hodayot
to the Teacher. All "Teacher Hymns" identified by various scholars surprisingly fall
within 1QH 10-17:36. This dissertation makes use of a different literary approach
and attempts to determine whether the hymns in 1QH 10-17:36 might have come
from one author or several, whether literary sources have been used, and whether one
of the authors was the Teacher of Righteousness. An overview of the criteria
previous scholarship has used to isolate the "Teacher Hymns" from the "Community
Hymns" is presented in Chapter Two. The interrelationship of the "Teacher Hymns"
and their relationships to the "Community Hymns" are analysed. Two groups of
Hodayot in the "Teacher Hymns" are identified, each with its distinctive traits of
style, content, and vocabulary. Chapter Three and Four are dedicated to the
discussion of Group I and Group II, respectively. Chapter Five discusses the
relationship between these two groups of hymns and explores the redactional shape
of 1QH 10-17:36. Chapter Six addresses the issue of authorship. An attempt is
made to determine whether either Group I or Group II or both might have been
written by the Teacher of Righteousness. Chapter Seven provides a summary of the




Among the first seven scrolls discovered in Cave 1 at Qumran is the Hodayot
(rrpmn) collection, or Thanksgiving Scroll, a title given by the late Professor
Sukenik, so called after the introductory words ofmany of the psalms. Scholars have
repeatedly drawn upon the Hodayot collection (1QH [strictly 1QH3]) to illuminate
the religious ideas of the Qumran community, and in particular, the life and
experiences of the Teacher of Righteousness. There are a few who have made an
attempt to uncover the structure of its poetry. This opening chapter presents a survey
of what has been done in the Hodayot study and provides an orientation to the
scholarly debate on the issue of authorship.
1.1 The History ofScholarship
Nothing is more appropriate than to start our journey from the first editor Sukenik,
whose impression of the Hodayot has in several important respects set the agenda for
much of the discussion that follows:
The Thanksgiving Scroll is a collection of songs expressing the views and
feelings of one of the members of the sect whose writings were discovered in the
Dead Sea genizah. Imitating the style of the Psalms, the songs express thanks for
the acts of kindness God has performed for their author. ... A possible inference
is that the author was the Teacher of Righteousness often mentioned in these
scrolls as well as in the "Zadokite Document" of the Damascus Covenanters. His
complaint over being compelled to leave his country - "he thrusts me out of my
land like a bird from its nest" (col. 4, 1.9) - corresponds to the statement in the
Habakk.uk Commentary that the "Wicked Priest" forced the Righteous Teacher
into exile from the country (col. 11,1. 6).1
Implicit in Sukenik's statements is that the Hodayot collection is a literary unity
and all the hymns are the product of a single author. Even more important is his
suggestion that the author was the Teacher of Righteousness. These hymns are
believed to have been recounting in detail the depths of his convictions and the
sufferings he endured as a result of his faithfulness to God's calling.
1 Sukenik (1955: 39).
1
The possibility of the Teacher's authorship has received considerable interest and
discussion. Dupont-Sommer, though accepting that the hymns could have been
written by one of the disciples of the Teacher, avers that "the collection is at least to
be considered as an ancient work of the sect, authentically and profoundly stamped
with the personality and doctrine of the Teacher."2 By reconstructing the original
order of the columns, Carmignac claims to have traced the historical context out of
which the Teacher might have written the hymns.3 He even states that the
rearrangement of the columns in the Hodayot collection has helped detect the
changes in the life of the Teacher. So, a possibility has turned out to be a hypothesis,
one being held by early scholars.4
However, this is not unanimous among the translators of the Hodayot. Licht
observes that there is a certain tension existing between the author and his fellow
members in some of the hymns.5 His observation leads him to conclude that the
author must have been an important leader of the sect. He considers the Teacher to
be a plausible candidate but prefers to attribute the hymns to either a ~ip3D
"overseer" or a b*OK70 "teacher."6 Bardtke believes that the "I" of the Hodayot is
really an individual but the personal experiences of this individual "I" do not
necessarily refer to the Teacher of Righteousness and might well apply to any
member of the sect, just as he writes, "A supposer que le Maitre de Justice ait ete
l'auteur, meme alors ce qu'il rapporte de ses propres experiences n'aura pu trouver
place dans les Hodayoth qu'a condition d'etre egalement applicable a tout membre de
la Secte."7 Gaster, interpreting the hymns more or less as a product of mystical
experience, argues: "What the text is describing is the normal and typical frustration
of the mystic - the experience of every man who believes that he has seen God and
that he is burning a small candle in the darkness of a world unredeemed."8 Burrows
2
Dupont-Sommer (1957: 10-20, 1961: 200). Similarly, Russell (1967: 294) comments, "even if
they [the thanksgiving hymns] do not owe their origin to the Teacher, they bear the stamp of his
teaching and the mark of his personality."
3
Carmignac (1958-59, 1959-60a, 1961: 129-45, 1962: 133-58).
4 Glanzman (1952: 490), Hyatt (1955-56: 27), Milik (1959: 74-77), Ringgren (1995: 15-6), van
der Ploeg (1958: 175-76), Yadin(1957: 107-11).
5 Licht (1957: 23-4).
6 Licht (1957: 25). Likewise, Gevaryahu (1973: 56) suggests that the author "may represent the
outstanding personality of the sect. The description could just as well fit the founder and first leader of
the sect, and those who succeeded him."




vigorously contends that too little information exists to argue for the authorship of
the Teacher.9
Moreover, scholarship has recognized the Hodayot to be an important source for
the study of the theological concepts of the Qumran community. According to Licht,
"DST [the Thanksgiving Scroll] is the work of one man developing what is almost a
single theme in a long series of variations."10 Without much concern about
identifying the author, he claims that an understanding of the author's doctrines
provides a key to the analysis of each psalm." He moves on to give a systematic
treatment of the author's doctrines, interpreting the Hodayot in the light of the two
spirits' passage (1QS 3:13-4:26). But how can one understand the author's doctrines
without first grappling with each psalm? It would appear that Licht has taken for
granted the single author hypothesis and the uniformity of the Hodayot collection.
Even more, by fitting the Hodayot into the two spirits' doctrine, he has failed to do
justice to some of the hymns.12
Two other scholars have provided similar treatments of the doctrines of the
i •?
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Hodayot: Mansoor and Holm-Nielsen. Their works are quite different from that of
Licht in many respects. They both have tried to do full justice to the Hodayot,
formulating the doctrines on the basis of their analysis on each psalm. Holm-
Nielsen's work is worth mentioning here. He discusses at great length the question of
authorship as well as the problem of Sitz im Leben. Another remarkable feature of
his work is his detailed treatment of the use of the Old Testament in the Hodayot. As
a result of his analysis, he concludes that the Hodayot collection is not homogeneous
and can be classified into two categories: thanksgiving psalms and hymns.14 His
9 Burrows (1958: 324-29).
10 Licht (1956: 2). The unity of the Hodayot is affirmed in his book (Licht 1957: 22-23).
Similarly, Hyatt (1955-56: 276) states that the Hodayot collection seems to be "the product of a single
author, whose experiences and feelings they vividly reflect."
11 Licht (1956: 2).
12 For instance, his interpretation of 1QH 4:38 is questionable (Licht 1956: 5-6). In 1QH 4:38 it
says, "thou hast created the righteous and the wicked." He takes this verse as somehow related to 1QS
3:17-19, where God is said to have placed into man two spirits: the spirits of truth and injustice. The
author of the Hodayot, according to Licht, seems to know all about the cosmic battle between the
Prince of Light and the Angel of Darkness, an idea which does not appear in the text. What's more,
this verse, as he claims, teaches about divine predestination. Attractive as it may seem, this conclusion
is quite inconclusive.
13 Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 273-300), Mansoor (1961: 52-92).
14 Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 320) aptly discerns, "The more one busies oneself with the Hodayot, the
more their apparent uniformity disappears. In the treatment of the individual psalms, I have attempted
to demonstrate that, on the basis of their content, they can be divided into two large groups, of which
3
group of thanksgiving psalms concerns 2:?-19, 2:20-30, 2:31-3:2(7), 3:3-18, 3:19-36,
4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:6-25 and 8:4-9:36. Even more, he puts a weighty
argument against the Teacher's authorship and argues for the liturgical use of the
hymns in the prayer of the Qumran community.15 He warns that the considerable
degree of dependence upon the Old Testament both in content and in style should
make one cautious in identifying the "I" of the Hodayot, let alone applying a concrete
historical interpretation.16 He is much inclined to consider the author as a "collective
I," in that any member of the community might have composed the hymns.
There are a number of scholars whose interest lies in the study of a specific
doctrine, such as eschatology, human nature, immortality, messianism,
predestination, and suffering.17 Merrill's work on predestination must be mentioned
for his approach to the study of the Hodayot. First, he interprets the Hodayot in the
light of other Qumran documents, such as the Habakkuk Commentary, the Manual of
Discipline, and the Damascus Document (CD). Merrill believes that the author of the
Hodayot and the Teacher are the same. He then claims: "The Teacher removed
himself from normative Judaism in early Maccabean times (ca. 150 B.C.), founded a
the one is concerned in a more technical way with the conditions of the community, while the other
expresses, on the basis of this same community, the view of the surrounding world based upon its
relationship to God. This division I have further confirmed on the basis of style, since the group which
is more closely linked to the community can be described, on the basis of the Old Testament examples,
as hymns, while the other group belongs to the category of psalms of thanksgiving, even if they are
strongly influenced by the psalms of complaint. Moreover, it would appear from a treatment of the use
of Scripture in the Hodayot that, in this respect as well, there is recognisable difference, the psalms of
thanksgiving being far more fitly described as a 'mosaic of Scriptures' than the hymns are."
15 Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 348) comments, "the Hodayot must be understood as examples of the
Qumran community's liturgical prayers and songs of praise. They are an expression of the faith of the
community, but they are not poems for instruction in dogmatics. They rest upon the existence of the
community and upon its history, but they will not in themselves recount the history. They are phrased
in the words of the individual to portray his assurance of salvation and fear of perdition in an existence
where the battle lies between the power ofGod and the powers of Belial, but the individual is not any
one definite historical person."
16 In agreement with Holm-Nieslen, Hopkins (1979-81: 335-6) asserts that "the claims for one
author writing a uniform 1QH psalm collection infused with his own personal experiences do not stand
up under scrutiny.... We must conclude that 1 QH is a varied collection of rhythmic prose authored by
different people at different times and that none of the 1QH material demands Teacher authorship."
Kittel (1981: 10) is also skeptical about any attempt at attributing the hymns to the Teacher of
Righteousness, "Because of the eschatological and apocalyptic viewpoint of the scrolls, no
identification of the Teacher as the author of the Hodayot is possible. He may have been the author of
some or all of the psalms, but it is just as possible that another, or several others of the sect, could have
composed them. One thing must be admitted; a collection of psalms, composed in the biblical pattern,
all belonging to one literary category, is unusual and may point to an author or redactor with a highly
original viewpoint."
17 Chamberlain (1955a), Collins (1984: 133-8), Hyatt (1955-56), Laurin (1958), Merrill (1975),
Puech (1993), Thiering (1972-75).
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community of likeminded Essenes at Qumran, and produced the Thanksgiving
• • IX ••
Hymns sometime before he met his apparently violent death." On this basis, he
opts for the didactic use of all the hymns and confidently states that the Hodayot
must have been the official or orthodox Qumranian dogma.19 For Merrill, the
Teacher's authorship forms the basis not only for his evaluation of the problem of
divine predestination and human freedom, but also for the reconstruction of the
history of the community.
Not only does the Hodayot collection offer considerable religious value, but also
provides good material for literary analysis. The Hodayot are frequently considered
to be inferior to the biblical psalms, falling short of the Old Testament standard in
terms of originality. Licht remarks that the Hodayot collection is "on the whole
rather humdrum, and does not seem to possess any high degree of literary merit. It is
also very repetitive, to the point of monotony."20 A few scholars simply regard it as
91
"rhythmic prose." Johnson even states that the Hodayot "do not appear to be of any
• • 99
great literary merit."
Scholars have tried to fit the Hodayot into the structures already discerned in the
biblical psalms. Kraft23 is a case in point. He sets out to analyse a number of psalms
using the three aspects of Hebrew poetry: parallelism, meter, and strophic structure.
He encounters too many poetic irregularities that he simply does not know what to
make of them. He decides to leave them for further investigation. A similar
treatment is taken up by Thiering.24 At the outset Thiering claims that it is necessary
to discover the poetic structures of the Hodayot. She believes that the principle of
"chiasmus," which can be found in the biblical psalms, is the key to unlocking the
poetry of the Hodayot, but she finds it difficult to fit one or two thanksgiving psalms
into the chiastic structure. By and large, Kraft and Thiering have both failed to let
the Hodayot speak for themselves in structural matters, as will be shown.
According to Frank Cross, the Hodayot collection is a product of the post-exilic
period and is thus of high literary value:
18 Merrill (1975: 10).
19 Merrill (1975: 57).
20 Licht (1956: 1-2).
21
E.g., Hopkins (1979-81: 331), Ringgren (1995: 14).





Analysis of the literary types, the prosody, and the language and theological
motifs of these documents [the Thanksgiving Hymns] will greatly expand our
knowledge of the development of late Old Testament psalmody on the one hand,
and will illuminate on the other hand difficult problems in the study of the literary
types and prosodic canons ofNew Testament psalms (especially in the prologue of
Luke) and poetry.25
Ehlen's dissertation is a step forward in this area of study.26 He makes an attempt
to unearth the structure of the psalmody of the Second Temple period. His purpose is
to trace the evolution of the post-exilic psalmody and demonstrate the prosodic effect
using three linguistic elements, namely auditory, grammatical, and semantic.
Unfortunately, his study is limited to the analysis of a single thanksgiving hymn from
the Hodayot, and does not contribute enough to our knowledge of late Old Testament
psalmody.
A significant advance in the study of the poetry of the Hodayot is made by Bonnie
Kittel.27 It is her contention that a thorough study of the poetry of the Hodayot is the
groundwork for a better understanding of their theology. She examines eight
thanksgiving hymns in great detail and attempts to explore their poetic conventions.
She discovers many features peculiar to the Hodayot, such as longer cola, frequent
use of the infinitive, lists, envelope parallelism, and longer line length.28 Her
analysis in some ways offers insight into the theological themes of the hymns. Here
is an invaluable work that integrates poetry with theology.
In an analysis different from Kittel's, Horgan and Kobelski have taken up the task
as set out by Cross 29 They briefly examine the Hodayot and the two New Testament
(NT) hymns, namely the Magnificat (Luke 1:47-55) and the Benedictus (Luke 1:68-
79). The literary features compared are themes, structure, use of biblical language,
parallelism, and grammatical phenomena. The many similarities between the
Hodayot and the two Lucan hymns have brought the two scholars to the conclusion
that the Hodayot can indeed form a poetic bridge between the poetry of the Hebrew
Scriptures and poetic passages in the NT.
A particular poetic feature of the Hodayot has been investigated in a recent
dissertation by Williams.30 Williams attempts to trace any possible patterns of
25 Cross (1995: 122-23).
26 Ehlen (1969).
27 Kittel (1981).
28 For details, see "Synthesis: Poetic Techniques of the Hodayot" (Kittel 1981: 155-72).
29
Horgan and Kobelski (1989: 179-93).
30 Williams (1991).
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diachronic development in the use of parallelism from early biblical poetry to the
poetry of the Second Temple Period. He sets out to analyse the parallelism in the
Hodayot and compares it with the data obtained from similar studies in early biblical
poetry, Isaiah 1-18 and Isaiah 40-45.31 As a result of his analysis, Williams discovers
seventeen similarities among the four corpora, suggesting that the texts in question
belong to the same prosodic tradition. At the same time there are significant
differences between the Hodayot and the other three corpora. The following are just
a few distinguishing characteristics of the Hodayot: smaller ratio of couplets to
triplets, fewer lines of 3 grammatical units, more triplets with a 2:2:2 grammatical
unit count, more semantic parallelism.32
In general, the Hodayot are similar to one of the Gattungen identified by Gunkel,
the "thank offering songs."33 Most of the hymns contain more or less the traditional
elements of the biblical thanksgiving psalms: the introduction, the narrative with its
three points (i.e. the poet's distress, his cry for help, and his deliverance), and the
confession before the congregation. A few hymns are also mixed with elements of
the lament or complaint.34 A detailed formgeschichtliche examination of the
Hodayot has been undertaken by Morawe. In Morawe's opinion, the Hodayot
collection consists of two Gattungen: "individuelle Danklieder" and "hymnische
Bekenntnislieder."35 He points out that some of the Gattungselemente from the
Danklieder, e.g., distress reports, do not appear in the other group, which tends to
have more hymnic elements. Morawe's list of individuelle Danklieder includes: 2:3-
19, 2:20-30, 2:31-39, 3:1-18, 3:19-36, 3:37-4:4, 4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-36(7), 6:1-36,
7:1-5; 7:6-25; 8:4-9:36. Surprisingly, Holm-Nielsen and Morawe, though using
different approaches, have divided the Hodayot into "individual thanksgiving songs"
and "hymns." Remarkable is the fact that they have come up with almost the same
list of hymns for both categories. Their seminal studies have called into question the
homogeneity of the Hodayot collection and the single author hypothesis. Had the
Hodayot been penned by the same author one would have expected a higher degree
of uniformity in its form and structure.
Jeremias' monumental work on Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit has opened a new
31 Williams has obtained his data from Geller (1979), Worgul (1986), Elliot-Hogg (1986).
32
For details, see Williams (1991: 821-8).
33 Gunkel (1967: 120-22), see also Eissfeldt (1966: 655), Mowinckel (1956), Silberman (1956).




scholarly debate on the relationship of the Hodayot to the Teacher of
Righteousness.36 From the outset Jeremias questions the literary unity of the
Hodayot collection. He classifies the Hodayot into three genres: hymns, didactic
psalms, and thanksgiving songs. He observes that "Das ,Ich', das in diesen Psalmen
[Danklieder] redet, unterscheidet sich so deutlich von dem ,Ich' in den anderen
Psalmen-Gruppen, daB schon dieser Tatbestand gegen die literarische Einheitlichkeit
der Hodajot spricht."37 To the group of Danklieder Jeremias assigns the following:
2:1-19,2:31-39, 3:1-18,4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:6-25, 8:4-40. He points out that
the 'I' of these Danklieder played a special role in the Qumran community and
claimed to be a "salvation bringer." Such an unusal claim of authority in the
community leads Jeremias to the conclusion that the Teacher of Righteousness was
the author of these Danklieder. This group of Danklieder is then designated the
"Teacher Hymns."
Jeremias' list of "Teacher Hymns" has been subsequently modified by Becker and
Kuhn. Becker, in his book Das Heil Gottes: Heils- und Siindenbegriffe in den
Qumrantexten und im Neuen Testament, discerns that the hymns among themselves
"5 O
show difference in style and content. His search for "Teacher Hymns" starts with a
basic core, which he selects on the basis of the nature of the individual "I." He then
includes other hymns through lexical links. The final list of hymns he has attributed
to the Teacher includes: 2:1-19, 2:20-30, 2:31-39, 3:1-18, 3:37-4:4, 4:5-29a, 5:5-19,
5:20-39, 6:1-36, 7:1-5, 7:6-25, 8:4-40. In his analysis ofMorawe's list of hymnische
Bekenntnislieder, Kuhn argues that das Motiv des Offenbarungsmittlers is an
important criterion by which the "Teacher Hymns" can be distinguished from the rest
of the Hodayot, which he designates Gemeindelieder.39 On this basis, he classifies
six Hodayot as the "Teacher Hymns": 2:1 (?)-19, 4:5-5:4 (with 4:29-5:4 as a
secondary addition), 5:5-19, 5:20-6:36(7), 7:6-25, 8:4-40.
Another two German scholars agree with Jeremias that a subset of the Hodayot
was composed by the Teacher of Righteousness. Schulz, whose approach is similar
to that of Jeremias, sets out to examine one particular aspect of the Teacher, that is,
his claim to authority in the community.40 Through form-critical and linguistic
36 Jeremias (1963).
37 Jeremias (1963: 170).
38 Becker (1963: 50-6).
39 Kuhn (1966: 21-6).
40 Schulz (1974).
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analyses, he distinguishes a group of psalms from the rest of the Hodayot. He
ascribes the authorship of these eight thanksgiving psalms to the Teacher: 2:1-19,
2:31-39, 3:1-18, 4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:6-25, 8:4-40. In his examination of the
origin of the Qumran community, Stegemann firmly believes that some of the
Hodayot have revealed to us the life of the Teacher.41 He accepts most of "Teacher
Hymns" proposed by Jeremias, with the exception of 3:1-18, 7:6-25 and 8:4-40. To
Jeremias' list Stegemann adds 2:20-30 and 7:34-8:3 on the ground that the terms or
concepts employed in describing the author's enemies are similar to those found in
the Pesharim and CD. His list of "Teacher Hymns" is: 2:1-19, 2:20-30, 2:31-39, 4:5-
5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:34-8:3. In his recent book, Stegemann has expanded his list
up to seventeen hymns, all falling within columns 1-11 in Sukenik's numbering.42
As a result of the work of these German scholars, two conceptual terms, "Teacher
Hymns" and "Community Hymns," have been introduced into Hodayot scholarship.43
The hypothesis that a number of hymns within columns 2-9 in Sukenik's numbering
were composed by the Teacher of Righteousness has received scholarly support.44 In
her study of the rhetorical strategies in 1QH 5:20-7:5, Newsom provides the
following list of "Teacher Hymns": 2:1-19, 4:5-4:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:6-25, 8:4-
9:36, 14:8-22.45 She simply states, "I am persuaded that there is good reason for
concluding that the Qumran community read the compositions listed above (with the
possible exception of 14:8-22 [P. 6:19-33]) as referring to the Teacher of





43 In recent studies, scholars have already made use of this terminology. See, e.g., Minde (1992:
439), Puech (1993: 336-419), VanderKam (1994: 62-4), Schuller (1994: 137-50).
44 Schweitzer (1991), Gluskina (1991), Charlesworth (1992a, 1992b). This is not to claim that the
hypothesis has received no criticisms. For instance, Vermes (1981: 27) criticises, "Some German
scholars, in particular Gert Jeremias and Hartmut Stegemann, have attempted to bridge further gaps in
the Maccabaean historical canvas. Subjecting some of the Hymns to a form-critical analysis, and
assuming furthermore that the Teacher of Righteousness was their author, they have deduced from
vague poetic hints a whole detailed story of an internal struggle among the sectaries. But I am afraid
that the matter is far too conjectural for any serious consideration."
45
Newsom (1990a: 122).
46 Newsom (1990a: 123). Newsom has introduced a new approach to the study of the Hodayot.
Whether the Teacher actually composed the hymn, as far as Newsom is concerned, is not of great
significance. What is important is that the Qumran community read the hymn as referring to the
Teacher of Righteousness. Apparently, Newsom has regarded the Teacher as the implied author.
Besides, she has drawn our attention to the rhetorical dimensions of the Hodayot. In another article,
Newsom (1990b: 172-79) suggests that the use of content/rhetoric is one of the three criteria by which
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quite commendable.47
Tanzer has espoused the distinction between "Teacher Hymns" and "Community
Hymns" in her dissertation, "Sages at Qumran: Wisdom in the Hodayot."48 In
addition to Jeremias' list of "Teacher Hymns," she includes four more: 2:20-30,
3:19-36, 3:37-4:4, 7:34-8:3.49 Tanzer also introduces a group of "hybrid" hymns in
the Hodayot.50 For instance, she takes 3:19-36 as a "Teacher Hymn" and recognises
that it is a "hybrid," making use of materials adapted from the Hymns of the
Community and an unidentified apocalyptic source in 20b-24a and 24b-36,
respectively. Tanzer's suggestion that there is a complex process of redaction in the
Hodayot collection should merit serious consideration.
Unlike other scholars, Davies proposes that the Hodayot should be used as a
source for the interpretation of the data in other Qumran commentaries.51 He asserts
that the Hodayot are "autobiographical" compositions.52 He grounds his hypothesis
on the evidence that many biblical psalms have been attributed to a historical figure
with a concrete historical setting. He seems to have forgotten Burrows' sober
warning: "[S]uch fanciful inferences remind one forcibly of the traditional titles
attached to the Psalms of the Old Testament, which attempt to connect each Psalm
with an event in the life of David."53 As critical as he claims to be, Davies too finds
the Teacher's authorship indispensable in his interpretation.54 It is quite
understandable that, without such an assumption, he has no means of comparing the
one may judge whether or not a text is sectarian. For a brief summary of rhetorical criticism, see
Trible (1994: 5-87).
47 Collins (1992b: 94).
48 Tanzer (1986).
49 Tanzer (1986: 136-41). While Jeremias takes 8:4-9:36 as two separate hymns, Tanzer considers
it to be one hymn.
50 A table listing all the "hybrids" is given in her dissertation (Tanzer 1986: 135).
51 Davies (1987: 87-106), see also Schweitzer (1991: 66-73) who has followed Davies' line of
interpretation.
52 See Flusser (1984: 562). Flusser has called our attention to "a special autobiographical poetical
genre" in the Second Temple period. Interestingly, King David seems to have been a prominent figure
in those psalms.
53 Burrows (1958: 329).
54 From the outset Davies (1987: 89-90) says: "For very many modern scholars have either
argued, or taken for granted, that the Qumran Hymns were composed by the "Teacher of
Righteousness,' and therefore that he experienced what their contents describe. This view is not
unanimous, of course, and I would prefer to remain entirely sceptical of such attribute. But I would
certainly take it for granted that within the Qumran community these hymns - and at the very least the
autobiographical ones - were understood to be compositions of the 'Teacher'." [italics mine]
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historical data in the Hodayot with those in the commentaries.
In determining whether the Hodayot offers useful information for historical
reconstruction, Callaway has undertaken an analysis on the "Teacher Hymns"
proposed by Jeremias and Stegemann.55 He compares the language about the "I" and
the enemies with the similar language in the Pesharim and CD and concludes, "One
has the impression that the speaker is not referring to specific, historical enemies,
since there is no concern with detailing their activities. ... Thus these psalms are not
useful as independent pieces of evidence concerning persons involved in the history
of the Qumran community."56 Knibb is of the same opinion:
... It is difficult to interpret the Qumran Hymns as referring to the concrete
experiences of a specific individual. It is impossible to say whether the 'Hymns of
the Teacher', much less the collection as a whole, were composed by the teacher
or not, but they cannot be used to reconstruct details of the career and character of
the teacher - any more than the confession of Jeremiah can be used to do the same
for Jeremiah. Nor do I find any evidence for the suggestion made by Philip
Davies that, whoever wrote the Hymns "within the Qumran community these
hymns - and at the very least the autobiographical ones - were understood to be
compositions of the 'Teacher'."57
So far no scholarly theory has commanded a consensus on the issue of authorship.
In his chapter on "The Judean Desert," Murphy-O'Connor proposes that the hymns
of Kuhn's list (2:1-19, 4:5-29, 5:5-19, 5:20-6:36, 7:6-25, 8:4-40) should be attributed
to a single historic figure.58 He then calls for a consensus: "Given what we now
know of the history of the sect, a refusal to identify this figure with the Teacher of
Righteousness smacks of pedantic prudence."59 In a recent article, he makes a
definitive answer to the question of authorship:
Despite certain hypercritical reserves, it is certain that these hymns are the
work of a single author and the radical nature of his claims to be the ultimate
religious authority (1QH 2:13; 5:22-23; 7:12; cf. CD 20:1) makes the Teacher the
only plausible candidate. Attempts have been made to use the hymns to fill out
the career of the Teacher, but all specific biographical inferences are excluded by
the fact that the texts are a tissue of OT citations and allusions. At most the
hymns reveal the inner life of the Teacher, [italics mine]60













unconvinced. Vermes, in the latest edition of his book, expresses reservation about
the Teacher's authorship.61 In his recent book on Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit,
Maier has the same reservation.62 In a recent article on the history of the Qumran
community, Ulfgard declines to use the Hodayot as a source of information for
reconstructing the life of the Teacher, as he comments:
As to the Hodayot Psalms (1QH), whose author often speaks in the first person,
it has been suggested that they were composed by the Teacher of Righteousness. I
do not, however, want to discuss them at all, since their authorship is very much
debated, and - above all - since they do not contribute greatly to the specific
questions about the person of the Teacher and about Qumran origins and history.
In these texts, the author identifies himself and his situation to a large extent by
using and referring to Scripture, which means that it is often difficult to say when
the author is speaking about his own personal experience and when he is merely
using pre-existing concepts. The reconstruction of Qumranic history from
allusions in the Hodayot Psalms is even more uncertain. Thus, I find it better not
to bring any of these texts into this investigation.63
Ulfgard's statement has brought us to the end of our survey. That a single author
might have written a uniform psalm collection, as suggested first by Sukenik, no
longer receives scholarly support. It is now believed that there are hymns which
might have been composed by the Teacher of Righteousness on the one hand; on the
other, there are hymns which might have reflected the outlook and views of any
member of the Qumran community. The former is designated the "Teacher Hymns"
whereas the latter the "Community Hymns." While the "Teacher Hymns" was
intended for didactic use within the community, the "Community Hymns" was used
liturgically in cult ceremonies at Qumran.64 After fifty years of research, most
scholars go no further than the position that the aforementioned group of hymns is
the work of the Teacher, but a few, among whom Stegemann and Davies may be
mentioned, have attempted to interpret this group of hymns as giving factual
information about the career of the Teacher.
1.2 The Issue ofAuthorship
The matter of great interest in the study of the Hodayot is the issue of authorship.
Jeremias and others have argued on literary grounds that a subset of the Hodayot was
61 Vermes (1994: 51).
62 Maier (1996: 7).
63
Ulfgard (1998: 313).
64 Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 332-48), Kuhn (1966: 29-33), Hopkins (1979-81: 336-8), Charlesworth
(1986: 414), Minde (1992: 439). David Aune (1972: 37-42) has taken the cultic use ofthe Hodayot as
a means of experiencing (or actualizing) the final eschatological salvation in the present time.
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written by the Teacher of Righteousness. Their arguments are primarily deduced
from the content of the hymns. However, it is surprising that their literary analyses
of the "Teacher Hymns" are not in any way detailed and comprehensive. The literary
evidence Becker and Kuhn have amassed to argue for the uniformity of the "Teacher
Hymns" comprise only twelve pages.65 It is quite understandable that they did not
provide a detailed treatment of the literary features of the "Teacher Hymns," for it
was not the focus of their works. But Jeremias and Schulz, whose primary objective
is to explore the life of the Teacher using the data derived from the Hodayot, have
only allotted eleven pages of their books to the literary studies of the "Teacher
Hymns."66
Worth noting is the fact that Jeremias and others have attributed a number of
hymns to the Teacher of Righteousness without first proving on literary grounds that
these hymns are the work of a single author. They have come to the question of
authorship by asking which of the Hodayot might have been written by the Teacher.
Their approach has made them focus solely on those aspects of the text pertinent to
their understanding of the life of the Teacher. This significantly affects the criteria
they have used to isolate the "Teacher Hymns" from the "Community Hymns." For
instance, Kuhn has distinguished "Teacher Hymns" from "Community Hymns" on
the basis of the criterion of the Motiv des Offenbarungsmittlers. In so doing, they
have failed to do full justice to each of the hymns. They have also overlooked the
interrelationship of the "Teacher Hymns" and their relationship to the "Community
Hymns," an area which is worth pursuing for further research.
The issue of authorship is an historical as well as an hermeneutical problem. By
attributing a hymn to the Teacher of Righteousness, we can bring in other Qumran
documents and explore the religious ideas of the community, whose founder is
believed to be none other than the Teacher. This approach affects to a large extent
our interpretation of the Hodayot. It is quite justifiable, as far as the present writer is
concerned, that we draw upon other documents to interpret the Hodayot, especially if
the text of the hymn itself is not clear. It is, however, another matter of forcing the
text to fit into a predetermined schema, for example, the two spirits' doctrine. By so
doing, we restrict ourselves from gaining new insights from the hymns. The crux of
the problem is not whether we come to the text with any preconceived notions, but
whether we would allow the text to challenge all our presuppositions. It is then the
65 Becker (1963: 50-55), Kuhn (1966: 21-26).
66 Jeremias (1963: 169-73), Schulz(1974: 1-5).
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contention of the present writer that our duty is to take the Hodayot as it stands. In
other words, we must try our best to let the hymns speak for themselves before
dealing with the question of authorship.
Furthermore, previous scholarship has usually taken each of the Hodayot as a
literary unity. Tanzer's suggestion of a group of "hybrid" hymns has broken a new
ground in Hodayot scholarship. According to Tanzer, some of the "Teacher Hymns"
contain language and motifs associated with the "Community Hymns." In her
analysis of 1QH 7:26-33, she comments that the introductory formula typical of the
"Teacher Hymn," "O "0"nx rOTlK, is used in order that the hymn could be put
among the group of "Teacher Hymns." She then states that "a later editor has
adapted material from the Hymns of the Community into the Hymns of the Teacher.
... One can conclude that while the Hymns of the Teacher may have originated as the
response of a righteous leader to persecution, they have since been adapted to the
wider context of the Hymns of the Community in which they are found."67 Whether
the "Community Hymns" were later than the "Teacher Hymns" is a moot point.
Tanzer's observation complicates further the classificaton of the Hodayot just as
Schuller aptly discerns in her study of fragment 7 of 4Q428: "They [Kuhn and
Becker] solved the problem (of the hymn 4:5-5:4) by considering this section [4:29-
5:4] 'sekundarer Zusatz.' However this solution does not work so neatly in our hymn
where lines 2-4 cannot so easily be lifted out and declared secondary. This 'hybrid'
hymn raises questions about how strictly we can separate the categories identified
with Hymns of the Teacher versus Hymns of the Community."68 Surprisingly,
Tanzer's "hybrid" hymns all fall within columns 2-9 in Sukenik's numbering. A
detailed analysis of the redactional shape of the "Teacher Hymns" is then deemed
necessary. Unfortunately, scholarship has largely overlooked the importance and
richness of this unexplored area.
1.3 Present Tasks
1.3.1 Purpose and Significance
The major purpose of this dissertation is to carry out a comprehensive literary
analysis of all the presumed Hymns of the Teacher in order to determine whether
61 Tanzer (1986: 138). Like the German scholars, Tanzer assumes that the "Teacher Hymns"
antedated the "Community Hymns" but has not given any evidence to support this assumption.
68 Schuller (1995: 539). See also Chazon (1998: 251-52).
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those hymns might have come from one author or several, whether literary sources
have been used, and whether there is sufficient evidence to prove that one of the
authors was the Teacher of Righteousness. Little has been done on the relationship
of the presumed Hymns of the Teacher to one another. It is to be hoped that by
examining the literary phenomena of these hymns, this study will contribue towards a
better understanding of the redactional shape of the "Teacher Hymns." Even more,
Jeremias and others have put forward a number of hymns as the work of the Teacher
of Righteousness. Using a different literary approach, this study purports to provide
a better means by which we may deal with the question of authorship.
A literary approach to the authorship problem of the Hodayot has recently been
carried out by Douglas in his dissertation, "Power and Praise in the Hodayot: A
Literary Critical Study of 1QH 9:1-18:14."69 He refutes the opposing arguments of
Holm-Nielsen that the "I" of the Hodayot represents the views of any member of the
Qumran community. In agreement with Jeremias, Becker, Kuhn, and Schulz, he
argues that a subset of the Hodayot may be identified as having been written by the
Teacher of Righteousness. According to Douglas, the Hodayot collection is not only
an expression of the author's praise to God but also about power. He vigorously
contends that the "Teacher Hymns" make extraordinary claims of authority and are
intended to establish the authority of the Teacher of Righteousness. Besides, his
dissertation offers a discussion on the redactional history of the Hodayot. On
orthographical grounds, he puts forward the view that the Hodayot collection
comprises three sources: 1. cols 1:1-8:42; 2. cols 9:1-20:6; 3. cols 20:7-27:42
(28:42). He takes cols. 9:1-20:6 as the Teacher's book, where cols. 10-17:36 are the
"Teacher Hymns" with col. 9 being the introduction, cols. 17:38-18:14 the
conclusion, and possibly cols. 18:16-20:6 the appendix.
Douglas addresses the question of authorship by first determining whether the
"Teacher Hymns" were in fact by a single author. He classifies the hymns within
1QH 10-17 into three blocks. Block A comprises 10:5-22, 10:23-33, 10:34-11:6,
12:7-31 a, 13:7-21, 13:22-14:6b + 15:1-7, 15:8-17. On literary grounds, he
demonstrates that these hymns were written by the same author. Block B concerns
11:7-20, 11:21-38, 11:39-12:6, 14:6c-end of column and 16:4-17:36. Among these
hymns, 16:4-17:36 has the strongest link to the hymns of block A and is of the
greatest possibility of having been by the same author as block A. It is probable that




of 15:28-35, 15:36-16:3 and 12:31 b-13:6, and it is merely possible that these hymns
were the work of the author of block A. Douglas then draws a number of close
parallels between the claims of authority that may be recovered from block A and
those concerning the Teacher in the Pesharim and the CD. Using Victor Turner's
model of social conflict, he argues that the historical context of block A is one of
social conflict and corresponds to the earliest period in the Teacher's movement as
represented in 1QS and CD. In conclusion, he states that "the implied author of the
'Teacher Hymns' refers to the authoritative figure who is designated 'the Teacher of
Righteousness' ,"70
Independently, Douglas and I discern that the literary studies of Jeremias and other
German scholars are not comprehensive and detailed enough. Although Douglas'
dissertation and the present one both make use of a detailed literary analysis to tackle
the issue of authorship in the "Teacher Hymns," our approaches are quite different.
The following are a few significant points of divergence. First, Douglas, standing in
the tradition of Jeremias and other German scholars, comes to the text of the Hodayot
with a focus setting on those aspects pertinent to the claims of authority of the
Teacher of Righteousness. This has a significant bearing on the criteria he has used
and the lexical items he has drawn from the "Teacher Hymns."
He has overlooked some of the expressions that occur frequently in and are
distinctive to the "Teacher Hymns." By so doing, he too has failed to do full justice
to the text of the Hodayot. Second, the purpose of his dissertation is to determine
whether the "Teacher Hymns" were the work of a single author while the present one
leaves room for more than one author (or redactor). Third, this dissertation also
attempts to explore the relationship of the "Teacher Hymns" to the "Community
Hymns," a task not taken up in his dissertation. Finally, Douglas presents the
redactional history of the Hodayot on the basis of his study of the orthography of the
entire collection, whereas this dissertation focuses primarily on the redactional shape
of the "Teacher Hymns" and bases its results on a purely literary analysis.
1.3.2 Scope and Limitations
Although the list of hymns attributed to the Teacher varies among scholars, all
"Teacher Hymns" surprisingly fall within 1QH 10-17:36. This study is then a
selective investigation in that it focuses upon the hymns of 1QH 10-17:36. It would




tempting as it may be, we resist such temptations within the limits of a dissertation.
A few words must be said about the Hodayot collection and the arrangement of its
columns. 1QH, the Hodayot collection from Cave 1, consists of three sheets and a
crumpled mass of fragments. In Sukenik's edition, the three sheets, each with four
columns, are placed as the first twelve columns of the scroll. Six additional columns,
columns 13-18, are pieced together from among the fragments. Altogether there are
eighteen columns and sixty-six numbered fragments. There are six other manuscripts
of the same collection discovered in Cave 4, 4Q427-432, which help reconstruct part
of the text in 1QH.71 In 1963, Stegemann, in his dissertation "Rekonstruktion der
Hodajot. Urspriingliche Gestalt und kritisch bearbeiteter Text der Hymnenrolle aus
Hohle 1 von Qumran," has reconstructed the original order of the Hodayot scroll.72
His restoration has been independently confirmed by Emile Puech.73 As a result of
the work of these two scholars, recent publications have followed their reconstruction
of 1QH.74 It is now believed that the original scroll contained seven sheets of four
columns each, making up a total of twenty eight columns. The following table
summarizes the correspondence between Sukenik's numbering and the numbering
system of 1QH, the system used in this dissertation.75
1QH Sukenik's Numbering
Cols. 1-2 Missing
Col. 3 frgs. 16, 11
Col. 4 Col. 17 + frg. 14
Col. 5 Col. 13 +frgs. 15i, 17, 20,31,33
Col. 6 Col. 14 +frgs. 15ii, 18, 19, 22, 44
Col. 7 Col. 15 +frgs. 10, 32, 34, 42
Col. 8 Col. 16 + frg. 13
Col. 9 Col. 1 + frg. 24
Col. 10 Col. 2
Col. 11 Col. 3 + frg. 25
Col. 12 Col. 4 + frg. 43
Col. 13 Col. 5 + frg. 29
Col. 14 Col. 6 + frg. 26
71 Cf. Schuller (1994, 1996).
72
Stegemann (1963). Stegemann's dissertation is not published but a brief summary of his
findings is given in his article (Stegemann 1990: 200, 204). Early attempts have been made by
Carmignac (1958, 1958-59).
73 Puech (1988b).
74 See Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997), Wise-Abegg-Cook (1996).
75
I owe a special note of thanks to Dr. Lim who has provided me with a list of correspondences
for the Hodayot numbering offered on the Orion discussion group.
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Col. 15 Col. 7
Col. 16 Col. 8
Col. 17 Col. 9
Col. 18 Col. 10 + frg. 30
Col. 19 Col. 11
Col. 20 Col. 12 + frgs. 54, 60
Col. 21 Col. 18:16-33 + frg. 3
Col. 22 frgs. li, 52,47,4
Col. 23 Col. 18:1-15 + frgs. 57i, lii, 2i
Col. 24 frgs. 9, 50, 57ii, 45, 2ii, 6
Col. 25 frgs. 5, 46i, 56i, 8, 7i
Col. 26 frgs. 46ii, 55ii, 56ii, 7ii
The text of 1QH is based on my reading of the photographic plates in Sukenik's
editio princeps as well as the digitalized images of The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic
Reference Library.76 The purpose of this dissertation, however, is not to produce
new editions of 1QH but to provide the raw data and discussions of readings for my
detailed literary analyses.
1.3.3 The Methodology
This study begins with an examination of the criteria previous scholarship has
used to isolate the "Teacher Hymns" from the "Community Hymns," which provides
the basis for a detailed analysis of the literary phenomena of the "Teacher Hymns."
Their criteria are summarised and presented in Chapter 2. In the next three chapters,
I attempt to demonstrate the literary features of 1QH 10-17:36. First of all, a
statistical analysis is undertaken to determine whether the "Teacher Hymns" are
distinguishable from the rest of the Hodayot. The statistics are derived from the
linguistic usage of the hymns presented both in Chapters 3 and 4 and in the
appendix.77 The findings, which are given at the beginning of Chapter 3, make
evident the linguistic peculiarity of the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36.
Furthermore, I shall identify repeated words and phrases within 1QH 10-17:36.
All repetitions are counted as well as weighed. I compare the linguistic usages of
these repetitions with those that may be found in the Hebrew Bible as well as in the
Dead Sea Scroll (DSS) corpus. My focus is primarily on those lexical items that are
distinctive to 1QH 10-17:36. A repetition is considered as significant if it is shared
76 Sukenik (1955), Lim and Alexander (1997). For the text of the Cave 4 Hodayot (4Q427-432), I
have consulted Wacholder and Abegg (1992), Schuller (1993a, 1994, 1995), Garcia Martinez and
Tigchelaar (1998).
77
Using a computer system, I have counted the number of occurrence of all lexical items that have
been drawn from the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 as well as from those presented in the appendix.
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by the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 and does not occur in the rest of the Hodayot or
anywhere else in the DSS corpus.78 The rarer the shared lexical item, the more
significant the repetition. I have selected lexical items as highly significant if they
occur only in a subset of "Teacher Hymns" and are found rarely in the Bible. It is to
be noted that drawing out lexical items from 1QH 10-17:36 is just the starting point
of the analysis. I also explore structural patterns, verbal sequences,79 and other
literary (and rhetorical) devices such as antithesis, chiasm, climax, inclusio, and so
on. Other affinities, such as syntactic and thematic parallels, will be taken into
consideration.
An attempt will be made to discover how close lexically the hymns in 1QH 10-
17:36 are to one another. It is worth examining whether two hymns are closer to
each other than either one to the rest of the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36. The
relationship of the "Teacher Hymns" to the "Community Hymns" is also analysed.
This would help discern whether a hymn, though classified as a "Teacher Hymn" by
previous scholars, shows more lexical features characteristic of the "Community
Hymns." The more the number of lexical and syntactic units any two hymns share,
the higher the probability that they belong together and are to be taken as a group.
Hymns sharing the same series of words and phrases would suggest that they might
have been composed by the same author. As a result of the literary analysis, the
hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 can be further classified into two groups. Each group
has its own set of lexical items and shows quite a different stylistic features. Group I
focuses on the author and his relationship with the enemies while Group II shifts the
focus to the suffering as well as the victory of the author. Chapters 3 and 4 are
dedicated to the discussion of Group I and Group II, respectively. In Chapter 5, I
discuss the relationship between Group I and Group II, and attempt to demonstrate
the redactional shape of 1QH 10-17:36. Chapter 6 addresses the issue of authorship.
An attempt is made to determine whether either Group I or Group II or both might
have been written by the Teacher of Righteousness. Finally, a conclusion
summarizes the findings of the dissertation. A complete text and translation of the
"Community Hymns," including 15:29-36 and all the hymns outside 1QH 10-17:36,
is given in the Appendix.
78 I have consulted the concordances by Kuhn (1960) and Charlesworth (1991).
79
A few scholars have made an attempt to study different verbal forms of the Hodayot. See
deVries (1964-66), Montaner (1992, 1994), Muraoka (1997).
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CHAPTER TWO
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE "TEACHER HYMNS"
The relationship of the Hodayot to the Teacher of Righteousness has been of
considerable interest ever since the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Many
scholars are inclined to take the Hodayot as composed by the Teacher of
Righteousness. By so doing, they can make use of the Hodayot to confirm the data
about the Teacher as gathered from the Pesharim, and particularly from the
Habakkuk pesher. The contents of the hymns to some extent will shed new light on
the life and experiences of the Teacher of Righteousness, who is believed to have
been the founder of the Qumran community. For some scholars, the Hodayot could
also be used as a source for reconstructing the history of the community. But how
can one know with certainty that the Hodayot collection, some if not all, stemmed
from the Teacher of Righteousness? Our main problem lies in the fact that the
writers of the Hodayot did not explicitly assert authorship; as a result, the identity of
the author has to be deduced from internal and external criteria. What criteria have
scholars used to bolster their arguments for the Teacher's authorship? Are there any
distinctive features in the so-called "Teacher Hymns"?
2.1 The Categories ofMorawe andHolm-Nielsen
Before I discuss the criteria employed by the German scholars, two scholars must
be mentioned for their contributions to the division of the Hodayot collection.
Morawe's book is the first and the only one discussing in detail the different genres
of the Hodayot} Using the categories given by Gunkel, Morawe sets out to identify
and explicate the Gattungselemente in the Hodayot. He discovers that the Hodayot
can be classified into two groups. Two elements, Notberichte2 and
Rettungsberichte,3 stand out in a group of hymns, which he designates individuelle
' Morawe (1961).
2
According to Morawe (1961: 38-44), the Notbericht is found in the following passages: 2:10b-
13a, 2:16ff, 2:32b-34a, 3:6-7a, 3:24bf, 4:8b-9a, 4:33b-35a, 5:16-17, 5:22b-26a, 5:28-36a, 6:22e-25a,
7:1-5, 8:27b-37a, 9:2-7a, 2:25b-28a. Morawe also mentions a list of eschatologische Notberichte:
3:7b-12a, 3:26-34a.
3
Morawe (1961: 54-59) gives a list of passages having this element: 2:l-10a, 2:13b-15, 2:34b-
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Danklieder. The individuelle Danklieder comprise the hymns in 2:3-7:25 and 8:4-
9:36. In another group of hymns, which he calls hymnische Bekenntnislieder, he
discerns the following elements: hymnische Stiicke and Reflexion. The hymnische
Bekenntnislieder are found in columns 1, 7:26-8:3 and 10-18.4 With the exception of
7:26-8:3, Morawe's "individual thanksgiving songs" fall within 2:3-9:36 in
Sukenik's numbering.
In an analysis quite different from Morawe's, Holm-Nielsen has taken up the task
of examining the use of the Old Testament in the Hodayot.5 He provides a
systematic treatment of the biblical texts which are extensively quoted by, or alluded
to, in the hymns. He observes that there is a recognizable difference among the
various psalms over how they make use of Scripture. Of great significance is the
group of psalms that are quite similar in their use of Scripture. This concerns 2:3-19,
2:20-30, 2:31-3:2, 3:3-18, 3:19-36, 4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:6-25, 8:4-9:36. In
these psalms the quotations or allusions are taken predominantly from Isaiah and
Psalms.6 Surprisingly, this group of psalms, with the exception of 3:37-4:4, is in
complete agreement with Morawe's category of "individual thanksgiving songs."
2.2 The Categories ofJeremias, Becker, andKuhn
The task of grappling with the problem of authorship has been carried out by Gert
Jeremias.7 From the outset Jeremias states that the other 6 manuscripts from Cave 4
and the different order of the psalms make it quite evident that the Hodayot could not
uniformly come from the same author. The Hodayot, according to Jeremias, could
be classified into three groups: hymns, didactic psalms, and thanksgiving songs.
Except the didactic psalms, the other two groups are similar to the findings provided
by Holm-Nielsen and Morawe. His observation is based on the message of these
psalms as well as their linguistic peculiarity. In distinguishing the thanksgiving
psalms from the Old Testatment thanksgiving psalms, he discerns:
Hier spricht eine sehr profilierte Personlichkeit, die sich von alien anderen
Menschen durchaus unterscheidet. Das ,Ich', das in dieser Gruppe von Psalmen
redet, ist nicht austauschbar. Hier spricht nicht mehr ein Mann, der aus todlicher
Krankheit genesen ist oder der Unrecht und Leid von bosen Mitmenschen
36, 4:3f, 4:18b-29a, 4:35b-38, 5:9b-16a, 5:18ff, 6:25b-29a, 7:7b-9, 9:7b-13. Eschatologische
Rettimgsberichte is found in the following passages: 3:12-18, 3:34b-36, 5:36b-End, 6:29b-36.
4
Morawe (1961: 169). His findings are summed up in a number of tables, see Morawe (1961:
133-35, 159-61).
5 Holm-Nielsen (1960a).




erfahren hat und daraus befreit worden ist, sondern in diesen Psalmen redet ein
,Ich', das um seiner Botschaft willen schweren Verfolgungen ausgesetzt ist, unter
denen auch seine Anhanger leiden. Diese Botschaft ist eine Offenbarung
wunderbarer Geheimnisse.
Here Jeremias propounds that in the Danklieder one would find the author
speaking of his struggles against his enemies. The author of the Hodayot claims that
he has received revelation of wonderful mysteries from God himself and is under
severe persecution for the sake of his message. More importantly, all these
descriptions are not present in the other groups of hymns. With certainty he assigns
the following hymns to this "distinctive personality": 2:1-19, 2:31-39, 3:1-18, 4:5-
5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:6-25, 8:4-40.
On the one hand, this group of hymns has strong speech-images not found in other
hymns. For example, the images of lion and plantation are found in 5:5-19 and 8:4-
40, respectively. On the other hand, stereotyped expressions, such as cnnmrr bx,
msnn *?X, and □'pin bx, do not occur in the Danklieder. Jeremias' major argument
lies in his discerning the different linguistic usage among these groups of hymns.9
He provides a list of concepts which appear exclusively or predominantly in his
group of thanksgiving songs but not in the remaining hymns. Likewise, the majority
of the concepts encountered in the other two groups are not found in the thanksgiving
songs. This distinctive feature has led him to conclude: "Es findet sich unter den
Psalmen von Qumran eine Gruppe, die der Sprachgebrauch als zusammengehorig
erweist und in denen eine erkennbare Einzelpersonlichkeit spricht."10
The question remains is whether this group of hymns was written by the Teacher
of Righteousness. Jeremias points out that the distinctly personal tone of these
psalms is quite evident and there is an individual "I" speaking to a collective "they"
behind these hymns. Even more important is the fact that the "I" of these hymns
occupies a peculiar and authoritative position in relation to the community, to which
he has brought the salvation. Not only does the author lead and teach the
community, but he claims to have founded the community. Besides, the author
claims to be the Heilbringer for the community, in that God has entrusted to him the
divine mysteries and the valid interpretation of the Torah. This unusual claim of
authority in the community makes the Teacher the author of this group of hymns a
very likely one. In the Danklieder, the author mentions about the dispute and strife
he has experienced in the community. Even more, the author is said to have been
8
Jeremias (1963: 170).
9 Jeremias (1963: 172-3),
10 Jeremias (1963: 173).
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persecuted by his enemies and has even been forced into exile. Jeremias argues that
for all these descriptions one would find the parallel from the Pesharim (e.g. lQpHab
7:5, 11:2-8). In conclusion, he identifies this "distinctive personality" with the
founder of the community, that is, the Teacher of Righteousness.
Using a similar approach, Becker observes that some hymns, and not all, might
have come from the Teacher of Righteousness.11 He uses a number of criteria to
determine which hymns might have been written by the Teacher. The most
important criterion is the nature of the exceptional "I," as he avers:
Das Hauptmerkmal ist dabei die Struktur des Ichs der Psalmen. Ein weiteres
typisches Zeichen sind Aussagen iiber Feinde und Note, die auf eine einmalige
historische Situation schlieBen lassen und im Zusammenhang mit dem genannten
exzeptionellen Ich stehen. Ebenso charakteristisch sind solche Aussagen, bei
denen das Ich davon spricht, daB es die Gemeinde gegriindet habe und ihr
vorstehe.12
According to Becker, the hymns written by the Teacher must have the structure of
the individual "I." Another characteristic of the "Teacher Hymns" would be
statements about the enemies and the distresses that the psalmist has experienced.
Finally, the "Teacher Hymns" would have statements about the psalmist speaking of
his relationship to the community, in that he has founded the community, and
especially those statements that give a discernible difference between the individual
"I" and the community. Using these criteria, Becker comes up with the following list
of "Teacher Hymns": 2:1-19, 2:31-39, 4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-39, 6:1-36, 7:6-25, 8:4-
40.13 It should be pointed out that Becker only selects hymns with statements which
would point to a unique historical situation. This assumption leds him to reject the
following hymns: 1:1-39, 3:19-36, 7:26-33, 7:34-8:3, 9:1-36, 9:37-10:12, 10:14-18.
He writes: "Keine Aussage laBt eine historisch-konkrete Anspielung vermuten,
vielmehr sind die Aussagen so gehalten, daB sie fur den Beter theologisch
allgemeingultig formuliert sind und abgesehen von jeder historisch zufalligen
Situation Geltung haben sollen."14
Becker attributes four more hymns to the Teacher: 2:20-30; 3:1-18; 3:37-44; 7:1-
5. His selection is on the basis that their style and content are quite similar to the
basic core he has discovered using the aforementioned criteria. His argument is
11 Becker (1963: 50-6).
12 Becker (1963: 51).
13 Becker cites the following to support his arguments: 2:8f; 2:32f; 4:23f; 5:9; 5:23f; 6:19; 7:10;
8:21-26.
14 Becker (1963: 52).
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primarily established through lexical links.13 For instance, the expression N1K7 110
in 2:22 has the parallel (X)1K? ms? in 6:5. The picture of the strong wall in 3:37 is
also found in his basic core of "Teacher Hymns," e.g., 5:37; 7:8. The verb is
used in 3:5 as well as in 2:31; 5:13; 7:17. Moreover, is found exclusively in
the "Teacher Hymns" (2:16, 22; 4:10, 13x2; 5:26, 39; 6:21; 7:3). Most significant is
the fact that in these hymns the individual "I" stands in a special position in relation
to the "they" of the community. Becker comes to the conclusion that all these point
to a greater degree of uniformity among these hymns and the individual "I" behind
the hymns must have been none other than the Teacher ofRighteousness.
While Jeremias has performed a comprehensive study of the hymns attributed to
the Teacher of Righteousness, Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn has taken on the task of
analysing and examining in detail Morawe's list of hymnische Bekenntnislieder,
which he calls Gemeindelieder, Hymns of the Community.16 Kuhn's criteria in
isolating "Teacher Hymns" from the "Community Hymns" are primarily
individuellen Notbericht and das Motiv des Offenbarungsmittlers} 1 His selection is
quite similar to Morawe's category of Not- and Rettungsbericht,18 Kuhn considers
das Motiv des Offenbarungsmittlers to be an important criterion, by which one would
be able to distinguish the individual "I" from the community. This motif can be
found in 2:8-10, 13-15; 4:24, 27; 5:9; 5:22-25; 6:19; 7:20f; 8:16, 21-24. On this
basis, he selects the following as the "Teacher Hymns": 2:1-19, 4:5-5:4 (with 4:29-
5:4 as a secondary addition), 5:5-19, 5:20-6:36, 7:6-25, 8:4-40. He contends that
Jeremias' criterion of a Heilbringer is too general and fails to point to the unique
position of the Teacher in the community. His rejection of Becker's selection of
2:20-30 as a "Teacher Hymn" is likewise on the ground that das Motiv des
Offenbarungsmittlers is lacking in the hymn.
Furthermore, Kuhn identifies three specific Gattungselemente of the "Community
Hymns." The first Gattungselement is the soteriologische Bekenntnis, which is
always introduced by the formula "G TWP "OKI "And as for me, I know that" or
"O nsnxi "And I know that", and followed by the confession of God's act of
salvation.19 The next two are closely related: Niedrigkeitsdoxologie and
15 See Becker (1963: 53-54).
16 Kuhn (1966).
17 Kuhn (1966: 22-4).
18 Morawe (1961: 133-35).
19
Kuhn (1966: 26-27). According to Kuhn, the Soteriologische Bekenntnis can be found in
14:12b- 13a, 3:20b-23a, 11:7a-14, 11:17b-18, and is less completely preserved in 17:21b-22(?),
13:18b-21 (?), 15:12a-26(?), 16:4(?)-5.
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Elendsbetrachtung.20 The Niedrigkeitsdoxologie contrasts the creaturely lowliness of
sinful humanity with almighty God and his righteousness while the
Elendsbetrachtung only contains reflection on the sinfulness, lowliness and misery of
mankind. Characteristic of these two Gattungselemente are sections beginning with
the interrogative pronouns nn "what", PO"1** "how", and ">0 "who."
2.3 The Categories ofSchulz and Stegemann
Another contribution to the issue of authorship in the Hodayot is made by Paul
Schulz.21 Schulz's approach is again similar to that of Jeremias but his focus is on a
particular aspect of the Teacher of Righteousness, that is, his claim to authority in the
Qumran community. He asserts that the Hodayot help cast new light on our
understanding of the authority of the Teacher. His first task is to distinguish the
"Teacher Hymns" from the other Hodayot. His arguments are established through
form-critical and linguistic analyses, which are based on the works of Morawe,
Jeremias, Becker, and Kuhn. Like his predecessors, Schulz has the same impression
that "sich in diesen Dankliedern ein 'individuelles Ich' stark abhebt von einem
'kollektiven Ich' in den iibrigen Qumranpsalmen."22
The following is the approach Schulz has taken to recover the list of "Teacher
Hymns." First of all, he suggests that there are three different Gattungen in the
Hodayot: Danklieder, hymnische Bekenntnislieder, and Lehrpsalmen. These three
forms distinguish from one another in style and content that the homogeneity of the
Hodayot could not be accepted. Second, the form structure of the thanksgiving
psalms are quite different from that of the other hymns. The distress and salvation
reports as well as the description of the enemies stand out starkly in the Danklieder.
Third, the Motiv des Offenbarungsmittelers is distinctive of the Danklieder. Fourth,
the Danklieder distinguish from the other psalms by their richness of images.
Finally, the Danklieder contain many concepts not used in the other two groups. By
these criteria eight Danklieder emerge with a higher degree of uniformity in
comparison to the other psalms: 2:1-19; 2:31-39; 3:1-18; 4:5-5:4; 5:5-19; 5:20-7:5;
7:6-25; 8:4-40.
Schulz propounds that the "I" of these eight Danklieder be identified with the
Teacher of Righteousness. This is made evident by the statements found in these
20 The Niedrigkeitsdoxologie can be found in 13:14b-18b, l:21b-27b, 7:28-33, 10:2-12, 10:32a-
11:2, 12:24b-36 while the Elendsbetrachtung occurs in 3:23b-25 and 1 l:19-22b (Kuhn 1996:28).
21 Schulz (1974).
22 Schulz (1974: 3).
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Danklieder. 1) the statements about his experience of a special revelation; 2) the
statements about his struggles for the validity of the Torah; 3) the statements about
his special relationship to the community. All these statements reveal a claim of
authority which could only be spoken by the Teacher of Righteousness, as given by
the other Qumran literature, for example, the Habakkuk pesher and the CD. In
Schulz's opinion, the Teacher's claim of authority lies in the fact that he was not
only from the prophetic tradition but also from the priestly tradition.
One of the leading proponents of Teacher's authorship of the Hodayot is Hartmut
Stegemann. In addition to his contribution to the reconstruction of the Hodayot
scroll,23 Stegemann has written a number of books and articles on the relationship of
the Teacher of Righteousness to the Qumran community. His reconstruction of the
Teacher's life is grounded on the assumption that the Teacher was the author ofmost
of the Hodayot.24
In his examination of the origin of the Qumran community, Stegemann asserts
that the hymns of the Hodayot have revealed the character of the Teacher, his
teaching and his claim of authority.23 While many scholars have studied extensively
the statements about the self-understanding of the author himself, Stegemann has
focused his attention on the statements about the author's adversaries. He writes:
"Nur die Terminologie wirklicher Gegneraussagen ist jedoch im vorliegenden
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Zusammenhang von Interesse." He believes that there must have been a
relationship between the enemies of the author of some of the Hodayot and the
personal opponents of the Teacher described in other Qumran literature. Of
Jeremias' list of "Teacher Hymns," Stegemann rejects 3:1-18; 7:6-25 and 8:4-40.
His arguments against the inclusion of these hymns are primarily based on the fact
that statements about the author's enemies are lacking or not specific enough as is
compatible with those found in the Pesharim and the CD. He takes 2:20-30 and
7:34-8:3 as "Teacher Hymns" on the basis that they contain terms or concepts
designating the author's enemies, for example, in 2:21 and □"'d'ps;: mo in
7:34. Using this criterion, he attributes seven hymns to the Teacher of
Righteousness: 2:1-19, 2:20-30, 2:31-39, 4:5-5:4, 5:5-19, 5:20-7:5, 7:34-8:3.










the false teaching of the enemies, which correspond quite well to the descriptions of
the "Man of Lie" in the CD and the Pesharim.
In his article on the Teacher of Righteousness and Jesus, Stegemann draws upon
the Hodayot to illuminate various aspects of the Teacher. In agreement with Schulz,
he contends that the Teacher was a high priest as evident by the hymns he had
composed in columns 2-8.27 He cites a few expressions in support of his arguments,
just as he claims: "The Hodayot give expression to the self-image of their high
priestly author, for example, by phrases such as rz hbth by, 'the secret that thou hast
concealed within me' (5.25) or twrtkh hbth by, 'the Torah which thou hast concealed
within me' (5.11), which designate the Teacher as the only and central authority in
Israel for the correct interpretation of the Mosaic Law."28 On this basis, Stegemann
derives some of the historical details of the Teacher. In another article, he takes 1QH
29
5:5-19 as referring to the Teacher's experiences in 153-152 B.C.E.
It is often believed that the Teacher of Righteousness was the founder of the
Qumran community as described by 4QpPs 3.15-17. This view, according to
Stegemann, is in accord with the self-image of the Teacher in the Hodayot:
God himself granted the Teacher special authority, making him the founder of
this community, and 'guided him to his truth' in the sense that all further
decisions of that Teacher proved to be right. This account was obviously
formulated by members of the Teacher's community at a later date; but it agrees
with the references to those events in Hodayot composed by the Teacher himself-
including the statements that God had installed him in his office, and that God
saved him and guided him through all the difficulties and the rebellions against
him or against his special demands.30
The Teacher is also believed to have been a leading authority in the interpretation
of the Torah. Stegemann puts forward the view that the exegetical method of the
Teacher could be seen in the Hodayot. "The Teacher's understanding was clearly
recognized in the hermeneutical approach of his Hodayot." 1 In point of fact, Holm-
Nielsen's analysis has already pointed to a group of hymns with a similar use of
Scripture, most of which happen to be the "Teacher Hymns." It may be suggested
that the use of Scripture in the Hodayot is another means by which the "Teacher












It is worth noting that in his early studies Stegemann accepted seven hymns as
composed by the Teacher, but in his recent book he includes many more hymns:
"The seventeen hymns of the middle part of this manuscript - columns 1-11 in the
editors' numbering - were composed by and large by the Teacher of Righteousness
himself. These reflect his personal destiny, his claim to be the only legitimate high
priest one day in the future, and they praise God for his goodness and fidelity in all
that occurs."32 It is uncertain as to whether he has changed the criteria for isolating
the "Teacher Hymns" from the "Community Hymns."
2.4 The Categories ofTanzer and Douglas
In her study of the Wisdom influence on the Hodayot, Tanzer has identified many
more hymns as composed by the Teacher.33 With the exception of 7:34-8:3,
Tanzer's list of "Teacher Hymns" is exactly the same as Morawe's category of
"individual thanksgiving songs."34 According to Tanzer, a feature common to these
hymns is that they open with the formula (R)"0 "OT1K !"D~nx "I give you thanks,
Lord, for ..." and express thanksgiving to God for deliverance.35 As she observes:
If one looks at these twelve Hymns of the Teacher as a group, it is striking that
all of them are found between cols 2 and 9. Indeed, if one adds to this group of
the Hymns of the Teacher, the Hymn of the Community in 7:26-33, which
appears to have been redacted in order to fit in with the Hymns of the Teacher,
then the Hymns of the Teacher form an uninterrupted block of Hodayot extending
from 2:3-9:36. They are preceded and followed by the Hymns of the
Community.36
Tanzer, through her redactional analysis, introduces a group of "hybrid" hymns in
the Hodayot. Tanzer's observation on the use of wisdom elements is worth noting
here. There is extensive use of wisdom elements in the Hymns of the Community.
Of the twelve "Teacher Hymns," six show a limited presence of wisdom while the
other six do not have any wisdom elements. Interestingly, the six hymns exhibiting a
limited presence of wisdom are all "hybrids": 2:3-19, 3:19-36, 4:5-5:4, 5:20-7:5,
7:34-8:3, 8:4-9:36. In these hymns the wisdom elements are all located in the








Tanzer mentions a few lexical and thematic links that these hymns have in common with




conclude that lack of wisdom elements is a distinctive feature of the "Teacher
Hymns."
A significant contribution to the issue of authorship in the Hodayot is made in a
recent dissertation by Douglas.37 Douglas, though standing in the tradition of
Jeremias, Becker, Kuhn, and Schluz, carries out a more comprehensive literary
analysis of the Hodayot than those performed by his predecessors. The most
important criterion he employs to categorize the "Teacher Hymns" is the expression
13 rDTOnn. He writes: "Through the process of reading and re-reading the text, I
became convinced of the political nature of the 'Teacher Hymns.' The Teacher's
compositions are about power. This theme is emphasized in one of the most
important and frequently repeated phrases in the Teacher's Book: ">3 rD-P3an (when
TO
You [God] exercise Your power through me)."
Douglas calls "O rD~P32n a "signature phrase" and uses it to select his basic core,
that is, a list of hymns with the greatest possibility of having been by the same
author, just as he avers:
The "signature phrase" provides an Archimedian point of entry for doing a
literary criticism of the Hodayot. The linguistic character, style and content of the
four compositions containing this phrase form a central block of material with
multiple interconecting lines of affinity. This block [CI 5 (10:23-33), C20a (12:7-
31a), C21 (13:7-21), C22a (13:22-14:6 + 15:3-7)] forms a homogeneous core in
cols 10-17, which I call Block A. Other compositions that do not contain the
signature phrase nevertheless have multiple strong linguistic affinities with this
core. These compositions can be added to this core according to the associative
principle.39
He expands his basic core through lexical links and includes the following: 10:5-
22, 10:34-11:6, 15:8-27. For instance, the faithless exchange motif, that is, the use of
-pan, is found in 10:21 and 10:39 as well as in the basic core. In his literary
analysis, he identifies two other blocks of hymns within 10-17:36. Block B
comprises 11:7-20, 11:21-38, 11:39-12:6, 14:6c-end of column and 16:4-17:36 while
block C consists of 15:28-35, 15:36-16:3 and 12:31b-13:6. According to Douglas,
16:4-17:36 has a significant number of lexical links to block A and it is thus highly
probable that this hymn might have come from the same author as block A.
Moreover, Douglas demonstrates that there is a close correspondence between the
statements about the Teacher in the Pesharim and the CD, and those mentioned in








authority, status and significance.40 He utilizes a model of social conflict to argue
that the social context of block A fits the social context of the earliest days of the
Teacher's movement.41 He then reaches the following conclusion:
The logical conclusion that derives from these propositions is that the "I" in the
"Teacher Hymns" (Block A + authentic Block B) refers to the representative
leader of the movement whom the Pesharim and CD designate as the Teacher of
Righteousness. The purpose of the Teacher's Book was not so much to narrate
the details of his story, but to confirm the foundational status and continuing
significance of the Teacher for the movement that he engendered.42
2.5 Excursus: The Use ofScripture in the Hodayot
Almost all the scholars who have occupied themselves with the Hodayot
collection have recognized its extensive use of the Hebrew Scriptures.43 This feature
is clearly expressed by Dupont-Sommer: "[T]he psalmist's spirit has been nourished
and saturated with reading the sacred books, and the quotations shine out at every
moment like so many precious stones drawn lavishly from the treasure of inspired
Scriptures."44 A few scholars go as far as to characterize some of the hymns as "a
mosaic of biblical phrases and quotations." 5 In his detailed analysis of late Jewish
psalmody, Holm-Nielsen writes: "No exhaustive study of Late Jewish, non-canonical
literature is needed to establish to what extent it is dependent on the Old Testaments
books, and indeed this fact is generally recognized as a downright criterion of the late
books."46
In the Hodayot direct quotation of a biblical verse is extremely rare. More often
than not, an echo of biblical words and motifs could be found. There are many
instances where it would appear that the author(s), governed by certain theological
presuppositions, have the tendency to use the biblical text in a new context. It is
40 See Douglas (1998: 256-280, 399-403).
41
Douglas (1998: 334-46) employs Victor Turner's model of social conflict, which consists of the
following four stages: 1. breach; 2. escalation of crisis; 3. redressive action; 4. reintegration or
irreparable schism.
42
Douglas (1998: 347). His use of the term 'authentic' is to distinguish the pseudo-Teacher
Hymns from the hymns that were actually written by the Teacher of Righteousness.
43
Burrows (1956: 27), Chamberlain (1955a: 39-41), Glanzman (1952: 488), Hyatt (1955-56:
284), Merrill (1975: 11), Thiering (1972-75: 393), Waard (1965: 62), Wallenstein (1950: 6). See also




Baumgarten and Mansoor (1955: 115), Gaster (1957: 119), Mansoor (1961: 28), Holm-Nielsen
(1960a: 301), see also Brownlee (1951: 60), Roberts (1968: 205).
46 Holm-Nielsen (1960b: 14).
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uncertain whether there is a deliberate use of Scripture in the Hodayot, just as Holm-
Nielsen says: "It is often difficult to decide to how great an extent it is a question of
the individual author himself extracting texts from the Old Testament in his
composition, and to how great an extent he is just employing a terminology, current
in the community, which was originally drawn from the Old Testament."47
Fishbane's observation may be helpful at this point: "[Tjhere is a strong presumptive
likelihood that what appear to be biblical allusions or phrases in the Hodayot-Psalms,
for example, are in fact anthologized reuses of the vast biblical thesaurus, and not
just terms picked from the spoken environment."4
A comment made by Andrew Chester seems to have implied that the Hodayof s
use of Scripture is more than simply employing stereotyped expressions or
customary terminology. As he observes:
The 'anthological' style is above all characteristic of 1QH, which draws on
Scripture even more extensively than any other of the Qumran texts considered
here [CD, 1QS, 1QM, 11Q Temple], but also does so even more allusively. . . .
while it is often difficult to be sure whether there is a deliberate scriptural citation
or whether the hymn merely reflects more general biblical usage. ... At the same
time, it is frequently apparent that allusion to a scriptural verse is conscious and
intentional, [italics mine]49
Furthermore, it is generally assumed that the Hodayot draw on Scripture without
regard to the historical context of the biblical texts. In his recent monograph,
Swanson compares the Temple Scroll with the Hodayot and simply states: "[T]he
Temple Scroll allusions are different in kind. The Hodayot do breathe the
atmosphere of the biblical psalms, but there is no sense of an attempt to allude to
specific psalms in the use of biblical language. The allusions of the Scroll, when
traced, do provide information which assists in understanding the Scroll, and which
makes contextual sense."50 However, Kittel's observation is worth mentioning here:
The author of the Hodayot composed his work almost entirely with biblical
vocabulary. ... While the poet obviously knew the OT well enough to use its most
unusual words and idioms, these are usually employed in contexts or with
meanings slightly different from the OT. This indicates some facility to compose
poetry in Hebrew, rather than mere awkward combination of biblical expressions.
This conclusion is further reinforced by the intricate structures of the poems,
which are not copied directly from the OT.51
47 Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 303).
48 Fishbane (1988a: 9).
49 Chester (1988: 146-7).
50 Swanson (1995: 15).
51 Kittel (1981: 52).
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A significant contribution to this area of study has been made by Daniel Patte.52
He discovers that the use of Scripture designated as anthological is largely
characteristic of the "Community Hymns." He also asserts that a special group of
hymns (1QH 3:3-18; 5:5-19; 5:20-7:5; 8:4-9:36) presents a structural use of
Scripture, employing "typology" and an exegetical method akin to that of midrash.53
His analysis confirms his own assumption that there is a conscious use of Scripture
in these hymns. It is to be noted that these hymns have been attributed to the
Teacher.
Brooke's essay offers another insight into how one of the Hodayot has made use
of the Hebrew Scriptures. At the outset he posits that "implicit biblical interpretation
is particularly a feature of poetic and liturgical texts."54 He then shows how Isaiah
53 is deliberately used in the hymn in 1QH 4, which happens to be one of the hymns
attributed to the Teacher. According to Brooke, the author of the hymn identified
himself with the suffering servant of Isaiah in his personal struggles. In short, the
hymn is modelled on the Isaiah passage and does not attest to the use of biblical
language out of context.
In summary, recent scholars have reached the conclusion that there is a deliberate
use of Scripture in some of the Hodayot. If Patte's and Brooke's analyses are
correct, there are significant differences in the use of Scripture between the "Teacher
Hymns" and "Community Hymns." Attention must then be given to the use of
Scripture in the hymns of 1QH 10-17:36.
2.6 Conclusion
The Hodayot collection is not as uniform as it might at first appear to be. It is
now widely accepted that the Hodayot can be classified into two categories:
"Teacher Hymns" and "Community Hymns." The list of hymns attributed to the
Teacher varies among scholars. Individual scholars themselves might have changed
their own list of "Teacher Hymns" for one reason or other. For example, Stegemann
started with seven "Teacher Hymns" in his dissertation and now goes as far as to
accept seventeen hymns from columns 1 to 11 in his recent book. The following is a
summary of the hymns attributed to the Teacher of Righteousness. The hightlighted
hymns are the ones accepted by all the aforementioned scholars as "Teacher
Hymns." The hymn that has been unanimously accepted by the scholars as a
52
Patte (1975: 247-67).
53 Patte (1975: 263-7).
54 Brooke (1990a: 168).
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"Community Hymn" is 15:29-36.
Text55 Jeremias Becker Kuhn Stegemann Schulz Tanzer Douglas
10:1-21 >/ A y y y y y
10:22-32 y y y y
10:33-41 y y y y y y
11:1-19 y y y
11:20-37 y
11:38-12:5 y y
12:6-13:656 y y y y y y y
13:7-21 y y y y y y y
13:22-15:8 A y y
13:22-
14:39
y y y y
13:22-14:6b
15:4-8












Arguments for the Teacher's authorship of these hymns are deduced from internal
and external criteria. The internal criteria many scholars have used are primarily
form-critical and linguistic analyses, assuming that writings by the same author
would tend to bear distinctive traits of content, vocabulary, and style. As for external
criteria, the majority of scholars assert that the author's account of his distress and
sufferings correspond quite well to the information mentioned in the other Qumram
literature, and particularly in the Pesharim and the CD. They have thus concluded
that since the Teacher of Righteousness is described as suffering from persecution,
and the author of these hymns also speaks of his own suffering, the two must be the
same.
The following is a summary of the features characteristic of the "Teacher Hymns"
as proposed by the aforementioned scholars. A few comments are appropriate here.
Although Morawe, Holm-Nielsen, Tanzer have analysed and examined the Hodayot
not for the problem of authorship, their findings have brought out some salient
features of the "Teacher Hymns." Their approaches to the study of the Hodayot may
55 The numberings used by the scholars have been converted to agree with the numbering used in
this dissertation.
56 Becker (1963:55), Kuhn (1966: 23) and Stegemann (1971: 189-90) take 12:30b-13:6 as a
secondary expansion of the "Teacher Hymn" 12:6-30a.
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offer further criteria for distinguishing "Teacher Hymns''
Hymns."
Distinctive Features of the "Teacher Hymns"
1. Similar Form and Structure
2. Extensive/Similar Use ofBiblical Language
3. Individual 'I' vs Collective 'they'
4. Linguistic Peculiarity
5. Motif of "Salvation Bringer"
6. Abundance of Strong Images
7. Distress Reports
8. Motif of "Mediator ofRevelation"
- experience of special revelation
9. Unusual Claims ofAuthority, Status and Significance
- Interpreter of the Torah
- Founder of the community
10. Commonly Used Designations for the Enemies
11. Lack ofWisdom Elements

































Many scholars have employed linguistic usage as a means of showing the
uniformity of the "Teacher Hymns." Jeremias is a major proponent of this approach.
He argues that a list of words or concepts appear almost exclusively in his
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"thanksgiving psalms." The list gives further evidence to his hypothesis that these
hymns should belong together and comprise the "Teacher Hymns." However, his
tables are in some ways misleading. As one looks meticulously at his list of concepts
and the hymns in which those concepts are found, one would be surprised to discover
that those concepts are not uniformly distributed among his list of "Teacher Hymns,"
as outlined in the following table:
Word 10:1-21 10:33-41 11:1-19 12:6-13:6 13:7-21 13:22-15:8 15:9-28 16:5-41
-[an 1 2 2 2
rrn 5 1 7 8
izm 1 2 5 1
-aton 6 1 1
nnn 2 2 5
-nnb> 1 2 1
crto 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
myn 1 3
ms 2 5
bo 4 1 2
-a to 4 1
-1X7to 1 2







nnn 1 1 1
nhion 2 1






toil 1 1 1
prrto 1 1 1
pot0 1 2
IpCO 1 1 1
DID 2 1
tOTltO 1 1 3
nnnbn 5 2
p">bn 2 1 2 2
yx7 6
-non 1 2 2
-no 1 3
-13X7 1 2 1
Total 18 7 23 21 10 61 11 53
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For example, ys? is cited as occurring six times in the "Teacher Flymns" while it
appears only twice in the remaining hymns. But all the occurrences of yy are found
only in one "Teacher Hymn," that is, 16:5-41. The only word that appears in all the
"Teacher Hymns" is the verb D">t9, which is commonly used in the rest of the
Hodayot as well as in the Hebrew Scriptures. More importantly, the lexical items
Jeremias has listed are only counted but not weighed. In other words, Jeremias'
tables only give 'quantity' and not 'quality.'
Furthermore, the interrelationship of the "Teacher Hymns" proposed by Jeremias




5 3 1 12:6-13:6
3 4 2 4 13:7-21
6 3 9 6 5 13:22-15:8
1 2 1 2 2 5 15:9-28
3 2 6 3 2 17 4 16:5-41
Using Jeremias' list of words, the above table shows the number of lexical
affinities among the "Teacher Hymns." For instance, 10:1-21 shows 3 cases of
lexical similarity with 10:33-41, 5 with 11:1-19, 5 with 12:6-13:6, 3 with 13:7-21, 6
with 13:22-15:8, 1 with 15:9-28, 3 with 16:5-41. 13:22-15:8 and 16:5-41, two of the
longest hymns in the Hodayot, have 17 cases of linguistic correspondence and are the
only two hymns that show a higher degree of lexical affinity whereas 11:1-19 has
only 1 word (i.e. the verb D"1©) in common with 10:33-41, 12:6-13:6 and 15:9-28. In
short, Jeremias' criterion of the linguistic pecularity of the "Teacher Hymns," as just
briefly shown, does not stand on as firm ground as it appears to do.
It must be said that there is no internal evidence which can establish beyond
question the authorship of the hymns. In stark contrast to the Pesharim and the War
Scroll, there are no contemporary historical references in these hymns. Drawing out
historical details from these hymns we must then be very cautious. This much may
be said, that the author might have been a person of influence within the Qumran
community, a man on whom the eyes of both friends and enemies were focused. He
also claimed to be the mediator of revelation, the one to whom God has revealed his
mysteries. The miseries and troubles described in the hymns fit well with the
persecutions described in the Habakkuk pesher. This points to authorship by a
prominent leader of the Qumran community. All these make the Teacher a likely
candidate. However, an answer can only be given on the basis of a much detailed
analysis of the hymns of 1QH 10-17:36.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE "I" OF 1QH 10-17:36 AND THE ENEMIES
Having examined the criteria for distinguishing the "Teacher Hymns" from the
"Community Hymns," attention must now turn to the interrelationship of the hymns
within columns 10-17:36 of 1QH. An extensive lexical analysis of the Hodayot must
be carried out in order to determine whether all the presumed Hymns of the Teacher,
that is, hymns within 1QH 10-17:36, are indeed so different from the "Community

















10:1-21 139 13% 15% 4% 68% (27, 32, 9)
10:22-32 107 8% 23% 3% 66% (38, 20, 8)
10:33-41 64 3% 23% 2% 72% (39, 30,3)
11:1-19 146 14% 31% 3% 52% (27,22, 3)
11:20-37 221 8% 19% 6% 67% (29, 32, 6)
11:38-12:5 24 0% 24% 0% 76% (38, 29, 9)
12:6-13:6 411 10% 10% 7% 73% (23, 47, 3)
13:7-21 159 16% 21% 2% 61% (32, 23, 6)
13:22-15:8 567 14% 18% 5% 63% (22, 34, 7)
15:9-28 164 6% 18% 2% 74% (26, 38, 10)
15:29-36 63 3% 2% 5% 90% (24, 62,4)
15:37-16:4 24 0% 13% 0% 87% (39, 48, 0)
16:5-17:36 594 15% 15% 6% 64% (22, 38,4)
A few comments are in line here. All reconstructed texts are excluded from the
above calculation. There are three more percentages in the last column, showing
whether the common stock of lexical items used in the hymn occurs more often
within or outside of 1QH 10-17:36. For instance, 10:22-32 consists of 107 lexical
items and 71 of them (66%) occur in other hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 as well as in
the hymns outside of it. Out of these 71 lexical items, 41 (38%) occur more often in
other hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 than those hymns outside of it1 while 21 (20%)
occur more often in the hymns outside of 1QH 10-17:36 than in other hymns within
1




it, and 9 lexical items (8%) have the same number of occurrences in the hymns
within 1QH 10-17:36 and outside of it. These statistics would suggest that 10:22-32
is closer to other hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 than to the hymns outside of it.
With the exception of 15:29-36, each "Teacher Hymn" seems to be employing
more lexical items with other "Teacher Hymns" than with the "Community Hymns."
Not only does 15:29-36 show fewer lexical items common to the "Teacher Hymns"
(only 2%), but also uses items occurring more often in the "Community Hymns"
than in other "Teacher Hymns" (62% vs 24%), suggesting that 15:29-36 is more of a
"Community Hymn." This confirms the impression expressed by many scholars.
As indicated in the fourth column of the table, the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36
indeed appear to share a common set of lexical items. As will be shown in this
Chapter and the next one, two groups of hymns can be identified in 1QH 10-17:36.
Group I consists of 10:1-21, 10:22-32, 10:33-41, 12:6-13:6, 13:7-21 while Group II
comprises 11:1-19, 11:20-37, 11:38-12:5, 13:22-15:8, 15:9-28, 15:37-16:4, 16:5-
17:36. The first set of hymns all falls within columns 10 and 13, except that the
hymns in column 11 belong to the second group. The hymns of Group 1 share a
number of lexical and syntactic features, and bear distinctive traits of vocabulary,
content, and style. The focus of the hymns is on the author and his relationships to
his enemies.
A few words must be said about the division of the hymns. Two structural
markers can be discerned in the Hodayot: independent pronouns and vacats.
Carmignac places strong emphasis on these devices in his study of the poetic
■j
conventions of the Hodayot. Kittel however argues,
Unfortunately, the use of spaces by the copyists is not as clear as Carmignac
would have readers believe. Marginal fitting was practiced by Qumran scribes,
and has been observed in this scroll. However, it is not automatically possible to
ascribe a space left in the scroll either to marginal fitting or else to strophic
arrangement, as Carmignac suggests. His comments on the strategic use of
independent pronouns are greatly to the point, and indeed these are one of the
most valuable indicators of division between strophes or stanzas.4
Kittel's comment has its merit but the use of vacats in some cases does indicate a
division. Therefore, it seems unwise to ignore this device completely. In the
determination of the stanza units, Kittel places much more weight on the structure
than on the content, just as she says, "Certainly, theme development is tied to
2




4 Kittel (1981: 17; see also Martin 1958: 110-11).
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structure, but unfortunately, themes themselves provide little help in elucidating
structure. ... Instead, it is usually a solid understanding of the poem's structure which
elucidates the poem's theme and solves problems."5 But how can one understand the
structure of the text without also taking into consideration its contents and themes?
It must be emphasized that structure and content are inseparable. What the text says
(i.e. its content) and how it says (i.e. its structure) are interwoven so as to give
meaning. The structure and content of the hymn should then be borne in mind while
attempting to divide it into sections.
3.1 1QH 10:1-21
3.1.1 Hebrew Text and Translation6
Sukenik Col. 2:1-19 (plate 36); SHR 190413
1QH 10:5-9 = 40432 frg. 3:1-5
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 160-2
1 i
1 2
1 1 n [ ] 3
[ ]3S7 ITS? [ ] 4
[ bpy ■'ttfyn jyo FOJ'SJ nrner ] 5
[ ]n Soa 7pna Tinnim "my m: nasi DE?[m ] 6
1253R"1 nnntff •>y>DE7Di[ 13 ipma tdid fnn r ] 7
[ itd] •'aoKDi 33b Dinb mpm [ yiPE? 8ri]nn biab mbrtp "iejppi 8
mump puna ■■eis: -ppom tide? pE7b> myp |nm ypp -op1? 9
biab xs-im myEns1? ns mnxi nyen "nana ipys npym my pipxi 10
no-in -pp^m ab "nnp: bnab -ppo mn Deris'? npny yica ^aE? 11
□iyt£7~i py Sy mnxi pn •nE?">b> rural npx mo m-ma1? obpi 12
cpyEnab nr:i3 tptt nxi d-pe; ip-nrr msb n^my riDEn nan 13
5 Kittel (1981: 28).
6 The lacunae are shown schematically by lines enclosed with square brackets and any letters that
have been erased are enclosed by curly brackets.
7
p~TPS is an interlinear insertion above the word nPK which is singled out for deletion by means
of dots above and below it. This is confirmed by 4Q432 frg. 3:2.
8
Baumgarten and Mansoor (1955: 122) have taken min as having the meaning "threat":
"hawwah as usually translated by 'destruction, evil desire.' W. F. Albright points out that in Ugaritic
the root hwt means 'deed' or word' like Hebrew dabar. This meaning would greatly improve the
sense of a number of biblical passages in which mn is used with verbs of speech (cf. Ps 38 13, 52 4).
In 1QH 36.36 [= 10:38] we find CPyEH min HIPP, which suggests the meaning 'threats'" (see also
Glanzman 1952: 510), the translation taken up here. Sukenik transcribed yiDE? but the present writer
fails to see these letters on the photographic plate.
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loan Drp*73 273333 cpdi 9i*73E7n33 inrm t»annn nmton nbnp i*7U3 14
)in3*7 xbs 333 nu3 fbm p33J 13^3*? 03 ^Qiom 3271331 2pu3 is
[ ] mun i3Ji*7D*3 31-1 2?i« 37-1x3 30in 13ms nio^i nnx [ ] 16
10[mp]*7n 127333 *73 333*7 nx:p nnb 377X3 mn333 ■'Tin *733*7 D3[ ] 17
[ ] *7yi*73 mnrm □■'3-1 am pnn *73p3 inn-1 i*7U nmi i27[3x ] 18
33133 ppD^m "133 nmrsn itox -133 ■'in nmo1? 333333 on33[27nD] 19
nsts *733U3 3377313 313133 *733*7 nun mpn 3332*7 l2i33*73 3332? 20
□nntCDn 23*73*7 mam x*7 dv*7 nnnx |32?*73 21
] dw [
] 'zy 'b[
You have made straight in my heart] all the deeds of injustice
and You] placed [truth before my eyes and the repro]vers of righteousness in all h[
7. [ ] crushed by b[lows of the comforters of... ]
and proclaimers of joy for the mourning of [my so]rrow,
8. [proclaiming pe]ace to all threat[s ... ] the strong, to dissolve my heart,
9. and those who make firm [strength ] (9) before [affliction.
And you have given a reply of the tongue to my uncir[cumcised] lips,
10. and you have supported my soul by strengthening (my) loins (10) and making firm (my) strength,
and you have made my footsteps stand firm in the border of wickedness.
1 have become a snare for the transgressors,
11. but a healing for all (11) those who turn from transgression,
prudence for the simple, and a steadfast purpose for all the anxious at heart.
12. And you have made me a reproach (12) and a derision for traitors,
9 *732733 is not found in the Hebrew Bible but used in the Rabbinic literature, see Jastrow (1926:
897).
10
Most scholars restore [33p]*73 (Carmignac 1961: 186; Delcor 1962: 98; Dupont-Sommer 1957:
32; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 162; Habermann 1960: 116; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 31; Licht
1957: 68; Lohse 1971: 116; Williams 1991: 116).
" Various readings on this line have been suggested. Bardtke (1956b: 590), Baumgarten and
Mansoor (1955: 124), Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997: 162), Licht (1957: 68), Lohse (1971:
116) and Maier (1960: 75) supply a 1 and read "PE3, and understand it as having a third person
singular suffix rather than a first person suffix. Dupont-Sommer (1957: 32) also reads VD3 but takes
the 1 from 333D733. He further takes the second 3 to go with the following word and proposes to read:
H3131 7D*73 3133. He appears to have understood 7D*73 to be an equivalent to 73D*73. Carmignac
(1961: 187), Jeremias (1963: 194) and Tanzer (1986: 108) have the same reading. Two reasons speak
against this reading. First, the use of |33 in Hiphil with the complement introduced by 3 is not
attested in the Bible. Second, 30*713, the defective writing of the noun 330*713, is not found elsewhere
in the Hodayot nor in the Bible.
The above readings are engendered by the assumption that 333, the man just mentioned, is the
author himself and a third person singular suffix is required to agree with its antecedent. This is not
necessary if one takes 333 as referring not to the author but to the one whom God has instructed by
the author. Therefore, I retain the original reading iD3. So is Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 32) who renders:
"and they cast into the pit the life of the man, whom Thou hast established through my mouth" (see
also Delcor 1962: 98; Williams 1991: 117; Wise-Abegg-Cook 1996: 92; Douglas 1998: 113).
12 Sukenik transcribed 333*73 but the final letter could be a 1 (see Delcor 1962: 98; Tanzer 1986:
108; Douglas 1998: 113).
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(but) a counsel of truth and understanding for the upright of way.
And on account of the iniquity of the wicked,
13. I have become a slander on the lip of ruthless men,
scorners gnash (their) teeth.
And I have become a taunt-song for the transgressors,
14. and the assembly of the wicked rages against me,
and they roar like the storms of the seas
when their waves rush forth,
15. mire (15) and mud they cast up.
And you have made me a banner to the chosen of righteousness,
and an interpreter of knowledge of wonderful mysteries,
16. to test (16) [ ] truth and to try those who love discipline.
And I have become a man of strife for the interpreters of error, [
17. [ ~\wm to all those who see right things.
And 1 have become a zealous spirit against all those who seek sm[ooth things]
18. [ m]en of deceit roar against me like the sound of the din ofmany waters,
19. and the plots of Belial13 [ ] (19) their th[oughts].
And they have cast to the pit the life of the man
whom you have established through my mouth, and taught.
20. And you have placed understanding in my heart
to open a fountain of knowledge to all those who understand;
21. but they have exchanged them for an uncircumcised lip (21) and foreign tongue of a people
without understanding, ruined in their mistake, vacat
3.1.2 Structure and Content
This hymn undoubtedly ends at line 21 as the line is completed some distance
before the left-hand margin and the introductory formula of the following hymn,
"0"nx nmiK, appears at line 22, but the top of column 10 is so mutilated that one
cannot say with certainty where the hymn begins. The hymn shows a difference of
style and content from the one in the previous column and is thus unlikely to be the
continuation of the previous hymn.14 More likely, the hymn has its beginning in one
of the first few lines of this column.15
The recurring verbal form of i"Pii (10, 12, 13, 16, 17) and CPE7 (11, 15, 20) stands
out and the following structure emerges;
A. l(?)-10a : Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
13 The expression bybo mDTD can also be translated as "worthless plots." The word
may refer to the proper name "Belial" or the noun "worthlessness." The author may have been
intended to use the word with a double meaning, suggesting that Belial stands behind all worthless
plots and deeds.
14 Cf. Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 31), Schulz (1974: 5).
15
See DeVries (1964-66: 380), Douglas (1998: 112), Dupont-Sommer (1957: 30), Holm-Nielsen
(1960a: 31), Jeremias (1963: 192), Wise-Abegg-Cook (1996: 92). Tanzer (1986: 108) follows
Stegemann's reconstruction and places the introductory formula "0"nx ronK before nn~lt£P in
line 5. Gaster (1957: 135) supplies the formula in line 4.
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B. 1 Ob-19d: Main section in which the author describes his relationship to
both the wicked and the righteous using the following structural
patterns:
rpnto(io)
-oEPttfm (i i), nTtxi (12), VPVI -axt (13)
•aansm (15), nnto (16), nvixt (17)
C. 19e-21: The conclusion opens with nnac? and describes the
unfaithfulness of the wicked and their subsequent downfall.
The hymn opens with a lengthy description of the author's relationship with God
and speaks about how the author has been strengthened by God even in face of
affliction. The gracious dealing of God towards the author is mentioned in order to
give grounds for thanksgiving in this opening section of the hymn.
From line 8 onwards, the focus falls upon the author himself. This section is
clearly structured around a comparison between the role which the author is to play
for the righteous and that which he is for the wicked. The first paragraph, 1 Ob-1 lc,
places the emphasis on the author's positive relationship with the righteous while the
next two, 11 d-15a and 15b-19d, stress his negative relationship with the wicked.
Noteworthy is the use of numerous names in designating the wicked:
"transgressors" (10c, 13d), □"Hra "traitors" (12a), "ruthless men"
(13a), "scorners" (13a), D">S7t£7~i nbnp "assembly of the wicked" (14a), "arba
mm "interpreters of error" (16d), [mp]bn i^nm "those who seek sm[ooth things]"
(17d), man ",E7[3X] "[m]en of deceit" (18a). In stark contrast to the description of the
wicked, the righteous are described as: S7E7D "QE? "those who turn from
transgression" (11a), CPTID "the simple" (lib), lb "'lllDD "the anxious at heart"
(11c), ~[~n "ncr "the upright of way" (12b), pms "n^na "the chosen of
righteousness" (15b), nma "urnx "those who love discipline" (16b), mmD3 ■nm
"those who see right things" (17b). Furthermore, the use of CPE7 with first person
singular suffix underscores the fact that it is God who has made the author a reproach
and a banner at the same time. Paragraphs 11 d-15a and 15b-19d both end with a
detailed portrayal of the attack of the wicked and are closely tied together by
repeating the following similar structure:
10:14 ma-1 •>'?npn33 iarm tznnnn mmn nbnp ^bv)
and the assembly of the wicked rages against me,
and they roar like the storms of the seas
10:18 man ma pan b-ipa iam man naiaa ]
[m]en of deceit roar against me like the sound of the din ofmany waters
The final section begins with another mttf, emphasizing again that the author is the
instrument of God for opening the fountain of knowledge to the people. Echoing the
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terms 'lips' and 'tongue', the last line of the section makes an inclusio with the
introduction:
10:9 ^natt; r'yms;'? pep1? n:s7D ]nm
and you have given a reply of the tongue to my uncir[cumcised] lips
10:20-21 rnnx pg?bi nacg m-PD"n
but they have exchanged them for an uncircumcised lip and foreign tongue
The use of Scripture in this hymn is evident. The phrase 1TD pmttl D'oniD pITPD
"strengthening (my) loins and making firm (my) strength" at 10:9d-10a draws on the
language of Nah 2:2, where the same is found, ~ixd IIP pPM crono prn. Even more,
the attack of the wicked described in 10:14-15 is an allusion to Isa 57:20:
10:14-15 CD"' ibitgnjp torn ©mnn qigpi nbnp -6x71
IEP-ITP trtai tgai Drpba ©a-ira
and the assembly of the wicked rages against me,
and they roar like the storms of the sea
when their waves rush forth, mire and mud they cast up.
Isa 57:20 boV xb Up©n T3 EHM D"0 piyp-im
cpbi ©si tco i©im
But the wicked are like the tossing sea, for it cannot rest,
and its waters cast up mire and mud.
Remarkable is the use of Isa 28:11 and Hos 4:14 in portraying the unfaithfulness of
the wicked, as depicted below:
10:20-21 anatgpp ©jbn1? ma^p xb rnnx ppbi ns© bnixn □n-'Qi
But they have exchanged them for an uncircumcised lip
and foreign tongue of a people without understanding,
ruined in their mistake
isa 28:11 nm □©rr'pK -a-p rnnx ppbpi ns© -o
for, with stammering lip and with foreign tongue he will speak to this
people.
Hos 4:14c ©sb-1 pyx1? DXTI
and a people without understanding comes to ruin.
It is almost certain that the motif of foreign tongue is an allusion to Isa 28:11 and the
motif of stumbling without understanding is taken from Hos 4:14.
3.1.3 Literary Affinity
Among the hymns that show lexical similarities with this hymn, 10:1-21 has a
much closer affinity with 12:6-13:6. p^D, the hiphil participle of pi'b, occurs nine
times in the Hodayot. The word occurs four times in the Bible. It is usually
translated 'interpreter' in Gen 42:23, where the passage describes how Joseph fools
his brothers and communicates with them by means of an interpreter (p^D). The
plural form of p*6n in Isa 43:27 seems to be referring to the authoritative figures of
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Israel. They might have been God's priests and prophets, those speaking to the
people on God's behalf. The mediatorial role of "pbs can be discerned in Job 33:23,
where Elihu speaks of an angel or a messenger ~[Kbn, and at the same time a pbn,
who shows man what is right and speaks to God on man's behalf. The last occurence
of fba is in 2 Chr 32:31, where the word represents ambassadors or envoys sent by
the rulers of Babylon. In all four cases, "pbo is used in a non-pejorative sense. Very
striking is the use of "pbo in construct form and with pejorative noun in designating
the enemies of the author in these hymns:
10:16 mrn "■xbab xn kpk rrnxi
And I have become a man of strife for the interpreters of error
12:8 □ptfnn] j-PD1 "'Xbai
And interpreters of deceit [have led them astray]
12:10-11 man mm jp 2mba nam
And they are interpreters of falsehood and seers of deceit
12:21 my -iKsa"1 Kb niyn mm
And seers of error will be found no more
Worth noting is that myn, occurring four times in the Hodayot, is found in this hymn
(10:16) as well as in 12:6-13:6 (11. 12:13, 17, 21). The verbal form of nrn is used
only in these two hymns as well (10:17; 12:11, 21).
The motifs of stumbling without understanding and of foreign tongue, which are
used in describing the enemies of the author, are distinctive to 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6.
The use of ~na in describing the opponents' unfaithfulness is also found in these two
hymns.
10:20-21 Brarcap ppbnb mm Kb pyb n~inK pgbi nap bmn grm
But they have exchanged them for an uncircumcised lip and foreign
tongue of a people without understanding, ruined in their mistake
12:8 nm Kbp napb-n
and they have come to ruin without understanding
12:11-12 naayb mpbm mbp nrn:© -©k npnmn -panb
to exchange your Torah, which you have repeatedly impressed in my heart,
for the smooth things to your people
12:17 -pyb mm rnnK -ppbi nsp a[m]bp] pm
And they, [with stammerjing lip and foreign tongue, speak to your people
As shown above, these two motifs are allusions to Isa 28:11 and Hos 4:14. They
are used only in these two hymns and not attested elsewhere in the DSS corpus.
Their similar use of Scripture makes it even likely that there is literary dependence
between 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6.
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Another similarity is the use of ilQTO, naona, ilQT in portraying the wicked plans
of Belial. Remarkably, the word occurs only within columns 10-15 and the
motif of the plots of Belial is found only in these two hymns.
10:18 ... bv^bl niPTDI
and the plots of Belial ...
12:13-14 byba nama bp pxjn bx nnx id
For you, O God, despise every plan of Belial
12:14-15 -anEm b^ba mar □•'abya nam
But they are dissemblers, the devices of Belial they plan
A final correspondence between 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6 is the author's same
declaration of having received wonderful mysteries. In both cases, the emphasis is
placed on the fact that it is God who has caused the author to know His mysteries:
10:15 aba 2TQ nsn "pbai pna mTrab oa manym
And you have made me a banner to the chosen of righteousness,
and an interpreter of knowledge of wonderful mysteries
12:28-9 na^bs ^na mnynm "O
For you have caused me to know the mysteries of your wonders
In summary, there are seven cases of significant correspondence between 10:1-21
and 12:6-13:6: 1. "f">ba + pejorative noun; 2. mm, a word distinctive to these two
hymns and unattested in the Hebrew Bible; 3. the motif of stumbling without
understanding; 4. the motif of foreign tongue; 5. ma; 6. the plots of byba; 7. the
motif of receiving wonderful mysteries. Their lingustic and thematic similarities
would point to literary dependence or the same authorship as a strong possibility.
3.2 1QH 10:22-32
3.2.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik Col. 2:20-30 (plate 36); SHR 190413
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 162
mmn mnara ■'tsaa nnato m max nana 22
maim ^rasa ircpa marny pa] nnta irapin baaa man ~pi»m 23
mara nanxa xa isjt xb bsrba nnyi Kits mo nam n-pnaa 24
ma nanaa nam myaiD nanxa k-o -^aa yttnn npmonai 25
133 naa ">a npmaam niacin taayaa nanaan mara ">t&aa by 26
baa "braao D-maa *>bx7 tan mnax "axa may nanana kd nnx 27
16 Sukenik's transcription ofDiaaa has made it difficult to interpret this line. Commentators tend
to treat it as a scribal error and emend the text to "aiaao (Bardtke 1956b: 591; Delcor 1962: 105;
Douglas 1998: 119; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 34; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 40; Knibb 1988: 168; Licht
1957: 71; Lohse 1971: 118; Wallenstein 1950: 5). However, without emending the text, one can take
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cray nbmx k?«3 man nrti kd-id -pa1? □■'an ns1! DrnDnbo 28
■wpn-' m-ntdb d">3-i rp™r6 17n-in psa □'pip pate crm crn porci 29
"|ni~i33 ,,t£7Q3 prnm cpds ■nb oinn ">:ni orp'aa mannra tott?i i-ujdx 30
-nBPD3 mny ^am nn ibaa •'iamb ianu dtisi o^a-i niabn -b aena nizri am 31
roots ro-ax □'pnpn 32
22. I give you thanks, O Lord,
for you have placed my soul in the pouch of the living
23. and you have fenced me off from all the snares of the pit.18
[for] ruthless men sought my soul
24. when I held fast (24) to your covenant.
And they are a council ofworthlessness and a congregation of Belial,
they do not know that from you is my stand
25. and that by your lovingkindness you save my soul, for from you is my step.
26. And they, it is from you that they have assailed (26) my soul
so that you may be honoured by the judgement of the wicked
and that you might manifest your power through me
27. before the sons of (27) man, for in your lovingkindness is my stand.
And I said, mighty men have encamped against me,
28. surrounding with all (28) their weapons ofwar.
And arrows have burst forth without cure
and a flaming spear with fire which consumes trees.
29. And like the roar ofmany waters is the din of their voice,
cloudburst and thunderstorm to destroy many.
30. To the stars'9 burst out (30) wickedness and worthlessness when their waves splash up.
it as a Qal participle, □"'330 since "l and 1 are almost written identically in the Hodayot, the same
reading proposed by other scholars (see Carmignac 1961: 189; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997:
162; Kittel 1981: 40; Lohfink 1990: 49; Tanzer 1986: 60).
17 Sukenik and Garcia Martinez transcribed D~1T paa but it can be seen that a 1 was written
immediately before □""IT. Dupont-Sommer (1957: 34), Wallenstein (1950: 9), Lohse (1971: 118) and
Kittel (1980: 34) have the same reading. The occurrence of this phrase in Isa 30:30 makes this even
more likely.
18 Here the majority of scholars translate nntS as "pit." Murphy (1958a: 61-66) argues vigorously
that nntt? should connote something more than "Pit." The Qumran writers, as he points out, might
have borrowed the biblical concept of nnts but adapted it for their particular usage, even pouring new
meaning into the term. He then propounds that the term should be taken in the sense of moral
corruption at Qumran. Murphy is commendable for drawing our attention to the fact that in some
cases the context speaks more in favor of this meaning. Whether the idea of "moral corruption"
should be applied to all the occurrences of nnts, however, is highly questionable. Even more, his
analysis does show that the idea of death and the nether world is still very much intact at Qumran. In
point of fact, other scholars, among whom Tromp and Wachter may be mentioned, suggest that the
usage of nnttf in Qumran literature corresponds somewhat to the OT usage, and that it is used in the
senses "Pit" and "corruption" (Tromp 1969: 69; Wachter 1993: 1248). Thus it seems necessary to
determine the meaning of nntS from its context. Of special significance is the use of D^Tl here. In
light of the whole context, nnt£7 is to be taken as a parallel to the preceding line. The context points to
the traditional idea of "pit" as most probable.
19 Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 40) renders, "By repeated crushings," on the basis of Isa 59:5, where it
says, nS72K 17p3n mint. So are Kittel (1981: 35) and Williams (1991: 140). Although this line
draws on the language of Isa 59:5, the word nTTlTD apparently has a close connection to m~ITD
"constellations" at Job 38:32 and this meaning seems to fit the context better here (see Garcia
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And I, when my heart dissolves like water, my soul holds fast to your covenant.
31. But they, the net which they spread for me has captured their feet,
and the snares which they set up secretly for my soul have fallen upon them.
But my foot stands on level ground,
32. from their assembly I will bless your name, vacat
3.2.2 Structure and Content
This is one of the most complete and well preserved hymns in the Hodayot. Both
the beginning and the end of the hymn can be clearly ascertained. The standard
introductory formula, romx "OTIX, is indented to the middle of line 22 and the rest
of line 32 is left blank after the word i~DDK7. There is only one small lacuna in the
middle of line 23, and many scholars suggest to restore "0.20
This hymn is well structured and characterised by the use of independent
pronouns and its structure is as follows:
A. 22-24a: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 24b-30: Main section in which the author is set in opposition to his
enemies and the contrast is achieved through the changing of
independent pronouns nam (24, 25) and "OfrO (27, 30).
C. 31-32: The conclusion describes the author's victory over his enemies.
The opening line of the hymn has a pattern characteristic of the majority of the
Hodayot within columns 10-17: "OViX i"OTiX + "O + a second masculine singular
perfect verb. The author offers thanks to God for His protection, giving a statement
of intent to praise God. Remarkable is the frequent use of (11. 22, 23, 25, 30, 31)
as a circumlocution for the author himself.
The main section begins with nnm at line 24 and sets the focus on the enemies.
Specific names for the wicked, for example, n~ii7 "congregation of Belial,"
are used. The enemies are mentioned but only as a means of emphasizing the
author's relationship with God. On three occasions, the author uses with a
nominal clause (11. 24, 25, 26) and states that despite the presence of his enemies, it is
God who has made him stand firm. The second half of the section is balanced by
two "OX paragraphs. The fierce attacks of the enemies are portrayed vividly in
apocalyptic terms, such as the battle imagery and the image of the destructive waters.
The section ends with the author's declaration of his trust in God's covenant. The
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 162; Glanzman 1952: 507; Knibb 1988: 168; Licht 1957: 71; Lohse
1971: 119).
20 Bardtke (1956b: 591), Carmignac (1961: 188), Delcor (1962: 102), Garcia Martinez and
Tigchelaar (1997: 162), Kittel (1980: 34), Licht (1957: 70), Lohse (1971: 116), Tanzer (1986: 60).
See also Dupont-Sommer (1957: 41) and Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 40) who appear to have understood
that there is a space before
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strategic use of rp~0 at the end of the section (10:30) echoes the introductory lines
where the author declares his holding fast to the covenant ofGod (10:23d-24a).
The final section is marked by the use of on and describes the enemies' vain
attempt to set a trap against the author. The hymn is rounded off by the author's vow
to praise God.
The dense use of biblical language is quite evident in this hymn. The sentence
11Z7D3 ntfpn D">2£">~iS7 "ruthless men sought my soul" at 10:23 is taken either from Ps
54:5 or from Ps 86:14. Remarkable is the skilful use of Isa 30:30 and Jer 51:55 in
10:28-29, as depicted below:
10:28-29 may nbmx cpxp iron mnbl
□bip pxp man ma panm
mm rmranb o~in paa
and a flaming spear with fire which consumes trees.
And like the roar ofmany waters is the din of their voice,
cloudburst and thunderstorm to destroy many.
Jer 51:55 bm b"\p HUDO 13X1 ^oaTlX mi"P mET'O
□Sip pxio ]n3 crni map Dmbn torn
For the LORD is laying Babylon waste, and stilling her mighty voice.
Their waves roar like many waters, the din of their voice is raised.
isa 30:30 nxm wit nnm ibip mmnx mm waism
m-a pxi d~iti fbj nbmx e?x anbi px pyra
And tne LORD will cause his majestic voice to be heard
and the descending blow of his arm to be seen,
in furious anger and a flame of devouring fire,
with a cloudburst and tempest and hailstones.
The point to be emphaized is that the first line of 10:28-29 draws on the language
of Isa 30:30, the second line alludes to Jer 51:55, and the third is again based on Isa
30:30. This 'inclusio' use of Scripture is all the more striking. Finally, the last line
of the hymn is a clear citation from Ps 26:12:
i0:3ia-32 naaE; rp~ox Dbnpa mP2D3 mas? -6:m
But my foot stands on level ground, from their assembly I will bless your
name.
Ps 26:12 mm p-QX CPbilpPJ T1EPD3 iTTDSJ ^31
My foot stands on level ground; in the great congregation I will bless the
LORD.
3.2.3 Literary Affinity
10:22-32 has a few similarities with 10:1-21. mmis:, occurring twice in the
Hodayot, is found only in these two hymns and used to describe the enemies of the
author:
10:12-13 □-'amy nstzn run myeh py bv mnxi
And on account of the iniquity of the wicked,
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I have become a slander on the lip of ruthless men
10:23 ">£723 3E?p3
Ruthless men sought my soul
Another affinity between these two hymns is the same motif of dissolving heart:
10:8 133b omb cppTrr
the strong, to dissolve my heart
10:30 -jrp-133 ■'E7S3 pmm CM 23b DTQ3 ">3X1
And I, when my heart dissolves like water, my soul holds fast to your
covenant.
There are two syntactic parallels between 10:1-21 and 10:22-32.
10:14 Di-Pb3 K73T13
when their waves rush forth
10:30 arpba DQ-nnra
when their waves splash up
10:18 C3i d^d pan bipa iarp -ibs? mm ■»e?[3«]
[m]en of deceit roar against me like the sound of the din ofmany waters
10:29 ablp ]1KE7 C3~l CB parPI
and like the roar ofmany waters is the din of their voice
The first parallel is the use of 3 + infinitive + crrb3 while the second one is the use
of chaotic water imagery to describe the fierce attack of the enemies, "pan "roar,
tumult, abundance" is used negatively and positively in the Hodayot. It is used to
21describe the abundance of God's mercy on the one hand; on the other, it is used to
describe the chaos of destructive waters.22 The use of "port in the pejorative sense is
found only in columns 10-14. More importantly, these constructions occur only in
these two hymns and are not attested elsewhere in the DSS corpus.
Moreover, this hymn shows a number of similarities with 12:6-13:6. The most
notable affinity between these two hymns is their prominent use of independent
pronouns (10: 24, 25, 27, 30, 31; 12:7, 10, 13, 14, 17, 19, 31, 34, 36, 39, 41). Very
striking is the use of nan with a pejorative noun in these two hymns. More
importantly, the word bcba, unattested outside columns 10-15, is used in
conjunction with nan. The following structural pattern is unique to 10:22-32 and
12:6-13:6:
nan + Pejorative noun + Verb:
10:24 is7T xb bcba mm xhp ~no nam
And they are a council of worthlessness and a congregation of Belial, they
do not know
21 Cf. 1QH 7:19; 12:37, 38; 14:12; 15:33, 38; 17:8, 34; possibly 13:4
22 Cf. 1QH 10:18,29; 11:14, 15, 17; 11:33,35; 14:10.
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12:10-11 bybp •'by mnr rpp~i •'Tim ptp •'arbp nam
And they are interpreters of falsehood and seers of deceit,
they have planned against me with Belial
12:14-15 •nuprp bybp mar p^oby nam
But they are dissemblers, the devices of Belial they plan
The motif of dissolving heart is found in these two hymns:
10:30 QiQD ppb OTDD
when my heart dissolves like water
12:34 aaTD "QPb DD^I
And my heart has dissolved like wax
A final strong correspondence between these two hymns is their use of the
expression ">3 np-ppan, underscoring the author's role and significance, as Douglas
has shown. The author is God's instrument, a channel through whom God manifests
his power before the sons ofman.
10:26-7 p-tK •■an naa •n np-ppnm
and that you might manifest your power through me before the sons of
man
12:9 •n rp-pparrn -pippi-p xbt
and they do not esteem me when you manifest your power through me
12:24 •u np-ppan nry ",p]73ca7n~> xb
they do not esteem [me e]ven as you manifest your power through me
In short, 10:22-32 has four linguistic affinities with 10:1-21: 1. piyny; 2. the
motif of dissolving heart; 3. p + infinitive + PPPba; 4. p*>pn p">D pnn + bap. This
hymn also has four significant correspondences with 12:6-13:6: 1. the use of
independent pronouns pax, non); 2. ntan + perjorative noun + verb; 3. the motif of
dissolving heart; 4. "Q np-P3an. All these thematic and structural similarities would
suggest that there is literary dependence among these three hymns and they might
have been the work of the same author.
3.3 1QH 10:33-41
3.3.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 2:31-39 (plate 36); SHR 190413
1QH 10:35-41 =40428 frg. 20:1-9
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 162-4
ptp i;rbD nxapo ■obism itosa by [nnnjy npa-'y top ■•anx npmx 33
ton nnnb ipcsn nrcx fppx typa [njn-ns mpbn ntrnn mmai 34
npb •'aia^n -Hypo -jnxo ^p i[y-p xb ] ip osx nprrnpy by -parab 35
E7~n •'ay E?aa nnnry ">bx nnxi n^on ■'Knrr bp ■'Sp nanm 36
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•orrnnn 23xb □ms-irai o'H'hx td ■'csa ism tann prn t»d 37
-ik?x ~[tdd -cr b>bnra -pnr6i □[ p nnn nnsn rormar mryb 38






33. I give you thanks, O Lord,
for your eye is fo[cused] upon my soul
and you have delivered me from the jealousy of the interpreters of falsehood
34. and from the congregation of the seekers of smooth things.
[You] have ransomed the soul of the poor which they considered removing,
35. by pouring his blood out upon your service;
only that they [do not know] that from you is my step.
36. And they have made me a contempt (36) and a reproach
in the mouth of all those who seek deceitfulness.
And you, my God, have helped the soul of the afflicted and the destitute
37. against the hand of one stronger than he.
And you have ransomed my soul from the hand of majestic ones and
with their taunt you have not made me dismayed,
38. so as to abandon your service for fear of destructions /■[ \m
and to exchange a steadfast purpose for folly which
39. h[ ]mw statutes and by testimonies given to (their) ears
40. [ ]ht to all [their] offspring
41. [ ] among your disci [pies
3.3.2 Structure and Content
Without the usual indentation, the opening formula of the hymn is set at the right-
hand margin of line 33. The last few lines of this column and the first five lines of
the next column are full of gaps, making it difficult to determine the end of the hymn.
It is possible that this hymn does not end in column 10 but extends to 11:19.24 The
majority of the scholars however take 10:33-41 as one hymn because the structure
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and content of this hymn is so different from those of column 11. The structure of
the hymn is outlined as follows:
A. 33-34a: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 34b-41: Main section in which the author describes how God has not
only delivered his life from the enemies but also kept him from
23
4Q428 frg. 20:4 has Xl1? instead.
24
Carmignac (1961: 191-8) takes 10:33-11:19 as one composition. Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 47)
suggests the conclusion of the hymn to be found somewhere in 11:3. In agreement with Stegemann,
Tanzer (1986: 72) restores the introductory formula at 11:6. If this is correct, this hymn would end at
25




falling away. The last few lines of the column are so
fragmentary that nothing certain can be made out of them.
3.3.3 Literary Affinity
Similar to the last two hymns, 10:33-41 has a number of lexical affinities with
12:6-13:6. ara occurs three times in the Hodayot and all its occurences are found in
these two hymns. Even more, the phrase ata m^ba "interpreters of falsehood"
occurs exclusively in these two hymns.
10:33 3D nrba naopa •abmm
and you have delivered me from the jealousy of the interpreters of
falsehood
12:10-11 man Tim ara •'irba nam
and they are interpreters of falsehood and seers of deceit
12:16-17 nwn imsa ara -was ma naenmb lion
and they have come to the one who seek you from the mouth of lying
prophets, persuaded by error
There are two other words distinctive to these two hymns: npbn and bbvr. The
verbal form of ma in describing the unfaithfulness of the author's enemies is also
used.
10:34 mpbn mnm nnwai
and from the congregation of the seekers of smooth things
10:38 ~pao mr bbma manbi
and to exchange a steadfast purpose for folly
12:11-12 naaab mpbna maba nn33© ntsx nanmn manb
to exchange your Torah, which you have repeatedly impressed in my heart,
for the smooth things to your people
12:9 anmaa bbma
in folly are their deeds
This hymn shows a few affinities with 10:1-21. nann, occurring twice in the
Hodayot, is distinctive to these two hymns. It should be noted that the use of am
with first person singular suffix is restricted to columns 10-15.
10:11-12 ommab obpi nsnn namm
and you have made me a reproach and a derision for traitors
10:18 man ma pan btpa mm ~by man muxi
[m]en of deceit roar against me like the sound of the din ofmany waters
10:35-36 man mnn ba ma nanm nab mamn
and they have made me a contempt and a reproach in the mouth of all
those who seek deceitfulness.
The use of fba with pejorative noun is also a feature characteristic of these two
hymns. If mpbn is the word at the end of line 17, another close parallel between
these hymns is the expression mpbn mnm.
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10:17 rmpibn 2Pnri bp -1:3b nxrip rrnb mrmi
and I have become a zealous spirit against all those whose seek sm[ooth
things].
10:34 nipbn ipni rnvai
and from the congregation of the seekers of smooth things
10:16 im KPX rrnxi
And I have become a man of strife for the interpreters of error
10:33 nxp ^bn nxipn
and you have delivered me from the jealousy of the interpreters of
falsehood
The use of tPDD in this short hymn is worth mentioning. It is a feature so
characteristic of the hymn 10:22-32, in which C723 is used six times (11. 22, 23, 25, 26,
30, 31). The following close correspondence between 10:1-21 and 10:22-32 should
not go unnoticed because the prepositional phrase -[/TDnxn is unique to them in the
Hodayot:
10:25 •HS73D rpnttD *03
for from you is my step
10:35 -HS73SP -[SIMP "O
that from you is my step
In conclusion, 10:33-41 has four linguistic affinities with 12:6-13:6: 1. 3VD
2. ~nn; 3. npbn; 4. bbtn. It also has four cases of linguistic parallel to 10:1-21: 1.
nsin; 2. □"'it? + first person singular suffix; 3. rnpbn ipm; 4. "pbo + pejorative
noun. There are two cases of correspondence between this short hymn and 10:22-32:
the use of E7B3 and "HS72SD ronxn X"D. All these correspondences establish a
literary link between these four hymns and the most probable explanation is to posit
literary dependence.
3.4 1QH 12:6-13:6
3.4.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik Col. 4:5-5:4 (plate 38 & 39); frg. 43; SHR 190416, 4260A
1QH 12:14-20 = 40430 frg. 1:1-7
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 166-70
]di rom-a1? "os nnrpan "onx m-m 6
] rony nam "6 nnusin 26D[im]ixb> ]i33 intPBi nsEnnx [ ] i
26 This word, occurring again in line 24 and 1QH 21:14, is not found in the Bible. Bardtke (1956b:
589) renders "zu ihrer Erleuchtung", taking it as mix with an irregular third person plural suffix.
Dupont-Sommer (1957: 42; similarly Carmignac 1961: 205; Delcor 1962: 138) reads DTHIxb, taking
it as a dual form of ITTIK. Most scholars are probably right in taking it as a collocation of ~11X
and Din and translate "perfect light" (cf. DeVries 1964-66: 392; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar,
1997: 166; Holm-Neilsen 1960a: 76; Jeremias 1963: 204; Laurin 1958: 352; see also Vermes 1995:
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]K"o nra xba iDabn opynn] rpn-i iybm mb lpibnn yn[ ] 8
iynxn ^mm xia 13 namaiina ^laom xbi inb 27ioxoa 13 amDyn bbma 9
lybn nam law ibab la-aerm i3nn mm ^shidi iyn biai mpn mssa 10
mpbna maba nnaato ntt?x nanmn mnnb byiba iby innr mnn ^nm 3T3 11
bx Dan cpynb pnm mpy □xniab'i Qixnan nyn nprcn imayi nans?'? 12
natsnn ba pxun 'ax nnx 13 nmmajna Dsnnb Dmnyina bbvtnnb amyn 13
byiba mnr ambus nam nssb pan naab natEinni mpn xm nansyi byiba 14
□marcnna nsybi urn mis v~tm nannxa laiaa xbi abi aba naitcnmi laicum 15
ixan qmss msb mm mny bnaam mbibsa nanonmi mm 02b mn» qui 16
-pub man-1 nnnx ptobi naD a[y*i]b[a] am myn •'man ara ixma mn naennb 17
max m nananb irrxn xbi na[ ]a anna xb ia an-'tpya baa mana bbmb is
□amtsb □nbjmyn bx nnx m nxm xb naab pnnba |aaa xb nan pmb 19
namnan anara n^x □maranna wom pnb omuiED aanaa ambabap] nannaaaa 20
-pi&yn baaa bban px m nay ixam xb nayn ->Tana nana i^ax baa DpD]aa nnana 21
naab ~pna iabana nyb na-'asb anaay nat^saa ncxa naab nara[a] mnn xba 22
xm naa baa by nn ■'axaa by naapxa nnnaynx naa rnmna is[xi] naab aaaa-1 23
■•aa ncnaa nnna xba aannaxb nanaaa ">b ysana 13 namaan np ispami xb 24
nab aaanya naab ~pna mabmn isiymem namnab ~""p amyaan ib [mDpmn baa 25
mxabn ma oynn xba nnx mnynbi ddsdd naab xaana mmnp naaa 26
baa DSDna mnanb naanxn my baab psrn nany by axnaa ]nna rab antra 27
nna innymn m naan pxb ny naana □■'an ^aa nnamxn m nam maty 28
ynanba nanaaa naaya amn naab xbsna may nnnaan naxbs naoaa naxbs 29
paya xana naxbs bmnnb nan nm nrn nxia nt£?a in namanaaa D^nn baab 30
□an anx ]ab x^ba npna gaaxb x'S ia mum iaxa byn nntoxa nac nya onnn 31
ab bx nai nana ox ia |aan xS tcnsx -pna npna ntfyn baa piby bxb -pn 32
iaa baa by ainnn aana annaaa naaa vrcyn baa ayni ]ynb onx iaab -pn nnnb 33
iana aabia dx 28ias{b}n aaana iaab onn ayam "'D~a baaa aarnx nnna nyn i:xa man 34
-|mna by oiyton Dapa inaax byn ny manDX innaT ia nnana nmaan Qina 35
□y nani naa maaraa namnan marya lytsna mnnx iaxa nanan by Qixabna 36
[injay^a ia yaa iaab nnyna npirnn mana nnapxa innnaynn nainnn ]ann 37
nanpn^a nn^xn ts[ ]Dba ]aay nsan ia nainnn ]anna namana 38
[ ] ytuna pina nnxna nnx 13 nmtoy [ ] anxb xba 39
[ ] ny nanmaa nprnnx [ ] 40
[ ] baa pnaa nnx nnx 13 nai[ ] 41
[ 1
[ 2
198). This feature is not uncommon in the Dead Sea Scrolls as Dr. Lim has pointed out (cf. DJD22
4Q303).
27 Sukenik transcribed aoxna. Most scholars read moxna, believing that the writer omitted the n
(Bardtke 1956b: 595; Licht 1957: 92; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 42; Sonne 1950-51: 295; Holm-Nielsen
1960a: 76; Jeremias 1963: 204; Maier 1960: 81; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 166), a reading
followed by the present writer.
28 b has been erased from the text and is singled out for deletion by means of dot above and below
the letter.
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] DW P-P1? 3
pn]m roTnrpbo 4
]nm nbx TiyppT 5
PSIP psioq rappm roman ->b bv 6
6. I give you thanks,O Lord,
for you have enlightened my face by your covenant and m[ ]
7. [ ] I shall seek you and as sure as dawn you have appeared to me as [perfect lijght.
And they, your people [
8. [ ]rym they have flattered them
and interpreters of deceit [have led them astray]
and they have come to ruin without understanding, for [
9. in folly are their deeds,
for I have been despised by them
and they do not esteem me when you manifest your power through me.
10. For they have driven me away29 from my land (10) like a bird from its nest,
and all my friends and acquaintances have been driven away from me
and they have regarded me as a broken vessel.
11. And they are interpreters of (11) falsehood and seers of deceit,
they have planned against me with Belial,
so as to exchange your Torah, which you have repeatedly impressed in my heart,
12. for the smooth things (12) to your people.
And they have withheld the drink of knowledge from the thirsty,
and for their thirst they have given them vinegar to drink,
13. in order to gaze upon (13) their error,
that they may behave madly at their feasts,
that they may be caught in their nets.
14. For you, O God, despise every plan of (14) Belial,
and your counsel prevails
and the purpose of your heart is established forever.
But they are dissemblers,
15. the devices of Belial (15) they plan
and they seek you with a double heart
and they are not established in your truth.
A root producing poison and wormwood is in their thoughts
16. and with stubbornness of their heart they search,
and they seek you among the idols,
and the stumbling-block of their iniquity they set before their faces
17. and they have come (17) to the one who seek you30 from the mouth of lying prophets,
29
Most scholars have translated "they have driven me away," taking this verb "OrP~P as a
collective singular (Carmignac 1961: 206; deVries 1964-66: 392; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar
1997: 169; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 76; Jeremias 1963: 205; Lohse 1971: 125; Sonne 1950-51: 295;
Wise-Abegg-Cook 1996: 95). The immediate context, using verbs with plural subjects and giving a
portrayal of the enemies, seems to suggest this reading. It is probable that there is a scribal error here
and it should read "OTP-P. It is also possible that we have a defective writing here. However, this
particular use is unattested elsewhere in the Hodayot. It may be an exception here. On balance, it
seems better to take this as a collective singular.
30
Most scholars take rDKH'n'p as an infinitive with second person singular suffix, rendering "to
seek you" (Carmignac 1961: 206; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 43; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997:
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persuaded by error.
And they, [with stammer]ing lip and foreign tongue, speak to your people,
18. in order to turn all their deeds to folly with deceit.
For they have not chosen b[ \kh
and they do not give ear to your word.
19. For they said (19) of the vision of knowledge, 'it is not sure!',
and of the way of your heart, 'it is not that!'
20. But you, O God, will answer them by judging them (20) with your power
[according to] their idols and the multitude of their transgressions,
that they may be caught in their own plans,
those who are estranged from your covenant.
21. And you will cut off all men of deceit by ju[dgemen]t
and seers of error will be found no more.
For there is no folly in all your deeds,
22. and no deceit [in] the intention of your heart.
And those who are in accordance with you shall stand before you forever,
23. and those who walk in the way of your heart (23) shall be established forever.
[As for m]e, when I hold fast to you,
1 stand upright and rise against those who despise me
and my hands are against all those who scorn me;
24. for they do (24) not esteem [me e]ven as you manifest your power through me
and you appear to me in your strength as perfect light.
25. And you do not besmear with shame, the faces (25) of all [those who are] sought by me,
those who are gathered together for your covenant.
And those who walk in the way of your heart have listened to me.
26. And they arraigned before you (26) in the council of the holy ones.
And you will bring forth their justice to victory and truth to uprightness.
And you will not let them wander at the hand of the scoundrels
27. as they plot against them.
And you will put the fear of them upon your people
and a shattering for all the peoples of the lands,
28. to destroy by judgement all (28) those who trangress your word.
But by me you have enlightened the faces of the Many,
and have brought mighty witnesses without number.
29. For you have caused me to know the mysteries (29) of your wonders,
and by your wonderful counsel you have strengthened my standing,
and to do wonderful acts before the Many for the sake of your glory
30. and to make known (30) to all living things your mighty deeds.
What is flesh? Like this?
and what is a creature of clay to do wonderful things?
31. and he is in iniquity (31) from womb and until old age in guilt of treachery.
And I know that to man does not belong righteousness
32. nor to a son ofman perfect (32) way.
To God Most High belong all the deeds of righteousness,
and the way ofman is not established except by spirit has God formed him,
33. to perfect the way of the sons ofman,
in order that all his works may know the power of his might
34. and the abundance of his compassion upon all the sons of (34) his pleasure.
And I, dread and trembling have gripped me,
and all my bones have broken,
169; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 77; Jeremias 1963: 206; Lohse 1971: 127; Wise-Abegg-Cook 1996: 96;
Vermes 1995: 200). However, KITH should be the participle of t£H~l.
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and my heart has dissolved like wax before the fire,
35. and my knees have gone (35) like water rushing down the slope.
For 1 have remembered my guilt together with the treachery ofmy fathers,
when the wicked rose against your covenant
36. and the scoundrels against your word,
Then I said, in my transgression I have been abandoned from your covenant,
and when I remembered the power of your hand together
37. with the abundance of your compassion, I stood upright and rose up,
and my spirit strengthened (my) position against affliction.
38. For [I] relied (38) on your lovingkindness and the multitude of your compassion.
For you shall atone iniquity and lt[ ]s from guilt by your righteousness
39. and not for man [ ] you made,
for you created the righteous and the wicked [
40. [ ] I will hold fast to your covenant until [
41. [ ]ykh for you are truth and righteousness are all [
1. ]
2. I
3. to the day with [
4. your forgiveness and the ab[undance
5. and when I know these nhm[
6. in accordance with your will, and in your ha[nd] is the judgement of them all. vacat
3.4.2 Structure and Content
The standard introductory formula, "OVtX nrmx, is slightly indented from the
right-hand margin on line 6, and the same formula appears again at 13:7. Another
introductory formula might have lost in the lacuna of 12:40 or 12:41; however, this
would make a hymn of 7 or 8 lines and so short a hymn is not attested elsewhere in
the Hodayot. More likely, the hymn ends at 13:6.31
Once again, the repetitive use of independent pronouns offers a good structural
marker in the hymn. There are four non/Dm paragraphs in the first half of the hymn,
which are then balanced by four "OK in the second half.32 The structure of the hymn
is outlined as follows:
A. 6-7b: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
31 There is a space of 0.6mm, which is unusually long for separating two consecutive words. It
may then be suggsted that nblD is the last word of line 6 and thus ends the line with a black space.
32
Douglas (1998: 101) claims that he is able to read a "OKI before nptnnx on line 40. This
reading would support his argument that the first "OKI introduces the climax of the hymn and the next
four "0X1 paragraphs balance the first four HDm, thereby giving a sense of unity to the hymn. He
(1998: 106) writes: "If we allow for the climactic position of the first "'JXI, and label it E, then the
structure of the composition is a pyramid, with this section as the apex: ABCD^d'c'b'a1. DCBA
("OXI) stands antithetically to ABCD (HDm)." The present writer has checked carefully the
photographic plate in Sukenik's editio princeps and magnified the digitalized image of line 40 using
The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference Library, and still fails to see a "OXI. The latest Study
Edition of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 170) does not speak in favour
of his reading either. Suffice it to say that the four "l3XT paragraphs already make an inclusio with the
four nnm.
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B. 7c-23a: Description of the enemies and their relationship with God.
Remarkable is the use of four nan/Dm with two intervening nnft:
nnm (7), nnm (10), bft nnft id (13)
nam (14), am (17), bx nnx ■o(i9)
C. 23b-30a: Description of the author and his relationship with God,
beginning with nftl. The section highlights the author's role
and his relation with his followers.
D. 30b-13:6: Personal reflection in which the author meditates upon his own
unworthiness before God by means of three "Oftl paragraphs (11.
31,34,36).
The hymn opens with the standard formula, followed by ft"0 with a second
person masculine singular perfect verb. God's mighty work of giving the new light
of revelation is stated as the occasion for the author's praise. The motif of light is
often associated with God's theophany to Moses. In Ex 33-34, God appears to
Moses, making His glory pass before him and mediating the covenant to him. Here
God has made the author no less than Moses, causing his face to shine.
The first major section is marked by nam, referring pointedly to the author's
enemies. Descriptive names of the enemies are given. They are i~PD~i
"interpreters of deceit," DTD ^ba "interpreters of falsehood," mo~i ''Tin "seers of
deceit," and □■,Dl?S7l "dissemblers." The first half of the section describes the
relationship of the wicked to the author. The wicked have despised the author and
even driven him away from his land. The second half of the section, 14c-23a, no
longer talks about the enemies' attack on the author but sets the focus on the wicked
and their relationship to God. They seek God among the idols and with a double
heart, thereby setting a stumbling block before themselves. The section ends with
the contrasting theme of divine judgement.
The next section, 23b-30a, is introduced by the change of independent pronoun to
"OX and the focus shifts to the author. The opening lines of this section make use of
key expressions reminiscient of the beginning of the hymn:
12:24 Din-iift1? mrmn usim -a np-ppan n[D •vnipprp ft1?
they do not esteem [me ejven as you manifest your power through me
and you appear to me in your strength as perfect light
12:7 •6 nnsasin prin-nift1? ]idi itodi
and as sure as dawn you have appeared to me as [perfect lijght
12:9 2D rp-ppira M1DPI-P ftbl
and they do not esteem me when you manifest your power through me
It further links to the previous section by repeating the key phrase of line 22b-23a:
12:25 rpp1? "|~HD □•o'pinn ■oibdikpi
and those who walk in the way of your heart have listened to me
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12:22-23 nsib unD"1 rpab -p-p "obm
and those who walk in the way of your heart shall be established forever
This technique of beginning a new section by repeating key expressions from the
previous sections is a feature characteristic of this group of hymns. Despite the
attacks of the wicked, the author rises to a glowing declaration of confidence. He
states how important a role he has played for the righteous. The special revelatory
knowledge about divine mysteries has enabled the author to bring illumination to
many.
The change of mood and the use of rhetorical statements call for a new section at
line 30. This section sets the creaturely lowliness of sinful humanity in sharp
contrast with the righteousness of almighty God. It opens with two rhetorical
questions, followed by three "OKI paragraphs (11. 31, 34, 36). In the first "OK
paragraph, the author confesses that righteousness belongs to God alone and it is God
who can perfect the way of man. There is a sudden shift of addressing God from
second person to third person in this paragraph. This change may be accounted for
33
by the fact that this paragraph is a soteriological confession. Remembering his
own guilt has made the author dread and trembling in the second "OK paragraph. In
the third paragraph, the author makes a declaration that he will rely on God's mercy
and hold fast to His covenant. These three paragraphs in some ways give a response
to the questions raised in the beginning of the section. For instance, the use of nnttfK
in conjunction with recalls the opening line of the section:
12:35 TVOK bl7P QV TI1DPK TTQT "O
for I have remembered my guilt together with the treachery ofmy fathers
12:30-31 bl7Q DQE7K3 miff ISP Dn~ID ]1"li73 Kim
and he is in iniquity from womb and until old age in guilt of treachery34
This hymn makes extensive use of Scripture. Much attention is given to the
lexical linkages between this hymn and the biblical passages under consideration.
Close parallels can be drawn between 12:8 and Hos 14:4, and between 12:16 and Isa
28:11:
12:8 m23_Kb3 "lUjb'P
and they have come to ruin without understanding
Hos 4:14c 33b-1 |"l3"'~Kb DS71
and a people without understanding comes to ruin
12:17 -p?b mT rnnK ]itgbi nap n[tfi]b[3] am
And they, [with stammerjing lip and foreign tongue, speak to your people
33 Cf. Kuhn (1966: 26) claims that the soteriologischen Bekenntnisse are always introduced by the
formula "O Tiy~P "OKI.
34 The same combination of nDt£?K and bi?D is found in 19:11.
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Isa 28:11 PITH OyrrbK 13T1 nTTX jllgbai nSK7 "O^ba "O
for, with stammering lip and with foreign tongue he will speak to this
people.
Very striking is the reworking of Pr 27:8 and Ps 31:12-13 in 12:9-10. The
expression ilDpQ t1d2sd at 12:9-10 seems to be taken from Pr 27:8 and the next two
lines are clear allusions to Ps 31:12-13.
12:9-10 iUpQ 11333 ^IRQ i3|-pT
*opd in~T3 2jniai iyi brai
ipik •'bpb mat^m
for they have driven me away from my land like a bird from its nest,
and all my friends and acquaintances have been driven away from me
and they have regarded me as a broken vessel
raipoo -pro ttrx-p rap-pa m-po 11333
Like a bird that strays from its nest is a man who strays from his home.
ixq ">33E?bi nsin vpvi ">ii3-b3D
23DD rnj pirn -no •'iniab insi
iax "b'D'D Tp">n abo noD TinDoa
I am the scorn of all my adversaries, a horror to my neighbors, an object of
dread to my acquaintances; those who see me in the street flee from me.
I have passed out ofmind like one who is dead;
I have become like a broken vessel.
A more remarkable use of Scripture can be found in 12:15-17, as depicted below:
12:15-17 Dmnonna raybi em mis erne?
□•'bibra rraien-pi rrirr gab m-p-icg ayi
OTTOS IDE? Q3TTS7 blP3D1
myn "»msD aa ^33 ran rrapmb isai
A root producing poison and wormwood is in their thoughts
and with stubbornness of their heart they search,
and they seek you among the idols,
and the stumbling-block of their iniquity they set before their faces
and they have come to the one who seek you from the mouth of lying
prophets, persuaded by error.
Dt 29:16-18 pal py pmbba nRi onraipo-nK ixim
dpp ep-]3 array -ma ann pop
rao ippb -ma ooetik nrraiyD ir rrar-ix epx
arm aian raibirnx ipyb npbb israbK mn1 ayn ain
roybi pmi rns pie? aaa ep-|3
mxb ipaba pianm nxrn nban "na-rnx iynE/3 mm
rrKDsrrnK min nrao ]ynb pbx rab rrnigre ra ib-mm aibs?
And you have seen their detestable things, their idols of wood and stone,
of silver and gold, which were among them. Beware, lest there be among
you a man or woman or family or tribe, whose heart turns away this day
from the LORD our God to go and serve the gods of those nations, lest
there be among you a root producing poison and wormwood, when he
hears the words of this sworn covenant, he blesses himself in his heart,
saying, "I shall be safe, even though I walk in the stubbornness of my
heart. This would lead to the sweeping away of moist and dry alike.
Ezk 14:7 bxiE?ra nr-ma mrrai baiEP nrao epx wa ra




x-Q3rrbx xti tob rP3 p-©-1 "mi? bnapai
•a ib_n3S73 mni -ax •© ib-p-nb
For any one of the house of Israel, or of the strangers who sojourn in Israel,
who separates himself from me, taking his idols into his heart and putting
the stumbling block of his iniquity before his face, and yet comes to a
prophet to inquire for himself ofme, I the LORD will answer him myself.
12:15 is a clear citation from Dt 29:16-18 whose context is the renewal of the
covenant, a passage which is often used in other Qumran documents (e.g., 1QS 2:12-
14 and CD 3:11-12). In Ezk 14, God rebukes the idolatry of the elders. The chapter
focuses on the theme of idolatry. Lexically and thematically, there are marked
similarities between these two texts. The word p->b*ib3 "idols," a favourite term in
Ezekiel (38 occurrences), appears sparingly nine times outside of Ezekiel.
Interestingly, one of these nine occurrences is found in Dt 29:16. This makes it even
more likely that Ezk 14:7 and Dt 29:16-18 could be the sources of the text here.
3.4.3 Literary Affinity
12:6-13:6 shows a number of similarities with 13:7-21. Both hymns exhibit the
stylistic use of bx nnx (12:13, 19; 13:13, 16, 20). The use of npm"in is unique to
these two hymns. The similar idea of placing God's Torah into the author's heart is
found:
12:11-12 rtpnyb mpbm -onba nn33E7 -©x romm -porrb
to exchange your Torah, which you have repeatedly impressed in my heart,
for the smooth things to your people
13:13-14 ib roster1 mbnn fp ~tp "p nmn nannm
And your Torah you have hidden in [me until] the time when your
salvation is revealed to me.
A significant correspondence between these two hymns is the use of the
expression "O nP~PP3n:
12:9 rD~P333il3 TD'nt&rP xbl
and they do not esteem me when you manifest your power through me
12:24 -Q rp-P333n H37 -aimcrr xb
they do not esteem [me e]ven as you manifest your power through me
13:17 cnx *03 133 -a roTuan -pabi
and that you might manifest your power through me before the sons of
man
In short, there are three cases of significant correspondence between 12:6-13:6
and 13:7-21: 1. the stylistic use of bx nnx; 2. rDrmn; 3. "U np-p33n. These
correspondences have one point in common, all emphasizing the author's special
relationship to God. This explains why the author can stand firm even in the midst of
the fierce attack of his enemies.
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3.5 1QH 13:7-21
3.5.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik Col. 5:5-19 (plate 39); SHR 190405
1QH 13:9-12 =40429 frg. 1 col. I: 1-3
1QH 13:17-20 = 40429 frg. 1 col. II: 1-5
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 170-2
TiDK?*a[ xbn ] dup 35"m3P "prarr xb -o -onx np-m i
-pnp [ ] jnm "n nn^n -nrrm 36->-cr mptp -prats? xbi -pnusto 8
ppgrn p-nas [dp tnen d">-p~ir dps? "hpie? rivix piper mb d-hsjip □■>ralp 9
deep1? pei r6a ps1? p-nat aa pb by mppp pan dp-h as? -mop 10
per d-'-pbb is -mom rpe-n-6 rr-a 37nTPi apSa nnsoR hpr mot ^mo1 11
r^i 383p-ip ^nnb amptp ba pppn npn mn npra anwbnpi dpipe pipd 12
35 There are two other possible meanings for the verb "113: Ho stir up strife" or "to dread."
However, "113, followed by the preposition 3, is often taken in the sense of "to sojourn" in the Bible
(e.g. Lev 20:2, Ezk 14:7; see also Clines 1995: 336). A few scholars have taken this as referring to the
Teacher of Righteousness who was believed to have been persecuted by the Wicked Priest in the
residence of his exile (lQpHab 11:4-7), see Wallenstein (1955: 279) and Jeremias (1963: 224).
36
"IP"1 is often found as referring to "created human being" in the Hodayot (e.g. 1QH 9:21, 11:24,
12:30, etc.). In late Jewish literature, the noun could denote "the evil inclination, worldly desires."
(cf. Jastrow 1926: 590). In Qumran corpus, it frequently appears in the context of human sinfulness
(see Otzen 1975: 265; Murphy 1958b: 342). It is not unlikely that the author, attempting to convey
the idea of evil inclination, might have deliberately employed the term HPT, which according to BDB,
always carries a bad connotation. The preposition 3, as Mansoor suggests, may be taken as having a
causative function.
37 Sukenik's transcription of rPP is very difficult. Wailenstein (1955: 280), assuming an Aramaic
influence and the syncopation of the guttural, takes m~l3 PPP1 as equivalent to mPRP ""P, and
translates "water of wells." Nowhere is PR3 used in the Hodayot (only in CD, e.g. 6:3). Burrows
(1956: 408), Vermes (1995: 203) and Wise-Abegg-Cook (1996: 97) offer a similar translation, "water
of the covenant." Habermann (1960: 203) reads "'PI, "and who?", thereby taking it as a question.
Similarly, Bardtke (1956b: 597) understands it as a question, "PIT HP". Kittel (1981: 90) interprets it
as a ]P with a pronoun, "from it." The majority of scholars see 17TP3 as a possible reading of the text
(Delcor 1962: 157; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 47; Jeremias 1963: 219; Lohse 1971: 130; Maier 1960:
84; Mansoor 1961: 133; Martin 1958: 489; Mowinckel 1956: 266; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar
1997: 170). Comparing the second and third letters of this word with the first two letters of DmPTP
in the following line seems to speak in favour of this reading. A question, however, does not fit the
context well here. Most likely, the word means "from this." It still leaves us with the difficulty of
determining what "this" is referring to!
38
33~P3 can be derived from one of the following verbs: a) PIPP; b) 3~1R; c) 3"H. A few of the
early translators take the first interpretion (Bardtke 1956b: 597; Burrows 1956: 408; Habermann 1960:
203; Wallenstein 1955: 281) while the majority opt for the second one (Carmignac 1961: 142; Declor
1962: 158; DeVries 1964-66: 400; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 215; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997:
171; Gaster 1957: 151; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 91, 94-5 n. 21; Jeremias 1963: 219; Lohse 1971: 131;
Maier 1960: 84; Mansoor 1961: 133; Vermes 1995: 204). Kittel (1981: 91) is the only one who has
put forward the third interpretation. It is to be noted that P-1-! is frequently employed for verbal
combat in the Bible. The occurrence of this single sentence is odd enough. Even worse, this is the
only occurrence in the Hodayot, which leaves us without any comparison. Suffice it to say that the
last two interpretations fit the context well.
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yp ~i[i7 ip nran romim mx 13 133 ininc -6k nnx -o di-pd •'bv isd 13
■,toD3 i-itid3 nnyoE? ->ns7itEn "oran? xb itos: man -o ■>b ravw mbxi u
D3it?b 3in3 133k? itox nvnK ]iud3 iv e?d3 "psm Tirm3 nni3n -|3i3"' 39n3ii 15
d31d1? pjoim ton is? k?d3 id-id-1 |d dhie? is?3 nnuo ^bx nnxi 16
nnbon aix 13 133b — roi-osn pob-i 13131? e?d3 n[n j-'bn mon bx mns 17
□">ns?3K? mcb dto] iron ppira po331 wx 'ie7:;d3 nrnra «pi3D3 u-warn ]"P3X3 is
■'tosa hot din boi amp-isaa 40dtdis? tdi -6s? nnm 19
nan p-ia [ p nnabD pox k?d3i nppib ms?o 41CDDa} 301 •'bx nnxi 20
nvnx 21
7. I give you thanks, O Lord,
for you did not abandon me when I sojourned among a people [
8. [and not] according to my guilt (8) did you judge me,
and you did not abandon me to the plans ofmy inclination,
but you have protected my life from the pit,
9. And you placed [ ] among (9)lions appointed for the sons of guilt.
Lions that break the bone ofmajestic ones,
and drink the blfood] of the mighty.
10. And you set me (10) in a dwelling with many fishermen,
those who spread a net on the face of the waters,
and hunters for the sons of injustice.
11. And there for judgement (11) have you established me,
and a counsel of truth have you confirmed in my heart,
and from this (?) a covenant for those who seek it.
And you shut the mouth of the young lions
12. whose teeth are like a sword,
and whose fangs are like a sharp spear,
the venom of vipers is all their plan to seize.
And they lie in wait,
39
Most scholars interpret nil as a second person singular perfect derived from ]"H (Bardtke
1956b: 597; Maier 1960: 85; Mansoor 1961: 133; Delcor 1962: 159; Jeremias 1963: 219-20; see also
Burrows 1956: 408; Lohse 1971: 131). It is worth noting that generally all verbs in the second perfect
(without suffix) have the longer ending, nn. This does not rule out the possibility that we have an
exception here, which would be the only one in this hymn. Another problem is that 1 immediately
followed by a second person perfect is a rare phenomenon in the Hodayot (see Montaner 1992: 280-
1). Finally, two verbs intervened by a single noun breaks the parallelism. Alternatively, it seems
possible to take n3~T as a construct noun here. This interpretation is not without difficulty. What does
131 as a noun mean? Wallenstein (1955: 281) resorts to a word of Aramaic origin, meaning of which
is "jar," and he renders, "the cup ofmy affliction." In resolving this problem, some scholars read a "I
rather than a "1 (DeVries 1964-66: 400; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 215; Carmignac 1961: 143; Holm-
Nielsen 1960a: 95). The facsimile, however, clearly shows a 1 instead. This can be verified by
comparing the top part of this letter with that of the other "I in this hymn. The problem remains
unresolved. It is likely that this noun is somehow related to the verb pi, meaning "to judge, mete out
justice, plead the cause, contend." Kittel (1981: 92) suggested that 1731 might be related to the noun
piD, "strife, contention" (see also Vermes 1995: 204; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 170-71).
This seems to be the best solution offered so far. Furthermore, nn"Dn can be derived from either
133 or n~0. The verb 133, which sometimes carries the nuance of regarding someone with favor,
gives a better parallel to the preceding lines.
40 Sukenik suggested T for the second letter in his transcription; however, this restoration is taken
from 4Q429 frg col 2.
41
"'K7D3 has been erased from the text.
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13. but they did not open their mouth against me.
For you, my God, concealed me before the sons ofman,
and your Torah you have hidden in [me]
14. [un]til the time (14) when your salvation is revealed to me.
For in the distress ofmy soul you did not abandon me,
and my cry you heard in the bitterness ofmy soul
15. and the contention ofmy sorrow you regarded in my groaning.
And you saved the soul of the afflicted in the den of lions,
which sharpened their tongue like a sword.
16. And you, my God, shut their teeth,
lest they tear apart the soul of the afflicted and the destitute,
17. and their tongue has been drawn back (17) like a sword to its sheath
bly[ t)h the soul of your servant,
And that you might manifest your power through me before the sons ofman.
18. You have dealt wondrously (18) with the poor,
and you put him into the cru[cible like gold] in the works of fire,
and like silver refined in the furnace of the smith,
to be purified seven times.
19. And the wicked of the peo[pl]es rush against me with their afflictions,
and all the day they crush my soul, vacat
20. But you, my God, turn a tempest to stillness,
and the soul of the poor you have delivered k[ ]
21. prey from the power of (21) lions.
3.5.2 Structure and Content
This hymn begins with the standard introductory formula, mix m~nx, which is
slightly indented from the right-hand margin. A few scholars believe that the hymn
ends with the phrase nnx "[113, which appears in the interlinear space between lines
21 and 22. The "blessing," as Mowinckel suggests, is the finale of the hymn,
echoing the introductory words of thanks.42 In fact, MYTH rtnx "p~n is another
introductory formula employed in the Hodayot (e.g. 18:14). A close look at the
facsimile points to a correction made by another scribe.43 The first word in line 22,
POTlX, is singled out for deletion, by means of dots marked above and below it, and
with the phrase nnK ~p~Q written above it. Hence nYHK should be the final word of
the hymn, appearing in line 21 with the rest of the line blank.
This hymn, though having only fifteen lines, is replete with poetic imagery. No
one could possibly miss the frequent occurrence of the word "lions" in this hymn.
The lion motif pervades throughout the entire hymn; no wonder Licht gives "">DD
42 Mowinckel (1956: 268), see also Baumgarten and Mansoor (1955: 195).
43 The script of nnx ~]1~I3 is obviously different from those appeared in this column. In fact,
three scribal hands can be discerned in the Hodayot (e.g. comparing their b from lines 20 to 30 in
column 19). For a detailed discussion on the script of the Hodayot, see Avigad (1958: 75-77),
Birnbaum (1952: 94-103), Martin (1958: 59-64).
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nVHK" as a title for the hymn.44 All other images, for example, fishers and hunters,
make only one appearance, and are obviously subordinated to the lion imagery by
which the entire hymn is unified. All these images are unique to this hymn and do
not appear again in the rest of the Hodayot.
A. 7-8c: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 8d-19: Main section in which God's gracious dealings towards the
author and the poor are described. The section consists of two
paragraphs: the first paragraph, 8d-15a, opens with ]nm and
focuses on the relationship of God with the author while the
second, 15b-19, begins with bum and describes the relationship
of God with the poor.
C. 20-21: The conclusion opens with "6k nnxi and makes a declaration of
divine deliverance.
In the opening lines of the hymn, the author states his reasons for thanskgiving.
He offers thanks to God not for his saving acts, but for his faithfulness. In so doing,
he has placed the emphasis not so much on divine deliverance as on divine presence.
It is only in the last line of the introduction that divine deliverance is slightly touched
upon. Perhaps, this line refers to the author's preservation from the lions
subsequently described, providing a thematic link to the sections that follow.
The main section starts with a second person imperfect verb |nm, followed by
three participles. Here the roaring lions make their first appearance. The first
participle gives their purpose while the next two, which are in contruct form,
describe their destructive actions. The lions are the instruments of God for punishing
the wicked. Next come the fishers and hunters. It is almost certain that these fishers
and hunters, whose images are borrowed from Jeremiah 16:16, are the divine agents
of punishment. God, though placing the author among the lions and the hunters, has
ordained him to pass judgement upon the wicked. The section moves on to describe
the author's rescue from the ferocious lions. Although the lions are cruel and
merciless, they are unable to harm the author because God has shut their mouth.
With the expression "'bx nna "O (13:13), the author declares the reason for his
immunity to outside attack. He describes his close relationship with God and how
God did not abandon him even in his distress. Towards the end of the section, the
salvific action of God is emphasized. The next paragraph, 15b-19, draws our
attention to the wondrous acts of God on behalf of the poor and needy, a theme
which carries on till the end of the hymn. Perhaps the author is one of the poor and
needy! This paragraph mentions how God manifests his power through the author




paragraph, where God has concealed the author before the sons ofmen (D3X 133 333,
13:13). The depiction of silver and gold refinement is given in the next few lines.
The thought shifts to reflection on the purpose of the tribulation of the poor. It is for
the sake of purification that the poor suffer.
The final section opens with a vocative address, "6k nnx, with the exception that
an imperfect, rather than a perfect, is used here. It is quite likely that this imperfect
expresses a durative action. In the midst of danger and suffering, the author feels
sure that God does, and will, turn the storm to a calm. His final note of assurance
rounds off the thanksgiving. The final phrase nmx mo recapitulates the theme of
the ferocious lion and thus ties the hymn together.
The lion imagery, which unifies the hymn, stands out and draws our attention to
the story of Daniel. Some scholars have put forward this story as a background to
this hymn.42 Patte goes as far as to suggest that the hymn is "structured on Dan 6:17-
24 (used in lines, 7, 9, 11, 13-14, 19). This basic biblical passage is combined and
interpreted by means of many other biblical passages in a manner similar to that
which we found in 1QH 3:6-18 [= 11:7-19], This time the typology identifies the
author with Daniel and his enemies with the lions."46 Sadly, he does not go into
detail how the text of Daniel is related to and interpreted by other biblical texts. The
major problem is that the account of Daniel in the den of lions is recorded in
Aramaic. Therefore, it is almost, if not completely, impossible to carry out a lexical
comparison of that account to other biblical texts.
On the one hand, this hymn is in some ways similar to the story of Daniel. Daniel
is in exile, dwelling among foreign people. So is the author of this hymn.47 Of
special importance is the reference to the lions in these two texts. Both texts also
mention that God has shut the mouths of the lions. Both the psalmist and Daniel
have been rescued from the power of the lions. As a result, God has manifested his
might through them before the sons of men. On the other hand, there are a few
dissimilarities between the two accounts. Daniel claims that the lions cannot hurt
him because he is found innocent in God's sight. The psalmist never attributes his
rescue to his innocence; in fact, he from the outset mentions his own guilt. Daniel
does not feel being abandoned by God nor show any distress while the psalmist does
45
E.g., Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 97), Kittel (1981: 80, 96).
45
Patte (1975: 266). What he meant by "the structual use of scripture" is that "the hymn exposits
this (these) passage(s) with the help of other biblical passages or phrases which are tallied to it (or
them). Here Scripture is at the center of the hymn. The process of 'uncovering' revelation is still
present, although the focus is already on its result." (Patte 1975: 264)
47
Although it is uncertain whether the author dwells among "foreign" people, the verb 313 does
indicate that he is away from his homeland.
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in this hymn. Therefore, it is inconclusive as to whether there is a structural use of
Dan. 6:17-24 in this hymn.48
This hymn makes extensive allusions to the Hebrew Scriptures. 13:9-11 is a good
case in point. It draws on the language of Hab 1:12, 14-15, Isa 19:8, and Jer 16:16,
as shown below:
13:9-11 □"a~l d*p*h dx7 "topp "opom
□•>p •qb by dippp •'Ems
^mpi asaab DED
And you set me in a dwelling with many fishermen,
those who spread a net on the face of the waters,
and hunters for the sons of injustice.
And there for judgement have you established me.
Hab 1:12 mpa xb ncnp mm cnpp nnx Ribn
thcp iron1? man tipe usep1? mm
Are you not from of old, O LORD my God, my Holy One? You shall not
die. O LORD, you have ordained them for judgment; and you, O Rock,
have established them for chastisement.
Hab 1:14-15 IP "PEP-R^ EP~D CPil "PIP 01X ilEEm
ip-inp imr nbpn rtqra r6q
b-mi nPE"> p_tPE irnpppp vtsox"n
You have made people like the fish of the sea, like crawling things that
have no ruler. He brings all of them up with a hook; he drags them out
with his net, he gathers them in his seine; so he rejoices and exults.
isa 19:8 ron -nam ^bm~by ibpRT mip-in 33XT
-febpR O^p-pp-bp n~ippp ^EIBI
The fishermen will mourn and lament, all who cast hook in the Nile, and
those who spread nets on the water will languish.
Jer 16:16 Dim mrP-D*M D2Dn_D22r6 nb© "ODn
-in_!pp b^p mnsi CTS □•'pib ]=>—»mn«b
□ipbon ""pipDPt nyprbp SPPI
Behold, I am sending for many fishermen, says the LORD, and they shall
catch them; and afterward I will send for many hunters, and they shall
hunt them from every mountain and every hill, and out of the clefts of the
rocks.
The Isaiah passage describes the judgement of God on Egypt. In Jer 16:16, God
announces his judgement that he would send many fishermen and hunters to punish
Israelites. God sends the Israelites into exile not because He has forsaken them but
because they have forsaken him and have not kept his law (cf. 16:11). In a related
vein, the Habakkuk passage is about God's judgement on the Israelites. The
judgement motif is used in all three passages. The fishing imagery is found in these
passages as well. This makes the use of Scripture in 13:9-11 all the more striking.
48 Of course, the dissimilarity between the two accounts cannot speak against this claim. The
author of the hymn might have used the story of Daniel in a new and transformed way!
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Another example can be found in 13:17d-18, which may be taken from Ps 12:6-7, Pr
17:3, and Mai 3:2-3:
nnban
pa arms pinspa Twam
anaaa ~inub ants-D naa ppita papai
You have dealt wondrously with the poor,
and you put him into the cru[cible like gold] in the works of fire,
and like silver refined in the furnace of the smith.
cnpK nni; □•proa np3Rn □■"as? -ran
ib ma-1 aa^a max mn1 -iqr-1
amaaa ppra jnab 'nbaa pins pop jrnna miax mn1 nnax
"Because the poor are despoiled, because the needy groan, I will now rise
up," says the LORD; "I will place them in the safety for which he longs."
The promises of the LORD are promises that are pure, silver refined in a
furnace on the ground, purified seven times.
mrr mab ]nat anrb not poab pnsa
The crucible is for silver, and the furnace is for gold,
but the LORD tests the heart.
tmR-ina nayn ■'at ixta ov~m babaa ■•at
a-'aaaa nnaai pnaa aaa xin-»a
■ph-aa-nx "inai paa moat p~iaa aa^n
paaai anra anx ppn
npnaa nma ">a">:ia mrrb ?m
But who can endure the day of his coming, and who can stand when he
appears? For he is like a refiner's fire and like fullers' soap;
he will sit as a refiner and purifier of silver, and he will purify the
descendants of Levi and refine them like gold and silver, until they present
offerings to the LORD in righteousness.
3.5.3 Literary Affinity
This hymn shows a number of lexical similarities with 10:33-41. Both hymns
employ the stylistic use of bx nnx (10:36; 13:13, 16, 20). Besides, they use the
same set of words for the poor and needy: j"P3X, en, "PS7. These terms appear all in
the context where the gracious dealings ofGod towards the poor are emphasized.
13:18 |tuk3 nnban
you have dealt wondrously with the poor
13:20 nnabo yrax as:n
and the soul of the poor you have delivered
10:34 fPJM aB3 [n]ITHS
you have ransomed the soul of the poor
13:16 O -P17 aB3 IDiai |B
lest they tear apart the soul of the afflicted and the destitute
10:36 an 33S7 aB3 nn-|TS7






Although jTOX, 271 and "'3S7 are biblical terms and occur frequently in the Bible
(e.g. Dt 15:11, Prv 31:9, Ps 82:3), their use with the term 2723, such as |T3K 2723 and
2711 "OS? 2723, is found in these two hymns and not attested in the Bible nor in other
DSS. Another word distinctive to these hymns is amx:
10:37 DmX T>72 ->2723 12m
and you have ransomed my soul from the hand of majestic ones
13:9 DIIK 32237 "n3127 nilK
Lions that break the bone ofmajestic ones
In common with 10:22-32 and 12:6-13:6, this hymn uses the phrase "a PDToan
to describe the relationship the author has with God. Surprisingly, the almost exact
clause is found in 13:17 and 10:26-7:
13:17 31X 'PI 133^ "'I PPim
and that you might manifest your power through me before the sons of
man
10:26-7 DIM •|3n 133 •o npmnnm
and that you might manifest your power through me before the sons of
man
In addition to the use of the verb with first person singular suffix (13:7, 8x2, 9),
this hymn makes use of ">2723 in referring to the author himself (11. 14, 14, 19), a
feature quite characteristic of 10:22-32. In short, all these parallels tie the hymn
closely to the other four hymns ofGroup 1.
3.6 Conclusion
The hymns of Group I have a number of shared lexical and syntactic features.
10:1-21 and 10:33-41 have much in common with 12:6-13:6 while 13:7-21 and
10:22-32 share some lexical units with 10:33-41 and 10:1-21, respectively. All of
them have one major point in common, that is, their descriptions of the opponents of
the author. Of special importance are the common designations and expressions this
group of hymns have employed in reference to the author's enemies. The hymns are
filled with biblical terminology. The enemies are characterised as □ISTIS? "ruthless
men", Dmx "majestic ones", □"H313 "traitors", 3T3 "interpreters of
falsehood", m^n "interpreters of errors", mpbn ">27111 "those who seek
smooth things", i"P0l Tin "seers of deceit", etc. They are further portrayed as those
having exchanged (no) the truth for folly (^bin) and smooth things (mp^n); as a
result, they have stumbled in errors. More importantly, the affinity among these
hymns lies not just in single words but in significant expressions. All the linguistic
features shared by the hymns ofGroup I are summarised in the following table.
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Common Lexical Items 10:1-21 10:22-32 10:33-41 12:6-13:6 13:7-21
Verb + first person singular suffix 11, 15 33,35 9, 10 7, 8,9
pibo + pejorative noun 16 33 8, 10
mo-i IB 36 8, 11
no 20 38 11
3b/ 33b+ ODD 8 30 34
Plots ofbvrbi 18 24 11, 14x2
•>3 nonain 26 9,24 17
bx nnx 36 13, 19 13, 16, 20
3 + infinitive + orpbn 14 30
013-1 did pon + bip 18 29
0131-1:7 13 23
iron 16 13,17,21
xb+ nra + Bab 21 8
rnnx pob 21 17
Xbo 1T13 15 28-29
noil + pejorative noun 24 10-11, 14
1-I573D p/nonxo 10 25 35
mpbn (17) 34 11
noon 11 36
nonmn 11 13
0T0 33 11, 17
bbin 38 9,21
on 1557 OS3 36 16
]T3K ODD 34 20
Qi-p-tX 37 9
With the exception of 10:33-41, the hymns of Group 1 make extensive use of
Scripture. The biblical phrases appear to have been woven into the very texture of
the composition. Although there are not many clear biblical citations, echoes of
biblical phrases and motifs can be discerned. Drawing on the language of the
Hebrew Scriptures, the hymns weave together various strands of topic in a new unity.
In a few cases they combine a number of biblical texts which are thematically or
lexically related.
In conclusion, these five hymns have many features in common. They focus
primarily on the negative relationship of the author to his enemies and describe how
God has graciously dealt with the author and delivered him from the threats posed by
the enemies. In these hymns the self confidence of the author before God stands out
in relation to the glaring errors of the enemies. Furthermore, numerous designations
have been used to refer to the author's adversaries. It is in these designations that
one can discern the common lexical items among this group of hymns. In stark
contrast to the second group, these hymns are not replete with strong images, with
the exception of 13:7-21 where the lion imagery is employed to portray the fierce
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attack of the enemies. These five hymns are closely tied to one another as they all
describe the author's enemies in many ways that are distinctive to them. Their
similar use of Scripture and their many linguistic and thematic similarities would
suggest that literary dependence to a large extent exists among these hymns or they
might have been the work of the same author.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE SUFFERING AND VICTORIOUS "I" OF 1QH 10-17:36
This group of hymns is quite different from Group I in terms of vocabulary, style
and content. The lexical items these hymns have in common no longer refer to the
author's enemies. Their contents are fraught with strong images and eschatological
representation of the defeat of the power of evil in the battle of God. With the
exception of 15:9-28 and the two fragmentary hymns 11:38-12:5 and 15:37-16:4,
each of the hymns of Group II contains at least one section where the author
expresses his distress and describes his suffering. Among the hymns in this group,
13:22-15:8 stands out as the one having the largest number of shared lexical units
with the other six hymns. 11:1-19 is one of the hymns that shows a number of
notable similarities to 13:22-15:8, and to this we now turn.
4.1 1QH 11:1-19
4.1.1. Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 3:1-18 (plate 37); SHR 190403
1QH 11:12-13 =40428 frg. 2:1-2
1QH 11:14-19 = 40432 frg. 4 col. 1:1-7




[ ] nd nm-pxn ib[ ] 4
[ ] bin en? obix; -ram rob [ ] 5
[ ]ni[ ]n i^i^m ro-'D [ ] 6
pi] mbixspp rrxixD1 [ipsa iQiitri laiD^m [ ipso nnx7 [ ] i
[i-p]-pij i3sn:i &td 2rp-Dnn mb hkik idd npixs3 mnK[ Nabp "i23D -pxm 8
run 1-qe7d -is? Qi3D 1X3 sod mn 3-td3 binnb ni-aco bx? -pind bam 9
1 Sukenik transcribed 3 but the photographic plate clearly shows a D.
2
The scribe copied r"P""03D. Most scholars have taken this as a scribal error for n-pDXXD, on the
basis of Jer 4:31 (Bardtke 1956b: 592; Baumgarten and Mansoor 1955: 189; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 53
n. 10; Licht 1957: 79; Lohse 1971: 120; Silbermann 1956: 97; Douglas 1998: 172).
3 There are two possible meanings for the word 1133. It can be derived from the root "133,
meaning "first-born." It can also be taken as 3 + "113, literally "in the furnace." Chamberlain (1955a:
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mm "pixe? i^anm ddt nin 4,nDiz>nD *od n^ana man nan nnm 10
bia iKrnn urnro omnKina nan obam inma: nv yyp aba rrnn man 11
□"•ms SID •Dam YH^IDDI Dm-iv6 msbai am-ibiDD fin ^nm □"•natoo 12
nn-rn maba ddd biab nnig •nnipm p-ina birb nuax nnm rrnn niaa 13
-iay DK?m port bipa mpniz? mm am -pa bv mauo mp dir u
abann d mbiaaa □mi'mD mb 5anmpm am pana dvpdj am-1 mia 15
□■6:1 DT]ij[nnii] am DD3 by niainn mnna □m1' nmm anaan bp 16
nmg •'an bps ]e? inna-1 DEa-inrm abip para □■'a ■narcai 17
naax ppd [ biRtt?] ■'-iue? Tina-1! abip isw atnnb anaaa ay is




4. [ ]Iy you have enlightened my face [ ]
5. [ ] to you, with eternal glory together with all [ ]
6. [ ] your mouth and you have delivered me m[ ] and m[ ]
7. [ ] Now, [my] soul [ ] they have esteemed me
and they have made [my] soul like a ship in the [dep]ths of the [sea],
8. and like a fortified city be[fore ]
1 have been in distress, like a woman in labour giving birth to her firstborn,
9. for [her] pangs (9) and grievous pain come upon the mouth of her womb
to bring anguish in the womb of her that is pregnant,
for children have come to the waves of death
10. and she that is pregnant with the man suffers anguish in her pangs,
for in the waves of death she gives birth to a male,
and in the pangs of Sheol there bursts forth
11. from the womb of her that is pregnant a wonderful counsellor with his might,
and the man is delivered from the waves.
12. At his conception all wombs feel pain6 (12) and grievous pains at their birth
and terror to those conceiving them,
13. and at his birth all pangs come suddenly (13) in the womb of her that is pregnant
and she that is pregnant with a viper (is destined) for grievous pain,
and the waves of the pit for all the works of terror.
14. And the foundations of the wall shake like a ship on the face of the waters
and the clouds roar with a roaring sound
15. and those who dwell on the dust are (15) like those going down to the seas,
terrified by the roar of the waters;
35) and Silberman (1956: 101-3) prefer the former interpretation. Some scholars accept the latter one,
taking it as a metaphor for "womb" on the basis of the form X~ID in the Rabbinic literature (cf.
Jastrow 1926: 625; see Baumgarten and Mansoor 1955: 190; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 54-55; Knibb
1988: 175; Williams 1991: 164).
4
"DEia, literally "place of breach," could be used to refer to the mouth of the womb (cf. Isa
37:3). The plural could also have the meaning "breakers, waves" (cf. 2 Sam 22:5). It would appear
that there is a play on the double meaning of DPatBa in the hymn.
5 Sukenik transcribed ID above the space between n and b, but looking carefully at the scribal
correction would suggest a final □ instead (see Carmignac 1961: 196; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 38;
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 164; Lohse 1971: 120).
6
According to BDB, Bin means "hasten, come quickly" but in the Rabbinic literature it could
have the meaning "feel pain" (Jastrow 1926: 441), which fits the context better here.
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and for them their wise men are like sailors in the deeps,
16. for swallowed up is (16) all their wisdom in the roaring of the seas,
when the deeps boil over the springs of the waters
[and] they [rush for]th to lift up waves
17. and breakers ofwaters with the roaring of their noise,
and when they rush forth, they open ,s| al]l the arrows of the pit,
18. with their steps, to the deep they make their voice heard,
and the gates of [Sheol] open [ ] the works of the viper,
19. and the doors of the pit close behind her that is pregnant with injustice,
and the bars of eternity behind all the spirits of the viper.
4.1.2 Structure and Content
While this hymn clearly ends at 11:19, one cannot discern at all where the hymn
begins because the first few lines of column 11 are strongly mutilated. It is probable
that 11: Iff is the continuation of 10:33-41, where the divine deliverance of the author
from the interpreters of falsehood is described. However, columns 10 and 11 are
quite different both in style and in their use of vocabulary.7 There is also a
possibility that a new hymn begins in one of the first five lines of column ll.8
This hymn is perhaps the most difficult one of all preserved Qumran hymns. The
use of strong images throughout the hymn makes it difficult to understand the
intention of the author. Besides, there is no clear structural marker seen in the hymn.
One has to resort to theme development and the use of repeated words and phrases in
order to discern the structure of the hymn.
A. l(?)-6: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 7-13d: Description of distress in which the author compares his
suffering to a ship in the stormy sea (7), to a fortified city (8a)
as well as to a woman in travail (8b-13d).
C. 13e-19: An extended metaphor of the ship in the stormy sea.
Section 7-13d opens with the metaphors of a ship and a fortified city, followed by
an extensive image of the birth pangs. Worth noting is the frequent use of various
theme words in describing the woman giving birth: ban (11. 9, 10x2, 12, 13), irnn
7
Morawe (1961: 113-14), Schulz (1974: 12-14).
8
Douglas (1998: 172) and Tanzer (1986: 72), in agreement with Stegemann's reconstruction,
restore the beginning of the hymn on line 5, and suggest to read r"D">D nDX "OmN nDblK.
This is on the basis that the preceding and following hymns (10:33-34 and 11:20-21) begin with a
verb of deliverance + double mem phrases. This is plausible but the restoration, [nDK J03], is
not without problem. The first weakness of this reconstruction is that this phrase is based on its
occurrence in 19:3-14, a "Community Hymn," in which it says niPD nDX "O Tiy~P "OKI (19:7).
More importantly, the opening thanksgiving formula without a perfect verb is not attested elsewhere
in the Hodayot. These make the present writer hesitant to follow Stegemann's reconstruction.
Probable is the suggestion of Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 52) who comments that the introductory formula
might have lost just before "OS nnTTXn in the beginning of line 4 because the same expression
appears in the introductory line of 12:6-13:6.
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(11. 9, 10, 11x2, 13x2), mo (11. 9, 11, 13), mo (11. 8, 12), OOE7D (11. 9x2, 10, 11, 12,
13). The phrase pyp xbs, often taken as an allusion to the Messianic title in Isa 9:5,
is unique to this hymn.9 If it is correct to interpret 11:11 as the birth of the messiah,
it appears that the author here attempts to make sense of his own sufferings by
associating them with those of the messianic birth that would inaugurate the new
age.10 The birth imagery draws heavily on the language of Isaiah and Jeremiah. In
addition to the use of Isa 9:5 in 11:8, the expression rp~DOO mb ntgtt 1DO "like a
woman in labour giving birth to her firstborn" is likely to be taken from Jer 13:21,
where it says, mb nE7K tap -pinx"1 D^an "Will not pangs seize you, like
those of a woman in labour?" A remarkable use of Scripture is found in 11:9, where
tha author says, ma matgD ~tS7 D^a 1K3 "for children have come to the waves
of death." The same statement, "Qtffa "IS? goa txa is found in Isa 37:3 (or 2
Kgs 19:3).
The final section begins with rrmxa mp ittfiK "wrm "and the foundations of the
wall shake like a ship" and strategically recalls the statement rpJtSO "io-1©"1!
"they have made my soul like a ship" in the opening lines of the previous section
(11:7). No longer is the author referred to as the one in the deeps (11:7, mbiaaa).
Instead, it is the city dwellers, and in particular, their wise men, who are like sailors
in the deeps (11:15, mbl^aa). The distress seems to have fallen upon those pregnant
with injustice. The ship imagery appears to be an allusion to Ps 107. The
expression pnaan bia ybonn "swallowed up is all their wisdom" in 11:15c-16a is
likely to be taken from Ps 107:27 where the same idea is found, ybonn aanan bar
In this section, a completely different set of vocabulary is introduced: CPD (11. 14, 15,
16x2, 17), btp (11. 14, 16, 17), "pen (11. 14, 15, 17). The section ends with a number
of key words echoing the last line of the previous section, thereby binding the hymn
together:
9 There have been much debate as to whether a Messianic interpretation could be applied to this
hymn. Chamberlain (1955a: 32-41), Dupont-Sommer (1957: 174-88) and Licht (1957: 76) interpret
this passage as a picture of a messianic birth. Silberman (1956: 96-106), Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 61-4),
Hinson (1960: 183-203) reject this Messianic interpretation and take it as an extended simile for the
distress and suffering of the author. Burrows (1958: 317-321), Baumgarten and Mansoor (1955: 188-
95), do not espouse the Messianic interpretation nor consider it to be impossible. While taking it
messianically, Betz (1956-57: 314-26) and Schulz (1974: 161-66) interpret the mother as the author
and the "wonderful counsellor" as the community. Douglas (1998: 177-8) follows this line of
interpretation but believes that the "wonderful counsellor" need not be interpreted collectively. The
"wonderful counsellor" may as well stand for an individual messianic figure coming out of the
remnant community. It is almost certain that the expression 1171123 D17 pi?!"1 X70 "a wonderful
counsellor with his might" is an allusion to Isa 9:5. One cannot avoid but think that it carries an
overtone of a messianic birth. Nevertheless, one must be cautious about drawing every details from
the hymn and attributing them to any historical figures.
10 Cf. Knibb (1988: 174-5), Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 61-4).
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11:19 bis? rrnn to nnp Tibn n-iao->n
tsx inn bio to obiy tp-ioi
And the doors of the pit close behind her that is pregnant with injustice
and the bars of eternity behind all the spirits of the viper.
11:13 msbs td "rob nnp nacrn jnns bonb nyax nnm
And she that is pregnant with a viper (is destined) to grievous pain,
and the waves of the pit for all the works of terror.
4.1.3 Literary Affinity
The close affinity between 11:1-19 and 13:22-15:6 is quite notable. Lexically,
these two hymns share 9 lexical items unique to them in the Hodayot: Pin, n*>3X,
nbo, -it, too, -it, TP, rp-o, nbn. It should be mentioned that 8 out of 9
lexical items come from column 14.
11:11-12 dtpo bio ipmn imnno
At his conception all wombsfeelpain
14:32 ODPO fpO bx 0"in PTin TXT
Then the sword of God shall hasten at the time of judgement
11:7 [□">] mbisfop moixo peo iott
And they have made (my) soul like a ship in the [depjths of the [sea]
11:13-14 LPQ ">3D ^ iTOlXO -|ip T1X T1~P1
And the foundations of the wall shake like a ship on the face of the waters
11:15 mblSDO PTlbPP lob DmODm
and for them their wise men are like sailors in the deeps
14:25-26 CPEP pPTO TOIXO nboo Tl^m]
[And] I [have become] like a sailor in a ship in the raging of the seas
15:7 mPT pyro rroixo iby loom
and my bowels heave like a ship in the raging of the storm
11:8 ... 1230 TP!
and like a fortified city
14:27-28 TO TO XOO HVIXl
And I am as one who enters a fortified city
14:38 -13000 X10"1 bo polP DIP "ITDl
and he who causes a ravaging scourge to pass will not enter the fortress
11:12-13 rp-in noo pit's bio loom ynbiooi
and at his birth all pangs come suddenly in the womb of her that is pregnant
13:32-33 nnbr 2TQ pibom
and pains like the pangs of one giving birth
11:18 [blXP] TP innST
and the gates of [Sheol] open
14:27 TO TP "IP [U'ltl iPD3]l
and [my soul comes near] to the gates of death
14:34 monbo ibo XTinb obiy tpi
and the gates of eternity to bring out the weapons ofwar
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11:19 "my rmn nya nnc? mbn i-aom
nyst* mm bm nya labiy mmni
and the doors of the pit close behind her that is pregnant with injustice, and
the bars of eternity behind all the spirits of the viper.
14:30-31 nniB-1 Kibb ny mmai xmn pxb pn mbi
armoured doors which have no entrance
and strong bolts which cannot be broken
All the images of 11:1-19 can be found in 13:22-15:8. In these two hymns, the
author compares himself to a ship in a stormy sea. Although i"P3K and rtba are
biblical terms, they are rarely used as a metaphor for the author's distress in the Bible.
Another close correspondence between these two hymns is the image of birth pang.
As shown above, "P2S occurs in 11:12 (possibly 11:8) and 13:32 and they are the only
two places where it is used in the DSS corpus, ban occurs 8 times in the Hodayot
and is unattested outside columns 10-17. There are five occurrences of the word in
this hymn (11. 9, 10x2, 12, 13). For example, its use in the sense of birth pang
appears in 11:10, where it says, rp'aana man 133 nmm "and she that is pregnant
with the man suffers anguish in her pangs". A similar use of this word is found in
13:32-33, rnbv mrSD 3^3111 "and pains like the pangs of one giving birth".
Worth noting is that all these images are distinctive to 11:1-19 and 13:22-15:8. Such
close correspondences make their affinities all the more striking.
4.2 1QH 11:20-37
4.2.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 3:19-36; SHR 10403
1QH 11:28-33 = 40428 frg. 3:1-7
1QH 11:27-31 =40432 frg. 4:1-6
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 164-6
pnax bnxtffm nnttfn ma: nnma m max namx 20
mpo w xm nynxt npn pxb> -mzraa nabnnxi abiy m-ib> "orpbyn 21
□y 3D17D3 aamnb 3i yean nrnrtD mya mm obis; nob nayn nn-m 22
nnn ny abny b-m erxb bsm crop ■pa my ay mm xmbn D^np xaa 23
"is*1 "oat romyn bm 332b nDmtxban naobi npjn mm napy bbnb nyn 24
nyen bmm masmn xm "b nm nm mat^na mbi amy barip -px hp npnn 25
mysp ny "nannp mm nan mmno ay pmx ibdd -mm b-ma cnxabn nyt 26
□m ma by mxabn nnaapt nycn rnman bm tEnan nntt? ma by nnana 27
px b-mn aaeyp by ip biaaa mpn pxb nan aton •pa'? nnip mn bm pamnna 28
"
nannn, occurring again in 1QH 20:18, is found only in Isa 14:4, where it is often emended to
nanno, derived from an~l (see also 1Q Isaa 14:4).
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ubs pxb iddx mn byba 12b-pb -p-in ypi ynbyj by nnrt pnm caryi by 29
nb py biy pnnb "arpaKaiB b-oa nbpix e;mp pii •'sax b33 — bybp ■•bm ipb-n 30
bpixn Ton •'enxa prrrnra bs pdx ny Pinb -■p-'ptgp pircm prraban top-1! 31
pinn ny bpixm nsTjjbmb ttpobn ">a~nm no-it&b p-nn mo1 ni0Pi.ypTxi 32
•pxi E7S-i ■'©-na pnm pmn ^Pttfnn inn-1! bybp ^bna pnaxb lypp-n m~i 33
rnby ircx bap "ibbinm rpat&nn bipi bpnp rrmn nnnn by rnasn 34
ddxp iBmp bipr pm imp porn bx pym x">d nbpnp nnnp "minm 35
■nipa nnnbm pbiy ^cnx mm irmprpp] pbip3 •urn ponton xppi impp 36
niDP pdxi pyb nppnai nbp ~i[y pijion xbi bpnp uitcn p^dib 37
20. I give you thanks, O Lord, for you have redeemed my soul from the pit
21. and from Sheol Abaddon (21) you have lifted me up to an everlasting height,
and I walk on level ground that is unsearchable,
and I know that there is hope for the one whom
22. you have formed from dust into an eternal council.
And the perverted spirit you have purified from great transgression,
23. that he might station himself in position with (23) the host of the holy ones
and that he might enter into community with the congregation of the sons of heaven.
24. And you have cast for man an eternal lot together with the spirits of (24) knowledge,
that he might praise your name in the community of refjoicing],
and that he might recount your wonders before all your creatures.
25. And I, a creature of (25) clay, what am I? One kneaded with water,
and for whom shall I be reckoned?
and what is my strength?
For I have stationed myself in the border ofwickedness
26. and with the scoundrels in lot.
And the soul of the poor dwells amidst great tumults
and the disasters of raging are with my steps.
27. when all the snares of the pit open
and all the nets of wickedness
and the net of the scoundrels are spread out upon the face of the waters,
28. when all the arrows of the pit fly forth without returning
and they burst forth without hope,
When the measuring line falls upon judgement
29. and the lot of wrath (29) upon the forsaken
and the outpouring ofwrath against the dissemblers
and the time of burning anger for all worthlessness
and the cords of death surround without escape
30. And the torrents of Belial flow over all the high river banks,
like fire consuming all their watering places,
31. to destroy every tree, green (31) and dry, from their channels.
12 There is a variant on 4Q32 frg. 4 col. II. The second word reads "Iph instead of ppl It is
inconclusive as to whether pp or 1p is the original reading (see Schuller 1999: 221).
13
OPPPiOtD is unattested in the Bible. Licht (1957: 87) takes it as a parallel to Di"PabB and
PiTTPttf. Wallenstein (1950: 20-1) interprets it as derived from a segholate noun PX1B7 and renders
"their wells," so are Lohse (1971: 122) and Kittel (1981: 59). De Menasce (1958-59: 133) suggests
that it is derived from the Persian word "sinab," i.e., "swimming," thus having the meaning of river or
irrigation canal. Carmignac (1961: 201-2), Puech (1993: 367) and Douglas (1998: 180-1) have
followed this line of interpretation.
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And it roves about with flames of fierce burning
until there is none left of all those who drink them.
32. It consumes the foundations of clay (32) and the surface of the dry land.
The foundations of the mountains are for burning
and the roots of flint for torrents of pitch,
and it shall consume as far as the great deep.
33. And the torrents of Belial break into Abaddon
and the devices of the deep roar with the din of those casting out mud.
34. And (the) earth (34) cries out at the disaster which is about to come upon the world
and all its devices scream,
and all who are upon it turn to madness
35. and they melt away at the gre[a]t disaster.
For God will thunder with the roar of his power
36. and his holy abode shall roar with the truth of (36) his glory
and the heavenly hosts shall send forth their voice,
[and] the eternal foundations shall melt and tremble.
37. And the war of the mighty ones (37) of heaven shall rove about the world,
and shall not withdraw until complete destruction
and it has been determined for eternity and there is nothing like unto it.
4.2.2 Structure and Content
11:20-37 is a well preserved hymn, with both the beginning and the end clearly
marked by the introductory formula, "OTIK rD-nx. With the exception of the
independent pronoun "0X1 in 11:24d, no other structural markers can be discerned in
this hymn. The following division of the hymn relies heavily on its theme
development:
A. 20-22a : Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 22b-24c: God's gracious dealing with sinful humanity.





Description of distress and the impending judgement.
Detailed portrayal of the fiery judgement.
The conclusion describes the complete destruction brought
about by God's heavenly army.
The opening line of this hymn takes essentially the same form as is found in other
hymns within 1QH 10-17. It consists of the standard introductory formula, followed
by "O + a second masculine singular perfect verb with a reference to the author
himself, that is, "lC7D3. Distinctive to this introduction is the following structural
pattern, perfect verb + ]0 + noun + b + noun:
11:20-21 □'piy □yb "orpbyn "p-ax nnra rims
you have redeemed my soul from the pit and
from Sheol Abaddon you have lifted me up to an everlasting height
11:21-22 cb"\y nob iai7a nn-DP -ircxb mpa e?->
there is hope for the one whom you have formed
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from dust to an eternal council
The last phrase of the section ably mob echoes ably amb, making an inclusio
within the introduction.
Section B has a similar structure but with a series of infinitive clauses introduced
by b. Chiastic inclusio is achieved by the double use of nmo in the middle of the
section:
11 -.22-23 aIDE? "oo my ay nmn ambi cpcmnp Kaa ay nayaa namnb
that he might station himself in position with the host of the holy ones
and that he might enter into community with the congregation of the sons of
heaven
11:24 nonoya "mo may1? navnabaa naobt npp nmn nnay bbnb
that he might praise your name in the community of rejoicing] and
that he might recount your wonders before all your creatures
The author turns to a series of personal introspection in Section C. In stark
contrast to the previous section, where God has enabled the perverted spirit to stand
in position (nnmnb) with the host of the holy ones and has cast for man an eternal
lot (obiy bit:), the author here states that he has stationed himself (mnnmn) in the
border of wickedness and with the scoundrels in lot (bman). By means of repeated
words, sections B and C are joined together.
Section D is characterised by a series of infinitives in temporal or circumstantial
clauses. The expressions a^Knbn nnanai nyen nmso "the nets of wickedness
and the net of the scoundrels" in 11:27b echoes bn"On □''Xnbn asm nygn bman "in
the border of wickedness and with the scoundrels in lot" in ll:25d-26a, thus linking
this section to the previous one. An obvious use of Scripture is found in 11:28. The
expression aapa by Tp blBJn "when the measuring line falls upon judgement" is
likely to be taken from Isa 28:17, where it says, nbpcyab npnm ipb ODtffa macm
"and I will make justice the line, and righteousness the plummet." Another use of
Scripture is found in 11:27:
11:27 ma nib by □■>xnbn nnaoai nycm nmso bin lenam
and all the nets of wickedness and the net of the scoundrels are spread out
upon the face of the waters
isa 19:8 nan nxa ">a"»bt£7a-ba ibaKi mnmn mi
ibbaa om"03-by nnaaa npibi
The fishermen will mourn; all who cast hook in the Nile will lament, and
those who spread nets on the water will languish.
Section ll:30-35a introduces the fiery judgement. A new set of vocabulary is
used: by^bn -»bn3 (11. 30, 33), amn (11. 32, 33), nntsna (11. 33, 34), mm (11. 34, 35),
box (11. 30, 31, 32). Very striking is the repetitive use ofbin, by means ofwhich the
ultimate and complete destruction of the judgement are emphasized. It is possible
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that the expressions 1BDX ma "'bam in 11:29 and bybn ibm in 11:30 are allusions
to Ps 18:5-6.
The final section continues to describe the eschatological warfare and the world's
devastation but the focus shifts to the heavenly army of God. It may be suggested
that the author sees his own problem resolved in the light of the eschatological
victory of God's army. Many key words are recapitulated here: obiy (11. 21, 22, 23,
36), mom (11. 31, 37), bana (11. 34, 37), obk (11. 31, 37), namnm (11. 35, 36), ma (11.
25, 35), para (11. 33, 35), nan (11. 33, 35), xas (11. 23, 36), d^de? (11. 23, 36, 37),
E/np (11. 23, 35).14
4.2.3 Literary Affinity
This hymn has five lexical items in common with 16:5-17:36, all of them
occurring only in these two hymns: piy, bn3, nb, E7a">, EPabn.
11:28 3E?n pxb nnE? bia pBiynrn
when all the arrows of the pit fly forth without returning
16:32 D-n3E7a pbtf] IBBiym
and breakers rush [against me]
11:30 mi IBDK by byba ibno -ob-p
and the torrents of Belial flow over all the high river banks
11:32 tbt •'bmb E7mbn 2PT®i
And the roots of flint for torrents of pitch
11:33 by^ba 2bm pnaxb lypD-1!
And the torrents of Belial break into Abaddon
16:18 ...puie? bmb rrm
and they become an overflowing torrent...
17:5 cna 2bmD inyam
and my tears like torrents ofwater
16:24 Erabrr nsb te?te? id-1
its root strike into the flintstone
11:30-31 nn^baa D32Uib pv bi3 annb
to destroy every tree, green and dry, from their channels.
16:20 rrn biab nbiya pot nb
green and dry, the deep for every animal
E?iabn "flint" occurs five times in the Bible but is never used in conjunction with
14
Douglas (1998: 184) suggests that there are twelve expressions repeating twice in his last
section, i.e., 28c-37, as he writes: "If one wants to read anything into this strange pattern, I would
point out that it is fitting that the number of the months and zodiac is used in this cosmological piece."
Douglas (1998: 180) reads "Ip instead of fp on line 29, apparently on the basis of the variant on
4Q429frg. 4 col. 11:3.
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vi~w "root."15 Another similarity between the two hymns is the combination of E7B~i
and En:. In 11:33, it says, E7B~i •'gnu "ppm DVin tamp ipm "and the devices of
the deep will roar with the din of those casting out mud". A similar use of E?3~i and
En: is found in 16:16, where it says, DE7B"i ">bv lena "O "for they have cast up their
mire over me." A more striking parallel is found in 11:21-22 and 17:14:
11:21-22 obis? -nob -isyD nmr -ic?xb mpp ep sop nina:
and 1 know that there is hope for the one
whom you have formed from dust into an eternal council
17:14 rD*HD[np mpD E7-1 PIP nsntP
and I know thfat] there is hope in your [me]rcy
Moreover, this hymn shows a few lexical similarities with 13:22-15:8. mvr is a
word distinctive to the hymns within 1QH 10-15 but its frequent use in these two
hymns should not go unnoticed (11:26, 34, 35; 13:27, 28; 14:6, 24; 15:8). The use of
•lp in conjunction with UBE7P is found only in these hymns. Two lexical items are
distinctive to the hymns: a"OE; and pax. The formula mpp E7"> X">3 nmx "I know
that there is hope" is also found in 14:9.
11:31 prrmE? b:p obx it; mnb -a-pie;:: piE?m
and it roves about with flames of fierce burning
until there is none left of all those who drink them
14:21 [nbis; "opbip "nym vm: -a-PEia
in its blazing flames all the s[ons of injustice] shall burn
11:29 E?bs pxb ibbs nip ■'bam
and the cords of death surround without escape
13:41 1E7S3 ibbm brp]bp ■'bm]
[Torrents of Be]lial encompass my soul
11:28 C3BE7P bs? 1p blBJP
when the measuring line falls upon judgement
14:29 PBE7P Tp bv CBBI
and the framework on the line of justice
Finally, this hymn has two lexical affinities with 11:1-19.
11:28 3E?n j*>xb nnE? b:p pBipnna
when all the arrows of the pit fly forth without returning
11:17 nnp bnp ]
... [a]ll the arrows of the pit
11:31-32 nE73'1 S7ip-|31 bpixn -IPn •'EllKB
It consumes the foundations of clay and the surface of the dry land
11:36 Dbiy •'EHK "nrprpp]
[and] the eternal foundations shall melt and tremble
15 Cf. Dt 8:15, 32:13; Ps 114:8; Jb 28:9; Isa 50:7.
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11:13-14 CPS "0D btf rPSIXD lip HP1X Win1!
and the foundations of the wall shake like a ship on the face of the waters
4.3 1QH 11:38-12:5
4.3.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 3:37-4:4; frg. 25; SHR 190403
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 166
ns7 nam1? 'b nrpin K"o mix ro-m
] nmno nmnn la-pron [
] aim bn b[
] |D rpmaCQ [
38




] ibm ubo bv [




38. I give you thanks, Lord, for you have become a strong wall for me
39. [ ]/ destroyers and all [ ] you hide me from tumultuous disaster [
40. [ ]/ not enter [




4. [ ] my feet upon rock [
5. [ ] eternal way and on the paths which you have chosen [
4.3.2 Literary Affinity
There is not much that one can make out with certainty the relationship of this
fragmentary hymn to the other hymns of 1QH 10-17. However, there are a few
lexical affinities between 11:38-12:5 and 13:22-15:8. In 11:38, the author thanks
God for being a strong wall (ni7 nmn) for him. The same phrase T1I7 nmn is used in
13:39. The expression torn b3 is found only in these two hymns (11:40; 14:31,
38). Finally, these two hymns make use of the phrase l?bo bv (12:4; 14:29).
It is worth noting that all these lexical units occur only in Group II. nmn is found
five times in the Hodayot, once in this hymn and twice each in 13:22-15:8 and 15:9-
28. The combination of K"D and bn occurs only in these two hymns. Even more, the
adverb ba is used eight times in the Hodayot and is found only in Group II (11:40;
14:24, 30, 31, 38; 15:10; 16:13, 14). ybo occurs four times in the Hodayot and is
found in this hymn as well as in 13:22-15:8, 15:9-28, and 16:5-17:36. All these
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would point to a literary relationship of this hymn to the other hymns of Group II and
especially to 13:22-15:8.
4.4 1QH 13:22-15:8
4.4.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 5:20-7:5; frgs. 29, 26; SHR 19405, 190418, 190409
1QH 13:22-23 =40428 frg. 4:1-3
1QH 13:27-30 = 40429 frg. 1 col. 111:7-12
1QH 13:31-40 = 40429 frg. 1 col. IV:1-12
1QH 14:17-20 = 40428 frg. 5:1-5
1QH 14:20-25 = 40429 frg. 2 col. 1:4-12
1QH 14:26-32 = 40429 frg. 2 col. 11:2-12
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 172-6
ro-rom [ ] ron-ma ^a en nmra aba mrp nnary nb -o •'ana 16rtnx -p-o 22
■nnna ay [ ro^ba-i "xtaxaa D-nay nyi ravin-irao xbs -maaa ma "pxb 23
a■'lb •'an jy by Tim -ori ion "aTaa 17 baa mr patsa mbynb p-ta 24
■>anb '^bapa D]a Tyia baab naabraa p—ia TT3 ■'xab pxa nxap ->y-ib □•'anna 25
cp-mo T[ay] ^axa tid "Haasa baa bay nstw ■'by !9"irb"n apy ab-nan ■'by 26
|ynba 20t[ pan naayaa naan -oab b-o-i aab1 13 nnan rnaa yao aybm 21
16
nnx ~p~l3 is an interlinear insertion above the word nanax which is singled out for deletion
by means of dots above and below it.
17 After baa the scribe has erased the letters naa, perhaps intending to write Tnaa under the
influence of the preceding phrase p~12J Tnna. He then wrote "OVaR and left no space (see Martin
1958,11,479).
18 Habermann (1960: 120) suggests "'b3[lX]l. Most scholars restore ""bapX baaja, with reference
to Ps 41:10 (Bardtke 1956b: 597; Carmignac 1961: 216; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 49; Delcor 1962:
163; Douglas 1998: 131; Gaster 1957: 153; Licht 1957: 105; Maier 1960: 85; Wallenstein 1955-56:
243). The letter before the gap is clearly a a rather than a a. Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 172) offers this
restoration "'bapR baa D]a, but this is too long. The most likely one is then ",ba[ai< D]3 (see also
DeVries 1964-66: 402; Jeremias 1963: 227; Lohse 1971: 130; Mansoor 1961: 136; Garcia Martinez
and Tigchelaar 1997: 172).
19 Tab in the Qal or Hiphil means "to turn aside, to depart." In the Rabbinic literature, it has the
meaning "to talk about, sneer, talk disrespectfully" (Jastrow 1926: 696), which fits the context well
here.
20 Habermann (1960: 120) suggests Tf "[flbpan while some scholars restore ",a[ nab^Jtan
(Bardtke 1956b: 598; Jeremias 1963: 227; Lohse 1971: 130; Maier 1960: 86). Licht (1957: 105) and
Wallenstein (1955-56: 243) propose Tf na~P]3an. Douglas (1998: 131) has taken this restoration
and said to have strong palaeographic argument in favor of his reading [naapaan. He claims to
have been able to see clearly the first four letters Tan by magnifying the word in The Dead Sea
Scrolls Electronic Library. This restoration is significant as far as his major argument is concerned
(Douglas 1998: 89-91): "I have given a special significance to the expression ""a nanTan. ... This
'signature phrase' provides an Archimedian point of entry for doing a literary criticism of the
Hodayot." According to Douglas, the signature phrase is a major criterion in determining whether a
hymn is related to the other authentic "Teacher Hymns." As a result, the hymn in question is related
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inns byibrp ■nam iDitprr D3b tmn nam npx moi nn pyp nmno nnpttfx 28
□una rrmbpp punnb tit^ msy bmtpi pisspb nrrns puun noro mpK/ 29
□nnbi rmni bippnb rpmgy 21ippri3 mxP3 12221 emx 31x3b •■nm -an pxb 30
iprm mnsr ]3np xbt dud pxb pimppp rmiKm mpyp prnn nibpb nu 31
TTPd mbirn rumnxi msiybr nxiK?P3 nxss as? prmbn mm 1-1331:333 ipm -33333 32
man ppb[ rmra 133330 131 ppmn -]nb uigbi inrcpb mmrnp 13b nby arm mbu 33
ibx 22nx3 23m3nt&pb -pro i~nm nbsxb us m3XP -pnu pi-nmpb ib ysin 34
nmx onbp nb33X3 mobap myp uib1! np3ab msori ippbp nnnns amo 35
pau rnrpxi munnnn itt;s33 my oypp 3t2tt?y 13 nbD px mypmp upttn 36
ppjayp X3pu pump bypb mpan pmb ppnjb ib psnu pus by ncim 13333301 37
□Tnpyp pn"iD]xa *>3 onptaxp bx ipyp ouejd yes mmo ma mbob3 mm bitffonb 38
ppxb ntyana ]nbm3 'any TP-op rpy npim 3-03271 X3bb p^pn pna pxb 39
] pxb pnjD^na mnn ay ixbp mnsi 40






] pxb nbo mpn pxb mam 6
] py pma tpdid [ ] UT3X nmbs 7
npitfx[ ] nayp 13x13m opn mooi xp]io nmyp 8
pbnn[ ]n3 nxun innyi yt£?a 1327b mpp 271 id nymxa 9
mE7X iny[ ] osoxmp mo[bD]D |3X27 by3 ny pon by npnaxi biy |ixb mopb pimp 10
baa xip nPE?xp mnonb ppprm nonbnsp rpmx273 nopyp rrnp myaob oimnii
nmmnb [n3]i333 nnibo 33-73 oipnm j7pri3 PDS27n -pnorm nonoxp prPEjyp 12
[ ]i rmn b[m:]b [nnjitoy naaypba nompob nonayp naiynb nDnpx ^-pe?"1^ 13
to the other three hymns containing the same phrase. The present writer has carefully checked this
word on the photographic plate as well as magnifying the same word in The Dead Sea Scrolls
Electronic Library but is still unable to see the letters 13. Besides, the facsimile clearly shows that the
letter immediately after the gap is a D rather than a 3, just as Sukenik had transcribed.
Delcor (1962: 164-5) proposes 13[mm nnbim]3il, which is too long. A few scholars restore
13pm b]13n (Carmignac 1961: 216; DeVries 1964-66: 403; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 49; Garcia
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 172). This is a plausible restoration.
21 Sukenik mistakenly transcribed this word as 130133. POP is not found in the OT but occurs
again in 15:7 and 4:25. Baumgarten and Mansoor (156:110-11) interpret this word as "bowels, inner
parts." This fits the context well, especially in 15:7. Most scholars have followed this line of
interpretation (Carmignac 1961: 218; Delcor 1962: 166; DeVries 1964-66: 404; Garcia Martinez and
Tigchelaar 1997: 172; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 99; Jeremias 1963: 228; Maier 1960: 86).
22
Strangely, nx rather than nnx is used here. This usage of a feminine form to address God is
distinctive to this hymn and unattested in the rest of the Hodayot.
23
~nn!£?D is not found elsewhere in the Hodayot. Although it never occurs in the OT, it seems to
be related to the verb mnE7 "be black." Building on parallelism, one may take "77nE7pb as a parallel to
nbsxb. Some prefer to read mnE7Pb, with reference to Dan 10:8 (see Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 110 n.
59; Licht 1957: 107).
24
1 is an interlinear insertion between i and 27.
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mnpzp rD^m-vnam npinaxbsa pbay nnnb nppb pna 133 -[inn npnpy hmk u
npm[ njmaipn "o npmpp piDixb bipa npnnx piaa bap aynia nppn pab 15
pi^t ]pb □■'an pibn p«a d">3b ipRbn ay in1 bniapi npnpy ie?3X bay1? 16
b]nta3 pd-he? ttpi npnapp •'S3 131c am n3[ ] 13 25t>-id 17
[ bpn] bip by "33 bpii pbiy nypp isiyb 33a b^ab pbiy my nmon pppp nna is
rpxb pipiib mm ainariibrn nr ipt£>n] py nnna bipa pann ny Tip-ugn ppn]ip ny 19
napnb naa pyn mn[ ] baas; nya osx pxb bpn by [ ] npn20
ipaa bapp nnyap cgRbrnina nbay 313 bap anypi anaaa 1313103 non pah pbiy 21
p33 ma3y3 [ jnp anas mnayn 13033 nnna nbp ny nntoK22
pinsa ropi bnya np 26rapbi ntox ranpp ~pnp nnisnnn biyanb prm3 bx nnxi23
byibp pyia xanm [ ] naanpa nppb pnnn appaorra nansayi bp 24
pyrp msaxp nbop mpm jnnpxp abbaarpjnyttn nstonn [ ] pppb qy25
pxa tosa pupnb nnnn[ pxb] pnyay nan ann iby pmnpipp bapi pmba pipi 26
mnxa nan inyp ny [pan i^saja mmxb pann pma pin 133 by -pn ntoib npina 27
nnx 13 ibx nsnnx[ ]©xa ubs ny "nna^a nnanp Tayaa na3n niyp xpp 28
]b ]np 133X na[ nn]x nbpppa pson ap by pippa ybn by nan pipn 29
pxb ]an inbn mpyi&P] m xapi xb ip mini bp mxp basa yryrnn xabb ray 30
rnapnin bap pan py annnbn ibpp nana xapi bp anpapi xabb ray ininpa xipd 31
]b anayi an[D]x 133 basa pston ppp bx pnn term rxa nyon nannbn 32
] na3n nnsia anrcp napa panma nay aini xb nntt;x 133 basa nyion 33
[H3p] ny n3pn a[n]asyia nannbn ibp *03anb pbay inyraa pp px pnnnb34
] panp napn [pxa ]to pxa asanni nbpb nntsx 331b pb[s ] 35
[ ]n piby bxb ip paan pa n'nnbn inapa basba36
janns [ ]nb na axoa pinn nybana |nn aninn nsy ipsaoa 37
] nppnp xapi bp ppao uik? nipyna pinT nannbn3 38




] innbxa 13X [ ] 4
naxnn iaiy ayo iban 28pppp yppna niapn nnppa ypm ] 5
25 Sukenik transcribed _anP but the facsimile clearly shows a S and a for the first and last letters
of the word, respectively. Although it is difficult to distinguish between 1 and a, the third letter looks
more like a i in this case (see Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 174).
26 Wallenstein's restoration (1955-56: 248), PPPN npin331 t£?nip, is too long. So are Dupont-
Sommer's restoration (1957: 54), yt!T ntOK nPttHlp, and Lohse's (1971: 136), lpbi nPKHlp
(see Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 174). It has been suggested that the first word is
something like tonip (Bardtke 1956b: 600; Carmignac 1961: 222; Licht 1957: 115; Mansoor 1961:
144) or HPEHlp (Delcor 1962: 178; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 102; Jeremias 1963: 234; see also Gaster
1957: 157). Were it correct to take the first two lines as an allusion to Isa 48:17, one would expect a
verbal form of pbn before 33. This is confirmed by 4Q429 frg. 2 I 9. Puech (1993: 353) has the
same reading.
27
A letter has been erased after the first letter 3. It looks like a P, as Sukenik suggested, but is
quite uncertain.
28 Read p33, here is a case of dittography.
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-is-1 rain di? 'wba ■'a im ratffnon ■'nab Dtffn mm yiDtffD "onx sn 6
f]UT3 rpyito ibv "iDDm "msm •msn wann ■'iffia bin "ivTrn orrnn 7
□mca rmno ^vbain □■'■'17T17 mm rb'zb -a1? arm 29rper-in 8
22. Blessed are you, O Lord,
for you have not forsaken the orphan,
and you have not despised the destitute.
For your strength [ ]
23. and your glory is (23) without measure
and the wonderful mighty are your ministers
and with the humble in the mudJ° at [your] feet [ ]
24. with those who are swift to execute (24) righteousness,
to bring up together from the uproar all the merciful poor.
25. And 1, I have become '[ ]dny strife (25) and contention to my friends,
jealousy and anger to those who enter my covenant,
and grumbling and murmuring to all my colleagues.
26. E[ven those who ea]t ofmy bread (26) have lifted up the heel against me
and they have sneered at me with lips of injustice,
all those who have committed themselves to my council.
27. and the men [ofmy counsel] are rebellious (27) and murmur round about.
And concerning the mystery you have hidden in me,
they go about as slanderers to the sons of destruction,
and for the sake of hgd[ J ky
28. and on account of (28) their guilt
you have concealed the fountain of understanding and the counsel of truth.
And as for them, they devise destruction in their heart,
29. [and the words of Be]lial have opened (29) a lying tongue,
as the venom of vipers, which breaks forth from time to time,
and like crawling things of the dust they aim
30. to [seize the smiles of] asps (30) which cannot be charmed.
And it has become an incurable pain
and a malignant wound in the bowels of your servant,
causing [the spirit] to stumble
31. and making an end of (31) strength
so that he could not hold firm to the place of standing.
And they have overtaken me in narrow places,
where there was no escape and nor bhb[ ]phwt
32. and they have roared forth (32) complaint against me with the lyre,
and with mocking songs in unison their murmuring
together with devastation and desolation.
29
n-1 Iff"1 "in is a hapax in the OT (cf. Jon 4:8).
30 The interpretation of "nXt3XC33 is difficult. Mansoor (1961: 135) prefers to read He
proposes that the word is somehow related to Arabic wt' "to trample" and should be understood as a
Polpal participle meaning "trampled." Wallenstein (1955-56: 251) takes it as a construct plural noun
from XDND and translates "those that cleanse." There are a few who take it as a verb. Lohse(1971:
131; similarly Maier 1960: 85) translates, "wenn [ihre] FiiBe versinken (?)" Dupont-Sommer (1957:
49) reads "HXDXDn and takes it as derived from XUXU, translating "dans les balayures" (see also
Carmignac 1961: 216; Delcor 1962: 162; DeVries 1964-66: 404). In the OT, XDKD occurs only in Isa
14:23, where it has the meaning "to sweep." It has been suggested that XOXC3 is related to the noun
tariff, "mud, mire" (cf. Bardtke 1960a: 597; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 99; Jeremias 1963: 226; see also
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 173; Gaster 1957: 152; Vermes 1995: 205), which seems to fit
the context better here.
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Hot indignation [has seized me]
33. and pains like the pangs of one (33) giving birth
and my heart has roared against me.
I am dressed in black (garments)
and my tongue cleaves to the roof of (my) mouth,
[for they have surrounded with destruction] in their heart
34. And their inclination (34) appeared to me as bitterness
and the light ofmy countenance has been dimmed into darkness
and my glory has changed into gloom.
35. And you, my God, (35) has opened a wide space in my heart
but they have increased it to distress
and they have shut me up in deep darkness
and I eat the bread of sighing
36. and my drink is tears without end;
for my eyes have wasted away because of grief,
and my soul by the bitterness of the day.
37. [Sighing] and sorrow (37) surround me,
and shame is on (my) faces,
and my [bread] has turned for me into strife,
and my drink into contention.
And it has entered into [my bon]es
38. causing the spirit to fail
and making an end of strength
according to the mysteries of sin,
those who have changed the works of God by their guilt.
39. For [I am] bound with cords (38) that cannot be torn apart,
and fetters that cannot be broken;
and a [strong] wall [ ]
[and] iron bolts and [bronze] gates [that cannot be opened.]
40. My [pri]son is reckoned with the deep without [






5. my heart bn's[ ]
6. and disaster that is unsearchable, destruction without [
7. you have opened my ears [ ] those who rebuke with righteousness [
8. from the congregation of [worthlessness] and from the council of violence,
and you have brought me into the counsel of [ ] guilt
9. And I know that there is hope for those who turn from transgression
and forsake sin bh[ ] walk
10. in the way of your heart without injustice.
And I will take comfort above the roar of the people
and above the din of [king]doms
when they gather themselves together [ ] 'ty
11. that you will raise up a few survivors among your people
and a remnant among your inheritance.
And you will refine them, that they may be purified from guilt
12. For all (12) their deeds are (found out) in your truth
and in your lovingkindness you judge them
with the abundance of compassion
and the multitude of forgiveness,
and according to your commandment, teaching them,
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13. and according to the uprightness of your truth,
establishing them in your counsel for your glory.
And for your own sake [you have] worked to [magnify] the law and [ ]
14. the men of your counsel among the sons ofman,
to declare your wonders to eternal generation
15. and on [your] mighty deeds they me[ditate] (15) ceaselessly,
and all nations shall acknowledge your truth,
and all peoples your glory.
For you have brought [ ]wdkh
16. to all the men of your counsel,
and in the lot together with the angels of the face
and there is not any mediator between lq[ \syb
17. Its fruit, for [ \bh
And they shall return at your glorious command,
and they shall be your princes in the [lot of ]
18. it springs up like a flo[wer of the field for]ever,
to make a shoot grow into branches of an eternal plantation,
and it will cast shade over all the [world ]
19. up to the cl[ouds],
[and] its roots as far as the deep;
and all the streams of Eden [will water] its [branches]
20. and it shall become [seas that are not] (20) searchable [ ] over the world without end,
and as far as to Sheol [ ]
21. [And] the spring of light shall become (21) an eternal fountain, inexhaustible,
in its blazing flames all the s[ons of injustice] shall burn,
[and it shall become] a fire that consumes all the men of guilt unto destruction
22. And they, the ones who have committed themselves to my witness,
have been seduced by bm[ ] in the service of righteousness.
23. And you, O God, have commanded them to profit
from their ways on the path of [holiness in which they will walk]
and the uncircumcised, and the unclean,
24. and the violent man (24) do not pass over
but they have stumbled from the way of your heart,
and in calamity [ ] they languish.
25. And Belial is the counselor (25) of their heart,
[ ] thoughts of wickedness they wallow in guilt
26. [And] I [have become] like a sailor in a ship in the raging (26) of the seas,
their waves and all their breakers have roared over me,
a whirlwind [without] calm to revive the soul,
27. nor any (27) path to straighten a way upon the surface of the waters.
And the depths roar to my sighing
and [my soul comes near] to the gates of death.
28. And I am (28) as one who enters a fortified city
and seeks refuge in a high wall until deliverance;
and '.?[ ] your truth, O my God,
29. for (29) you set the foundation upon a rock,
and the framework on the line of justice,
and the plumbline of tr[uth ]wt
30. tried stones for (30) strong [ ]
that shall not be shaken,
and all those who enter it shall not stumble,
for a stranger cannot enter its [gates],
31. armoured doors which have no (31) entrance
and strong bolts that cannot be broken.
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A troop cannot enter in with its weapons of war,
32. though all the [swords] of (32) the wars of wickedness be destroyed.
Then the sword of God shall hasten at the time of judgement
33. and all the sons of his [truth] shall arise/[ ] (33) wickedness
and all the sons of guilt shall be no more.
And the mighty one shall bend his bow,
and he shall break the siege [ ]
34. to broaden the space without end,
and the gates of eternity to bring out the weapons ofwar,
and they shall be migh[ty] from one end to [the other]
35. [ sal]vation for a guilty inclination.
To destruction they are trampled and there is no .?[ ]
[and there is no] hope in the greatness [ ]
36. and for all the mighty ones ofwars there is no escape.
For to God Most High h[ ]
37. And those who lie in the dust shall raise the ensign ,
and the worm of the dead shall lift up the standard. lh[ ] krtw\
38. In the wars of the insolent
and He who causes a ravaging scourge to pass will not enter the fortress [ ]





4. [ ] I am dumb [
5- [ (my) arm] is broken from its joint,
and my feet sink in the mire,
6. my eyes are blind from seeing (6) evil,
my ears from hearing of bloodshed,
my heart is appalled at the thought of evil;
for Belial is the manifestation of their destructive inclination,
7. and all the foundations ofmy building are shattered,
and my bones are out ofjoint,
8. and my bowels heave like a ship in the raging of (8) the storm,
and my heart is distraught to destruction,
and a whirlwind engulfs me because of the destruction of their transgression
4.4.2 Structure and Content
Instead of using the standard introductory formula, "0"HX i~D~nx, this hymn opens
with "onx nnx ~p~Q, a formula occurring three more times in the Hodayot, all
outside 1QH 10-17 (1QH 8:16, 18:14, 19:32). It should be pointed out that the first
word of the hymn was originally rDTiX but a correction was made by another scribe.
The introductory word, i"DTlX, was replaced with nnx "[113. If "Onx rDTlX is the
introductory formula of the "Teacher hymns," such a scribal correction would imply
that this hymn, from the point of view of the second scribe, seems less of a "Teacher
Hymn" than the first scribe perceived.
This long hymn is badly mutilated and suffers from numerous lacunae. The text
in column 14 is marred by large holes. The upper and lower margins of the column
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are poorly perserved. This makes it difficult to determine whether 13:22-15:8
contains more than one hymn. Most scholars take 13:22-15:8 as a single unit.31
Some scholars have divided 13:22-15:8 into three hymns: 13:22-end of column 13,
14:1-end of column 14, and 15:1 -832 while a few have taken 13:22 to the end of
33column 14 as one composition and 15:1-8 as another hymn.
There is some few literary evidence speaking in favour of the unity of 13:22-15:8.
Columns 13 and 14 contain a number of shared lexical units such as nam, mvt,
rp-Q, nbn, mnn, etc. Worth noting is that three lexical items are distinctive to these
two columns and unattested in the rest of the Hodayot:
13:26 -mo mass 'TD bis; nsE/n -by mbm
and they have sneered at me with lip of injustice,
all those who have committed themselves to my council
14:22 mnwn masa nam
and they, the ones who have committed themselves to my witness,
13:34-35 "naba nnnns anna ■'ba n*o
And you, my God, has opened a wide space in my heart
14:33-34 yp pa arnab [ ] maa nnam
And he shall break the siege [ ] to broaden the space without end
13:39 maicm Kibb cppn
and fetters that cannot be broken
14:31 miaum xibb na nnai
and strong bolts that cannot be broken
More importantly, the language of lament begins at 13:28b and apparently extends
to 14:8. For instance, the key word mm occurs six times in 13:22-15:8 and is found
in the beginning of the lament (13:28) as well as towards the end (14:6). The same
word is used again in the lament of 15:1-8 (15:7, 8). Moreover, a striking parallel
can be drawn between 14:25-26 and 15:7-8:
14:25-26 tan "bv Dirnaioa him Dmba Dm-1 qyTajmrna nbaa mpmn ]
C7S3 mtonb naa-i[ pxbicrmns; rrn
[And] I [have become] like a sailor in a ship in the raging of the seas,
their waves and all their breakers have roared over me,
a whirlwind [without] calm to revive the soul.
15:7-8 nbab mb arm rpramn pyra irmto iby mam
□I7E7S mmo ■'ay'pqn D,,''i7is7 mm
and my bowels heave like a ship in the raging of the storm,
31
Carmignac (1961: 216), Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 127), Jeremias (1963: 226), Schulz (1974: 22-
3), Puech (1993: 48), Wallenstein (1955-56: 242). Tanzer (1986: 111), though taking it as one
composition, considers it to be a 'hybrid' with 14:9-22 having material adapted from the "Community
Hymns."
32 Becker (1963: 53), Licht (1957: 103ff), Lohfink (1990: 78), Morawe (1960: 128, 133-34).
33
Dupont-Sommer (1957: 48), Kuhn (1966: 23).
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and my heart is distraught to destruction
and a whirlwind engulfs me because of the destruction of their transgression.
The use of =~|17T3 rP3"iK and D^yiy mi in describing the distress of the author is
attested only in 14:25-26 and 15:7-8. Therefore, one may well take 13:22-15:8 as
one hymn on the basis of content and its use of vocabulary.
Once again, the prominent use of independent pronouns helps discern the
structure of the hymn: "OK (13:24, 15:4), nnrr/om (13:28; 14:17, 22), nnKl/nKl
(13:34, 14:23, 28). The structure is as follows:
A. 13:22-24b Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 13:24c-28a Self-description of the author beginning with "OKI.
C. 13:28b-14:8 Description of the enemies and the author's distress beginning
with nam.
D. 14:9-17a Soteriological confession about the remnant beginning with
the formula mpn kp ■o nmxi "I know that there is hope
E. 14:17b-22a Eschatological discourse about the remnant beginning
with am.
F. 14:22b-25b Description of the enemies beginning with nam.
G. 14:25c-27d Description of the author's distress.
H. 14:27e-32a Declaration ofDeliverance.
I. 14:32b-39? Eschatological discourse about God's judgement.
J. 15:1-8 Lament begins with "OK.
The introduction has two negative statements, a feature quite similar to the
preceding hymn (1QH 13:7-21). On the one hand, the opening lines of these two
hymns have Kb "O and the verb my; on the other, the first person singular suffix is
not used in this opening line. This introductory section is loaded with terms
reminiscent of the preceding hymn: *oy, |T>3K, En. In the OT, the poor and the
fatherless often appear in the individual psalms of lament (e.g. Ps 12, 35, 72, 86,
etc.). It is God who hears their prayers, who protects them, and who provides for
their basic needs. Interestingly, these terms do not reappear in the rest of the hymn.
In sharp contrast to the lowliness of man, another set of terms is used to describe the
attributes of God (e.g. mmon, rDTQD). Perhaps, it serves as a point of reference
for the following complaints and laments, and anchors the author's faith with regard
to his expectation for the future. It is to be noted that the author never mentions
himself in this introductory section. Newsom may be right in pointing out:
Although the introductory lines do not contain the pronoun "I", there is no
doubt that the speaker is claiming for himself a traditional identity within a
well-known moral language. He himself is to be seen as the "orphan" and "the
poor one." By the second century BCE these were terms that not only drew on
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the ancient paternalistic ethos of the Near East but also on a specifically
religious reinterpretation of those terms as labels of rectitude and piety.34
The author makes his first appearance in the next section, 24c-28a. Section B
primarily shows the antagonism between the author and his enemies. The author
uses a number of terms to introduce his enemies. They are "his friends," "those who
have entered into his covenant," "his colleagues." They are the ones who are close
to him and yet become slanderers. It is only in the last few lines that he mentions
about the special revelation he has received from God. Knowledge ofGod's secrets
is limited to the author and is an important key to salvation.
With an emphatic change of reference, nom, the author's enemies come on the
scene. The section, 13:28b-14:8, gives a gloomy picture, describing vividly the
verbal attack of the enemies. The opening few lines depict the enemies' slander as
the attack of poisonous venom. The emotional response of the author completes the
rest of the picture. Here the author makes use of the traditional imagery and
terminology from the psalms of complaint in order to describe his distress.
With the formula "O nsniO 'And I know that,' the next section, 14:9-17a, makes
a sudden shift in theme. The author makes a soteriological confession and expresses
his confidence in God. The thematic concern seems to be the hope for those who
turn away from transgression and are purified. The focus is then set on "the few
survivors" and "the remnant" whom God will raise from among His people. The
same theme is carried on to the next section, 14:17b-22a. Section E presents an
account of God's gracious dealing with the remnant. The destruction of the wicked is
briefly mentioned towards the end of the section.
The hymn returns to the author's enemies in Section F, 14:22b-25b, which begins
again with nam. Here it highlights the fault of his enemies as defection. They are:
"those who were pledged to my witness" and "stumbled from the way of your heart."
The author's emotional response to this wickedness is given in Section G, 14:25c-
27d. His distress and struggles are described using the image of a sailor in a raging
sea.
A new imagery comes into play in the next section, 27e-32a. The depiction of a
fortified city is given here. It is a city with firm foundation and armoured doors that
the troop, even with its weapons of war, cannot enter. In other words, it is in that
secure and fortified city that the author finds deliverance. Section H is the climax of
the hymn, in that the eschatological judgement is described in strong apocalyptic




The final section, 15:1-8, does not end with a note of thanksgiving nor with a
declaration of confidence. Instead, the author goes in greater detail to describe his
own suffering. Very striking is the use of bodily language in portraying the distress
of the author. This section is a summary of the author's distress given in the
preceding sections.
13:22-15:8 makes extensive use of Scripture, primarily of Psalms and Isaiah. In
13:25, the phrase "HS713 rmbm pn is reminiscent of the wilderness traditions.
The combination of the paired terms pi and mibn never occurs in the OT; nor is it
found elsewhere in the Hodayot. pi appears only as a verb in the OT (Dt 1:27; Isa
29:24; Ps 106:25; Pr 16:28, 18:8, 26:20, 22). pi in Niphal participle form does
function as a noun in Proverbs where the reader is reminded of its inimical effect.
For instance, it says in Pr 16:28, "A perverse man spreads strife, and a whisperer
(pim) separates close friends." In two occasions (Dt 1:27 and Ps 106:25), the
biblical writers emphasize the fact that the Israelites murmured (HDim) in their tents
and did not obey the voice of Yahweh. Of paramount importance is the word mbn,
which does not occur frequently in the OT except in Exodus (16:7, 8, 9, 12) and
Numbers (14:27, 17:20, 25). rubn as a plural construct noun is used in the OT
exclusively in reference to the murmuring of Israel against Yahweh in the wilderness
traditions. Another word that deserves consideraton is "HVU 1ST in the Niphal is
often used for God's meeting Israel at the sanctuary (e.g., Ex 25:22; 30:6, 36). In
some occasions, it is used to refer to Israel's assembling against Yahweh in rebellion
(e.g., Num 14:35; 16:11). More often than not, the murmuring was against the
leaders whom Yahweh had commissioned. The congregation of Israel assembled
together and murmured against Moses and Aaron (e.g., Ex 16:2; Num 14:2, 16:11).
They doubted Yahweh and cast aspersion on his goodness and power. The author
appears to stress that the murmuring of his associates is an act of rebellion and
disbelief to Yahweh as well as to his appointed leaders. The significance of this
evidence is that it demonstrates a close dependence on biblical vocabulary from texts
concerned with Israel's murmuring against Yahweh in the wilderness traditions.
Furthermore, the following statement is almost a citation from Ps 41:10:
13:25-26 3pS7 ib'Han "617 lanb •'bsnx Dp
E[ven those who ea]t ofmy bread have lifted up the heel against me.
Ps 41:10 "by b^ian ''on1? baiK Tirm-iDX imbc? cicm
Even my bosom friend in whom I trusted,
who ate ofmy bread, has lifted the heel against me.
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Psalm 41 is often considered as a psalm of sickness.33 At the outset, the psalmist
states with an assurance that God's favor will fall upon the one who considers the
poor. He then portrays himself as suffering in an utterly wretched condition. In his
sickness he receives no comfort, but the attack of his enemies. The enemies slander
his good name and perhaps attribute his sickness to the sin he has committed. It is
then in verse 10 that the psalmist describes the greatest sense of betrayal: even his
close friend, the one who has shared his bread, has become traitor. But the psalm
ends with a note of confidence in that the psalmist expresses his gratitude to God for
the answering of his prayer. The same correspondence in language and situation is
found in our hymn. Here the writer is also confronted by the verbal attack of his
enemies although no mention is made of his sickness. The situation in which the
psalmist finds himself is quite similar to that described in our hymn. What's more,
the emphasis on the sense of betrayal coincides well with the distress expressed by
the writer.
13:28-29 offers an enticing possibility that the author incorporates two biblical
texts into his composition. By drawing its vocabulary from Ps 52:4, the first line
describes the evil scheming of the enemies, while the second line, excerpting its
phraseology from Ps 109:2, gives a portrayal of their verbal attack. In both
instances, the author extracts elements from the respective texts and makes them into
a combined description of the attack of his enemies, as illustrated below:
13:28-29 antrp oab nnn nam
~ipp jiigb inns bsrbp rani]
And as for them, they devise destruction in their heart
[and the words of Bejlial have opened a lying tongue.
Ps 52:4 rrnn nt£?y ©sba nrro -pnpb amn nnn
You plots destruction, your tongue is like a sharpened razor,
you who practice deceitfulness.
Ps 109:2 ~iptp jiiab ma ran inns ->bx7 nann-ai v\o~\ a a
For wicked and deceitful mouths are opened against me,
they have spoken against me with a lying tongue.
The biblical texts give a vivid depiction of the wicked. It is significant to note
that there is a transition from "plotting" to "lying" in Ps 52:4. Even more important
is that the following key elements are also found in vv 5-6: nan, ]lt£?b, npt£7. In stark
constrast to Ps 109:2, the portrayal described in Ps 52:5-6 is more of descriptive
nature. In Ps 109:2, the verbal attack of the wicked is couched in personal terms.
]lt£?b appears to provide a lexical link between these two passages.
35 Croft (1987: 137-8); Craigie (1983: 318-22); Mowinckel (1962: 1-9).
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The following lines provide an example of how the author subtly draws on the
motifs of the OT prophetic traditions. A comparison of the respective texts
demonstrates the consummate skill of the author.
13:32-33 rnbv PJimSl msiybr
Hot indignation [has seized me] and pains like the pangs of one giving birth
Ps 119:53 -[rrnn -an; crocc-m -onrnx nsybr
Hot indignation has seized me because of the wicked,
those who forsake your Torah.
isa 21:3 rrbnbn ■'ana ixbn p_by
mbr •n-aa mrnK D-n-a
mxna -»nbra3 yDra vpiyj
Therefore, my loins are filled with anguish,
pangs have seized me like the pangs of one giving birth
I am bowed down by what I hear,
I am dismayed by what I see.
Isa 13:8 jlTllK-1 D^am □•'"PS
□mas o-anb ns innrp "iny-rba en jibTP mb-i-a
Pangs and agony will seize them like one giving birth in travail
They will look aghast at one another; their faces will be aflame.
The statement "onrnx nsybT is an allusion to Ps 119:53 in which the psalmist
expresses his fury in reaction to the wicked who abandon the Torah. The author also
brings in the birth imagery, which is characteristic of the two Isaiah passages. The
judgement motif is also prominent in the Isaiah passages. In Isa 13, the Babylonians
writhe in bitter pain like a woman in travail because the day of Yahweh is near. In
Isa 21, the prophet is moved by the downfall of Babylon. The seeing of the vision
brings upon him painful anguish. It would appear that the prophet experiences deep
emotion not only over his own people, but even over his enemies. The expressions
cpbnn and mbr •'"PSD are likely to be taken from Isa 13:8 and Isa 21:3
respectively. More importantly, the verb mx appears in all these passages. By means
of key words and distinctive allusions, the author has drawn upon the motifs of the
OT traditions. The birth imagery is simply adapted to suit the purpose of this
section, albeit in an entirely different context.
Moreover, the ship imagery is apparently built on the first two chapters of the
book of Jonah. In 14:25-26 the author, drawing on the language of Jon 1:5, 15, says,
era"1 f]S7n rP3iK3 nbn:: Tipvn] "[And] I [have become] like a sailor in a ship in
the raging of the seas." The next line, inn •'by DPP"ODD btoi nrrba "their waves
and all their breakers have roared over me," borrows the vocabulary from Jonah 2:4.
It would appear that the author draws on a familiar tradition from the OT, that is, the
story of Jonah, for the depiction of his agony. In 14:28-29, the author describes the
foundation being laid by God. The same theme is found in Isa 28:16-17, from which
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the following key terms come: loin, 1p, oooo, nbpoo, ]3N, "fnn. It should be noted
that the expression poiE? 01E7 1-Q17Q1 at 14:38 is an allusion to Isa 28:15. Finally,
15:5-6 is an allusion to Isa 33:15. Although the context demands a change from third
person to first person, the lexical and structural similarities between the two texts are
quite evident:
15:5-6 cppi nae?a vnx 171 nikia yi7 ii?e?
My eyes are blind from seeing evil
my ears from hearing of bloodshed
Isa 33:15 mpE?17D 17233 DKD □"HEPD 1311 nip12 ~[bl
iie?3 pann vso —is?3
37~q niKia rmi7 02171 o^ai oaroa iitm dok
He who walks righteously and speaks uprightly,
who despises the gain of oppression,
who waves away a bribe instead of accepting it
who stops his ears from hearing of bloodshed
and shuts his eyes from looking on evil.
4.4.3 Literary Affinity
As shown above, 13:22-15:8 shares many lexical similarities with the hymns in
column 11. In fact, 13:22-15:8 has a much closer affinity with the hymn 16:5-17:36.
There are 15 lexical units they both have in common: rna, 1173, 1117, poo, 3X3,
E713K, 013D, IKE?, iKloa, 11701, pT, ni7D0, 113, nbpoa, I3p. All these words are
distinctive to these two hymns and not attested anywhere else in the Hodayot.
Remarkably, these lexical items are clustered primarily in the following two sections:
13:28b-14:8 and 14:9-22a.
The first set of lexical items appear in the sections where the author describes his
own distress and suffering. These hymns are filled with biblical terminology. The
expressions E713K 31KD "an incurable pain" and iKloai ike? "devastation and
desolation" are found in Isa 17:11 and Zep 1:15. These terms are used in the context
where the impending judgement of God, and particularly, the Day of the Lord, is
emphasized. Applying these terms to the author's suffering is distinctive to 13:22-
15:8 and 16:5-17:36:
13:30 101317 ^aom 1KD3 17331 p13k 3iK0b Vim
and it has become an incurable pain and a malignant wound in the bowels of
your servant
16:28-29 11217 pk1? e713k 3^01 □■>111di1 il7[3]3 1[1]s ">0
for my [plague breaks] forth to bitterness and an incurable pain without
restraint
13:32 n'rp ",T,20 0^311 [VITIK] HOIoSt 1K1E7D1 IRQ 017
together with devastation and desolation, hot indignation [has seized me]
and pains like the pangs of one giving birth
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17:6 □■nattfnb mbaHQi mb msonm nxirob MD nxi
and as for me, from devastation to desolation
13:30 tdsjp ptnn Tibab rro annbt [mi] 'mt&Dnb
causing [the spirit] to stumble and making an end of strength
so that he could not hold firm to the place of standing
16:32 Di^pb rro ann1?
making an end of strength by periods
13:36 ilbp pX m^p-q ■>"lptZ73
and my drink is tears without end
17:5 Dip "6mD Tlgan
and my tears like rivers ofwater
13:39 nanzp xbb cppn pro pa1? ovrasn prno]x:
[I am] bound with cords that cannot be torn apart
and fetters that cannot be broken
16:36 blCEOP 2pT3
with fetters of stumbling block
16:38 ... C3BPP pn ...
... with fetters of judgement...
13:29 pi^pb nn~ns cru-on npro
as the venom of vipers, which breaks forth from time to time
16:28 D-nnnS iS7p3]3 nniB
for my [plague breaks] forth to bitterness
15:5 rpjpp rrDPj S7p-|T]
[ (my) arm] is broken from its joint
16:34 mpD "lS7T3T "DUPm
and my arm is broken from its joint
Other lexical items occur in the section where the author describes the remnant
and their flourishing in apocalyptic terms. Very striking is the image of the shoot
growing into an eternal plantation. The expressions obit? ntfBP is not attested in the
Bible. The plant is watered by the streams of Eden in 14:19 while the plantation is
associated with a glorious Eden in 16:21.
14:18 abiy nypp ■'siy1? bib □'pisj -i[y men ppsp rns
it springs up like a flo[wer of the field for]ever
to make a shoot grow into branches of an eternal plantation
16:7-8 tp-ist cnta c7-1—ie7nb d^v^jwuob 2im rmpnb mi
and they shall make a shoot grow to eternal plantation,
taking root before they sprout
16:11 nPK nuppb KHp]p 2m rrnaai
and he who makes the ho[ly] shoot grow into a plantation of truth
14:20-21 ion pxb abv -nppb mix prp rpn
the spring of light shall become an eternal fountain, inexhaustible
16:9 abv nipp'p vm
and it becomes an eternal fountain
14:19 vmpiSp nx 3pc?n] pry mini b-oi
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and all the streams of Eden [will water] its [branches]
16:15 0120127 mim ixtpjb irpin
I have become the [moc]kery of streaming rivers
14:21-22 nbo ns; no27X 1273X bioo moio oxb [mm]
[and it shall become] a fire that consumes all the men of guilt unto
destruction
■mo ioio 27X3 rnmi
and it breaks forth as a burning fire shut in
rrisr inpjx 133 bioi
and all the sons of his [truth] shall arise
nx3p -mpi pX3
in anger it arouses jealousy
"122303 X13i b3 p0127 OhC7 -|->3S7Qh
and he who causes a ravaging scourge to pass will not enter the fortress
D2BDTP mom ixrpjb tt'Ti 13x1
and I have become the [moc]kery of streaming rivers
... poi27 bmb ivm
and they become a stream which overflows ...
0130 pxb Di-|22D3 i313i2?i1
and they have overtaken me in narrow places where there was no escape
oi30 px nionbo i-n33 biobi
and for all the mighty ones of wars there is no escape
irmsm mo obo 133270 iqi3p
my refuge, my sure defense, the rock ofmy strength and my fortress
[no]x nbp27Di 02270 ip bo 01221 obo bo -no Di27n
you set the foundation upon a rock, and the framework on the line ofjustice
and the plumbline of tr[uth]
2702711 nbp27P bo Dm320 0001 ]103 ip bo ni32b
to turn against the established line and a plantation of their trees to the
plumbline of the sun
As shown above, 14:17b-22a and 16:5-16 have a number of lexical affinities.
Even more, they share the same motifs and images. These striking parallels would
suggest that there is a relation of literary dependence between the two sections or
they might have been written by the same author.
4.5 1QH 15:9-28
4.5.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 7:6-25; SHR 190409
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 176-8
mn norma 13:1000 10 inix mux 9













ybo by pm mssw nmnD ny bnnnD iDDitom nDrnmn nnnnn [«]b 11
36yry{T}nTn xibb ]nn nmnb innp biDi i-nob obiy itcnKi iitddd 12
-pnabD ij-itsbi mrp-a[ ]m emp nayb 37D-isyb 38inna ibx nnxp] 13
tisc? mnban id nncx pd] biDb ]icyb myn xbi nun m~ib ns pio u
yttnb p->iy pa 13 binarpb] ytsin usttfDb •'in biD id -ipto 39tide? 15
•ah pm nrnyn pish myn biDi ntoyn -cr biD nny-p nnx id u
biana -p33b pbnnnb np-13 mynnb inys -ittfib ronDKDi ny-nnt ] 17
rtDnb mtiinb [ ] pxb mbstn pum} -odd "Varab □[ ] is
]b n-'inb Tiny[ ] xb id ronay -121 nny-r nnxn 19
]dd bannb mpna p«[ pb px —itwn "•onnn maa rynbp] 20
pianb bimx nanon [ ]d Tiayi&a 13x1 nrrbo xi[ ] 21
■ornoyn nanp-ip p maa rynb msn bnnbi y®[ ] 22
non "ODb ax inai^rn [ ]nxi nannxa roiDnxi narmab 23
p nn bibny ytsyt^Di [ p]3T3 ns 13311 ndid itoaxb pixai 24
ibyai ■'nonbn usix nn[x ]srm 13x20 bia by 13-ip Dim ii3Dix 25
imp Dim ikidj nrnry ib[ p by inbtBDDi mi 133b piaa 13-1 26
nsmasb nnp p QinyaKi pi]xa inyDim nbynb 27
[ ]d ibm pm abpy] nxab ib nnx id 28
9. I give you thanks, O Lord,
for you have supported me with your strength,
10. and the spirit of your holiness (10) you have spread over me that I will not stumble
and you have strengthened me before the wars of wickedness
11. and in all their destructions (11) you have [not] made me dismayed at your covenant,
and you have set me as a strong tower, as a high wall,
and you have founded my building upon a rock
12. and eternal foundation as my base,
and all my walls are like a tested wall that cannot be shaken.
13. [And] you, my God, have made for the weary a council of holiness,
and t[ ] your covenant,
and my tongue as your disciples
14. And there is no word for the spirit of destruction,
nor a reply of the tongue for all the [so]ns of guilt,
36 The T between y and "1 has been erased and is singled out for deletion with a dot above it.
Another T has been inserted above and in between "I and n, and thus the word should read yTyiTn.
The same form also occurs in 1QS 8:8. The immediate context of both occurrences would suggest
that it may be derived from the root yiT "tremble, shake violently."
37 Habermann (1960: 122) reads CT3yb. Some scholars render "branches," on the basis of 1QH
14:18 (see Dupont-Sommer 1957: 58; Lohse 1971: 139; Maier 1960: 91; Mansoor 1961: 149; Vermes
1995: 211). However, the context seems to speak in favour of taking it as derived from the root pyi
"be weary, faint" (see Carmignac 1961: 229; Holm-Nielsen 1960a: 129; Jeremias 1963: 181; Kittel
1981: 125).
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mn3 referring to the third person is difficult to interpret. Dupont-Sommer (1957: 58), Bardtke
(1956b: 601) and Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 129) retain this reading and refer the suffix back to the
preceding unit. Some scholars have proposed to emend it to i3!"in3 (Licht 1957: 124; Jeremias 1963:
181; Lohse 1971: 138; Kittel 1981: 123; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 178; Douglas 1998:
136). I have followed the emendation which is justified in the immediate context.
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Here is a case of dittography.
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for silent are lips of falsehood,
15. for all those who attack me you condemn at the judgement,
to separate through me between the righteous and the wicked.
16. For you know the inclination of every deed,
and every reply of the tongue you have discerned,
and you have established my heart [
17. [ ]mwdykh and according to your truth,
to straighten my steps on the paths of righteousness, to walk before you
18. in the border of (18) [ ]m to ways of glory and peace without [ ] to cease forever.
19. And you know the inclination of your servant,
for not [ ] 'nty to lift up /[ ]
20. [and] to seek refuge in strength
and the shelter of the flesh without ly[ ]
there are no righteous deeds [ ] to be saved mp[
21. [ ]w' forgiveness.
And I lean b[ ],
your mercy I await, to blossom
22. [ ]i'and to make a shoot grow,
to seek refuge in strength
23. and [ ] your righteousness you have made me stand (23) for your covenant
and I have held firmly to your truth,
and at[ ] and you have made me a father for the sons ofmercy,
24. and as a guardian to the men of portent,
and they have opened (their) mouth as a chil[d ],
25. and as a child delighting in the bosom of (25) its guardian.
And you have exalted my horn above all those who despise me,
and ytp[ ']r\vt the men ofmy warfare
26. and the lords of (26) my strife are like chaff before the wind
and my dominion over b[ ]/y
you have protected my soul,
27. and you have exalted my horn (27) on high,
and I shine with sevenfold li[ght],
b[ ]nwth for your glory.
28. For you are an [eter]nal light to me
and you have established my foot b[
4.5.2 Structure and Content
The usual paragraph indentations clearly mark off this hymn from the others in
column 15. The standard introductory formula is indented to the middle of line 9 and
the next one appears in line 29. The hymn is very well structured and the repetitive
use of independent pronouns offers a good structural marker in the hymn. The
independent pronoun "DX occurs once in 15:21 while the pronoun nnx is found four
times at the right-hand margin: nnxi (13), nnx (16), nnto (19), nnx *o (28).
Douglas restores two """px iinx: one on line 23, ['yomrn "'bx n]nfrO and another




into the inclusio structure he argues for: AAA^AAA, where A is the rtnK
paragraphs (11. 13, 16, 19, 23, 26, 28) and B is the paragraph (21).41 Douglas
usually gives reasons for his restorations but strangely he restores the two "'ba nnx
without giving any reasons this time. It would appear that Douglas, governed by the
assumption of the use of inclusio in the "Teacher Hymns," reads "'bx nriK into the
text!
A. 9-12: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 13-21a: God's gracious dealing with the author consisting of three nnx
paragraphs (11. 13, 16, 19).
C. 21b-23a: Declaration of trust in God beginning with "OKI
D. 23b-27: God's gracious dealing with the author in which the author is
made a father to the righteous and is exalted above his enemies.
E. 28: The conclusion in which the author declares his complete trust
in God.
Very striking is the use of inclusio in the hymn. In Section B, the phrase "reply of
the tongue" (ptgb njya) in the first nnx paragraph is echoed in the second, where it
says "every reply of the tongue" (peib ruyp b"D) in 15:16. Likewise, the statement
"you know the inclination of every deed" (nttfyn "CP b"D nnyp nnx) in the
second paragraph is echoed in the third by a similar statement, "you know the
inclination of your servant" (rD~Qy ~i:P nnyp nns). The use of repeated words
and expressions tightly bind this section together. The same technique is employed
to link sections B and C. The phrase ITD3 pynb "to seek refuge in strength" in
15:22 recalls the same phrase in 15:20. Finally, there is an internal inclusio within
section D. In 15:25b, it says, "you have exalted my horn above all those who despise
me" ("psxca bio by "Pip cnm) and the same idea is found in 15:26d, "you have
exalted my horn on high" (nbyob Pip Dim).
There are a few uses of Scripture in the hymn. The combination of "a strong
tower" (py bma) and "a high wall" (mnEP nmn) in 15:11 is possibly taken from
Pr 18:10-11, where the same combination is used. The statement "silent are lips of
falsehood" (Ppttf tie© rpabxn) in 15:14-15 is likely to be taken from Ps 31:19
where the same statement is found. Finally, the expression "like chaff before the
wind" (m~! Psb piDD) in 15:26 is an allusion to Ps 35:5.
4.5.3 Literary Affinity
Likewise, this hymn has a number of lexical similarities with 13:22-15:8. Worth




14) and the military idioms they employ (14:31, 32, 34, 36, 38; 15:10, 25). The
following words and phrases are found to be distinctive to these two hymns: D3D, ]m,
IpE?, D3E7, X73T, mmn, 123 b~I3. IpE? occurs only twice in the Hodayot and is found
in these two hymns. Another significant linguistic correspondence between the two
hymns is the use of the expression 123 bixb. This expression occurs only in these
two hymns and is not attested in the Bible nor elsewhere in the Hodayot.
15:14-15 IpE? TIDE? TODb^D T
for silent are lips of falsehood
13:28-29 Dim mD 1pE7 }3E?b THD bX7->b[D TD13]
[and the words ofBe]lial have opened a lying tongue as the venom of vipers
15:22 HDD 1X7lb 123 bubl
and to make a shoot grow, to seek refuge in strength
14:18 DblX7 nS7L30 T3X7b 123 binb
to make a shoot grow into branches of an eternal plantation
More importantly, the introductory section of this hymn has many significant
parallels to 13:22-15:8, and particularly to section 14:27e-32a, as depicted below:
15:9-10 nx7E?i manbp lab "oprnm didm bi t nmsin iDE?np mn
and the spirit of your holiness you have spread over me that I will not
stumble and you have strengthened me before the wars of wickedness
15:11-12 1D3E?3 IOTP 1X7 blXQD "l3Q",E?m
•mob ob3X7 irni tup x7bo bx7 |om
x7TX7irn Mibb ]nn namb Timp biD3
and you have set me as a strong tower, as a high wall
and you have founded my building upon a rock and eternal foundation as my
base and all my walls are liked a tested wall that cannot be shaken.
14:27-28 dbo 1X7 133E73 IDTD 1X733 132D TX73 K3D 1TX1
x7bo bx? no crE?n nnx t
and I am as one who enters a fortified city
and seek refuge in a high wall until deliverance
for you set the foundation upon a rock
14:29-30 1DTEP bd TX3 blD3 X7TX7tnn Klbb 1X7 [ ]b jU ''33K
tried stones for strong [ ] that shall not be shaken,
and all those who enter it shall not stumble
14:31-32 nx7E7i manbp [mni]n b3D Din DX7
though all the [swords] of the wars of wickedness be destroyed
15:7 TP3DD TIM blD 3X7311
and all the foundations ofmy building are shattered
These striking parallels between 15:10-12 and 14:27e-32a demonstrate that a
relationship of literary dependence exists between these two sections. Likely, they
might have been the work of the same author.
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4.6 1QH 15:37-16:4
4.6.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 7:34-8:3; SHR 190409
1QH 15:37-39 = 40428 fre. 7:1-3
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 180
•pin nnnt? mom its rn^D ^"ma nni:>sn ^-6 m miK npnx] 37
iddibd "mo1? i-impm jianm [ no,>m]rr6olm nomor6 •oxnpnn 38
pToa r6n7 [ bva nnwxn mp-nn ] 39
1 1
[ 2
] Kb "o m7b> port nnnp-is [ ] 3
nn[ 42m-n] 4
37. [I give you thanks], O Lord,
for you have not cast my lot in the congregation ofworthlessness,
and in the council of the dissemblers you have not placed my prescribed portion.
38. [But you have] called me to your lovingkindness
and to [your] forgiveness [ ]
and in the abundance of your compassion for all the judgements of [
39. [ I have been cast in guilt of unfaithfulness ] injustice, and in the bosom
1. ]
2. ]
3. [ ] your righteousness is established forever, for not [
4. [ ways of ]th
4.6.2 Literary Affinity
Due to the fragmentary nature of the text, one cannot make too much of this hymn
nor discern whether there is any relationship between this hymn and the other hymns
within 1QH 10-17. There are only a few points this hymn may have in common with
the hymns ofGroup II.
This hymn has two cases of correspondence with 11:20-37. In the opening line of
the hymn, the author says, itc? rny^ •>L?-na nnbon xib *0 "for you have not cast
my lot in the congregation of worthlessness". The same combination of bsa and
b"TD is found in 11:23. Another correspondence between the two hymns is the use of
the word (15:37; 11:29). There is one linguistic correspondence between
15:37-16:4 and 13:22-15:8. The expression (K)3E7 my "the congregation of
worthlessness" in 15:37 is found in 14:8. Finally, the phrase pTD "in the bosom"
occurs only four times in Group II (15:39; 15:24; 17:11, 36) and is unattested in the
rest of the Hodayot.
42 This restoration is based on 4Q428 frg. 7:10.
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4.7 1QH 16:5-17:36
4.7.1 Hebrew Text and Translation
Sukenik col. 8:4-9:36; SHR 190414, 190402
1QH 16:5-6 = 40428 frg. 7:11-12
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 180-4
ipE?[n]i nu p3X3 mp yum 3e?3U mbm) 3ipp3 43-i3nn[2 u ijux 333iix 5
uy 333133b 331 3iE?xn ay imm 2?i33 yon [ ] ]n 6
□biy nyopb 332 31323b vm mo uy bu pira mx3inp rn pypy mm i
urn □■'in mob nnmi inbEr [bpvb DrPBmwi 131331 d3d 233273b 8
i-aiy b3b urn onnpi nyi 44[nin] bu iyni vby nam Dbiy mpnb 133 9
1227:12731 anyupy 13 □ip [up Sid vbv iDmi p23 piy bpb inibm -pn 10
xibp nmo npx nyupb E73[i]p 3252 nuspi en® inbEJi xb bmp bxi 11
nu 13133 T33 1132 3y3 nn3E7 b[x 3]nxi 113 amn y3i2 xb3i 32732 12
□biy uy ayi D"n pyp ]i b3 45n3snnp e?x unbi E73ip mni3i 13
3un xb3 3x3 13 Qipne? y[ ] ay 333 33131 <?3 c~np id 33271 Kb u
]i |nii nun mppb ppxn xb3 312733 15
□2733 ib>y 12732 13 QUEUE? 16
] bub DE72 33113 133 33PE7 ibx 33X1 17
]y pD1E7 b32b 11311 1E;iDi xb m[P]E73 18
3133
3
46imp]b> 13113 13x1 abiy n...|
ni3sb 3T3i xbi nun mo yum [
]3 pxb mpibl DU [
]b 1133 [
□pnUX QiQ3 333iy[
]331 3133 |3yb D^iy 3[
yooi ]U3 ip by 3123b □[
piryb 31 131333 3133 33x3b i3[
3iayi am ny3i nyt3 pnxo [
V2b3i nnbop rnhnno iyT3 [
133b D1E71X3 1333 13331 n-|SE7[
]b y[ ]di Qnbin ay 473i2P [
u[3]3 np]3 13 ib tup px [
□yi biXE? 133113 iby 3D[
nbubi ami 12133 *pyo3 [
] 3no3 mxQino 13131 01x31319
]yi 313 bub nbuo 21311 nb20
] 133 yom ie?q\ eix [ ] 21
]i3b3° ay D31pD 3n333 13U122
]xb E7PE73 nbpElD by D3U3 23
]i tmnbn 31353 1121321 131 r3b3 24
]333 3131 31 3127X DX1 T13D25
] ni211 3iQ2lb 33331 pip byi 26
]D oy 3333 xbi rby bui mn 27
]3 3T33 21iX3 3T1X1 Qiyi333 28
] 3133 |ixb 2113X 3iX31 m313ob 29
]3 332lb 13133 U 1313 21331 DUD 30
43 The restoration of the introductory formula is based on 4Q428 frg. 7:11.
44
Most scholars restore 3Tt (Bardtke 1956b: 715; Dupont-Sommer 1957: 236; Garcia Martinez
and Tigchelaar 1997: 182; Licht 1957: 134; Lohse 1971: 142; Jeremias 1963: 250; Maier 1960: 94).
45 Sukenik mistakenly transcribed 3333no here.
46
Most scholars restore 3 after b (Bardtke 1956b: 716; Delcor 1962: 204; Garcia Martinez and
Tigchelaar 1997: 180; Habermann 1960: 123; Licht 1957: 134; Lohse 1971: 142; Mansoor 1961: 155;
Wallenstein 1957a: 2).
47
A few scholars interpret it as "terror, horror" (Bardtke 1956b: 717; Lohse 1971: 145; Jeremias
1963: 253; Maier 1960: 95; Wallenstein 1957a: 13).
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48nnybto byxin norni ny [ ]y -nay nyiy 10x2 map man pxb 31
onnra pby] laaiynn mnyiD ny -iti?a mbybi ompb my nnnb 32
yon mb may -12311 inii3D inyn nytoa m nbyb nmnton iby noaai 33
m pianb |[ ] ni3po mint nysom nbnyb rrn lanin tisjqi mtoy 33iny 34







mppb pxi naoxa xby pay nn-a3n ptobi bitoyn pry ipri[
mato biy abxa 121 pxyb mybi mbtoiy nn nimb [ ] minb ][
btonn □m^yab [
] bynn to[








] nbiby man [ ]y[
] nbybi nxap iny pxy nmnn pxb [
] xton naipy nony miar by bixtoi nin myton
ib nny [ ] iry maab iby ma ibmy mynm jtoyyy toyy iaiy
mbynai yaab yixyaai nxitoab{x} nxtoa 13x1 nan "m pinna
•ppp] nymony lanmrn xbi nymixbaay maa nmton mnytoab
nan mbyab nymxi namnn pnny maa ytofyjnton ppb 8
iny-ji iy pmsx nyoatoai 50i3in nymnxi nnyin iy immntoabi 9
|nni namonb mbm iy mpon lyiaayi itoatoay nnnyxi nynnxy 10
nnyTy xbi nnnarn xb mibim "n nnnya xbi nanyy my nann 11
mara y~im inn nnnyi nnx iy nn nnnayn yaa iaabi impn 12
ptoxn ysoa by namxi ytoyncox nimbDai lanam impiayi 13
pnai xb iy romy yiny nbmm namopp mpa tm [i]y nynxi 14
[ ]-03i pnai toiaxa coiax nyy n[ ]i xbi nypatoiay biy 15
]yayi naan miD mm nyyi [inn] -era ntoyi biytm 16r«
[
t
] xbi nna px nanaanb [
jam nyy 13x1 [
ptO [
[ ]ia yi3D ntoiab nxi [
[ ]b bitoaab iby ma nyan[
m laanab nabai maa nto[
iy nnnyin nynayn my iy mm yi-in [
ptotoi nnatob ">b nynnyin mm inyia[
nmyab laibtoyi myy bibyb ib i~ia nyi naa[
-jtoina mxa m mix ymin namaaai [
|ix nymyybi myy 17
] naaa yryan biybi is
]n xbi may 19
]n ib DDiTyi 20
]iy nnxi ib 21
janba 1102x22
ja^ ibx nnx m 23
]pb nox xynm 24
jy xsnnb iyi33i 25
]toy m obiy 26
48
Read as nynbto.
49 Sukenik suggested 2 for the first letter but it looks more like a 3 (see also Lohse 1971: 144;
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997: 182).
50 Sukenik transcribed a final 1 but the letter appears to be more like a i if one compares it with the
the final i of iyi3321 on the following line. The context also speaks in favour of this reading (see
also Dupont-Sommer 1957: 70; Delcor 1962: 214; Lohse 1971: 146; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar
1997: 182).
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arm xba man tod y[ ">]b nmtxn 27
rran innsm -nis? ubo "om&o ■|oi3D[ j^oa man □'my 28
•»nxD nnx ■>□ d^iu ny o^sb -6 [ ]n binn rronx 29
■porn TrnVi -heidi ■'by nnbna ^nxf ] amm mny-p 30
nnnBttfD bntcn b nnysin -myam [ promx prnim "bv 31
[ ] ovn nyi mytt/ytsn naemp rrnm mnnno paa nnxm 32
■nynn oyi -^sn nam1?® -inK/m tii[ ] as? nnpia nnmm 33
x-o mbnbnn nnx nn-'ty nyi ->3 nnustynn mopm] pom nrpbo mi 34
bnm nnnnx pan] bin1? nx nnx 13 mnnTy nyby ■'oxi myn-1 xb ^nx 35
nap]E?yn bmb bnbnn p">nn pixm nbiy by nannon arrby 36
5. I [give you thanks, O Lord],
[for you have] set me in the fountain of streams in a dry land,
and a spring ofwaters in a parched land,
6. and irrigation of (6) garden.
[ ] a plantation of cypress and elm with box-tree together for your glory.
7. Trees of (7) life at the spring ofmystery,
hidden in the midst of all the trees ofwaters
and they shall make a shoot grow to eternal plantation,
8. taking root before they sprout,
and their roots stretch out to the stre[am],
and its stump opens to the living waters,
9. and it becomes an eternal fountain,
and on the sprouting of its foliage graze all [the animals] of the forest,
10. and its stump is a trampling-place for all those who pass over (10) the path,
and its foliage for all winged birds,
and all the t[rees] ofwaters tower over it,
for in their planting they grow tall
11. although they do not stretch (their) root to the stream.
And he who makes the ho[ly] shoot grow into a plantation of truth,
12. hidden, not (12) esteemed, and that the seal of its mystery shall not be known, vacat
And y[ou, O G]od, have hedged in its fruit with the mystery of mighty warriors
13. and spirits of holiness and the blazing flame of fire will not y[ fo]untain of life,
14. and with everlasting trees (14) it will not drink waters of holiness,
its fruit does not flourish with [ ]' the clouds,
for it sees, without recognizing
15. and it reckons without putting faith in the fountain of life,
and it givesy[ ]...h eternal
But I have become the [moc]kery of overflowing streams,
16. for they have cast up their mire over me. vacat
17. And you, my God, you have put in my mouth
as showers of early rain for all [ ]
and a spring of living waters
and the he[aven] will not deceive about opening up,
18. they do not depart but become an overflowing torrent'[ ] waters
and to seas without h[ ].
19. Suddenly they spring forth from the hiding places in secret,
[ ] and they shall become /[ ]
20. green and dry, the deep for every animal
and '[ ] lead in mighty waters
21. [ ] fire and they are dried up,
And a plantation of fruit [ ]r eternal, to a glorious Eden and pr[ ].
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22. And by my hand you have opened their spring with channelsf \m,
to turn against the established line
23. and a plantation of (23) their trees to the plumbline of the sun /'[ ]nw to a glorious bough.
When I stretch (my) hand to dig out its channels,
24. its roots strike into the flintstone
and their stump [ ] into the earth
25. and in the time of heat it retains (25) (its) strength
and when I withdraw (my) hand,
it becomes like k 'r[ ],
its stump like nettles in a salty ground
26. and its channels (26) shall cause thorn and thistles to grow,
into a thorn thicket and a thorn-bushes [ ]sptw,
they are turned as stinking trees
27. before (27) the heat its foliage withers
and it does not open itself with m[ ],
a dwelling place is with the sick,
and m[ ]' /[ ]
28. with plagues.
And I am like a forsaken man b[ ],
there is no refuge for me;
29. for my [plague breaks] forth (29) to bitterness
and an incurable pain without restraint,
[ ]mh over me as those who descend to Sheol,
30. and among (30) the dead my spirit searches,
for they reach to the pit h[ ]
31. my soul languishes day and night (31) without rest,
and it breaks forth as a burning fire shut b[ ]
unto the seas the flame consumes,
32. making an end of strength by periods,
and destroying flesh until the appointed times.
Breakers rush [against me]
33. And my soul is cast down within me to destruction,
for my strength ceases from my body,
and my heart pours out like water,
34. and my flesh dissolves like wax,
and the strength ofmy loins is turned into dismay
and my arm is broken from its joint,
[ ]n to lift my hand,
35. [ ](y is caught in shackles,
and my knee gives way like water,
and it is not possible to take a step
and there is no step to the sound ofmy feet,
36. [ ~\tqw with fetters of stumbling-block
and my tongue you have made strong in [my] mouth without being restrained,
and it is not possible to [ ]
37. voice [ ]n my instruction [ ]
to give life to the spirit of those who stumble,
and to support the weary with a word.
38. Silent are all the lips of (38) [ ]
with fetters of judgement L.lby pwt[ ] 'w in bitterness lbb...rym dominion
39. [ \lym w'[ ]s the world [
40. [ ] they have been made dumb as nought
41. [ ] man /'[
Column 17
1- [ I 'P[
2. [ ]'[ ] slumber at night [
3. [ ] without compassion.
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In anger it arouses jealousy,
4. and to destruction [ ] (4) breakers of death
and Sheol is upon the couch ofmy bed,
in lament you lift [ ] in voice of groaning;
5. my eyes are like a moth51 in a kiln
and my tears like torrents ofwater,
my eyes fail to rest,
6. [ ] stands (6) a distance from me
and my life is on one side.
And as for me, from devastation to desolation,
and from pain to plague,
7. and from pangs (7) to breakers,
my soul meditates upon your wonders,
and you have not rejected me in your lovingkindness,
8. [from] time (8) to time my soul re[jo]ices in the abundance of your compassion,
and I will give a reply to those who engulfme,
9. and a reproof to those who are casting me down.
And I condemn my own judgement,
but your judgement I declare righteous,
10. for I know (10) your truth.
And I have chosen my judgement
and in my affliction I have found pleasure
for I wait for your mercy.
11. And you have given (11) a plea for favour in the mouth of your servant,
and you have not rebuked my life,
and my well-being you have not spurned
12. and you have not forsaken (12) my hope
but in the face of affliction you have made my spirit stand.
For you have established my spirit
and you know my thought
13. and in my distress you have comforted me,
and I delight in forgiveness,
and I repent over past transgression,
14. and I know th[at] there is hope in your [me]rcy,
and expectation in the abundance of your strength.
15. For none is justified (15) in your ju[dge]ment and not y[ ]rybkh,
one man is more righteous than another man,
and a man wiser than [ ],
16. and flesh is more honoured than one formed [of clay],
and one spirit more stronger than the other,
and kgb[ ]
17. there is none (17) in power,
and for your glory there is none [ ],
for your wisdom there is no measure,
and not [ ]
18. and for everyone who has been forsaken from it [ ]
51 Habermann (1960: 124) prefers to read |t£7S73 (see also Bardtke 1956b: 718; Mansoor 1961:
158; Delcor 1962: 212). Thorion-Vardi (1983: 429-30), applying the phenomenon of parallelismus
membrorum, suggests to read E7XO for and translates "My eyes (are) like fire in a furnace and
my tears like water streams". Arguing against Thorion-Vardi's translation, Nebe (1985: 115-8) takes
K7S7 as having the meaning "Finsternis" on the basis of Ps 6:8 and 1QH 13:34-36, rendering "mein
Auge ist wie Dunkelheit in einem (oder: durch einen) Schmelzofen." Puech (1993: 343) follows
Thorion-Vardi's translation. Without any emendation, 1SS73 is here taken as D + E75J.
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But I, in you, hs[ ]
19. my place of standing and not h[ ]sy[ ]
20. and as one who has devised against me /[ ]
and when for shame of face kw[ ]
21. for me and you br[ \tgbr my enemy against me to stumbling-block /| ]
22. men ofmlhm[ \st faces and insult for those who slander me. vacat
23. For you, my God, lm[ ]
you contend my case.
For with the mystery of your wisdom you rebuke me
24. and you have concealed the truth lq[ ] its appointed time
and your reproof has become to me joy and gladness,
25. and my plague to healing '[ ]nsh
and the contempt ofmy enemy to a glorious ornament for me,
and my stumbling to eternal strength.
26. For bs[ ]
and by your glory my light shines forth,
27. for light out of darkness (27) you have caused to shine for [me ]s my blow,
and for my stumbling a wonderful strength,
28. and an eternal [expanse] (28) in the distress of npl[ ],
my refuge, my sure defense, the rock of my strength and my fortress.
29. In you (29) I seek refuge from all m[ ] to deliverance for me forever, vacat
30. For you, since my father, (30) have known me,
and from the womb [ ] my mother you have dealt bountifully toward me,
and from the breast of the one who conceived me
31. your compassion has been (31) upon me,
and in the bosom ofmy guardian [ ]
and from my youth you have revealed yourself to me in the insight of your righteousness,
32. and with certain truth you have sustained me.
and by the spirit of your holiness you have made me glad
and until this day [ ]
33. and the reproof of your righteousness is with [ ]wty
and your complete protection for the deliverance ofmy soul,
34. and with my step is (34) the abundance of forgiveness
and the abundance of [com]passion when you judge me,
and until old age you sustain me
35. for (35) my father did not know me
and my mother has abandoned me to you,
for you are a father to all [the sons of] your truth
36. and you rejoice (36) over them like a mother over her child,
and like a guardian you sustain all your creatures in (your) bosom.
4.7.2 Structure and Content
As to whether 16:5-17:36 is one long hymn, scholars are not unanimous. While
52
most scholars consider it as a single block of material, others take columns 16 and
17 as two compositions.53 The bottom margin of column 16 and the top margin of
column 17 are poorly preserved and it is possible that the introduction to the hymn in
52
Carmignac (1961: 236-47), Douglas (1998: 153-34), Holm-Nielsen (1960a: 169-70), Morawe
(1961: 123), Puech (1993: 339), Tanzer (1986: 116-7), Wallenstein (1957a).
53 Becker (1963: 52), Dupont-Sommer (1957: 62-73), Jeremias (1963: 249-261), Kuhn (1966: 23),
Licht (1957: 131), Schulz (1974: 27).
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column 17 might have been lost in 16:39-17:2, where the lacunae are large enough
for an opening formula. It has also been suggested that columns 16 and 17 are
different in content. Column 16 primarily focuses on the image of plantation
whereas column 17 gives a portrayal of the author's misery.
There is some literary evidence in support of the unity of 16:5-17:36. One should
not overlook the shift in theme already taken place at the beginning of 16:28, in
which the author starts to describe his own misery. There are a number of key words
that would link these two columns together. The word ma "affliction"occurs twice
in 16:28 and again in 17:6, 10, 12, 25. The word C""QC£?0 "breakers" appears in
16:32 and then in 17:4, 7. Similarly, b"iXK7 "Sheol" occurs in 16:29 and again in
17:4. On literary grounds there is nothing to prevent column 17 continuing column
16.
There are two good structural markers in this hymn. One fairly obvious marker is
the use of vacats to end a unit and introduce a new one. For instance, at line 16:16,
the line is completed some distance before the left-hand margin. It seems logical to
assume that a new unit begins at 16:17. Another structural device is the use of
independent pronouns which occur frequently in the hymn and are set off by spacing.
The structure of the hymn is as follows:
A. 5-6d: Introduction and grounds for thanksgiving.
B. 6e-16: Plantation Imagery - Trees, Shoot, Stem.
C. 17-28a: Plantation Imagery - Rain,Gardener, beginning with "'bx nnxi
D. 28b-17:6a: Description of the author's distress beginning with rrrtxi
E. 17:6b-18a: Description of the author's trust in God beginning with "0X1
F. 17:18b-29b: Description of the author's victory over his enemies beginning
with •'3X1.
G. 17:29c-36: God's gracious dealing with the author beginning with nnx "O.
The first major section consists of a number of images and key words: CO
'waters' (11. 5, 7, 8, 10, 14), S7DD/ns7DQ 'plantation' (11. 6, 7, 10, 11), ps; 'tree' (11. 6,
7, 10, 13), en 'life' (11. 7, 8, 13, 15), mpo 'fountain' (11. 5, 9, 15), -osa 'shoot' (11. 7,
9, 11), mo 'sprouting' (11. 7, 8, 11), S7T3 'stem' (11. 8, 9), "no 'fruit' (11. 12, 14). Very
striking is the use of different words for the source ofwaters: ~npQ, COD, "p^o, "?C\
Jeremias is certainly right in pointing out that "source" and "planting" are the key
concepts in this hymn.54
A new section begins at 16:17 and is marked off by the paragraph spacing and the
phrase "6x nnxi. This section continues to use the water imagery and links to the
54
See Jeremias (1963: 256).
Ill
preceding section by repeating the following key terms: CTO (11. 17, 18, 20), (11.
21, 22), (11. 23, 26), ~npD (22), I7T2 (11. 23, 25), "HS (21). It also describes the
water as CP"1!! era S7"QO 'a spring of living water,' echoing the expression era iraD
in the introduction. Similarly, the phrase piBDUff nma "overflowing streams" in
16:15d-16a is echoed in 16:18b, pmp bnib "an overflowing torrent." The motif of
hiddenness appears at line 19, where it says "Suddenly those hidden in secret
(-inon C2X3TID) will spring forth", recalling the same motif in 16:7, "the mystery
hidden (DTiOTra) in the midst of all the trees of waters" and 16:11, "he who makes
the holy shoot grow into a plantation of truth, hidden hmo)."
From line 28 onwards, the plantation imagery is no longer used and the portrayal
of the author's suffering comes to the fore. This shift in theme gives an indication of
a new unit. It is possible that an independent pronoun "OX may have lost in the
lacuna on line 27.55 If this is the case, the new section would begin at the middle of
line 27. This section is characterised by the use of bodily language such as heart,
flesh, knee, arm, tongue, eye, etc.
Section E begins with "OX at 17:6. In stark contrast to the previous section, this
one strikes a note of rejoicing because the author knows that God has not forsaken
him. The author has placed his trust in God even in the midst of distress and misery.
This section contains a soteriological confession introduced by the formula "O
nP"iX"i at line 14, where the author describes the incomparable knowledge of God.
With another "OX, section F shifts the focus to the author and his relationship with
the enemies. A completely different set of vocabulary is used: "n2J "my enemy,"
biPDQ "stumbling," nenn "shame," nobp "insult," rn "contempt." Interestingly, the
final section introduces another new set of vocabulary: 3X "father," DX "mother,"
pTi "bosom," ]D1X "guardian," blS7 "child," b"Q "sustain." It is to be noted that none
of these terms is used in the preceding sections.
4.7.3 Literary Affinity
Besides its close affinity with 11:20-37 and 13:22-15:8, this hymn has a number
of correspondences with 11:1-19.
16:20 rpn brab n'pira
the deep for every animal
11:15 mbiras DTfrap mb or-ranm
and for them their wise men are like sailors in the deeps
17:4 itcntf rais*1 bv 'nNEn ma mara
breakers of death and Sheol is upon the couch ofmy bed
55 Cf. Douglas (1998: 145), Licht (1957: 138), Mansoor (1961: 156), Wallenstein (1957a: 4).
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11:9 mo •'-QPD ID D'PD 1X0 xm
for children have come to the waves of death
11:10 "lor mbon mojnDCTQD X">D
for in the waves of death she gives birth to a male
17:30-31 -porn Tn-nn "mom
and from the breast of the one who conceived me
your compassion has been upon me
11:12 grrrnnb msbai
and terror to those conceiving them.
17:6-7 □■nDK7DL? EpbonPI DTD1? 31XD001 HX1E70S ilXttfP "PXt
and as for me, from devastation to desolation, and from pain to plague, and
from pang to breakers
11:10 rpboriD man -pa rrnm
and she that is pregnant with the man suffers anguish in her pangs
Finally, 16:5-17:36 shows a few shared lexical units with 15:9-28.
16:37 ... 2dbp *?1d abx3
Silent are all the lips of...
15:14-15 "lpE7 "'hBE ilJabxn "O
for silent are the lips of falsehood
17:10 romon1? Tibm m
for I wait for your mercy
15:21 ^TPX ilDTDn
your mercy I await
17:31 2TDD1X pTlDI
and in the bosom ofmy guardian
17:36 ndp]t£7dq bld^ 'pd'odn p^nd 7d1xd1
and like a guardian you sustain all your creatures in (your) bosom
15:24 nam ■'twxb |pixdi
and as a guardian to the men of portent
15:24-25 TPD1X pmD btblD S7E7DK7DT
and as a child delighting in the bosom of its guardian
4.8 Conclusion
Among the hymns in this group, 13:22-15:8 is the one that has numerous lexical
similarities with all the other hymns. The lexical units these hymns have in common
are quite different from those found in the other group. In these hymns the enemies
of the author disappear and are no longer in the picture. A new set of terms and
phrases are used, referring not to persons but to things, such as ship, city, plant, etc.
Prominent among these hymns is the distress motif. All lexical and syntactic units
shared by and distinctive to these hymns are summarized in the following table.
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nnB -"an bia 17 27
bix 14 31,36
Bin 11 14:32






isjb 18 14:27, 34
mna 19 14:31
nbn 19 14:30
ban 10 13:32 17:6
1117 28 16:32
bra 30, 32, 33 16:18
17:5
nb + Ba-1 30 16:20
Brabn 32 16:24
mpD b1 xra nynxi 21 17:14
Ban + Bra 33 16:16








xia1 ba 14:31,38 11:40





nya + bx 14:21 16:31
my 14:32 17:3
PDB 14:38 16:16, 18




nxBD + nxB 13:32 17:6
nyan 13:36 17:5
PT 13:39 16:36,38
□biy nwaa + na: 14:18 16:7
nra 14:19 16:15
nbpBa 14:29 16:23
rap + naB 15:5 16:34
ma annb 13:30 16:32
□biy rape 14:20-1 16:9
Dia 14:24, 30 15 10
yiT + ina 14:30 15 12
npB 13:29 15 15
naiBJ nam 14:28 15 11
bix + mroaa 15:8 15 12
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men manba 14:32 15:10
b-11 + 23 15:37
Dinbu: 29 15:37
ki» msi 14:8 15:37
p-TT 15:24 17:31,36 15:39
cram pan 14:12 17:8, 34 15:38
nbiisa 15 16:20
mo maoa 9, 10 17:4
rnn 12 17:30
natc + obx 15:14 16:37
bm + ion 15:21 17:10
pix 15:24, 25 17:31,36
ba 14:24, 30
14:31,38
15:10 16:13, 14 11:40
A few comments are appropriate here. The fragmentary nature of the text in
11:38-12:5 and 15:37-16:4 makes it quite difficult to draw any definite conclusion as
to how close these two hymns are to the other five hymns of Group II. Suffice it to
say that they show a small number of similarities with 13:22-15:8 and 16:5-17:36.
In addition to the lexical units mentioned in the table, these hymns make use of a
number of terms so characteristic of the "Community Hymns", "px, occurring 67
times in the Hodayot, is found in four of the hymns here: 4 times in 11:20-37; 18
times in 13:22-15:8; 4 times in 15:9-28; 11 times in 16:5-17:36. Likewise, the
preposition DS7 occurs 63 times in the Hodayot and is found 6 times in 11:20-37 and
9 times each in 13:22-15:8 and 16:5-17:36. ably, occurring 55 times in the Hodayot
but never appears in Group I, is found in six of the hymns here: 2 times in 11:1-19; 4
times in 11:20-37; once in 11:38-12:5; 5 times in 13:22-15:8; 2 times in 15:9-28; 8
times in 16:5-17:36. -©a occurs 23 times in the Hodayot, 18 of which appear
outside of columns 10-17. It is found once in 15:9-28 and three times in 16:5-17:36.
Similarly, orbtt occurs 9 times in the Hodayot and is found once in 15:9-28 and
twice in 16:5-17:36. ~ISX7, occurring 29 times in the Hodayot but never in Group I, is
found once each in 11:1-19 and 11:20-37 and twice in 13:22-15:8. inn occurs 10
times in the Hodayot and is found twice in 11:20-37. Finally, "ISO occurs 16 times in
the Hodayot and is found once in 11:20-37 and 13:22-15:8.
As mentioned before, the correction made on the introductory formula would
suggest that 13:22-15:8, as far as the second scribe is concerned, is less of a "Teacher
Hymn." 13:22-15:8 does contain lexical and stylistic features characteristic of the
"Community Hymns;" nonetheless, one cannot so neatly separate this long hymn
into sections and identify a section as having materials adapted from "Community
Hymns." It would appear that the numerous lexical elements 13:22-15:8 shares with
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the other hymns are clustered around 13:30-14:8 and 14:25-15:8. These are the
sections where the distress of the author is vividly portrayed. This is also the case
with 16:5-17:36. The distress motif takes place towards the end of column 16, and
surprisingly, this is where the shared lexical units surface. Furthermore, the hymns
of Group II, with the exception of 15:9-28 and the two fragmentary hymns, contain
strong apocalyptic imagery which emphasizes the destruction of the wicked and the
reward for the righteous.56 It is quite true that earthly suffering will make one look
for heavenly hope. Notable among the hymns of Group II is that the distress motif
and the apocalyptic imagery are closely tied together. These two features clearly
stand out in Group II and make it distinguished from the hymns ofGroup I.
That Group I shows a lack of use of these lexical elements should not go
unmentioned. Is it then a coincident that these lexical units are found in Group II?
On the one hand, it gives further evidence that the hymns of Group II are closely tied
together as they share to a certain extent a few common stylistic features; on the
other, it raises the question as to how close the hymns of Group II are to Group I.
56 The eschatological material in Group II may be designated "apocalyptic eschatology". Collin's
observation (1992a: 281) is elucidating at this point: "Common to both [prophetic eschatology and
apocalyptic eschatology] is the belief that, in accordance with divine plan, the adverse conditions of
the present world would end in judgment of the wicked and vindication of the righteous, thereby
ushering in a new era of prosperity and peace."
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE REDACTIONAL SHAPE OF 1QH 10-17:36
As shown in Chapters 3 and 4, 1QH 10-17:36 can be further classified into two
major groups, each with its own distinctive traits of vocabulary, style, and content.
Group I consists of 10:1-21, 10:22-32, 10:33-41, 12:6-13:6, and 13:7-21 while Group
II comprises 11:1-19, 11:20-37, 11:38-12:5, 13:22-15:8, 15:9-28, 15:37-16:4, and
16:5-17:36. Although Group I and II employ different sets of lexical units, these are
not mutually exclusive. The hymns do have a number of points in common. Before
discussing the redactional shape of the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36, the relationship
of Group I to Group II must be explored. The following will outline any linguistic
parallels each of the hymns ofGroup I has to the hymns ofGroup II.
5.1 Relationship between Group I and II
5.1.1 1QH 10:1-21
10:1-21 has a few lexical similarities with 11:1-19. These two hymns make use
of the following theme words: ba, p^a, "pan, bp, t£?ai.
10:14 Di-pba pa-inn ow ibapnan mm pannn d^bi nbnp •'bar
and the assembly of the wicked rages against me,
and they roar like the storms of the seas when their waves rush forth
10:18 cp3-i □•'D pan bpn aarp ">bv rpa-i
[m]en of deceit roar against me like the sound of the din ofmany waters.
11:14 •pan bpn ppnp aanr
era jiana p^nsana era-1 •htpd nsaa -opti
and the clouds roar with a roaring sound
and those who dwell on the dust are like those going down to the seas,
terrified by the roar of the waters.
11:16-17 ppannnm pbp jiann era ■nnpai p^ba Dvib ipfa-inr]
[and] they [rush for]th to lift up waves and breakers of waters with the
roaring of their noise, and when they rush forth
It is worth mentioning that the verb Pan is distinctive to these two hymns,
occurring only three times in the Hodayot, twice in 10:1-21 and once in 11:1-19.
Most important is the fact that their shared lexical units are all clustered in the
sections where the imagery of chaotic water is used. There is however a marked
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difference between the two. The chaotic water imagery is used to describe the attack
of the enemies in 10:1-21 while in 11:1-19 the imagery is likely to do with the
eschatological judgement of the wicked.
10:1-21 has a close linguistic affinity with 11:20-37. The use of tcnn and E?an
with the verbal form IDiTO is found in these two hymns:
10:14-15 ibmr mui pb~i Dmbn e?mra ma-1 ibupma lorn
and they roar like the storms of the seas
when their waves rush forth,
mire and mud they cast up
11:33 pan np-m para mnn -opto mnn
and the devices of the deep roar with the din of those casting out mud
A linguistic parallel can be drawn between 10:1-21 and 13:22-15:8. It is also
found in their use of the terminology of the chaotic water imagery. In 10:14 the
author says, "and they roar like the storms of the seas when their waves rush forth"
(□mba pmra ma-1 ->b-iE7n3B Tarn). The same idea appears in 14:26, "their waves
and all their breakers have roared against me" (inn by arp-nPD bum pmba).
10:1-21 and 15:9-28, drawing on the language of Pr 16:1, both employ the
expression pcc?b nayn "reply of the tongue" (10:9; 15:14, 16). There is a linguistic
and thematic correspondence between 10:1-21 and 16:5-17:36. In 10:14d-15 it says,
"mire and mud they cast up" (HEnna*1 mm Pan). A similar use of pan and pna is
found in 16:16, "for they have cast up their mire over me" (DPBn ■'bp ipna *o). In
short, 10:1-21 has a few parallels to Group II, primarily in the section where the
chaotic water imagery is used.
5.1.2 1QH 10:22-32
10:22-32 and 11:1-19 share a lexical unit distinctive to them. The word nyax
"viper, wickedness" occurs 4 times in the Hodayot and is found only in these two
hymns (10:30; 11:13, 18, 19). Again, the chaotic water imagery is used in the
hymns:
10:29a, 30b pmba pamnnp ... pbap pxp crm ma panai
and like the roar ofmany waters is the din of their voice ...
when their waves splash up
11:14 pan bipa mpnp tarn
majpana crnraa ca' ■nn-pp nay "apm
and the clouds roar with a roaring sound
and those who dwell on the dust are like those going down to the seas,
terrified by the roar of the waters.
11:16-17 ppmnnrn abip pana ma ■nnc£7Bi □"'ba mnb 7C7[n-in-'-i]
[and] they [rush for]th to lift up waves and breakers with the roaring of
their noise, and when they rush forth
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10:22-32 and 11:20-37 have three lexical units distinctive to them: Dirt"? (10:28;
11:31), ypoa (10:29; 11:33), "im (10:31; 11:21).' The firing of arrows, a motif
occurred in 11:1-19 and 11:20-37, is also found in 10:28. Notable is the striking
parallel between 10:28 and 11:28, 30:
10:28 mora nbaix pxa man annbt xd-id p^b moan insm
and arrows have burst forth without cure
and a flaming spear with fire which consumes trees
11:28 mpn pah lis*1! apn pxb nnp 2^n baa pDiynna
when all the arrows of the pit fly forth without returning
and they burst forth without hope
11:30 py bia onnb omaxap baaa nbmx pto
like fire consuming all their watering places, to destroy every tree
10:22-32 has two close linguistic affinities with 13:22-15:8. In 10:28, the author
uses the expression "weapons of war" (manba "'ba), which is also found in 14:31
and 14:34. Their contexts, however, are slightly different. The expression is used to
portray the fierce attack of the enemies in 10:28 whereas in 14:31 and 14:34 it is
placed in the context where the eschatological warfare is described. Another close
parallel between these two hymns is the use of "pan and pxp. The collocation of
these two words is found only in these two hymns.
10:29 abap pxtp man ma panai
and like the roar ofmany waters is the din of their voice
14:10 ma[baja fixe? bya ay pan by nanaxa
and I will take comfort above the roar of the people
and above the din of [kingjdoms.
The most notable affinity between 10:22-32 and 13:22-15:8 is the prominent use
of independent pronouns: ">3X (10:27, 30; 13:24, 15:4) and nan (10:24, 25; 13:28,
14:22). 13:22-15:8 has a feature characteristic of Group I, that is, the use of nan in
describing the author's enemies. In 13:28, the author says, "and as for them, they
devise destruction in their heart, [and the words of Bejlial have opened a lying
tongue" (nptc? ppb inns bmbpa nan] lancm nab man nam). Another
occurrence is in 14:22, where it says "And they, the ones who were pledged to my
witness, have been seduced" (mis mimyn "Haosa nam). In sum, 10:22-32 has
close correspondences to Group II in the section where the military motif and the
chaotic water imagery are used.
5.1.3 1QH 10:33-41
Using biblical terminology, 10:33-41 and 11:20-37 have the phrase jTnx E?sa
1
mt£TD may be the word towards the end of 15:28 but it is uncertain.
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"the soul of the poor" (10:34; 11:26). A significant correspondence can be drawn
between 10:33-41 and 15:9-28. In 10:37-38 the author says, "with their taunt you
have not made me dismayed, so as to abandon your service for fear of destructions"
(rmn insa ron-rny Dm;5? •omnnn xb ams-nm). A similar statement is found
in 15:10-11 where it says, "and in all their destructions you have [not] made me
dismayed at your covenant" (nomiDQ nnniin xb amin blDDl).
5.1.4 1QH 12:6-13:6
A significant correspondence between 12:6-13:6 and 11:1-19 is ID nmmxn
"you have enlightened my face" (12:6; 11:4). 12:6-13:6 has three lexical similarities
with 11:20-37. CPnbya "dissemblers," occurring only three times in the Hodayot, is
found in 12:14 and 11:29. The same word is used in 15:37. Another correspondence
between these two hymns is the word D^XD^n "scoundrels", which occurs only in
12:26, 36 and 11:26, 27, and is unattested in other DSS. A further linguistic
similarity is the use of the noun nniSD "nets," which is found only in these two
hymns, 12:13 and 11:27. The expression inn 12T "creature of clay" also appears in
the hymns, 12:30 and ll:24e-25a.
12:6-13:6 and 13:22-15:8 have two linguistic correspondences. The expression
roab ~[~n "the way of your heart" occurs five times in the Hodayot and is found
only in these two hymns (12:19, 22, 25; 14:10, 27). Another affinity between these
two hymns is the phrase |"pby bx "God Most High" (12:32; 14:36). This
stereotyped expression is rarely used in columns 10-17:36 but found in the
"Community Hymns." As will be shown later, 12:30b-13:6 does contain motifs and
language characteristic of the "Community Hymns." A significant correspondence
between these two hymns is the prominent use of independent pronouns: IX (12:23,
31,34,36; 13:24, 15:4) and non (12:7, 10, 14, 17; 13:28, 14:22).
12:6-13:6 has a striking parallel to 15:9-28. In 12:23, the author claims, "I stand
upright and rise against those who despise me" CaxJD bs7 nmpxt nmrnx). The
same idea occurs in 15:25, where the author says, "and you have exalted my horn
above all those who despise me" P'SXJa b"D by "0~ip Dim). Another
correspondence between these two hymns is the use of independent pronouns: IX
(12:23, 31, 34, 36; 15:21) and nnx (12:13, 19; 15:13, 16, 19, 28).
There are two significant correspondences between 12:6-13:6 and 16:5-17:36.
Remarkable is their use of independent pronouns: IX (12:23, 31, 34, 36; 17:6, 18)
and nnx (12:13, 19; 16:17, 24, 30). Signficant parallels can be drawn between
12:34-35 and 16:33-35:
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12:34-35 11133 PUP DTO •'313 13*31 C7X 123 33113 -13313 DPI
And my heart has dissolved like wax before the fire,
and my knees have gone like water rushing down the slope.
16:33-34 "HE?3 33113 DPI 23^3 D^DD 1331
And my heart pours out like water and my flesh dissolves like wax
16:35 1313 CPP3 13*31
And my knees give way like water
These two sections describe the suffering and distress of the author. Although
they employ the same set of vocabulary, there is a subtle difference between them.
In 1QH 10-17:36, the 3 phrase is rarely placed between the verb and the subject.
The following pattern is often found: verb + subject + 3 + noun. It is only in 16:33-
35 that the pattern, verb + 3 + noun + subject, is used. This makes it less likely that
there is a direct copying or deliberate imitation here. Such a close correspondence
would suggest that a literary relationship exists between 12:34-35 and 16:33-35 or
they might have been the work of the same author. It is also possible that the authors
of these two sections might have made use of secondary sources.
5.1.5 1QH 13:7-21
13:7-21 shares a number of lexical and thematic similarities with 13:22-15:8. The
word 1PP1 "calm, stillness" is distinctive to these two hymns. In 13:20, the author
believes that God "will turn a tempest to stillness" (1331*3 11370 3201). But in his
distress, the author says in 14:26, "a whirlwind [without] calm to revive the soul
(DD3 3131*3 1PP1[ ]K*3] □"'"'S71S7 ill). A significant parallel is found in their
description of the enemies. In 13:12, the author says, "the venom of vipers is all
their plan to seize" (qinr6 DniPTP *313 Dim ipi). In 13:29, the attack of the
enemies is described "as the venom of vipers" (Dim 1313). The author also uses
the verbal form ^111*3 further down the line (13:29d). Another linguistic
correspondence can be found in 13:13 where the author claims, "your Torah you
have hidden in [me]" f[">]3 1131 1311111). The same idea occurs in 13:27, where
it says, "and concerning the mystery you have hidden in me" ("a 1131 T131).
Finally, 13:7-21 has a striking parallel to 15:9-28 and 16:5-17:36. The use of the
independent pronoun lix is prominent among these hymns (13:13, 15,20; 15:13, 16,
19, 28; 16:17, 24,30).
5.1.6 Summary
There are a few lexical and thematic links between Group I and II. The majority
of the lexical units shared by these two groups are clustered around the sections
where the military motif or the chaotic water imagery is used. In a few cases their
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similarities are found in the description of the enemies. The following matrix








































Among the hymns of Group I, 12:6-13:6 is the one that shows some significant
parallels to Group II. 13:22-15:8 is the hymn of Group II that exhibits a number of
similarities with Group I. Worth noting is the fact that Group II, besides its lexical
dissimilarities from Group I, shows a number of features characteristic of the
"Community Hymns," something that Group I does not offer. Even more, Group I as
a whole is significantly different from Group II in terms of theme. Thematically, the
hymns ofGroup I are pure and simple in that they focus primarily on the enemies of
the author. In point of fact, this theme usually pervades throughout the entire hymn.
On the contrary, the hymns of Group II are much more complex and usually contain
more than one theme. They are too complicated to the extent that one might suspect
there are secondary sources used in the hymns. This would point to the enticing
possibility that these hymns might have been the work of later redactors. Habel's
observation on the use of secondary sources is helpful at elucidating this point: "The
presence of a second literary hand is sometimes evident in a distinctive way of
thinking or theological stance. Where a definite change in theological approach is
accompanied by other indications of a different literary hand the likelihood of a




possible the redactional shape of 1QH 10-17:36.
5.2 Possible Use ofLiterary Sources in 1QH 10-17:36
The first scholar to question the literary unity of each of the Hodayot is Sarah
Tanzer. Tanzer discerns that the motifs and vocabulary characteristic of the
"Community Hymns" are present in some of the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36. She
designates the hymns with features of both the "Community Hymns" and the
"Teacher Hymns" as "hybrids." In her analysis she has identified eight "hybrids":
10:5-21, 11:6-19, 11:20-37, 12:6-13:6, 13:22-15:8, 15:29-36, 15:37-16:4, 16:5-
^ ...
17:36. She proposes that a later editor has adapted material from the "Community
Hymns" into the "Teacher Hymns."4 Tanzer's suggestion is just one possible
explanation for this literary phenomena. Another possibility is that the phenomena
can be attributed to later authorship. Later author(s), having been influenced by both
the "Community Hymns" and the "Teacher Hymns," wrote the "hybrids." It is also
probable that the same author wrote both the "Community Hymns" and the "Teacher
Hymns," thus responsible for the mixture of styles in the "hybrids." Whether
secondary sources have been used must then be decided on the basis of the
examination of each of the Hodayot.
Tanzer's "hybrids" all fall within 1QH 10-17:36. Of the eight "hybrids," two are
in our Group I and five in Group II. A few words must be said about Tanzer's
inclusion of 15:29-36 and 15:37-16:4 as "hybrids." Tanzer takes 15:29-36 as a
"hybrid" because the hymn opens with "O "onx romx, the introductory formula
characteristic of the other "Teacher Hymns." Whether one may take 15:29-36 as a
"hybrid" simply on the basis of its introductory formula is questionable. In her
analysis of 13:22-15:8, Tanzer considers the hymn to be a "hybrid" because of the
section of "soteriological confessions" in 14:9-22. 5 Interestingly, she never
questions the introductory formula of the hymn, which is "o ■ona nnx -p-o rather
than "O "onx ronx. In point of fact, there is not enough evidence to associate
15:29-36 with the other "Teacher Hymns." As already shown in Chapter 3, the
statistics speak in favour of placing 15:29-36 along with the other "Community
Hymns." Tanzer considers 15:37-16:4 to be a "hybrid" on the basis of Stegemann's
reconstruction. However, the hymn is so fragmentary that one cannot determine
with much certainty whether or not it is a "hybrid."
3 Cf. Tanzer (1986: 135).
4
Tanzer (1986: 138).
5 Cf. Tanzer (1986: 111).
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5.2.1 1QH 10:1-21
According to Tanzer, 10:1-21 includes a block of material adapted from the
"Community Hymns," as she writes: "In the example of 2:3-19 [10:5-21], the
material adapted from the Hymns of the Community is found in the third stanza,
which does not follow the same dualistic pattern which was noted in the first two
stanzas. Although the literary seams are not readily apparent, in terms of its
linguistic features 2:14b-l9 [10:16b-21] reads like a Hymn of the Community."6
Tanzer does not provide any linguistic features of 10:16b-21 in support of her
argument that this particular section reads like a "Community Hymn."
There is some literary evidence arguing for the unity of the hymn. As already
shown in Chapter 3, section 10:16b-21 has features reminiscent of the preceding
sections, that is, 10: l-16a. The use of rpnso (11. 10, 12, 16, 17) is a good case in point.
The chaotic water imagery in describing the author's enemies is found in 10:14 as
well as in 10:18. The combination of |lK?b> and nsK? in 10:20-21 makes a perfect
echo to 10:9 where the phrase Tis© [b>T"i]yb> prcb ns7D is found. 12:8-17 has a
number of striking parallels to 10:16b-21 but Tanzer does not take this section as
having material adapted from the "Community Hymns." In sum, 10:16b-21 is
closely tied to 10:1-16a and also exhibits features characteristic of the hymns of
Group I. Tanzer's suggestion that 10:16b-21 contains material from the
"Community Hymns" is questionable. The unity of the hymn is still intact and 10:1-
21 does not appear to have made use of secondary sources.
5.2.2 1QH 11:1-19
Mention must be made of Tanzer's interpretation of this hymn because she
considers it to be a "hybrid" with 11:10b-l9 as secondary material from an
unidentified apocalyptic source.7 Tanzer observes that the hymn "presents a brief
thanksgiving framework that has been somewhat abruptly attached to a Bosch-like
vision of the damnation of wicked creatures (beginning in line 9 [= 11:10]). This
o
damnation of the wicked is presented to us in vivid cosmic imagery." The use of
cosmic imagery leads her to posit that "the author of the Hymns of the Teacher
composed only the beginning of this composition which has been connected with an
cosmic struggle scenario taken from elsewhere."9
6
Tanzer (1986: 111).
7 Tanzer (1986: 73-4).
8
Tanzer (1986: 74).
9 Tanzer (1986: 74).
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However, Tanzer's argument for the division of the hymn into two sources does
not account for the lexical and structural similarities shown within the hymn. She
has overlooked the repetitive use of theme words such as irnn and l3K?n throughout
the entire hymn as well as the similar use of ship imagery in ll:7dand 11:14a. More
importantly, the structure of the hymn speaks in favour of its unity:
A. Ship Imagery (7b-8a)
B. Woman in Travail (8b-13d)
A. Ship Imagery (13e-18)
B. Woman in Travail (19)
Section 7-13d opens with a short description of ship imagery and is followed by
a lengthy description of a woman in travail whereas section 13e-l9 begins with a
lengthy description of ship imagery and ends with a brief description of another
woman in travail. By means of this ABAB structure, sections 7-13d and 13e-19 are
closely tied together. If the hymn is composed of two sources, the author or the
redactor has skilfully sewn these sources together in order to give a sense of unity to
the hymn.
5.2.3 1QH 11:20-37
Like 11:1-19, Tanzer takes this hymn as a "hybrid" with material adapted from
the "Community Hymns" in 11:21 b-25a as well as from an unidentified apocalyptic
source in ll:25b-37.10 Undoubtedly, section 11:21-25 contains language and motifs
associated with the "Community Hymns." The phrase "creature of clay" (mm 12S">)
in 11:24-25 and the introductory formula of the soteriological confession iTOIK
"I know that" in 11:21 are features characteristic of the "Community Hymns."
Another good case in point is the use of rhetorical questions in 11:25. More
importantly, the section has a number of significant parallels to 19:3-14, and
particularly to 19:10-14, as depicted below:
11:22-23 cpttfnp Eos DS7 TQ17D3 nsTin'? 3i nninu nW3 mil
and the perverted spirit you have purified from great transgression,
that he might station himself in position with the host of the holy ones
19:10 STPBP nnirm IDTUS pobi
And for the sake of your glory you have cleansed man from transgression
19:13-14 is; X32 py rranDb 1P17Q3 nirnn'n [rDjro-ab nwj mini
and from perverted spirit to [your] understanding
and that he may station himself in position before you with an eternal
host
10 Tanzer (1986: 136-7). Kuhn (1966: 80ff) and Hubner (1971-72: 278-82) take 11:20-37 as a
"Commuity Hymn."
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Moreover, the phrase nm irP3 "in the community of rejoicing" occurs in 11:24
as well as in 19:14. If the restoration of 19:12 is correct, there is another parallel
between them. In 1 l:21d-22a, it says, "there is hope for those you have formed from
dust into an eternal council" (ably "nob "1S17Q nm^"1 mpD E7"1). Similarly,
the author in 19:12 says, "to raise up from dust the worms of the dead to an [eternal]
council" ([□bis?] "nob dtiq ntfbm "isyp D*nnb). All these lexical and syntactical
parallels point to a relation of literary dependence between 11:21-25 and 19:10-14.
Attention must be given to the eschatological nature of the judgement theme in
11:30-37. The use of cosmic imagery in judgement motifwithout any bearing on the
author's enemies makes this section significantly different from the other
eschatological discourses in 1QH 10-17:36. This distinctive feature would suggest
that this section might have come from another eschatological tradition. Besides,
this section employs a set of vocabulary different from the preceding sections, and
especially the section (i.e. ll:26b-29) which has significant affinity with the other
hymns of Group II. All these seems to be arguing against the unity of the hymn.
Three possible conclusions can be made here. First, it may be suggested that a later
redactor carefully and skilfully composed this hymn by incorporating material from
the "Community Hymns" and an eschatological tradition. Second, it is possible that
the author of Group II wrote the eschatological section but adapted material from the
"Community Hymns." This would imply that the text of Group II was later than the
"Community Hymns." Third, one cannot rule out the possibility that the author of
Group II wrote the entire hymn, including both the eschatological section and the
material characteristic of the "Community Hymns." The technique of inclusio and
the skilful use of repeated theme words in the hymn make the present writer hesitate
to go for the first conclusion while the striking parallels between 11:21-25 and 19:10-
14 make the third conclusion less likely. It is worth noting that Group II contains all
eschatological discourses in the Hodayot. All else being considered, the second
conclusion seems to be the most probable explanation.
5.2.4 1QH 12:6-13:6
Most scholars take 12:30b-13:6 as a secondary addition to 12:6-30a.'1 On the one
hand, there is some literary evidence arguing for the unity of 12:6-13:6. From the
outset, the author states his relationship with God through the covenant. This theme
" Becker (1963: 55), Kuhn (1966: 23), Schulz (1974: 17), Stegemann (1971: 189-90). Douglas
(1998: 1 10-12) recognises the secondary nature of 12:30a-13:6 but prefers to take it as an
interpolation. Tanzer (1986: 115) considers this hymn as a "hybrid" and suggests that 12:30b-13:6,
containing wisdom features such as rhetorical statements and reward for the righteous and retributions
awaiting the wicked, makes use of material adapted from the "Community Hymns."
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of God's covenant pervades throughout the entire hymn. The word ""[/riPrPIP "your
covenant" occurs three times in 12:6-30a (11. 6, 20, 25) and the same word is found
exactly three more times in 12:30b-l3:6 (11. 35, 36, 40). Similarly, the word ~[~i~i
"way" appears three times in 12:6-30a (11. 19, 22, 25) and again three times in
12:30b-13:6 (11. 32, 32, 33). Finally, nmpKi Timynn "I stood upright and rose
up" at 12:37 echoes noipKI milSTK at 12:23, and the word P^Kpbn "scoundrels,"
a term describing the enemies of the author, is used in 12:26 and 12:36.
On the other hand, 12:30b-13:6 does exhibit many linguistic features of the
"Community Hymns." The use of rhetorical questions is a good case in point, no
occurs four times in columns 10-17 but twenty nine times in the rest of the
Hodayot,12 The verb KIP "create" appears only once in 12:39 and its seven other
13
occurrences are found outside columns 10-17. The noun jiui "pleasure" occurs
twice in the hymn (12:34, 13:6) but fourteen times in the rest of the Hodayot.u The
phrase inn IT "a creature of clay" in 12:30 appears six other times outside columns
10-17.15 Remarkably, the following close correspondences between 12:30a-13:6
and the "Community Hymns" are found:
12:31 npira K7i3Kb Kib -o TS7T dki
And I know that to man does not belong righteousness
7:15 1K7P TO Kb ^313 T1S7T DMI
And I know by your insight, for it is not by a hand of flesh
7:25-26 pnnKP ]in bip mcr Kb Kip Tin"1 dki
And I know that no wealth is comparable with your truth.
13:6 pbip usign rampi
And in your ha[nd] is the judgement of them all
8:4 pblP PBtgP "|TP1
And in your hand is the judgement of them all
12:33-34 13121 DP biP by TOPII Pill
And the abundance of his compassion upon all the sons of his pleasure
19:9 1P3121 ip bipb nrnnii
And your compassion for all the sons of your pleasure
It has been suggested that 12:30b-41 contains material from an eschatological
tradition and has striking parallels to the Enochic text (1 Enoch 1-5) as well as to the
12 Cf. 1QH 5:20; 7:3, 24; 8:5; 9:23, 25x2, 26; 18:3, 5x2, 6, 7, 12; 19:3; 20:27, 28, 31, 32x2, 33;
21:6 (top); 21:12 (bottom); 22:15 (top); 22:10, 11 (bottom); 23:4, 7 (bottom); 26:10 (bottom)
13 Cf. 1QH 5:14, 17; 7:17, 20; 9:7, 13, 27.
14 Cf. 1QH 4:23, 6:10, 13; 7:18; 8:20; 9:8, 10, 15; 18:2, 6, 9; 19:9; 23:8; 24:9
15 Cf. 1QH 9:21; 19:3; 20:26, 32; 22:11; 23:12.
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Micah text (1:3-4).16 Significant correspondence can be drawn between 12:34-35
and Mic 1:4:
12:34-35 11103 D2131D CPP3 ■'Oil ID^I PX 23BQ 33113 i33b DDI
And my heart has dissolved like wax before the fire,
and my knees have gone like water rushing down the slope.
Mic i :4 irsnrp □"•porm T>nnn □•'inn iddji
iiiq3 gnaa d'dj pxi "opo ijhd
The mountains melt beneath him and the valleys split apart,
like wax before the fire, like water rushing down the slope.
There is a scribal correction from "OPbo to "ODD on line 34. This subtle change
may speak in favour of its use of the Micah text here. The author of 12:34-35 uses
Micah's language about the cosmic reaction to God's judgement in order to describe
his bodily and emotional response caused by the knowledge of his own sinfulness.
The possibility that the author makes use of an eschatological tradition similar to the
Micah text cannot be dismissed completely. Worth mentioning is that the author's
use of judgement motif in describing his own distress is a feature characteristic of the
hymns of Group II. This may be ascribed to the author's skilful use of the Micah
text rather than his use of an eschatological tradition.
In conclusion, this accumulation of similarities points to the secondary nature of
12:30b-l3:6 as the most probable explanation for its distinctive linguistic features.
Three possible conclusions can be drawn here. First, it may be suggested that a later
redactor had before him the text of 12:6-30a and the material from the "Community
Hymns" as well as from an eschatological tradition, put them together and composed
12:6-13:6. If this is the case, the redactor has carefully and skilfully put the three
sources together. Another possible conclusion is that the author of the "Community
Hymns" put together the text of 12:6-30a and the material from an eschatological
tradition and incorporated his own material into the hymn. This is based on the
assumption that the "Community Hymns" was later than the text of 12:6-30a.
Finally, one may conclude that the author of 12:6-30a, influenced by an
eschatological tradition and the "Community Hymns," composed the entire hymn.
In this case, the text of 12:6-30a is assumed to be later than the "Community
Hymns." Although 12:30b-13:6 makes use of words and expressions characteristic
of the "Community Hymns," it is interrupted by a small eschatological section, i.e.,
12:34b-35a, where the author expresses his own distress. As demonstrated in the
preceding section, there seems to be a literary dependence between 12:34-35 and
16:33-35. 16:33-35 occurs in a section where the lengthy description of the author's
16 Cf. Nickelsburg (1992: 649-57).
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distress is given. If these two small sections were from the hand of the same author,
the author of 12:6-30a could not have written the entire hymn unless he also wrote
the sections about the author's distress in Group II. This would point to the first
conclusion as the most likely one.
5.2.5 1QH 13:22-15:8
Although 13:22-15:8 is one long hymn as it now stands, it might not be the case
originally. There are traces of evidence suggesting the secondary nature of 14:9-22a.
Section 14:9-22a, giving a description of the remnant, seems to introduce a break
between the two sections where the enemies and the author's distress are vividly
portrayed, as shown in the following structure:
A. Description of the enemies and the author's distress (13:28b-14:8)
B. Soteriological confession about the remnant (14:9-17a)
C. Eschatological discourse about the remnant (14:17b-22a)
A. Description of the enemies and the author's distress (14:22b-27d)
Section 13:28b-14:8 begins with nam and is followed by a description of the
enemies. The section ends with a lengthy description of the author's distress. The
same pattern is found in section 14:22b-27, which also begins with nam and is
followed by a description of the enemies and the author's distress. According to the
descriptions given in these two sections, the nan in 13:28 and 14:22 appears to be
referring to the same group of people, that is, the apostates.
Furthermore, the theological outlook of the section is quite different from the
sections preceding and following it. In the midst of the description of the author's
distress, section 14:9-17a opens with a soteriological confession, mpD K?"1 "O niHXl
"I know that there is hope," a feature characteristic of the "Community Hymns."
The section moves on to give a portrayal of the remnant. It is quite surprising that
the hymn makes a sudden shift and returns to the description of the enemies. Section
14:9-22a, standing between 13:28b-14:8 and 14:22b-27, seems to be strange and
perhaps out of place. Worth mentioning is that the eschatological section on the
remnant is distinctive to the hymn and unattested in the rest of the Hodayot.
As shown in Section 5.1, 13:22-15:8 has a number of parallels to the hymns of
Group I. Significant correspondences are clustered around the two sections where
the relationship of the author to his enemies is described. The use of the independent
pronoun nan for introducing the author's opponents is a feature of the hymns of
Group I. In addition, 13:22-15:8 makes extensive use of Scripture (see Section 4.4.2).
The hymn uses not only biblical words and phrases, but chains of biblical
expressions. In some cases the author skilfully combines biblical texts and
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incorporates them into the hymn. This use of Scripture is similar to those discerned
in the hymns ofGroup I. This makes the affinity between Group I and 13:22-15:8 all
the more striking. It is quite possible that the sections concerning the author's
relationship to his adversaries might have come from the work of the author of
Group I. On the whole, 13:22-15:8 is too complex to have been written by a single
author. More likely, the author was a redactor who had incorporated into the hymn
material adapted from an eschatological tradition and the "Community Hymns" as
well as from the work of the author ofGroup I.
5.2.6 1QH 16:5-17:36
The fact that 16:5-17:36 is a single composition, as shown in Chapter 4, does not
mean that it was always so. The first two major sections, 16:6e-l6 and 16:17-28a,
are imbued with strong apocalyptic imagery. Without giving any reasons, the author
laments in 16:28 that he is like a forsaken man. From then onwards, he sets out to
describe his own distress and suffering. Remarkably, a new set of vocabulary, which
is quite different from the previous two sections, is employed in 16:28b-17:6a. More
importantly, this is the section where a great number of linguistic affinity with the
other hymns of Group II is found. The next section, 17:6b-18a, describes how the
author puts his trust and confidence in God. In the middle of the section, the author
makes a soteriological confession with the formula mpo W1 "O "I know that
there is hope." As mentioned before, this formula is a feature of the "Community
Hymns." In point of fact, this section contains motifs and language associated with
the "Community Hymns." 17:18b-29b returns to the description of the relationship
of the author to his enemies. It then describes how God has enabled the author to
stand firm despite the contempt of the enemies. Again, this section frequently uses
words and phrases that have not occurred in the previous sections. The final section,
17:29c-36, clearly stands out and employs another set of vocabulary. This set of
vocabulary is found only in 15:23c-24 and is not attested anywhere else in the
Hodayot.
The frequent change of vocabulary and the shift in theme would suggest that 16:5-
17:36 has been redacted in some ways. The sections that show a literary relationship
with the other hymns of Group II are 16:6e-16, 16:28b-17:6a, and 17:29c-36. Of the
three sections, 16:28b-17:6a is the only one having close correspondence with the
other hymns of Group II. 16:6e-16 exhibits a literary relationship with 14:17b-22a
while 17:29c-36 shows a few affinities with 15:23c-24. Although 16:28b-17:6a has
the strongest affinity with the other hymns of Group II, it seems awkward that the
theme of the author's distress is placed after two eschatological discourses. The
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distress motif is usually located before an eschatological discourse in other hymns,
for example, 11:20-37. If the author of Group II only composed the section
exhibiting the distress motif as well as the apocalyptic imagery outlining the
destruction of the wicked, he could not have been the author of 16:5-17:36. Of
course, it would be unwise to rule out the possibility that the author of Group II
wrote the entire hymn of 16:5-17:36. In short, it may be suggested that the author of
16:5-17:36 was a redactor who had made use of material adapted from the
"Community Hymns" as well as from other apocalyptic sources.
5.3 Conclusion
The hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 seem to have been incorporated with other
literary sources. Among the hymns of Group 1, 12:6-13:6 is the only one that has a
section with material adapted from the "Community Hymns" and possibly from an
eschatological tradition. Three hymns of Group II contain material adapted from
other literary sources. Most scholars usually consider 11:20-37 to be a "Community
Hymn." One section of the hymn, 11:21-25, exhibits striking parallels to the
"Community Hymns." In fact, the lexical units this hymn has in common with other
hymns of Group II are concentrated in 11:26-33. It is then more likely that the
author of Group II incorporated into the hymn material adapted from the
"Community Hymns." 13:22-15:8 and 16:5-17:36, the two longest hymns in the
Hodayot, have one section making use of motifs and language characteristic of the
"Community Hymns." In addition to their use of the "Community Hymns," they
have adapted material from other apocalyptic sources. 13:22-15:8 is the only hymn
of Group II which shows striking parallels to the hymns of Group I. The sections
concerning the author's relationship to his enemies are likely to be taken from the
work of the author ofGroup I.
Although 12:6-13:6 might have been the work of a later redactor, 12:6-30a is the
section having strong affinity with the other hymns of Group I. 12:6-30a is thus
likely to have been written by the author of Group I. Group II is very complicated
and contains various themes. The most prominent themes are the distress motif and
the destruction of the wicked. More likely, the author of Group II composed these
themes and later redactor(s) incorporated into the hymns material adapted from the
"Community Hymns" and other apocalyptic sources.
It seems unwise to exclude the possibility that the same author might have
composed these two groups of hymns, however different the style of writing and the
use of vocabulary might appear to be. It is not surprising that different genres would
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demand a different set of vocabularies and perhaps different styles in achieving
different ends. As mentioned before, strong apocalyptic imagery is found in the
hymns of Group II. This would explain why Group II exhibits so different a set of
lexical units. In this case, all the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36, with the exception of
15:29-36, should be taken as having been from the same author. If the hymns in
Group II are so closely tied to one another as the data shown in Chapter 4, it is thus
not justifiable to select a few hymns from Group II, for example, 13:22-15:8 and
15:9-28, place them along with Group I, and classify them as the "Teacher Hymns"
at the same time excluding the rest ofGroup II, as put forward by some scholars.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE "I" OF 1QH 10-17:36 AND
THE TEACHER OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
So far we have identified on literary grounds two sets of hymns, each with the
greatest possibility of having been written by the same author. The question must
now be raised as to whether either or both of these groups of hymns might have been
from the Teacher of Righteousness. Of special significance is to first determine
whether the Hodayot scroll is a composition of the Qumran community itself or a
pre-Qumran composition copied and preserved at Qumran. The fact that many
scholars have attributed a number of hymns to the Teacher of Righteousness makes
the question especially important for the present inquiry. Next, I summarise our
current understanding of the Teacher as given in the DSS corpus. Finally, I will
attempt to undertake a literary comparison between 1QH 10-17:36 and other Qumran
literature about the Teacher.
6.1 The Date and Provenance ofthe Hodayot Scroll
The approximate date of the scroll can be determined from archaeological and
palaeographical evidence. The archaeological remains at Qumran apparently point to
the period between 150 B.C.E. and 68 C.E.1 The cloths in which the Qumran scrolls
were wrapped were subjected to carbon-14 test, which gives a date of 33 C.E., with a
margin of error plus or minor 200 years. Recently, AMS (Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry), a more refined form of carbon-14 testing, has been introduced. As a
result of this test, the Hodayot scroll is dated between 21 B.C.E. to 61 C.E.
Palaeographical studies by Avigad and Cross have also helped in determining the
date at which the scroll was written. Palaeographically, the Qumran scrolls fall into
three categories: pre-Hasmonaean (225 to 150 B.C.E.), Hasmonaean (150-30 B.C.E.)
and Herodian (30 B.C.E.-70 C.E.).3 The Hodayot scroll belongs to the third of these
1
Tov (1988: 8), see also Vaux (1973).
2
Vermes (1994: 28-9), VanderKam (1994: 18).
3
Avigad (1958: 71-2), Birnbaum (1952: 94-103), Vermes (1994: 34-8), VanderKam (1994: 15-
23).
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groups, that is, the Herodian. On the whole, the scroll is to be dated from the middle
of the first century B.C.E. to early decades of the first century C.E. This evidence
does not tell when the text of the scroll originated; however, it does set the latest
possible date of composition.
In an article on Hebrew Biblical Manuscripts from the Judean Desert, Emanuel
Tov has outlined a number of criteria for distinguishing sectarian from nonsectarian
compositions.4 He has drawn a dividing line primarily on scribal grounds.
According to Tov, the sectarian compositions are written only in the special 'Qumran
system.' There are four major criteria. The first criterion refers to orthography and
language. The following are some of the orthographical features of the Qumran
system: 1) one of the most conspicuous features of the Qumran orthography is the
use of the scriptio plena, e.g. b"Q, X"0; 2) the verbal suffix for the second person
singular perfect is commonly written with a final n, e.g. nm~PKn, nnX7SVi; 3)
another feature is the full spelling of the second person pronominal suffix, e.g.
mrp-ob, and so on. For instance, with a final x is a distinctive feature, one
that is frequently used in the Hodayot. The use of scribal marks is another
characteristic of the texts written in the 'Qumran System.' Supralinear correction is
a good case in point. There is an instance of cancellation dots in column 13. As
mentioned before, the first word at line 22, rDTiK, is singled out for deletion, by
means of dots marked above and below it, and with the phrase nnK ~[1~13 written
above it. A further characteristic of the texts using the 'Qumran system' pertains to
the use of initial-medial letters in a final position, for example, nrr-iym (1QH
12:12). The final criterion refers to the writing of the divine names in palaeo-
Hebrew characters. There are four occurrences in the Hodayot (7:28; 9:26; 10:36; in
a fragment).
Furthermore, the theology of the Hodayot appears to be the same as that of the
other Qumran sectarian documents. The same great eschatological theme of warfare
between the preordained forces of good and evil in the final judgement by God is
present in the Hodayot as it is in 1QS and 1QM. There is no internal evidence
which can establish beyond question the provenance of the Hodayot scroll.
Nonetheless, strong points of textual similarity with other sectarian documents (e.g.
lQpHab, 1QS, CD) and its particular theological ideas may be adequate to support





The Teacher is often thought to have been a contemporary of the Wicked Priest,
who has been identified with Jonathan (160-142 B.C.E.) or Simon (142-135
B.C.E.).5 It has been suggested that the Teacher had been an acting high priest
during the intersacerdotium of seven years between the death of Alcimus and the
accession of Jonathan, that is, 159-152 B.C.E.6 Identifying the Wicked Priest with a
single individual has been challenged.7 Moreover, a few scholars have taken the title
'the Teacher ofRighteousness' as denoting an office which might have been filled by
different historical figures at different successive times.8 According to the dates
obtained from archaeological and paleographical evidence, one cannot rule out the
possibility that the Hodayot might have been composed by the Teacher. Various
attempts have been made at identifying the Teacher of Righteousness with a
historical person such as Onias III, Jose ben Joezer, Eleazar the Pharisee, a critic of
John Hyrcanus I, Judah the Essene, John the Baptist, Jesus of Nazareth, and
Menahem.9 All identifications of the Teacher after the middle of the first century,
however, can be dismissed on palaeography grounds.10
6.2 The Teacher ofRighteousness in the Qumran Texts
A few words must be said about the phrase plan miD," from which our title
"The Teacher of Righteousness" is derived. In the phrase pnan rmo, pna can be
5 The majority of the scholars have identified the Wicked Priest with Jonathan (Milik 1959: 85-7;
Jeremias 1963: 36-78; Stegemann 1971: 198-207; Murphy-O'Connor 1992: 340-41; Sanders 1992: 24;
Vermes 1994: 135; see also Charlesworth 1980: 218-22; Collins 1989b: 159-72) while Cross (1995:
100-20) prefers his brother Simon. This position is not universally accepted among scholars, for
example, Dupont-Sommer (1961: 351-57) has argued for Hyrcanus II (63-40 B.C.E.) as the Wicked
Priest.
6
Stegemann (1971: 102, 210-220, notes 328 and 329), Murphy-O'Connor (1974: 229-33; 1976:
399-420), Wise (1990: 587-613), VanderKam (1994: 103-4).
7
Van der Woude (1982: 349-59, 1996), Garcia Martinez and Van der Woude (1989-90: 521-41).
Van der Woude suggests that the designation "Wicked Priest" in lQpHab 8-12 is referred to six
Hasmonean High Priests in the following chronological order: Judas Maccabeus (8:8-13), Alcimus
(8:16-9:2), Jonathan (9:9-12), Simon (9:16-10:5), John Hyrcanus I (11:4-8), and Alexander Jannaeus
(11:12-12:10). This hypothesis has been criticised by Lim (1993). In a recent article, Van der Woude
(1996) attempts to deal with Lim's criticism.
8 Rabinowitz (1958), Buchanan (1969, 1977), Bregman (1979). As early as in 1961, Smith
(1961) has already suggested that the title "Teacher of Righteousness," like "the Wicked Priest," could
refer to several historical figures.
9
E.g., Thiering (1979), Carmignac (1980: 235-46). Rainbow (1997: 30-52) has argued for Onias
Ill's heir as the Teacher of Righteousness. For a summary, see Bardtke (1976: 139-40).
10
Murphy-O'Connor (1992: 340), Garcia Martinez (1993: xlvii-viii).
11 The term is usually taken as having a biblical background in Hos 10:12 and Joel 2:23. Gaster
(1957: 15) and Cross (1995: 114) also suggest Deut 33:9-10 as its background. Attempts have been
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interpreted either as an objective genitive, "he who teaches righteousness" or "the
Teacher of Righteousness," or as a subjective genitive, "the Righteous/Legitimate
Teacher."12 The former translation emphasizes the didactic functions of the Teacher
whereas the latter his personal character or the legitimacy of his role. It seems wise
to keep both meanings in mind although the traditional translation, that is, "the
Teacher ofRighteousness," is taken up here.
Among the Qumran texts, the term p~iarr mm is found only in the Damascus
Document (CD) and the Pesher on Habakkuk (lQpHab), Micah (1Q14) and Psalms
1 T
(4Q171 and 4Q173). Due to the fragmentary nature of the text, little can be made
of the following references: 1Q14 10:6, 4Q171 3:19, 4Q173 1:4, 2:2. According to
the Psalms Pesher, the Teacher was a priest and the founder of the community. In
4Q171 3:15b-16, it says, "The interpretation of it concerns the Priest, the Teacher of
[Righteousness, whom] God [ch]ose as the pillar. F[or] he established him to build
for him a congregation of [his chosen ones in truth;]"14 The Teacher was also a
scribe, as mentioned in 4Q171 4:26b-27: "And my tongue is the pen of [a skilled
scribe. The interpretation of it] concerns the Teacher of [Righteousness, who
be]fore God with purposeful speech."
The Teacher is referred to not only as a priest but also an authoritative interpreter
of prophecy. In lQpHab 2:1-2, the traitors (Di~iran) and the Man of the Lie (EPX
3T3ii) are mentioned as those who "did not believe the words of the Teacher of
Righteousness" and then in lQpHab 2:6-10a, the traitors are described as "the
ruthless [ones of the coven]ant (n">[nnn ",]2S",—IS7) who will not believe when they hear
all that is going to co[me up]on the last generation from the mouth of the priest into
[whose heart] God put [understanding to interpret all the words of his servants the
prophets by [whose] hand God enumerated all that is going to come upon his people
and up[on his congregation]." The tension between the Teacher and the Man of the
Lie is described in lQpHab 5:9b-12a, "The interpretation of it concerns the House of
Absalom and their partisans, who were silent at the rebuke of the Teacher of
Righteousness and did not support him against the Man of the Lie - who rejected the
Law in the midst of all their council." The Teacher is also likely to be the one
referred to as "the interpreter of knowledge" (nS7~l "pbn) in 4Q171 l:26b-27, where
made to define it using the opposite term ~pE7 miD "teacher of falsehood" in Isa 9:14 and Hab 2:18
(see Jeremias 1963: 313).
12
The common translations of this term are summarised in Reeves (1988: 288-89). For details,
see Jeremias (1963: 308-18).
13 There are other conjectures such as the two restorations made in 1Q14 11:4 and 4Q165 1-2, 3
by Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997: 9, 328).
14 The following text and translation of the Pesharim are based on the work ofHorgan (1979).
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the Man of the Lie (3TDn BTK) is also mentioned: "[The interpretation] of it concerns
the Man of the Lie, who led many astray with deceitful words, for they chose empty
words and did not lis[ten] to the Interpreter of Knowledge." Furthermore, in
lQpHab 7:4-5a it says, "the interpretation of it concerns the Teacher of
Righteousness, to whom God made known all the mysteries of the words of his
servants the prophets." The salvific role of the Teacher is emphasized in lQpHab
8:l-3a where it says, "The interpretation of it concerns all those who observe the
Law in the House of Judah, whom God will save from the house of judgment on
account of their tribulation and their fidelity to the Teacher of Righteousness."
Two passages mention the Teacher in relation to the Wicked Priest. lQpHab 9:9-
12a highlights God's judgement on the Wicked Priest: "The interpretation of it
concerns the [W]icked Priest, whom - because of wrong done to the Teacher of
Righteousness and his partisans - God gave into the hand of his enemies to humble
him with disease for annihilation in despair, beca[u]se he had acted wickedly against
his chosen ones." The persecution of the Teacher by the Wicked Priest is stated in
lQpHab 1 l:4-8a, "The interpretation of it concerns the Wicked Priest, who pursued
the Teacher of Righteousness - to swallow him up with his poisonous vexation - to
his place of exile. And at the end of the feast, (during) the repose of the Day of
Atonement, he appeared to them to swallow them up and to make them stumble on
the fast day, their restful sabbath."
The complete title plan n~nn occurs twice in the CD, interestingly at both the
beginning and the end of the document. The first occurrence is found in CD 1:11,
where the relationship of the Teacher of the Righteousness to the so-called
"Damascus movement" is described. In CD 1:3-11, it says:
For in their unfaithfulness that they forsook him, he hid his face from
Israel and His sanctuary and gave them over to the sword. But when he
remembered the covenant of the forefathers, he left a remnant for Isarel and did
not give them over to destruction. In the age of wrath, three hundred and ninety
years after having given them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, the king of
Babylon, he visited them and caused to sprout from Israel and Aaron a shoot of
plantation to inherit his land, and to grow fat on the good things of his earth.
And they perceived their iniquity and knew that they were guilty men. And
they were like blind men and like those groping for the way for twenty years.
And God observed their deeds, that with a whole heart they sought him, and
raised for them a Teacher of Righteousness to direct them in the way of his
heart, [trans, mine]
In this introduction to the CD, the Teacher is described as one who was raised by
God to lead a group of remnant in "the way of His heart" (m1? ~[—II), an expression
frequently used in 1QH 12:6-13:6 (11. 19, 22, 25). The second explicit reference to
the Teacher of Righteousness is found in CD 20:32, where it describes the faithful
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ones as those who listen to the voice of the Teacher. Two other possible references
to the Teacher are found in CD 20:1 and 20:14. The first one warns against those
"who have entered into the new covenant in the land of Damascus, but again
betrayed and departed from the well of living waters" (CD 19:33b-34). The
apostates will not be reckoned from the day of the gathering in of 'the unique
teacher' (~P!~pn nna).15 The second reference in the same way mentions about the
gathering in of the 'the teacher of the community' ("irrn n~nn). Finally, two
possible references to the Teacher are found in CD 6:11, where it refers to "the one
who teaches righteousness at the end of days" (trOTt mrtiO pnyn my). There
has been much debate as to whether the expression "the Interpreter of the law"
(nmnn P~vn) in 6:7 is also referred to the Teacher.16 The above are all the
references to the Teacher of Righteousness in the DSS corpus.
6.3 A Literary Comparison between 1QH 10-17:36
and other DSS texts about the Teacher
Group I has strong linguistic affinity to the Pesharim and the CD. The following
two passages show a few striking parallels:
iqh 10:11-13 -j~n -hep1? nym nnx no gnm1' obpi nann ysypm
gyp iprrp □■'ab g^a-ny ngpg mi py;p-i py by rpnto
And you have made me a reproach and a derision for traitors,
(but) a counsel of truth and understanding for the upright ofway.
And on account of the iniquity of the wicked
i have become a slander on the lip of ruthless men,
scorners gnash (their) teeth.
4q171 2:13-15 lb pnttp m[rp top ybjy p~nm pmyb yp~i dqit
rrnnn -'S-ny by tips my to xo nan xo
nmnn miy nx mbab imp ppx my nog -ipr
nrrn nyyg ppk
The wicked plots against the righteous and gnashes [his teeth] at [him.]
Yahweh laughs at him, for he sees that his day has come.
The interpretation of it concerns the ruthless ones of the covenant
who are in the house of Judah: they will plot to destroy completely
those who observe the Law,
who are in the council of the community.
15
Most scholars would see this as an allusion to the death of the Teacher of Righteousness (see
Fitzmyer 1992: 223-8).
16 Davies (1988) has taken nmnn Pmn and pnsn niT as two different figures, the former
referring to the founder of the 'Damascus movement' and the latter to the Teacher of Righteousness
(similarly Murphy-O'Connor 1985: 241-3). Knibb (1990: 56-60) has argued that the two terms
should be considered as referring to the same person, that is, the Teacher of Righteousness. Ulfgard
(1998: 321-6) has followed Davies' proposal but preferred to interpret 'the end of days' as referring to
the present experience of the Qumran community. In other words, the arrival of the Teacher was
indeed part of the events of "the end of days."
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In 4Q171, Ps 37:12-13 is first cited in 2:13-14a and then followed by its
interpretation in 2:14b-15. The wicked in Ps 37:12 are interpreted as PPian
"the ruthless ones of the covenant." rp~an ">:rPS7 are those who plot against the
righteous and gnash their teeth. The same motif is used in a similar fashion in 1QH
10:11-13. Apart from the lexical similarities shown above, the following two
expressions are used in the immediate context of both 4Q171 and 1QH passages:
-pi "HEP (4Q171 2:17, 1QH 10:12) and nsn (4Q171 1:27, 1QH 10:15). All
these point to a literary relationship between 4Q171 and 1QH passages.
Furthermore, the word appears sparingly in the DSS corpus. Its use in
conjunction with man is found here as well as in 4Q171 3:12, and perhaps in
4Q171 4:1 and lQpHab 2:6. It also occurs in the phrase CPX"D HPPy "the ruthless
ones of the nations" in 4Q171 2:20, 4:10. The plural form D^ipy is used in 1QH
10:13, 23, and possibly 9:39 (fragmentary). The phrase man "12"1~IS7 is usually
taken as referring to "a violent faction within the Qumran community."17 The
internal dispute and schism within the community can be seen in lQpHab 2:1-10,
where man "'ms? are in fact referred to as D"H:nan "the traitors." In addition to
its three occurrences in lQpHab 2, the term crnm is found in CD 1:12, 8:5, 19:17.
The last two references warn against those who have entered into the covenant and
yet have not left the path of traitors (mma "[Pin). Of great importance is the use
of LPimn in the well-known account of the 'Damascus movement' in CD 1, where it
tells how God 'raised up' a Teacher of Righteousness (or Legitimate Teacher) to
direct the members of the community in the way of His heart. It is in this immediate
context that D"Hm nil? "the congregation of traitors" is found (CD 1:12). They are
the ones who have strayed from the path, and to them Hos 4:16 is applied in a
lengthy description of their unfaithfulness to God's covenant (CD 1:13-2.1). In CD
1:18, they are described as those who sought smooth things (mpbna 1E7PP). A
similar idea can be found in 1QH 10:17, 34; 12:11. The same expression appears in
4Q169 frgs. 3+4 1:2, 7; 2:2, 4; 3:3, 7.
Worth noting is the fact that the last occurrence of D"Hinn is found in the 1QH
passage quoted above (10:12). The lQpHab passage has another significant parallel
to 4Q171, in that they both place man ">2i"Hy in relation to jiTDil "the priest."
lQpHab 2:6-9 states that the ruthless ones of the covenant do not believe the words
of the priest "into [whose heart] God put [understanding to interpret all the words of
his servants the prophets" whereas 4Q171 2:18-19 mentions that the wicked ones




that is coming upon them." It may then be suggested that there is a link between the
Teacher and the ruthless ones of the covenant.
Another significant correspondence can be drawn between 1QH 12:12-13 and
lQpHab 11:2-3:
1QH 12:12-13 fPUl mptEP DXPUbt nsn ilpPP TTlSSn
□m-napn ©snnb aiTnyipp bbinrnb omyn bx pan cpypb
And the have withheld the drink of knowledge from the thirsty,
and for their thirst they have given them vinegar to drink,
in order to gaze upon their error,
that they may behave madly at their feasts,
that they may be caught in their nets.
lQpHab 11:2-3 inpn nsop mm nppp m
□msna bx ppn )ypb -de? px
Woe to him who gives his neighbors to drink mixing in his poison,
indeed, making (them) drunk in order that they might look upon their
feasts.
Hab 2:15 pnan nsop mm npcga "n
arp-nya by omrr |yab -de? px
Woe to him who gives his neighbors to drink, pouring out your wrath
until they are drunk in order to gaze upon their nakedness.
The MT of Hab 2:15 is given above to highlight how close a relationship the 1QH
12:12-13 is with lQpHab 11:2-3. In lQpHab 11:2-3, the pesherist cites the text of
Hab 2:15. It is quite obvious that lQpHab 11:2-3 is slightly different from the MT
of Hab 2:15. First, the noun nan is with a third person singular suffix in lQpHab
while it is with a second person singular suffix in the MT. Second, the hiphil form
of dp: is written defectively, that is, without a yod, in lQpHab. Third, the MT has
the preposition by while lQpHab uses a different preposition carrying the same
meaning, i.e., bx. Most significantly, the MT has the word DiTmya at the end of
the sentence whereas lQpHab uses a word with a completely different
meaning, ortmyia. It is possible that the author of lQpHab made use of a textual
tradition different from the MT. It has been demonstated, however, that alteration of
• • 18 • t t •
scriptural text is not uncommon in lQpHab. The biblical lemma in lQpHab 11:4-
8 does in fact point out that the pesherist might have altered the word from ammyp
"their nakedness" to Dmyna "their feasts" for the sake of interpretation. In lQpHab
11:4-8, the Teacher of Rightouesness is said to have been persecuted by the Wicked
Priest at the end of the feast (11:6, "TinP fp3).
Having considered the difference between the MT and lQpHab, attention must be
given to 1QH 12:12-13. Lexically, the 1QH text is much more closer to lQpHab
than to the MT. Thematically, both texts mention the activities of 'drinking' and
18 cf. Lim (1990). For details, see Lim (1997b: 69-109).
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'gazing', which is quite distinctive to them in the DSS corpus. However, there are
differences between these two passages. In 1QH 12:12-13, it is the vinegar (yftin)
they drink and their errors (omrn) the enemies gaze upon. Scholars have pointed
out a significant difference between these two passages.19 The 1QH passage uses
plural subject and keeps referring to a group of people whereas the lQpHab passage
only makes reference to the activities of a single individual, that is, the Wicked Priest.
This makes it difficult to determine whether both passages are referring to the same
incident, that is, the persecution of the Teacher by the Wicked Priest. Two
observations can be made here. First, it seems almost, if not completely, impossible
to imagine that the Wicked Priest all by himself could have persecuted the Teacher
and his followers. Of course, it is assumed that the Teacher was with his followers
during the rest of the day of Atonement. It seems logical to consider that the Wicked
Priest as the leader of the opposition group pursued the Teacher with his own
followers. Second, the author of lQpHab might have set his focus on the Wicked
Priest, the leader of the opposition group, as evident by the frequent use of this
sobriquet in the Pesharim. The author of the 1QH passage seems to have been
concerned primarily with expressing his own personal feelings against the opposition
group. This aim is achieved by setting a single individual in opposition to a group of
people. The effect that the author purported to produce is that he, though a leader,
was alone and attacked not simply by a single individual but by a group of enemies.
This may explain why the 1QH and lQpHab passages show a difference in their
ways of referring to the enemies. On the whole, the close lexical and thematic
parallels between 1QH 12:12-13 and lQpHab 11:2-3 points to a relation of literary
dependence between the two. It is not decisive as to whether the 1QH text depends
on the lQpHab passage or whether it should be the other way around.
As already shown in Chapter 3, 10:1-21 has a much closer affinity with 12:6-13:6
than with the other hymns of Group I. This coincides well with the lexical
comparison shown above. 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6 are the hymns that have close
parallels to the other DSS texts about the Teacher of Righteousness. Both 4Q171
and lQpHab passages set the focus on the relationship of the Teacher to his
opponents. They vividly portray the attacks of the enemies upon the Teacher. The
same theme is found in the hymns ofGroup I.
Moreover, the Pesharim and CD have used a number of designations for the
Teacher's opponents: rp-an ^2"HS7, □'Hro, non epk, mpbn it£nn. These are
the terms the author of Group I uses to designate his adversaries. The word CP2r~iS7
19
Callaway (1988: 194), see also Davies (1987: 93-105).
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occurs not only in 10:1-21 but also in 10:22-32. In 10:23 the author says, "ruthless
men sought my soul" (■,C7SD HZ7S3 cn:s"nX7). These are the only two occurrences of
□^"nx? in the Hodayot. The word 3TD occurs sparingly in the Hodayot, once in
10:33-41 and twice in 12:6-13:6. In 10:33, the author thanks God for delivering him
from the "interpreters of falsehood" (3TD "'Xt'pd). In 12:10-11, the author describes
his opponents as "interpreters of falsehood" and "seers of deceit" (mm Tin). The
expression "seekers of smooth things" (mpbn *>i£m~i) is found in 10:1-21 (1. 17) and
10:33-41 (1. 34). It would appear that falsehood and deceitfulness are the matter at
issue in these hymns.
In 4Q171, the author frequently uses the expression "the congregation of the
poor" (cpxroxn my). In 4Q171 2:15-19, the poor and humble (]TatO "0X7) are
interpreted as the Priest and the members of his council, whom God will deliver from
the hands of the wicked. Worth mentioning is that the terms "0X7 and |TOK are also
found in the same context where the deliverance of God is emphasized in 10:33-41
and 13:7-21. Finally, in 10:15 the author claims to be "an interpreter of knowledge
of wonderful mysteries" (K^D 1T"0 nx7l "pbo). The designation nX7~l fbn is
associated with the Teacher in 4Q171. Through lexical and thematic links, 10:22-32
and 10:33-41 are in some ways related to the other DSS texts concerning the Teacher.
If 13:7-21 is closely tied to the other hymns of Group I, as shown in Chapter 3, it is
also probable that there exists to a limited extent a relation between the texts
concerning the Teacher and 13:7-21.
No significant correspondences can be drawn between the hymns ofGroup II and
other DSS texts about the Teacher. Neither is there any thematic parallels between
them. In short, it is only in Group I that one can discern a few significant parallels
between the hymns and the other DSS texts about the Teacher.
6.4 Conclusion
According to the Pesharim and CD, the Teacher of Righteousness is said to have
been a priest, a scribe, an authoritative interpreter of prophecy and the founder of the
Qumran community. No explicit mention of these statements about the Teacher can
be found in the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36. There is, however, a possible reference
to the Teacher's role as an interpreter of prophecy in 10:1-21. In 10:15 the author
claims to be "an interpreter of knowledge" (nX7~l Y"6d). Worth mentioning is the
consummate skill of the author's use of Scripture in the hymns of Group I. Very
remarkable is the manner in which the author incorporates biblical texts, and
especially those from the prophetic traditions (e.g. Isaiah), into his composition.
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This feature may be the very proof that the author of Group I was an interpreter of
prophecy.
Of the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36, 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6 stand out as having a
number of significant parallels to the other Qumran texts about the relationship of the
Teacher to his adversaries. Not only do these two hymns share a number of lexical
affinities with the Pesharim and CD, the content of the hymns are to a certain extent
similar to the information given about the Teacher. Worth noting is the fact that all
these lexical parallels are always found in the context where the Teacher of
Righteousness is also in the picture. This would suggest that the author of 10:1-21
and 12:6-13:6 might have been the work of the Teacher of Righteousness. As
demonstrated in Chapter 3, these two hymns have many significant parallels to the
other hymns of Group I. In particular, they share the same designations for the
author's enemies. They also describe the attacks of the enemies in many ways
similar to those given in the Pesharim and CD. It is thus possible that the other three
hymns of Group I might also have been written by the Teacher. Finally, there is not





In the present study an attempt has been made to give a more solid basis for
addressing the issue of authorship in the Hodayot. By no means is there a claim that
all problems have been solved. Several questions have been left unanswered. For
instance, it is still uncertain as to whether the "Community Hymns" antedated the
"Teacher Hymns," as has been assumed by previous scholarship. Whether it was the
other way around is a moot point and cannot be proved either. Even so, this study
clearly points to the fact that there are at least two major groups of hymns within
1QH 10-17:36, the block of hymns which have been usually classified as the
"Teacher Hymns." Each group has its distinctive traits of style, content, and
vocabulary, and each has the greatest possibility of having been written by the same
author.
The first of the two groups, Group I, comprises the following five hymns: 10:1-
21, 10:22-32, 10:33-41, 12:6-13:6 and 13:7-21. These five hymns share a set of
terms designated for persons, and particularly, for the enemies of the author. The
focus is on the negative relationship of the author to his enemies. The unfaithfulness
of the enemies, that is, their turning away from God's covenant and their denying the
leadership of the author, is often emphasized. Their fierce attack, be it verbal or
political, is also in full view in these hymns. The self confidence of the author in
God and his gratitude to divine deliverance are often highlighted at the beginning as
well as towards the end of the hymns. Almost all lexical and structural similarities
they have in common are concentrated in the sections where the attack of the enemy
is described. Worth noting is the fact that the affinity among these hymns lies not
only in single words but in significant expressions. These hymns, with the exception
of 10:33-41, make extensive use of Scripture. Remarkable is the consummate skill
of the author in blending a number of biblical texts into his composition. This makes
their affinity all the more striking. All these shared lexical, thematic, structural
parallels among this group of hymns would point to a relationship of literary
dependence or the same authorship.
The second group ofhymns, Group II, consists of 11:1-19, 11:20-37, 11:38-12:5,
13:22-15:8, 15:9-28, 15:37-16:4 and 16:5-17:36. In stark contrast to Group I, Group
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II shares a different set of terms in reference not to persons but to things, for example,
ship, building, fortified city, etc. All these terms come from the prominent use of
strong images in these hymns. These hymns no longer place their emphasis on the
author's enemies. Rather, the theme is shifted from external attacks to inner distress.
The majority of the lexical elements they have in common are clustered around the
sections where the distress motif is extensively emphasized. The distress motif is
located in the following sections: 11:7-13d, 11:26b-29, 13:28b-14:8, 14:25c-27d,
16:28b-l7:6a. Surprisingly, the divine deliverance from distress is only touched
upon in these hymns. Some of the hymns even end abruptly with the distress motif.
13:22-15:8 is a good case in point. 15:9-28 stands out as the only hymn that
emphasizes the author's victory over his enemies. Another striking feature of these
hymns is the use of strong apocalytpic imagery. It is also in the section with strong
images that the hymns share a few similarities. For example, 13:22-15:8 has a few
lexical parallels to 16:5-17:36 and the affinity is found in their eschatological
sections, that is, 14:17b-22a and 16:5-16. Even more, these hymns make frequent
use of the terms and carry stylistic features associated with the "Community
Hymns." This dramatic shift in vocabulary, content and structure makes this group
of hymns distinguishable from Group I. From the point of view of content and
vocabulary, these hymns are closely tied to one another and should be put together as
a group. All these would suggest that there exists a literary relationship among the
hymns of Group II. Likely, they might have been the work of the same author.
There are interrelationships among the two groups of hymns. While Group I does
not exhibit too many striking parallels to Group II, the hymns of Group II do show a
few similarities with Group I. The technique of inclusio and the use of independent
pronouns are the features that can also be found in some of the hymns of Group II,
for example, 15:9-28. 13:22-15:8 stands out as the one having significant parallels to
the hymns of Group I. The hymn has two sections portraying the author's enemies.
It makes use of the independent pronoun nnn to introduce the enemies, a feature so
characteristic of the hymns of Group I. The hymn also makes extensive use of
Scripture, another feature characteristic of Group I. As has been suggested, the
sections concerning the relationship of the author to his adversaries might have been
the work of the author of Group I. However, when all the similarities are counted
and weighed, all the hymns of Group II are much closer to each other than to Group
I.
An attempt has been made to recover as much as possible the redactional shape of
1QH 10-17:36 by exploring the relationship between the "Teacher Hymns" and the
"Community Hymns." Rarely do the hymns ofGroup I contain motifs and language
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associated with the "Community Hymns." 12:6-13:6 is an exception. The final
section of the hymn, 12:30b-l3:6, has made use of material adapted from the
"Community Hymns." An eschatological tradition similar to the Micah text might
have been used in 12:34-35 as well. Of the hymns of Group II, three have been
identified as having material adapted from other literary sources: 11:20-37, 13:22-
15:8, 16:5-17:36. One of the literary sources they have used is the "Community
Hymns." It is possible that they also make use of other apocalyptic sources from
common eschatological tradition. Of course, one cannot dismiss the possibility that
the author of Group II might also have composed those eschatological sections.
Nevertheless, the evidence points to the work of later redactor(s) as the most
probable explanation for the complexity of these hymns. What has been discussed in
this dissertation could be used as a point of departure for examining the redactional
shape of the entire Hodayot collection.
Taking the Hodayot collection as a continuum, the interrelationship of the hymns
can be depicted as follows:













15:29-36 and all the hymns
outside of 1QH 10-17:36
Group I stands on one side and the "Community Hymns" on the other side
because the hymns of Group I do not have any significant parallels to the
"Community Hymns." 12:6-13:6, marked with has a section with material
adapted from the "Community Hymns." Group II stands in the middle of the
continuum as it shares a few affinities with Group I and exhibits striking similarities
with the "Community Hymns." Of the hymns of Group II, 13:22-15:8 is the one
with a number of significant parallels to the hymns of Group I and is thus marked
with Three hymns of Group II are marked with "=>", for they make use of
material adapted from the "Community Hymns." Group II also has material that
neither of the other two have, for example, the eschatological sections.
Of the two groups of hymns, Group I shows a number of significant literary
correspondences with the Pesharim and CD. In particular, 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6
have more striking similarities with the Pesher on Habakkuk and Psalms. The
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thematic parallels between these two hymns and the information given by CD 1,
4Q171, lQpHab, make their relationship all the more striking. On literary grounds,
it seems justified, with such limited information we have about the Teacher, to
propose that 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6 have the greatest possibility of having been
authored by the Teacher of Righteousness. Since the other three hymns of Group I
have close affinity with 10:1-21 and 12:6-13:6, it is possible that they too might have
been the work of the Teacher.
Although the result of this dissertation is in some ways similar to those obtained
by my predecessors, the approach undertaken here is significantly different. As has
been shown in previous chapters, the present writer, using a purely literary analysis,
has attempted to determine first whether the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36 might have
been from one author or several, without asking whether the author was the Teacher
of Righteousness. In so doing, no particular criteria like the Motiv des
Offenbarungsmittlers has been imposed on the hymns. As a result, there are more
expressions and themes that have been recovered from within 1QH 10-17:36. The
distress motif and the chaotic water imagery are good cases in point. Chapter Four
and Five have brought out other salient features of the hymns within 1QH 10-17:36
that have not been discussed and have been overlooked by previous scholarship. The
aim of this dissertation is to do full justice to the text in question. It is to be hoped
that the present approach to the study of the Hodayot will contribute towards a better
understanding of the hymns and their relationship to one another, while at the same
time trying to tackle the historical question of authorship. Only when we are
sensitive to the approach and the preconceived notions we have brought to the text
can we start to grasp its meaning and gain new insights from the text.
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]miD [ I 1
cpRTnx by ranp
] pnn ■'Di n[
] rmaa pnn mi [





1. [ ] mrwt[
2. [ op]pressed [
3. [ his] compassion upon the poor [
4. [ ]h and who can measure [
5. [ ] and who can measure the strength [
6. [ ] eternal. Who hws[
7. [ ] of antiquity [
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py ME? bmb mo[




]n ibatt; isb ttrnx 13a onn[
] nba bia nmt m imaba [
pnaai inn pbi nn[
]n ntn inn[ ] -[•'tab [
]k bian nnnaaa nay [
] -jtBoaa -ibhoi ty-np [





2- [ ]mdh for all the years of 'vr[
3. [ \m..r all seal [
4. [ ]rwtm the sons ofman according to his insight h[
5. [ ] his kingdom. Who has made all these [
6. [ ]tm and for you the kindness, and in righteousness you will place [
7- [ ] before you [ ]thw and the creature h[
8. [ ] he will answer, you are honoured above all '[
9- [ ] holiness and according to your desire [
10. [ ] for your name. tb[ ] in the congregation [
Column 4:1-28
Sukenikcol. 17:1-28; frg. 14
SHR 190404, 4299, 190406







p nnmin[ ] 7
p •'yroaf ] 8
n]E7N rmnoanf ] 9
]3p usEiDm [ ] 10
]nx DDtoDm jp ] 11
] nttfiD ma nnma[ ] 12
] taxi o-nn moiDf ] 13
] mnnxa pma^yb n[ ] 14
]y bia p^bttinbi rt»[ ] 15
16
max -[11X1 pvnpms maob }iEib nayo nx[3D]x "'D nnm mtox mnno [ ] 17
by pnnnbi b[ ]nbi d-oie/xi •WEia by m[ ] pny ^E>ym [ ] is
ti[ ]ba xbi ti[ ] mom mbbiann nnaa *o paajb nmyai ■'Eiyn [ ] 19
nisi pnpna [ Djbiyb naman pDEibi npnan nnx -\b [ ] 20
baEiai 1371 [ ] nnmna ieix nx "o mnran nxi amjEn ion[ ] 21
inb n[ pDm pmicpa imay ib ap ]bi pb xiann iroEp ]22
mmi by m[ ]n pm paiam mam biaa biEiaai pb xiann pmay [ ] 23
prpya aiDH[ niEiybi nn]X3E? msix biaa oixnbi nnanx mtox biaa pbnn[nb ] 24
pmay[ pa mi ">3 mana onbi ] 25
iab [ ]d mn[ ] pmay by [ ppmp mm nma-an [ ] 26
mxam n[ ] crax dix nma bia bxi e?[ ] 27














]ixna yns niyaia [
pmn mmn Damn 1
]ia mmn man[
] [
]na mrEin xb mt&[x
py3 nyE/m niaa?[
j vyt&a bian pmay [
jya maabi nxam pny [
]i3n nxi mnnn bixrcn n[
pan D'om bin p-aab aymr nip
] nix miaa biaa obmanbi □[
1 Sukenik transcribed aiy~D and could not make out what the second letter was. Looking
carefully at the facsimile would suggest a El between a and D.
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1. [ ] a low measure m\
2. [ ]mgwlh without judgements ] by the spirit
3- [ ]bym one that consumes [ ]t 'wh without
4. [ ]/ on dry land and mks[ withjout judgeme[nt]
5. [ I striking suddenly pt'w[ ] as wa[x]
6. [ ] judgement from the spirit ctwrs[
7. [ ]trmh b\ ]mswh from the spirit kw[
8. [ ] by the blows of b[
9. [ ] from hidden things whi[ch whijch they have not overtaken them bm[
10. [ ] and from the judgement qs[ ]sbwt the wickedness n'r[
11. [ ]yn and from the judgement 'h[ ] your servant from all his transgressions
[ ] your [comjpassion
12. [ ]brth by the hand ofMoses [ ] iniquity and sin and to atone for b' [ ] and unfaithfulness
13. [ ] the foundations of the mountains, and the fire [ ]h in the lowest Sheol
and 7 hnw[ ] by your judgement
14. [ ]h for those who serve you faithfully [ \ywt their seed before you all the days
and there [ ] you have raised
15. [ ]j' and to cast away all'[ ]m
and to give them an inheritance in all the glory ofman [ ] abundance of days.
17. [ ] from the spirits which you have given me
I will [find] the reply of the tongue,
in order to declare your righteousness and forbearance
18. [ ] and the deeds of your strong right hand [ ]\vt upon my former transgressions,
and to h[ ]/ and to seek favour on
19. [ ] my deeds and the perversity of [my heart], for in impurity I have wallowed
and from the council [ ]ty and I have not nl[ ]
20. [ ] To you is the righteousness and to your name belongs blessing fore[ver],
[ ] your righteousness, and deliver
21. [ ]tmw the wicked. But I understand that the one whom you have chosen [ ] his path
22. and by the insight (22) [ \skhw from sinning against you
and /[ ~\wb to him his humility by your chastenings, and by wj[ ]h his heart
23. [ ] your servant from sinning against you,
and from stumbling over all the words of your pleasure,
strengthen m[ ]dover spirits
24. [ to] walk in all that you love,
and to abhor all that [you] hate,
[and to do] what is good in your eyes.
25. [ ]ltm in my bowels, for a spirit bs[ ] your servant.
26. [ ] you have spread the spirit of [your] holiness over your servant [ ]hr m[ ] his heart
27. [ ]i and I will consider every human covenant [ \h they find it
28. [ 1ygyh and those who love it [ for] ever and ever.
16.
Column 5:1-28
Sukenik col. 13:1-21, frgs. 15i, 17, 20, 31, 33
SHR 190406, 3425, 4277, 4278, 190406, 4260A
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obiy ■'t£7[ p-Ws •panbi [
•Dbnrirt e?[ npmn mm -itsa itnax pain'm n[
-jn-roa mm [ ] ami [ ]x mix nnx [
-ipn [ ]de;d nKapi -px [ ppm an ay i[








□■wnp [ ]xin nnx ny "obiybf p D-ipn emp n[ ] 7
xb prim [ ] pawai p-roa m[ ]pxbs Tim [ ] 8
p-t:s[ nibtxt nDDTt sn •'kpd [ p-n2 nmba nnx [ ] 9
]b">x"i [ ] nnx Drpt^yD [ ] 10
] nnen mbt&b [ ] bmb obiy -nom [ ] n
]ntt?ynb ny nnnp ] obis? -nan nrptot ] 12
□a uistob [ ]an nrcx nbxi y[ ] 13
] ptimp yp-i □[ ] mya -[->na-i xna ny anxna □-)□□ "pB?ya baa nx 14
□bay ■'ap baab pmaemD baa[ ] raanannaa a-vm n[ p baaa fnxn ay vmxas 15
aaaya Da nn[ ] n^yaa obay nnpn nnrnmn nnx ■>□ ny nnapaa 16
xnabi onp nts?[ ] xb -it£?x nx □n-|xnn p pnbtBDD baaa pnaaa inso''11
rrnra nnxi [ ]x p Dbay mvta op ]ba onp pp nanb mtcnn is
pnnb ntsa nan x[ ] pnaaa ynanb nbx baa [ ]ba nabato ■'Tnaa ny pbirb 19
xvn □■'X-rnn [ ] baaa ntt;x nab1' nna bana [ pa bpt&nbi nbx baaa 20
nb»o naya nana n[ ] |bp nany anaa n[ ] dp baana nsy naan 21
paataa pn ntp [ pnn nanan nspi obay[ | nvn y^y dxi aa22
mb» ay □•'any aa[ ]nna aanxan pnnna [ pppn aanaa crx pny 23
nayy pnay pxi nanx aay xb pnan[ ] p dp-> pnaxa nbay 24
] nanx nay xb[ pnajna ppsp baa pnaa[ ] p nnna ntux nana 25
jynxa onpanb ynan[ ]yan ppp26







] and to make the simple understand [ ]fy eternal
\t and to make man of flesh understand and the council of spiri [ts ji they walked
] you, O Lord, '[ ] breadth [ ] in the strength of your might
\d with the abundance of [your] goodness [ ] your wrath
and the zeal ofmsp[ ] searchable all
]'/ all insight and [ ] and the mysteries of the plan and r'[ ] you have established.
]h holiness from of old '[ ] for ever and ever. You are [ ] holy ones
] and in the mysteries of your wonder [ ]wd your glory
and in the depth [ ] your insight not
] you have revealed drk[ ] deeds of evil, wisdom, and fol[ly ] righteousness
] their deeds, truth [ ] and 'yl[
] and eternal mercy for all [ ] for peace, and ruin [
]syhm eternal glory [ ] eternal [gljadness for the deed [
]'
And it is these that hk[ ]
14. to judge through them (14) all your works, before you created them
together with the host of your spirits and the congregation of [ ]m the expanse of your holiness
15. its hosts, together with the earth and alp[ \h,
in the seas and in the deeps [ ] all your plans for all the eternal periods
16. and eternal visitation.
For you have established them from everlasting,
and the deed [ ]th in them, in order that
17. they might declare your glory through all your dominion,
for you have made them see what [ ] not [ ].?r from of old
18. and to create (18) new things, to break down ancient things
2 Sukenik mistakenly transcribed nan"1 which should be read as □~l~I.
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and /[ ]ym that which exists for ever, for '[ ]
19. and you exist (19) forever and ever.
And by the mysteries of your insight pl[ ]
all these to make known your glory
[ ]' spirit of flesh
20. to understand (20) all these and to gain insight &y[ ] great [ ]
and what is the one born of a woman in all the terrifying [ |
21. and He is (21) but one built of dust, and kneaded with water,
[ \h his foundation is shame of disgrace [ ]h
22. and a perverted spirit rules (22) in him.
and if he acts wickedly, he shall be [ ] of eternity, and a portent of generations dry[ ] flesh
23. Only by your goodness (23) can a man be made righteous,
and by the abundance of [your] com[passion ]
by your majesty you glorify him wtm[ \wb of delights,
24. with eternal peace (24) and length of days.
For [ ] your word does not withdraw.
25. And I, your servant, know (25) by the spirit which you have given me [ ] and
righteousness are all your deeds, and [your] w[ord] does not withdraw [
26. your times mw'[ ]rwtym for their matters and I know [
27. and the wicked f[ ] that he may gain understanding [
28. ] your [sp]irits [
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put nbiua -prmbsj Dm -pro bnau •'DHx p[ ] 23
] cueh piu -ipisi utos ■'Uttib nbton ] 24
] nun rrro •'Dman p-nu ^dxi nub nbiu totom [ ] 25
pb brat mna roanso nbiu -pi bia aunbi [ ] 26
] tobm nxr nrm -|-pd -o -fbratuE ] 27
]m to[ ] -itm b-rocp na[ ] 28
] m -iTua pm Kin [ ] 29





1. [ ] in your people and h[
2. [ ] our ears [ ] men of truth and b[
3. prudence and those seeking understanding [ ]by compassion and the poor in spirit,
4. those purified by (4) poverty and those purified in the crucible [ ]
those who restrain themselves until [ ] your judgement
5. and those who keep watch for your salvation. [ ]
and you have strengthened your statutes [ ]
6. to make (6) [judgemejnt on the world
and to give as an inheritance to all [ ] holiness for e[ternal] generations
7. and all (7) [ their dejeds with t'n[ ] men of your vision.
8. [ ] Lord, who gives insight in the heart of [your] ser[vant],
9. [ all] these and Ih[ ] and to restrain oneself against 7[ ] wickedness,
10. and to bless (10) [ ]y your will [ ]r you love
11. and to abhor all that (11) [you hate ]brk [ ]/ man, for according to the spirits [ ]wlm
12. between (12) good and evil [ ]tm their works. And I know your insight,
13. for in your pleasure b'[ the spi]rit of your holiness,
and thus you bring me near your understanding,
14. and as (14) 1 come near, I am zealous against all who practice wickedness and men of deceit,
for all who are near you are not rebellious against your commandments,
15. and all who know you do not change your words.
For you are righteous, and truth are all your chosen ones
16. and all iniquity (16) [ ],?' you wipe out forever ,
and your righteousness is revealed to the eyes of all your creatures.
17. [And] I know the abundance of your goodness,
and with an oath I have bound myself upon my life,
18. not to sin against you (18) [and not] to do any of all that is evil in your eyes,
and thus I have been brought into the community of all the men ofmy council,
19. in accordance with (19) [ ]klw I will bring him near,
and according to the abundance of his inheritance I will love him,
and I will not lift my face to evil and £[ ] I will not consider
20. [and] I will [not] exchange your truth for wealth,
and for bribery all your judgements; on the contrary, lp[ ]s
21. \nw and as you place him afar, so shall I abhor him,
and I will not bring into the council [ ]sby
22. ]ytk
23. ~\k O Lord, according to your great strength and the abundance of your wonders
from everlasting to everlasting [ \m and great
24. [ ]ym who forgives those who turn from transgression,
and punishes the iniquity of the wicked [ ] freely
25. [ ] and you hate injustice forever.
And I, your servant, you have shown favour with the spirit of knowledge [ ]mt
26. [ ] and to abhor every way of injustice,
and I love you voluntarily and with all heart [ ]k
27. [ ] your insight, for from your hand this will come to pass and without [ ]/
28. [ ]kh flesh will rule [ ]i and/[ ]sb
29. [ ] he, and he will build with help [
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30. [ ] expanse upon the wings of the wind and y[
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i[ ] nn bia nar "|T3 ">a nynxi inyaj panb raiax ban xbi nam 16
nn[ ] nnx pi naman nx matsnb bia ban na^xi inxna anaa nmnan 17
nby [ pbi biaa pbnnbi pmnaa nntonb pan nyinb inman annai pnas 18
□nm -nana pxi ny aibai abiy nyitmb lasa nna bia mnabi pnann pnna 19
nam anb ananpn annm naai[ ]b nnxna amtom maa nraan 20
nisx biaa nan xbi aaaa nayn p[ pa naxan aia xb pnna iabn "o 21
e^bina a-1asttf aa m®yb anman p[ ]bia nnxas; nt&xa nnan nnna22
pma nxi pmaa nx [bia] nynb abiy[ ] mxb nimbi -ptoya bia myb 23
inya panb ban p*>x nay [ ] bmtm m 1273 xin px nai bman24
xm mym nxi m bia pnn pnxai [ nnpamn nnbiyai nn nnnar nnx 25
biaa nnnna aa m nynxi ptonpp p->xi pnoxa pn bia mn xb26
x*>a nyran mb^byb naia npn xb [ ]pn xbi pinntm an nybi27
pnym ">ax pnab nnn xb [ ]n nbiy biai nnx nax bx 28
]b [ ]xi nay [ ]b[ ] pb m 29
] p»mp30
] •'a 31
]nkh I have [in]sight [
] 'kh What shall we reply for you have dealt (kindly) with us and [ ]hply'[
]they will not retain strength to know your glory [ ]r [your] wonder[s
]llyh according to their understanding and in accordance with [their] knowledge
by] your [glo]ry
] without hs[ ] to period they will proclaim and my\
] and we are gathered in the community and with those who know [ ]rh to you and nr[
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8. [ your] compassion [ ]/rwith your mighty men
and wondrously we will recount together bdj ] and till [
9. b'd[ ] and our offspring hwd[ ] sons ofman in the midst [ ]Adam [
10. for [ ]pl' exceedingly [
11. b[ ]b understanding lms[ ] ringing cry [
12. [ ]hbw you all the days w'[
13. 'm[ ] and I love you voluntarily and with all (my) heart and with all (my) soul I purify [
14. hq[ ]swr from all that you have commanded, and I will prevail over many m\
15. [ ] abandon all your statutes.
And I know your insight,
for it is not by the hand of a flesh [ ] man [
16. his way and a man is not able to establish his step,
and I know that by your hand is every spirit formed [ ]w
17. you have established before you created it,
and how can anyone change your words?
Only you [ ]th
18. the righteous, and from the womb you have ordained him for the appointed time of approval,
to keep your covenant and to walk (uprightly) in all things wlh[ ] upon him
19. with the abundance of your compassion,
and to relieve all the distress of his soul
unto eternal salvation and everlasting peace and without need.
20. And you have raised (20) his glory above flesh,
and the wicked you have created /[ ]wnkh
and from the womb you have set them apart for the day of slaughter,
21. for they walk in a way that is not good,
and they reject bb[ ]k their soul abhors,
22. and they have no delight in all that (22) you have commanded
and they have chosen that which you hate, all [ ]k you have prepared them
so as to carry out great judgements upon them
23. before the eyes of all your creatures,
and to be a sign [ ] eternal [ ]
that [all] may know your glory and your great power.
24. And what then is flesh that he can have insight [ ] dust
how can he establish his step?
25. You have formed the spirit and its work [you] have established [ ]
and from you is the way of every living thing,
26. And I know that (26) no wealth is comparable with your truth,
w yy[ ] your [ho]liness.
And I know that you have chosen them above all things,
27. and forever they will serve you and not tq[ ]
you will not take a ransom for the deeds of wickedness .
28. For (28) God of truth are you, and all injustice t[ ],
[ ] will not exist in your presence.
29. I know that (29) to you [ ]/[ ] he does w'[ ] /[
30. your holiness [
31. because [
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10. by the spirit of [your] holi[ness ]/?[ ] and not ywk[
11. the spirit of [your] holifness ] the fulness h\ ] earth [ ] your [gl]ory, the fulness k[
12. and I know that brsw[ ] toward mankind you have multiplied [ ]dyour truth in all [
13. and the place of righteousness '[ ]
which you have deposited upon him p[ ]y stumble in all m[
14. when I know all these, [I] will f[ind] the reply of the tongue,
to [prostrate myself ]/ my transgression, and to seek [ ] spirit [
15. and to strengthen myself by the spirit of [your] ho[liness]
and to cling to the truth of your covenant,
and to [ ]k in truth and perfect heart,
3 Sukenik transcribed two nayB; however, the facsimile shows a word of five letters. There is a
letter immediately before D but unfortunately one cannot make out with certainty what it is. The third
letter, whose traces are barely visible, is 3 while the fourth letter appears to be a X. Therefore,
1X3BX is a possible reading of the text.
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and to love [
16. Blessed are you, O Lord, [ ] deed that all things are your works.
Behold, you have determined /'[
17. lovingkindness and you have shown me favour by the spirit of your compassion,
and [ ~\wd your glory,
To you belongs the righteousness,
for you have done kw[ ]
18. And as I know that you have noted the spirit of the righteous,
And I have chosen to cleanse my hands in accordance with [your] will,
19. and the soul of your servant [abhor] every (19) work of injustice
and I know that none is righteous apart from you,
and I beseech your face by the spirit which you have given [me],
20. to complete (20) [ ]dyk with 'b\ ] /[ ] to cleanse me by the spirit of your holiness,
and to bring me near by your will according to your great lovingkindness [ ]Mwt[
21. 'md[ ] the place r.s[ ] which bh[ ] to those who love you and to those who keep m[
22. in your presence [ ]lm [ \d\ ]' [ ] have fellowship with the spirit of your servant
and with all m's[ ]/[
23. [ ]'yhl[ |u> and not >4 ] in his presence all affliction,
a stumbling from the statutes of your covenant ky[
24. gl[ory] and '[ ] and compassionate '[ ]£ '[ ]tn mercy and truth,
and who forgives transgression [
25. and who has compassion on [ ],
and those who keep msw[ ]sbym to you in faithfulness and perfect heart [
26. to serve you [ ] good in your eyes.
Do not turn away from the face of your servant, [ ]/[ ] son of truth[
27. \h And I, according to your words, qr[
28. ]
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d[d]k;di orr-in bran onmay nmba Dmspa [ ]nb na: nnm 16
□y DDibto nmpsi mm mnb [ ]Drr[ pnnb irnyina 17
□biy nnn -bod'? orpxaxa bio1? ' nbsm n[ ] Dmsraa bia 5ny 18
o-itaa Dmp]»n nmappn nanyn nnanai n[ j naa •>30 Sao1?! 19
n»y x1? -p-iybam bia m[ ] m byi onam 20
omn banni -innn mr ->a«a xbs mb -mix nrrba xo rowan mym nbx 21
xba nayaa nyinn nan nxtonn naana ]nyn ma man mpni rrnyn nao 22
bian noao xba nynraxi yma xba -ia*ix no pms marana nnyaaa nam 23
amyin biaa obay mtt; ~bod maipm nasa mp baa1? |anar nnna naoab papn 24
amaaaay by noT1 nna inxun mux noo"1 naa ro*nsbn annya xba annoa xaba 25
rip-tan myn baa naynn bx nnx nab pnan udkid by6 b"y av noa 26
nnxna nnx mnnn noym |aayn nnaay anxn -uabi nnxn 7naoa 27
ap by D-nan atom nnun onoa omnia "'■as pni man ynna ptaba 8nan 28
ynanb oaaamb na[nan man]! omnb □•'ap xasana nnna omnia nan yam 29
nanta bbnba napn[a ] nannx ^tayn baaa namixbna nnobi nanaaa 30
namnna nnxa [ pnbiyb naaanaa abac? mb naiymi baa nna 31
]aay aann [ ] yaa •nab taux nan nnptn namon banaa 32
■yaa matan [ ] namyn baa naab namixbna nnob 33
lynta [ ] nnnaan max namaxboa baa cyaax -nabi 34
nnny inmin [ ]"|"®o "tyb urn mpnnai nyn mtap □•'Dan 35
aamxn ■■ay x[ ]p*>mn -pn mmn baaa nbay imatan o-pma 36
aa-'m xb ab ■>b*'[ ] aoxon bxa max 37





4. in them and ms[ ] for [ ] and from there m[
5. and spring hgb[ great] counsel [ ] without number and [your] zeal
6. before h[ ] and slow to anger in judgeme[nt ] you are righteous in all your deeds.
7. And in [your] wisdom h[ ] eternal [ ] and before you created them,
8. your have already known their deeds (8) forever and ever
[ ] all is done, and nothing is known without your will.
9. You have formed (9) every spirit [ ]
and judgement for all their deeds.
10. And you have stretched out the heavens to (10) your glory,
all [ ]th according to your will,
and strong spirits according to their ordinances,
11. before (11) they became angels of [ ]
to eternal spirits in their dominions,
luminaries according to their mysteries,
5
Here is a case of dittography.
6 Sukenik transcribed bia but it can be clearly seen on the facsimile that the first two letters ID
were corrected to y.
7 Sukenik simply transcribed 110 but the facsimile clearly shows a 1 before D.
8 Sukenik transcribed mm but there is no "l before "l.
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12. stars according to [their] courses,
[ | according to their work,
lightnings and thunders according to their service,
13. and storehouses (13) designed according to [their] purposes,
[ ] according to their mysteries.
You have created the earth by your power,
14. seas and deeps [ ]byhm you have established by your wisdom,
15. and all that is in them (15) you have ordained according to [your] will,
[ ] for the spirit ofman which you have formed upon the earth for all the days of eternity
16. and the generations of eternity lm[ ]
in their ordained seasons you have allotted their work in all their generations
17. and jud[ge]ment (17) at its appointed times lmms[ ]yhm[ ] to generation and generation
18. and the visitation of their retribution with (18) all their afflictions | ]h
and you have allotted to all their offspring according to the number of endless generations
19. and for all the years of eternity [ ]h
and by the wisdom of your knowledge you have established their testimony
20. before (20) they came into existence, and according to [ ~\yh all and
and apart from you nothing happens.
21. These I know from your insight, for you have opened my ears to wonderful mysteries
even though I am a creature of clay, and kneaded with water,
22. a foundation of shame and a fountain of impurity,
a furnace of iniquity and a structure of sin, a spirit of error,
23. and perverted without (23) understanding and terrified by the judgements of righteousness.
What can I say that is not known, and proclaim that is not told?
24. Everything (24) is engraved before you with the ink of remembrance for all periods of eternity,
and the courses of the number of everlasting years at all their appointed times.
25. And they are not hidden, nor are they lacking from before you.
And how shall a man give an account of his sin,
and how shall he defend his iniquities,
26. and how shall an unjust give a reply to a righteous judgement?
27. To you, God of knowledge, belong all the deeds of righteousness (27) and true counsel
but to the sons ofman belongs the service of iniquity and the deeds of deceit.
28. You have created (28) breath for the tongue, and you know its words,
and you have established the fruits of the lips before they came into being,
and you have put words by a measuring line
29. and the utterance of the breath of the lips by measure,
and you bring forth the measuring lines according to their mysteries,
and [the utterances of breath]s according to their purpose,
30. in order to make known (30) your glory
and to recount your wonders in all the deeds of your truth [ ] your [righteousness
31. and to praise your name (31) with the mouth of all.
And they know you in accordance with their insight and bless you forever [ ]
32. and you, in your compassion (32) and your great mercy,
you have strengthened the spirit ofman against affliction [ ] from the abundance of iniquity,
33. to recount your wonders before all your creatures [ ] the judgements ofmy afflictions,
34. and to the sons ofman all your wonders which you have done mightily [ ]
35. Listen, (35) O wise men, and [you who meditate upon knowledge and the anxious],
and be of steadfast mind [ ] increase prudence.
36. O righteous men, make an end of injustice,
and all those of perfect way, strengthen [ ]' the poor
37. Be patient (37) and do not reject [ ]yly heart they do not understand
38. these things [ ] 'm[
39. ~\ysym yhrw\
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29. I [give you thanks, O Lord],
for you have given me insight into your truth,
30. And the mysteries of your wonder you have made known to me
and your mercy to a man [ ]
with the abundance of your compassion to the perverted heart.
31. [Who is like y]ou among the gods, O Lord?
and who is like your truth?
and who is righ[te]ous before you when he is judged.
32. And no (29) host of spirit can answer your reproach,
and none can stand before your anger.
33. And all the sons of (30) your truth you will bring before you in forgiveness,
[to purify] them from their transgressions by the greatness of your goodness,
and by the abundance of your com[pas]sion,
34. to make them stand before you forever and ever.
For you are an eternal God
and all your ways are established forever and e[ver].
35. And there is none apart from you.
And what is the man of worthlessness and the lord of nothingness,
36. that he should understand your wonderful (33) [great] deeds?
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38. [ ] you have increased without num[ber
39. [ ] your name by doing wonderful things m[
40. [ un]ceasingly [
41. [ ]klw and praise [
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]m bin p-am xbt mm xb rami xibm b[ ]
] xvt nmxi mx nsx nni bin mm xb nm[ ]
]x mom nbxn mxbsm ub-orcn "o mmrcn naubi pmp
nrcnnx nrn nnasn xibn mrx nn nsxi nsrc mxt nircmm
nnmr xbn 'b^rcnx nmxi mnnarcn xbn prnnx no nrcaisn -pxa
•'unbarcn xiba a^rcx na-w ->0 nnnna xba nanx nm -b
nrcyn baa brciDi nn biab pnxt anaaa pbm mbx nrc nnx nan
pnbiT pxi naaian xtba snr xbi bin nrcsr xb nnmubaDi
■'Di mnn px nnnmaabi l0namaa nnub pxi maa nana pxi
namaa "^ab amnnb ma may D^nan nnxba ">wvn bma
nbx baa nmrcrc nanaaab pn [ naa] may ">a anaab arc xanax nna
1. [ the p] lan of your heart [
2. [ ]/ and without your will it shall not be.
And none understand bhw[
3. [ 1ykh none looks upon.
What then is man? He is but earth. [
4. he is formed and to dust he shall return.
But you give him insight into wonders like these
5. and in the counsel '[ ] (5) you make known to him.
And I am dust and ashes, what can I plan unless you take delight in?
6. And what can 1 plan (6) without your will?
How can I show myself strong unless you make me stand,
7. and how can I gain insight unless you mould (7) me.
and what can I speak unless you open my mouth?
and how can I reply unless you give me insight?
8. Behold, you are the prince of gods and the king of the glorious ones,
and lord over every spirit and ruler over every creature.
9. And apart from you nothing can happen,
and nothing is revealed without your will
and there is none beside you
10. and there is none with you in power,
and there is none in comparison to your glory,
and for your might there is no price.
11. And who (11) among all the great works of your wonder can retain strength,
so as to stand before your glory?
12. And what then is he who returns to his dust, that he could retain [strength]?
Only for your glory have you done all these.
Column 18:14-19:2
Sukenik col. 10:14-11:2; SHR 190417
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 186-8
jmnin m nnn[ ] mon-in bx mix nnx -pna
]i ddt1 onb xbi nnmxbaii
]m nnairc bima nnnonb
jnnnnxa inarcrca m
9 This word is read as bmrcx.




















rnsoa namaaa "nrarm [
rornnmbobi nD^am popi
nnnri xbi "omran ro3[
nun "b nnDE? Kb n»a nan *>a[
nnan mmn pn ai[
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14. Blessed are you, O Lord, God of compassion, [ ] mercy,
for you have made known [
15. your wonderful deeds, and do not keep silence day and [
16. for your mercy, in your great goodness and r[
17. for I have leaned on your truth [
18. your w[ill] and without [ ] your rebuke there is no stumbling [
19. an affliction that you do not know [ ]kh
20. And I, in accordance with what I know of b 'm[ ]
and when I consider your glory,
21. 1 will recount (21) your wonderful deeds,
and when I understand b[ the ab]undance of your compassion,
22. and for your forgiveness (22) I hope that you have formed [ ]nkh you have established me.
23. And you have not placed (23) my support upon unjust gain and bh[ \by
and the inclination of the flesh you have not set for me as a refuge.
24. The strength of the mighty is on the abundance 'd{ \wb, corn, wine, and oil
25. And they have exalted themselves [with] possession and property,
[ ] 'nn by streams ofwaters, to produce foliage
26. and to multiply branches, for bh[ ] mankind,
and to make all grow fat from the earth,
27. and to the sons of your truth you have given ,y[ ] everlasting,
[and] in accordance with their knowledge honoured [
28. the one more than the other.
And thus to the son '[ J.v you have increased his in[heri]tance
29. through the knowledge of your truth,
and in accordance with his knowledge w[ ]i
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your servants abhors [
30. and unjust gain nor in the height of luxuries [ ]
my heart rejoices in your covenant,
31. and [yojur truth (31) my soul delights.
And I flourish [ ]
and my heart is opened to an eternal spring,
32. and my support is in the refuge from above and [ ] mischief
and it withers like flower before [
33. And my heart goes mad in anxiety,
and my loins in trembling,
and my groaning reaches to the deeps
34. and searches even into the chamber of Sheol,
and I am terrified when I hear your judgement against the mighty warriors,
35. and your case against the host of your holy ones b[ ]sh




1. in te[rror misjchief from my eyes and grfief
2. through the meditation ofmy heart.
Column 19:3-14
Sukenik col. 11:3-14; SHR 190419
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 188
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3. I give you thanks, my God,
for you have done wonderful things with dust,
and with the creature of clay you have strengthened exceedingly.
and what am I?
4. For (4) [ ] tny in the counsel of your truth,
and you have given me insight into your wonderful deeds,
and you have put into my mouth praises
and into my tongue
5. [ ]h and my uncircumcised lips in a place of rejoicing,
and I will sing of your lovingkindness,
and on your strength I will meditate all the day,
6. continually I will bless your name.
and I will recount your glory among the sons ofman
7. and in the greatness of your goodness (7) my soul will delight.














and in your hand is righteousness,
8. and in your thought (8) all knowledge,
and in your power all might,
and all glory is with you.
In your wrath are all the judgements of affliction
9. but in your goodness is great forgiveness,
and your compassion for all the sons of your pleasure,
for you have caused them to know the counsel of your truth,
10. and into your wonderful mysteries you have given them insight.
And for the sake of your glory you have cleansed man from transgression,
11. that he may sanctify himself (11) for you
from all abominations of impurity and guilt of unfaithfulness,
to be united [with] the sons of your truth,
12. and in lot with (12) your holy ones,
to raise up from dust the worms of the dead to an [eternal] council,
and from perverted spirit to [your] understanding
13. and that he may station himself in position before you
with an eternal host and spirits of [ ],
14. to be renewed with all (14) that is
and with those who know in the community of rejoicing.
Column 19:15-38
Sukenikcol. 11:15-38; ; SHR 190419
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Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 188-90
nmxi non •'t
-pnm xibn nbDi n[
Tun boy nno: xb[
]xbo-pi mus nnoDinx nsmx 15
] hdx mo "Grimm m>[ ] 16
] omxi ">b nmba nppnpxbDD] 17
]tm romonm pnm rob po] 18
] □minn bnxb mpn ->b nnsn 13x1 19
pri nxunb "[ nmoxi pmnx] c£?igx nmt&m nm mm mmG20
inn nimbi □">[ pnaya im msbm iximi nnt£?x 21
l2["p]:p bnx bmb nrp niton nmxi 22a
]xi nbis? mbn ny amino nooni ]i3"' 22
]nto bmi mjjittp niton nnnrx23
] nsob brm nrpttwn bmn mi nnton24
pis "on nmnnn*1 ns? mbiub nnntB25
yam nnnnxi l3piu xtsnn xb ] nbiui nmxi ptp pxi mn bipn 26
]b nnnn ntt?[ n]nx -[inn aibiu oibttn ns? mnnb 27
nnmon mnn nao[ ] ntmnixbatin pnnb nsn bnttf28
[]]inm nnnnx mm nm[ pntin nr: ni amnnn bx nnx pmn 29
mnnDi nnnnxn nnnny roan nnto bian nnmon 30
[nopmrnbobi mpx nnmonbi nnmnb mbm nt£?xn nnnpnnn 31
txi mbnnb utiti pxi[
pxb nbnn b">bm nb[
bbm"1 obm iQ3 nn[
nm istdet tr[
1' This restoration is taken from 4Q427 frg. 1:3.
12 There is an interlinear insertion above line 22, which is labelled as 22a here. This series of
words should be inserted after jltP and before nSDDl as confirmed by 4Q427 frg. 1:4.
13 This restoration is taken from 4Q428 frg. 8 iii 2-3.
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15. I give you thanks, my God;
I exalt you, my rock, and in doing wonders [
16. [ ]ky you have caused me to know the counsel of truth [
17. [yo]ur [wonderful deed]s you have revealed to me,
and I contemplate [ ]y mercy,
18. and I know (18) [that] to you belong the righteousness,
and in your mercy^i[ }h and destruction without your compassion.
19. And I, a source of bitter sorrow was opened to me,
[ ] mischiefwas not hidden from my eyes.
20. When I knew the inclination ofman and the reply ofmankind [I understand]
21. [and I recognise] sin and the grief of (21) guilt.
And they have entered into my heart
and penetrated into [my] bones [ ]ym
22. and to moan sighing (22a) and groaning
with the lyre of lamentation for every mourning of an[guish],
(22) and bitter wailing until iniquity ceases and '[ ]
and there is no plague to cause weakness.
23. And then (23) I will sing with the lyre of salvation and the zither sm[ ]lh
and the flute of praise unceasingly
24. And who among all your creatures can declare [ ]kh
with the mouth of them all is your name praised
25. forever and ever they will bless you according to sk[ ]ym
26. they will proclaim together (26) with the voice of rejoicing
and there is no anguish nor groaning,
and injustice [will not be found forever],
27. and your truth you will shine forth (27) for endless glory and eternal peace.
Blessed are yo[u ]sr you have given /[
28. the insight of knowledge to understand your wonderful deeds [ ~\spr
through the abundance of your mercy.
29. Blessed are you, God of compassion and grace,
bgd-w[ ]wkh and the greatness of your truth,
30. and the abundanfce] of (30) your mercy towards all your creatures.
Gladden the soul of your servant with your truth,
31. and cleanse me (31) with your righteousness
as I wait for your goodness and for your mery I hope
32. and by [your] forgiveness (32) you have relieved my breakdown
and in my grief you have comforted me,
for I have leaned on your compassion.
33. Blessed are yo[u], (33) O Lord, for you have done these things,
and you put in the mouth of your servant [
34. and a supplication and a reply of the tongue
and you have established for me [ ] W[ ]
35. and "isw[
14 Read as TOytffS due to the assimilation of U.
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Sukenik col. 12:1-37; frgs. 54, 60
4Q427frg. 2, 3 col. II, 4; 4Q428frg. 8 col. II
SHR 190411, 190407, 4328
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 190-2
-mn[ ] i
mbttn Dp[i£?3 ]p pyaa naab n[ ] 2
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^pm -ipm nysb maipna nb->b nymb pram nbrann mrana mx 6
bma man ddv mam nb^b K2mb nx l7yan mm n b iaoxn i
bin'? ammxa omana amain naipm 2p mD'' ny mbm 8
nmn nxmi mm nmym bx mn mmi pana nnbrann 9
ms7{pi{pn ba m my mm Kibi nm xib nnbm ddx p*o io
mna ^bx nynym bmran yjo my -inx pio nman 11
naraVp m~a naxba mob mynra mnxm m nnm nraK 12
pp najman |iym nabara my nyn yinb nnnnfa] 13
pram nba nxipi non amb n[ ] 14
]y mxb nymyy mn [ ] 15
jmnn pm nyran m[ ] 16
]y px xy nnnra my[ ] 17
napx yab xy nannn my p[x ] 18
] nyyy pms pxi nanf ] 19
] nan yrabi nmm bma bmranfb] 20
nanpna ' m mm naambi nannamfb] 21
pabi ibm nymyy apai naiyvm
pbanb nainnra"' anbrann mbi anraan 23
]pb nayn y*o nynyn by mayb xib24
pani nay npn pbp nrniyi nm mpnb 25
]y 2py nnn mrb nay nymm pram 26
p nay yw nm Dran npb nrax bx 21
pa nam yab yym nm nra[ ] 28









x[ ]b nnn [
ycmb pai naax yah ymn' bi nymyy bia naob [ ] 30
may bx arc max nm nanaab pxi nnpna xy nynnym by 31
15 This restoration is taken from 4Q427 frg. 3 ii 4.
16 This restoration is taken from 4Q427 frg. 3 ii 5 and 4Q428 frg. 8 ii 10.
17 A letter has been erased from the text.
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] 37
1. [ ]tdh. soul [
2. [ ]h safely in the dwelling q[ in quiet]ness and at ease
3. [ with eternal spirits ] his tent b[ ] and salvation
and I will praise your name among those who fear you.
4. [To the instructor, prjaises and prayer,
to prostrate myself and seek favour always, from time to time,
at the coming of the light,
5. mm[ ] through the course of the day in its order
in accordance with the laws of the great luminary,
6. at the turn of the evening and the departure of (6) light,
at the beginning of the dominion of darkness,
at the appointed time of the night according to its course,
to the turn of the morning
7. and at the time (7) when it withdraws to its dwelling before the light,
at the departure of the night and the coming of the day continuously,
8. at all the births of time, the foundations of the period,
and the course of the seasons in their order
9. by their signs for all (9) their dominion,
in the order established from God's mouth and the testimony of existence,
10. and this shall be (10) and there is no more.
And besides it there has not been, nor will there ever be.
For God of knowledge has established it
11. and there is none besides him.
And I, the Instructor, have known you, my God,
12. by the spirit (12) which you have given me,
and faithfully I have listened to the counsel of your wonder by the spirit of your holiness.
13. You have [op]ened knowledge to my innermost parts
by the mystery of your insight and the spring of [your] strength [ ]yk
14. [ ]h to the abundance ofmercy and the zeal for destruction and hsb\
15. [ ] the majesty of your glory to light'[
16. [ \hd wickedness and there is no deceit [
17. [ ] 'dy ruin, for there is no '[
18. [ ] there is [no] more raging, because before [your] anger [
19. [ ]hpry And there is none righteous with you [ ]h
20. [to] gain insight into all your mysteries and to return a word [
21. [for] your reproach and for your goodness they watch, for in [your] mer[cy
22. and they know you and in the time of your glory they will rejoice,
and in accordance with [ ]
23. according to their insight (23) you will bring them near
and in accordance with their dominion they will serve you lmplg[ ]b from you
24. not to transgress your word.
And I, from dust lq[ }rsty
25. to a source of impurity and shame of disgrace,
a pile of dust and mgb[ ]h and a dwelling of darkness.
26. And the return to dust for the creature of clay at the time '[ ] in the dust
27. to the place from which it is taken,
and what can the dust reply and [ ]ybyn,
28. [ ]syw and how can he station himself before the one who reproaches bw[ ]wds
29. [ ] eternal, and collections of glory and spring of knowledge and gbw[ ] they/[ ]'
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30. [ ] to recount all your glory and to station himself before your anger,
31. and there is none to give a reply (31) to your reproach,
for you are righteous and there is none before you,
and what then is the one who returns to his dust,
32. and I am dumb and what can I say about this?
In accordance with my knowledge I have spoken, msydwq, a creature of clay.
33. and what (33) can I say unless you open my mouth,
and how can I understand unless you give me insight,
34. and what 'w[ ] (34) except that you open my heart?
and how can I tread the straight path unless hky[
35. stands p[ ]h:q with strength,
and how can I raise myself [
36. and kwl[ ]w with whom b[
37. ]
Column 21:1-18 (Top)
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1. [ ]tym l[ ]s' one born of a wo[man
2. [ ]kh[ ] your righteousness
3. [ ]' I have seen this
4. [ how] can I see unless you open my eyes, and hear
5. [ ] my [he]art is appalled, for to an uncircumcised ear a word is revealed and the heart
6. [ ] and I know that for yourself you have done these, my God.
7. and what is flesh (7) [ to do] wonders
and in your plan to show strength and to establish all things for your glory.
8. [ ] the host of knowledge to declare great deeds to flesh,
9. and established statutes to one born of (9) [a woman ] 'wth into the covenant with you,
and you open the heart of dust so as to keep
10. [ ] from the snares of judgement in accordance with your compassion,
nttf]X TD"> yttf[ P DTIf
ronp-rs [ ]ro[
mr tpx-i x[
nyorcxi ■'ry nrrbn xibn dox pyx
nbi -im nnsD ]nx bnyb xo on[b] Dion [
nm ->bx nbx nnoy rob xo mnxi [
ro-nrob bo )onbi TOjnb romrannm x^bspb
mb">b maoa -pirn iV-vnn -o3b -oob nyr xyy [
-intonb -isy nb nbnm rony mro nmx[
or ■'Dxi room nmub ddbo tiqd [
xo mr ny oa®n3 ob pxn nbi -i[
nbn nmpn obo mom nay ]nxy nnn[
-nnybi rony mm xonb nroton [
penn [ ]i ron ny mrmx oixb obo ]OD3[
]n "pxb mbtc opi po [




11. and I am a creature (11) [ ]r and a heart of stone.
To what should I be reckoned until this?
12. For (12) [ ]tth to the ear of dust,
and you have inscribed what is to happen forever in the heart
13. [ ] you have put an end, to bring into the covenant with you, and to stand
14. [ ] on the fixed place of eternity, to the light of perfect light fotever and [ ] darkness
15. [ ] end and times of peace without h[
16. [ ] and I am a creature of dust [
17. [ ]h I open [
18. [ M
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]b -pi nnnsi [ 2
]x->bsnb -ied Dibtc rnrrniit 3
jenam mna muD by ->Dyai[ 4
pun pinm -nanna nay mm[ 5
pio rrn ^ab -nay« nrpx iax •npat 6
]nb y-f Kin k^j isan nib minKm [ 7
] nyttf-i ina imnD-' nab nai nba i[ 8
] Kb toa n-'an -cr bia inni biya i[ 9
] nian TOyai nbiy n:r oaKi pKb[ 10
]n nir ^ki [ 11
] bx nnx nab ptnn"1 nn [ 12
Kib na^nybam ann^y [ 13
] ■'a nnnn -iiok mna Tiyn,> nayn [ 14
]pnr bnm mr n^am nbiy b[ ]nn[ 15
] nbai y22 n3aK?ni a^ibnnb nna n^yf 16
]n nKiipi nan nab [ 17
] na-1! 18
the path is open /[
the tracks of peace, and with flesh to do wonders [
and my steps over those who hide its traps and who spread [
I will keep the one formed from dust from being scattered, and from among wax[
heap of ash, how can I stand before the wind s\v'[
and he protects him for the mysteries of his pleasure, for he knows lm[
r destruction. And they have hidden trap upon trap, the snares of wickedness |
w in injustice. And every creature of deceit will come to an end, for not [
I'yn And there will be no more inclination of injustice nor works of deceit [
And I, creature of h[
how can he be strong before you? You are the God [
You have made them and without you not [
the dust, I know by the spirit which you have given me [
mh[ ]/ injustice and deceit will be driven out, and insolence will cease [
'sy impurity to sickness and judgements of affliction and destruction [
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17. ] to you is wrath and zeal mv\
18. ] creature [
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ds which is in heaven
dwl and it is a wonder. And they cannot
tykh and they are not able to know all
b to its dust. And I am a man of transgression and defiled
guilt ofwickedness. And I, in the periods ofwrath,
tqwmm before my afflictions, and to be preserved from
'mv these things. For there is hope for man
n 7 And I am a creature of clay, I have leaned
my God. And I know that truth
'hwr And I, in my times, will hold on
mh on place of standing you have set me, for
man, and you have made him return, and for what>7[
you are strong [
bwsh without hop[e
and I, a creature [
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1. ] will rejoice [
2. ] the volunteers do not [
3. for me from the time when 1 was established /[
4. he will not enter, for [
5. ] like my structure, and [my] entrails [
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1. ]
2. ] which [
3. ]b and morning with [
4. ] 'y man and mmk[
5. ]wrt they keep watch and upon their watch [
6. ] you rebuke every adversary that destroys and mr[
7. ]bh And you have opened my ear, for [
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8. ] men, and the covenant of him who has been seduced by them and ybw'[
9. ]khwt before you and I was in dread at your judgement [
10. \ykh and who is pure in your judgement? And what 'ph[
11. ] 'ny in the judgement? And he who returns to his dust, what [
12. ] you have opened my heart to your insight, and you have opened [my eajrs [
13. ] to lean on your goodness. But my heart is perturbed [
14. ] and my heart dissolves like wax because of transgression and sin.
15. ]tymh Blessed are you, God of knowledge, who have established
16. ] and this happens to your servant for your sake, for I know
17. ]kh I hope with all my being and you name I will bless always
18. ]dkh Do not forsake me in times of [
19. ] and your glory wt[
20. ] upon [
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nbxa arbabi mraa mrb srn»[nb
mb1' mocxi ia~n nan "ijrb mamb[
nanua nnaao nttix na^b nannx [
na^nna anb mns; ntaab naaiu [
□bis? nnattfb n->baxi ma -|x[
pa naam nana l
npton pah namx 2
]b -m nana x">a 3
]aaa piK bam 4
pn att;x nam 5
] abia aa naaaa 6
pra1® baa mab 7
] nan-nan man 8
] nam a®n bx 9
] na-aab naiai 10
]ip by nnppn n
]pn nnam -maa aaab 12






1. your light and you have set up m'[
2. your light without cea[se
3. for with you is light /[
4. and you have opened the ear of dust [ ] and hwl[
5. the plan which hw[ ] his anger '[ ]k and you have established ba[
6. your servant forever [ ]mw 'wt of your wonder,
7. to reveal yourself (7) to the eyes of all those who hear [ ]
by the right (hand) of your strength lnhl[
8. by the power of your strength [ ] for your name,
and you show youself great bkbw[
9. Do not withdraw your hand [ that he might] be the one who holds fast to your covenant,
10. and who stands in your presence [ ]wr
you have opened the mouth of your servant,
11. and on his tongue (11) you have inscribed upon qw[ to pro]claim to a creature his insight,
12. and to be a mediator in these things (12) to dust such as myself,
and you have opened mq[ ] to reprove the creature of clay of his way,
172
13. and the guilt of one born of (13) a woman according to his deeds,
and to open m[ ] your truth to the creature whom you have supported by your power,
14. /[ ] according to your truth, bearing good tidings [ ]your goodness,
to preach to the poor the abundance of your compassion
15. [ ]' from the spring [ ] 'y spirit, and mourning to eternal joy.
16. ]
Column 23:1-18 (Bottom)
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]:am mbx mm nm-ixm [ 3
]xi Tinpib isi7D ton nn mi nrmra bi=> -isobi n=>bb[ 4
rrap-12 -lntciD ]n nm-ton m~D nb« bis nrpt&y nmn 5
nnx ■'maim 'tos bis ny nyn mbm aba -iy -pnn n[ 6
nnxi nn xib mm nax nto[ pa nay no xa[ 7
■oman omn by"1 nmnm [ ]iam -inn[ 8
mn nmam nay byi na[ ]nabi na[ 9
mota ^a ay nnnb mbx [ pmf 10
xa -pin naVn -pio abi[ 11
mrcnb xibi nmba mxm [ 12
rtnttfx naab rtmsm roBH[ 13
mabnnm naxaa ay mrn[ 14
nanoxa mm xa rombo ma[ 15
pTmni namaab nbx nnban[ 16
ayna nn biy [ 17
aynD -lpr is
and in your land and among sons of gods and bbn[
llkh and to declare all your glory. And what am I? For from dust I have been taken and '[
wdkh you have made all these,
according to the abundance of your mercy give the gurarding of your righteousness
h continually unto deliverance,
and interpreters of knowledge with all my steps, and reproachers of truth
for what is dust? bk[ ]sh ashes in their hand. They are nothing. But you
clay and msw[ ] your will; and upon the stones (?) you have tested me
gw wlkh[ ]bry and upon dust you have stretched out the spirit
btyt[ ] gods to unite with the sons of heaven
wlm and there is no return of darkness. For
and light you have revealed, but not to make return
dskh you have stretched out to atone for guilt
rtym with your host, and those who wander
bwt from before you, for they are established in your truth
you have done these wonderfully for your glory. And msydwq
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•>ivbrb [ ] iDDttfDn 4
masynb yos ■>m[ 5
H3 1BB1ST1[ p -1E73 6
yam rrn vnaBB o[ ] ■ok'pd 7
nnxi rtDUDD proa ro^ ipnon mbx 8
PlDDim sp nx TDK [ ] bx tnx 9
yto-inb -itsa mm ms mn-i[ 10
rony -non pranb x[ ]pa 11
blS D'HTQQ [ 12
pa [ 13
1. ]
2. ] creature of flesh
3. ] who will summon you
4. at his judgement [ ] to the angels of
5. ] and mysteries of transgression, to change
6. flesh b[ ] and above it will fly
7. all (7) the angels of [ ]m as the cords of the spirit, and you have humbled
8. the gods from the foundation [ ]ykh in the dwelling of your glory, and you
9. man upon [ ] I withdraw until the time of your acceptance
10. and to send [ \rmwt of power and the abundance of flesh to condemn
11. bq[ ]' to establish in council with you
12. ] the bastards, all [
13- ]gd[
Column 24:1-8 (Middle)
Sukenikfirg. 45; SHR 190407
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 198
pi npns [ 1
ipans? nun nnBb m?[ 2
]mn»ai |Dt£? bin □[ 3
p ">ia anbtybi onttnat 4
pi bl7D "I3~1D3 pit tCXt 5
]mnn bis nom mat 6
] orpna iarEnn[ 7
}b[ 8
1. ] righteousness w'[
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2. ] 'b to the pit in time of [his] iniquities [
3. ]m every adversary and destroyer [
4. ] their acts of explusion and to send them away, a people b[
5. ] man of insolence in the greatness of unfaithfulness w'[
6. ]bym with contempt, for all the spirits [
7. ] they have acted wickedly during their lives [
8. ]/[
Column 24:1-16 (Bottom)
Sukenikfrg 211, 6; SHR 3425; 190412; 190407




"11033 mEnr6 □*HTDD[ 3
ycnnb Dirn p[ 4
nmba m->n 5
•nyr -iKnb ">3K[ ]ib 6
sp3 nbiy □[ ?= 7
d->3d biobi rp[ ]■» 8
inD-1 9
■>330 nma[S7 10
crny nVny [ ]E7 bi< 11
nDtPK ma-i[ inprnb 12





2. ]m and in judgements
3. ] the bastards to condemn the flesh as guilty
4. ]kn their spirit to save
5. won]der of your mysteries you have revealed
6. Ib[ ] 'ny to the flesh I know
7. ki[ ]m injustice in time of
8. kl[ \yh and for all who consider
9. ] and he will not hide
10. ] you have [worjked more than the sons of
11. God s[ ] the unrighteous acts of the peoples
12. to strengthen them [ ]rbwt guilt
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] nDWDD Q-f-lSn[ 2
]xbara nmcnnp my ay m[ 3
]kd man nyttn mmn obp]y -i[y] 4
biy [ ]n cnpn Dcm my ttp xibi 5
] baxb vtot ie?x nbiy mrm 6
pb nysn m-oi nsi nn1? pyi 7
np'Wn bia mm nbab wax nan 8
nny-t[ pbt ro-naaa bin nynbi ronon 9
nnraa tcr[ p nmbn men ]mi nannx idde?d io
m~iD3 aisE?[ pb nribatcn nmun api naab n
mstn-a [ pm nmxn by na-ixn mttnmn 12
]-inbi prt[ paatb ynn -|ttnn 13
] m-a[ ] -nsnb tobi 14
1. ]t righteousness [
2. ] disperse them from the place of standing [
3. ]wt together with the congregation of your holy ones by doing wonders [
4. [f]orever. And the spirits of wickedness Ibyt m'[
5. ] they shall no longer be, and you destroy the place r[ ] all
6. spirits of iniquity which have been devastated to mourning [
7. and pleasure for eternal generations, and when wickedness arises lm[
8. great, I will let them grow to destruction and in the face of all [yo]ur deeds [
9. your mercy, and to know all things in your glory and lp[ ]d'th
10. the judgement of your truth, and the ear of flesh you have opened and [ ]ys in the plan of
11. your heart and the time of testimony you have made known lb[ ]spwt in the height
12. and in the inhabitants of the land upon the land and also [ ] in the inhabitants of
13. darkness. You will contend l'sw[ \chvq and lhr\
14. and not to scatter [ ]brkh [
Column 25:1-13 (Bottom)
Sukenikfrgs. 8, 71; SHR 190407, 4310, 3425
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bt< [ ]yi rnnso 8
] my~in 9
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3. and you exalt [
4. counsel and [
5. those who serve [
6. and they regard them [
7. and to praise /[ \yd'ty
8. I have declared and '[ ]
9. God of (9) knowledge [
10. For the instructor, m[
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] rrnnoa rr6:6i □•>[
dti msna *?■>£>[
6. ]
7. ] he will come [
8. and glory [





14. in the community [
15. ]ym and to reveal hidden things [
16. ]pyl the exalted meetings g'[
Column 26:1-13 (Bottom)
Sukenikfrgs. 711; SHR 190401, 4310, 3425, 4328
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] {rrroa y-nnb} 6
] non rp-13 onsns 7
fcst&m pnun bx 8
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2. height without a remnant and y[
3. and high in height and with [
4. eternal, and those who stumble upon the land and [
5. and everlasting joy bmkwnw[
6. {to declare strength} [
7. that they may know the covenant ofmercy [
8. God of righteousness and hskl[
9. by the strength ofmight and h[
10. what is flesh to these? and [
11. and to station himself bm 'm\




Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 892-4
]lt3ki nn[ ] 1
psxi roinm *ob3 r63i[ ] 2
]*ti rrroxi {n}33i3nx e?13x [ ]m -a[ ] 3
]3K b-ab [ ]p 11333 nn3«[ nn n[ ] 4
]t333i m»ii£p[ ] 5
npntff bb[ ] nnSi3 ^ ] 6
t>[ ] 7
1. ]th [to] me and I have considered [
2. ]wklh without your compassion and 1 [
3. ]br and /[ ] man, I consider diligently and I pay attention and /[
4. ]t meditation yg[ ] sighing with lyre q[ ] for all 'b[
5. ] salvation and the harp [
6. ]y all of them [ ]// [your] name [
7. ]/[
4Q427frg.2, 3 col. 113-15
178
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 254, 256
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 894-6
d]"6® pyM n[
npntt? nbbpjxi nyi[ ]iy mm ay 4
jnnm bmtanb 5
ibcDo'p mx xnn 6
]n mbcnn rprcx-Q mx i
pb nx ^dd irmyD bx 8








3. [ ]h in the dwelling place of pea[ce
4. with spirits 'w[ ]w 'h and I will [prjaise [your] name [
5. For the instructor, give thanks [
6. the coming of the light to dominion [
7. light at the beginning of the dominions h[
8. to its inhabitation before the light lm[
9. and the course of appointed seasons [
10. what is. And this [
11. knowledge hk[
12. and I ms[





Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 896
] romasa nonyi ">BDI [
] ninnS mnm 2ynt£?[
2
3
manai rob rnoia my-p ny[
□yi bx mya nm rnsoa xbsnaf

















nrmi ppi ] 14
nnnn[ ] is
] and in accordance with their knowledge by your glory [
] they proclaim and from appointed time to appointed time [
] with those who know we are chastened by you and we give a ringing cry
] wondrously we will recount together the knowledge of God and with
] you have made known together with the sons ofman
in the midst of the sons of Adam




] for he purifies





]-i nmub u[ ] l
•>npE?m inbf ] 2
pbn nmpn □[ ] 3
p D'ny idsk>[d ] 4
1. [ ]t in accordance with r[
2. [ ]lmy [I] shall be reckoned [
3. [ ]m you have inscribed into the heart [
4. [ ] the [judgements of the cities b\
4Q427frg.6 1-4
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 257
J-1E73 [ ] 1
pi nttn ■'itnsf ] 2
]E?X i3ab DQH3 3[ ] 3
]3 i3K1[ ] 4
1. [ ] flesh [
2. [ ] he who spread a net and '[
3. [ ]g when it dissolves before the fire [
4. [ ] and as for me, he will establish me b[
4Q427frg. 7 col. 16-23
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 257-8






xa11 xtbi D-'ttmpb sn [
[ ->]nnyD chx ay nx xpp hot xi1? •npaa'n
xib a-nya ix Dnai "b [ px tod xb npn ix mam
sbob t-pb d^-pt nor *>3 atom xib[
puna ibbn nsner •'bnxa irann bx mpa hide? naan
t33bob -nasi labxb bna aan obis? xaaa nrr mmpi ernp
nnabtp nab w-nn na: pttfbi nr Tiawa inta iispnpn
■pxi wnbw mnntoa wan nrran warcn n^ap btp
rp ra nm mxa b^rt ima bnp nma union natop
nnn^Dun o^ena n-nnb nnnoa mbabi o^n mnn[b
a^ir o^xa di-i nns?i3 ^Dtonbt man yp nab apb
nba sxa tasiton maa mx[ba D^prfyi mjn D[nnb
nann apann anat npia nana [
-npm abma aaa -naab a^m [
6. [ K
7. [ Y
8. [ ] among the gods
9. [ ] with a tongue he will testify (?) me
10. [ ] evil to the holy ones and will not come [ ]
11. [ and] is not comparable [to] my [glo]ry, f[or] I, with gods is [my] place
12. [and glory or hon]our, not with pure gold 'k[ ] for me,
and gold or precious metal (Ophir?) not
13. [ ] will not be reckoned for me.
Sing, O beloved ones, sing to the King of [glory]
14. [rejoice in the congregation of God,
ring out a cry ofjoy in the tents of salvation,
praise in the [holy] habitation.
15. [ex]alt together with the eternal host,
ascribe greatness to our God and glory to our King.
16. [sanc]tify his name with strong lips and powerful tongue,
lift up your voices together [at a]Il times,
17. proclaim the sound of a ringing cry? ofjoy,
rejoice with eternal joy
18. and unceasingly bow down together in the congregation,
bless the one who does majestic wonders and who makes known the strength of his hand,
19. [to] seal up mysteries and to reveal hidden things,
to raise up those who stumble and those of them who fall.
20. [to bring bajck the way of those who wait for knowledge,
and to humiliate the exalted meetings of the eternal proud.
21. [to make per]feet mysteries ofmaj[esty]
and to establish] glorious [won]ders,
the one who judges with destructive wrath
22. [ ] with lovingkindness, righteousness and with the abundance of compassion, favour




















4Q427frg. 7 col. 114-23
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 258-9
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 896-898
[ ]en tix ymn nyn xibn rmya pxi [ ] 4
py nmpb -npa nnaD nns rats mbrc ymn pr om bnx 5
[ njbnn pxb yaa nntc pis? nbn abiy rsp bmn xs-im 6
[ ] bin: T-ippxi irD[Bmi]!)[ ] i
[ ]b ]"pnx -isyn dti me? pxb nn mnna b^arcn x^n 8
[ ]qt trp myn a->bx dsji nmpn in-mr ypnrc nyi 9
[ pm ttid pxb d">t> nix Dbiy nbnb nx 10
[ ] nnt!>n pxi nnD -ran narnamnn □bis? nnaen mvan 11
[ ]Tan yoinb b^nam mxa mxb[ ]n bx diid nnr 12
[ ]on mm nnnym nnrras by mm tewd bmb nym 13
I pabnem pian bx nmayp innx •'an bmb ram 14
[ jd tamm nnrnma mnn nnnxap mxi xm -nnnn 15
[ ]m nm nbxb mn na mrpbo xbam anmarn 16
[ njnynn nmnnbi npb npa nbx mob 17
[ pmnb mbn pxi marc ■'an 18
[ ]asib lannayn xm nnb 19
[ ] nmmxbaa yaob 20
[ ]n nnb monb mn 20
[ mapn tmxb xibi nnb aannn 21
[ lypaton mnato xmab[]]nx 22
[ irrpman nnx [ parpnona bmi imnn matt? 23
4. [ ] and there are no perversity without knowledge, light appears, and i[ ]
5. mourning, and groaning flees, peace appears, terror ceases, a fountain is opened [ ]
6. and healing at all times of eternity, iniquity ends,
plague ceases as there will be no sick[ness ]
7. [ projclaim and say: great [ ]
8. for he humbles the haughty spirit that there will be no remnant,
and he lifts up from the dust the poor /[ ]
9. and up to the clouds he makes himself great in stature,
and with gods in the congregation of the community and rp[ ]
10. wrath for eternal destruction.
And those who stumble on earth he lifts up without price and gb[ ]
11. their step and eternal joy in their dwellings, everlasting glory and unceasingly [ ]
12. They say:
Blessed be God h[ ]l'wt majesty and who magnifies himself by showing strength [ ]
13. with knowledge to all his creatures and goodness upon their faces,
that they may know the abundance /).s[ ]
14. his compassion to all the sons of his truth.
We have known you, God of righteousness, and we have gained insight [ ]
15. glory, for we have seen your zeal in the power of your might
and we have recognised m[ ]
16. your compassion and wonderful forgiveness.
What is flesh to these things? and what yh[ ]
17. to recount these things from time to time,
and to take a stand in pla[ce ]
18. the sons of heavens and there is no mediator to bring back [ ]
182
19. to you, for you have made me stand lrs[ ]
20. strength to hear wonderful things (to bring back to you) k[ ]
21. we have spoken to you and not to an intermediary ]
22. an ear to the utterance of our lips. Proclaim ]
23. the heavens by his power and all their plans [ ] the earth by [his] strength [ ]
4Q427frg.8 1-4
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 259
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 898
pDb mnn my: n[ ] l
]-ai}on 1733 nrDt£7Ni[ ] 2
] T117 TDTX xb TIU[ ] 3
] pd-osd1? n[ ] 4
1. [ ]h perverted in the knowledge ofmy heart [
2. [ ] and I will forget the affliction ofmy pain [
3. [ ]trw I will not remember any more and not [
4. [ ]h before you [
4Q427frg.l4 1-6
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 261
] a-i »[ ] i
]D xib TIQt£7[ ] 2
]-| ~PD fr>V 31 ■?*<[ ] 3
TlDE73[ ] 4
]TD nn33B? i-ai[ ] s
inn*1 [ ]nn[ ] 6
1. [ ]' many [
2. [ \spty not m[
3. [ ] 7 many against me, from the hand r[
4. [ ] through my lips and my tongue [
5. [ ] my words, you have sharpened khw[
6. [ M }yth[
4Q428frg.l 1-2
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 262
]m33D D[n]-n33[ ] 1
]1 Dnmi73 DiDDn[ ] 2
1. [ ] their might and they fall from gbwr[
2. [ ] wise men in their craftiness and [
4Q428frg. 7 1-12
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 264





]-n ■'-ni73m mi 3inb
]pi3 ">b3-i nniaiD -6k
npnnm psnb ->3bi ^tik
]-it£7x ii; n3-i-iiob3 jm
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1. my prescribed statutes, and you have called me [
2. and in the abundance of your compassion lk[
3. I have been cast in guilt of treachery [
4. with the abundance of impurity, and from my youth bd[
5. My God, you have established my feet in the path [
6. my ear and my heart to understand [your] truth [
7. ear at your teaching until [
8. knowledge you have established in my bowels and k[
9. to him more for the stumbling-block of iniquity, for tg[
10. forever, for not [ \m ways of k\
11. I [gi]ve you thanks, O Lord, for [
12. in a dry land and a spr[ing] of waters in a land [
4Q428frg.8 1-5
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 264
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 900
pnt£7
] pxi nn bi[p3] -inp] lyw




2. they proclaim [to]gether [with vo]ice of ringing cry and there is none [
3. be found [ \kh will be shined forth for eternal glory and peace [
4. L]ord, that you have given [
5. ]
4Q429frg. 1 col 11-3
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 265
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 900
■>-11303 ■'in-'tom rp-i[ ]






















1. [ ]rym and you have set me in a dwelling
2. [ ] on the [face] of the waters and hunters
3. [ }mt you have confirmed
4Q429 frg.l colli 1-5
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 265





f? myo 3t0[n ^[x]
1. through me [
2. into the crucible like [
3. the smiths, to be purified [
4. peoples with their afflictions [
5. [my G]od, [you] turn the tempest /[
4Q429 frg.l col III 7-12
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 266
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 900-2
P3[ ]
p nri 1310111
pi D^p1? nrrns crr^n noro
•px1? oi3nQ mibon pinnb i-ni ioy
1X03 y33i 1013X 31x3*1 inm i[3in]
onn*n mi *111031*1 nonoy psora]
7. [ ]nh[
8. they devise, and the words of b[
9. like the venom of vipers which breaks forth from time to time and like [
10. the dust they aim to seize the smiles of asps
11. which cannot be [charmed]. And it becomes an incurable pain and a malignant wound
12. [in the bowels of] your servant, causing the spirit to stumble, and making an end of
4Q429 frg.l colIV1-12
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 266-7
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 902
]n prnn in*i3[*i mo]
poi-i 11333 inrri n[ ]
] ii[i33] Qi*i3m i3irnx moiy[*iT]

















jmni h'pdx'? ns -vikd[-jt&rm] 5
Itss1? "imDOTi nnnnp] 6
imsjDia "nptci nrm Dr6p] i
] firm nrm nv npina] 8
□rn]D 'pyn'? *,n]p^i[ 31-1b •'nnb] 9
] ">tDVa [□■OttfD S7t£7D "'TID mD] 10
jibb Qipn p[m -pxb] 11
]mns ]px'? ] 12
1. [strength so that] he could not hold firm to m[
2. [ ]? and they have roared forth complaint against me with the lyre [
3. [Hot injdignation has seized me and pains like the pangs of [
4. [and] my tongue has cleaved to the roof of (my) mouth, for they have surrounded me bt[
5. [and] the light ofmy countenance [has been dimmed] into darkness and my glory [
6. you have [op]ened a wide space in my heart and they have increased it tow[
7. [the] bread of sighing, and my drink is tears [
8. [by the bitter]ness of the day. Sighing and sorrow [
9. [my bread into strife] and my dri[nk] into contention
10. [strength, according to the mysteries of transgression, those who have changed] the works of [
11. [that cannot be torn ap]art and fetters llw[
12. [ that cannot] be opened [
4Q429 frg.2 col 14-12
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 267
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 902
]b nbiy -ii[ ] 4
(bis? ■>:[ ] 5
6
7
nnm~i[ inrrpp [ ] 8
]xnm bisJt ] •o'pp ] 9
] ron1? p~nn[ ipmnrm [ ] 10
Dps1? ay bfybn] pyi inrr V?[ ] 11
pnnttfia [i]b[L?i3]n->i nutff-i[ ] 12
4. [ ]w eternal /[
5. [ \ny 'wl[
6.
7.
8. [ ] you have com[man]ded them [ ] their way
9. [ ] they [will] walk [ ]the uncircumcised, and the unclean [
10. [ ] and [they] have stumbled from the way of your heart [
11. [ ]lw they languish. And Belial is the counsellor of [their] heart [
12. [ ]wickedness [they wall]ow in their guilt.
4Q429 frg.2 colli 1-12
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 267-8
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] ny ->n">-ai[ ] 11
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1- 1
2. and all m[
3. to return [
4. and it roared t\
5. and '[
6. ]
7. my foundation [
8. plumbline [
9. /[ ] strong //w[
10. stumble for /[
11. [ ] and strong bolts [
12. with its weapons ofw[a]r until all [ ] be destroyed.
4Q430frg.l 1-7
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 279
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 904
]-rn[i] 13[ ] 1
] D[mpt£?nnp] my1?! »[ ] 2
□njiDD naa1? idiu oany biCD&i [ ] 3
]"?a Dm myn mian dtd [ ] 4
]"o Dmrayn b[ ] 5
] nyn pint1? •>[ ] 6
] Dp]1? nayn [ ] 7
1. [ ]bw [and] ycfrf
2. [ ]i and wormwood [in their] thoughts [
3. [ ] and the stumbling-block of their iniquity they set before [their] faces [
4. [ ] falsehood, persuaded by error. And they, bl[
5. [ ]/their deeds, for [
6. [ ]y [they] said [of] the vision of knowledge [




Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 904-6
pytcn nnm 1
pyra ©did rati? nn 2
]n nnnttfi nx yam nyi aiba nny[3] 3
ny nana1? -npo nnsa nns rata mbc? yai[n ] 4
[rqsoxa nbnn pxb yaa nato piy nba abiy [ ] b[ ] 5
nt£?iy bx bna mnxi lynrcn my n^np xib ] 6
p^ax nayn ami rmtt? pxb on [ ] 1
] mya ybx Dyi naipa rnaai cprtp ] 8
pax ■'b^iai oSiy nbp]1^ ] 9
1. And wickedness comes to an end [
2. in it oppression ceases with indignation [
3. wickedness without knowledge, light will shine forth and gladness t[
4. [ ] peace will [shine forth], terror will cease, the fountain will be opened to eternal blessing
5. [ ]/ [ ] eternal, iniquity will end, plague will cease without sickness remo[ved]
6. [ ] will be [no] more. Proclaim and say, Great is the God who works
7. [ ] haughtiness without a remnant and he raises from dust the poor
8. [ the cl]ouds and high in height and together with gods in the congregation [
9. [ ] to eternal de[stru]ction and those who stumble on earth.
4Q432frg.l 1-4
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 281
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 906
] rmipnn D-maa -iDK?n[ ] 1
pa mv ]s [ ] im[ ] 2
pbiyi nrniaa b[ ] 3
pirn ■'3X1 an[ ] 4
1. [ ]watch the mighty men in joining (?) [
2. [ ]w6w [ ] lest he shoots gb[
3. [ ]/. their strength and they fall [
4. [ ]tm and I btwm[
4Q432frg.2 1-2
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 281
] nn-nan ~it£7[ ] 1
cj-innai nyi [ ] 2
1. [ ]sr you have done mightily [
2. [ ] the knowledge and the anxious [
4Q432frg.3 1-5
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 282
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 906
188
] bin -oyby nn-icr [ ]
] p-ns Tpytm "my naa nnt<[ ]
py Tartan tod ynn [ ]
] mbtp -it»3D ''nan b[ ]
]D"I ■'33'? Dp]nb [ ]
1. [ ] you have made straight in my heart all [
2. [ ]mt before my eyes and the reprovers of righteousness [
3. [ ] crushed by blows of the comforters of kw[
4. [ ]/ my [so]rrow, proclaiming peace [
5. [ ] to dissolve my heart and m[
4Q432frg.4 col I. 1-7
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 282
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 906
[prpD3]m mn pnnn mnyya mnp -t[ay •'yenni
[mm mn]n3 nnnnytn bay ybynrt py rrpbiapay mnbny]
p-at£?m mba op-ib HM-iti-pp npn •>3332 by mnpnn mnpa]
pan bi3] b[ k? lnnm ottfmnrai n]bp]p pnra [mn]
[ ■nyto] nil-imp nbip wdd1 mnnb] cnyyn ay nn[tt?]
[bay rppn ~ty[3 nntt; Tiby -nami nynx prayn 3[ ] b[ ]
nysx Tin ban *i]yy nbpy •nrm]
1. [and those who dwell on the du]st are like those go[ing down to the s]eas,
terrified by the roar of the waters; and [their] wi[se men]
2. [are like sailors in the] deep[s for] swallowed up is all their wisdom in the ro[aring of the seas]
3. [when] the de[eps boil over the springs of water]s
and they [ru]sh forth to lift [up waves and breakers]
4. with the roaring of [their] noifse and when they rush forth, they open s ]/
5. [all the arrows of (5) the p]it, with their step, [to the deep they make their voice heard]
[and the gates of ] open
6. [ ]/ [ ]b the work[s of the viper, and the doors of the pit close be]hind her
that is preg[nant with injustice]
7. [and the bars of eterjnity be[hind all the spirits of the viper]
4Q432frg.4 col. II1-6
Wacholder-Abegg 2, 283
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, 906-8
[yuan pah nntt; ■'art bin pmyjnny mn ">:d [by] mxybn [rnD3m]
[prim myrya by px b-nai psjeid by ip bisay mpn[ pxb ns-1!]
[iddn mn "bam byby] binb p-in ipi mnbya[ by nnn]
nbmx t7[X3 mi ">sax bpy by by^by p]b[na mjbpi tabs pxb]
p3,3]t&3 upram nrpabsn rami n]b[ py bin ]nnnb[ arpyjotB]
] bin [dsx yy yinb]
1. [and the net of ] scoundrels [upon] the face of the waters,




















2. [and they burst forth without] hope, when the measuring line falls upon judge[ment]
[and the lot ofwrath upon the forsaken]
3. [and the outpouring of (3) wrath against] the dissemblers
and the measuring line of burning anger for all [worthlessness]
4. [and the cords of death surround (4) without escape.]
[And the tor]rents [of Belial flow] over al[ the high river banks, like fi]re which consumes
5. [their watering places] to destroy [every tree, green and] d[ry, from their channels.]
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